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reveals the shocking, formerly 
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ank scandal that revealed how 

the dictator had illegally squi
rreled away over $26 million 

in ill-begotten wealth in secre
t American bank accounts. 

When it was first released in ha
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accountable for murder, torture
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ry story of Henry Kissinger’s 

attempt to undercut the book’s 
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IN MY MEMORY

To my father, Hy Kornbluh, this book is dedicated. He taught me, through
parental patience as well as his social and political commitment, the simple
meaning of human decency in a world of many ills and evils that could not
be ignored—as he made sure I understood. To him I owe the construct of
conscience and the sense of common community that has enabled this work
from the first page to the last.





Introduction:
History and Accountability

It is not a part of American history that we are proud of.
—Secretary of State Colin Powell, responding to a question on 

the morality of the U.S. role in Chile, February 20, 2003

Just before midnight on October 16, 1998, two Scotland Yard offi cials 
slipped through the halls of an elite private clinic in London and secured 

the room in which former Chilean dictator, General Augusto Pinochet, was 
recovering from back surgery. With En glish effi ciency, they disarmed his 
private bodyguards, disconnected the phones, posted eight policemen outside 
the door, and then proceeded to serve Pinochet with a warrant from IN-
TERPOL. Within minutes, British authorities accomplished what the Chilean 
courts had refused to do since the end of his military regime in 1990— they 
placed Pinochet under arrest for crimes against humanity.

General Pinochet, whose name became synonymous with gross violations 
of human rights during his seventeen- year dictatorship, spent 504 days under 
 house arrest in London. Only aggressive diplomatic intervention by Chile’s 
civilian government, pressured by the Pinochetistas in the Chilean military, and 
an adroit propaganda campaign waged by his lawyers, kept him from being 
extradited to Spain to stand trial for offenses ranging from torture to terror-
ism. After sixteen months in detention, the British government released the 
eighty- four- year- old general on what it termed “humanitarian grounds.” 
When he returned to his homeland, however, he was stripped of his immu-
nity from prosecution, indicted, and interrogated. At one point Pinochet even 
faced the ignominious prospect of being fi ngerprinted and posing for a mug 
shot. Initially, the Chilean courts ruled that due to age- related dementia Pino-
chet could not be put on trial for the abuses committed under his military 
reign; at the time of his death, however, Pinochet faced multiple indictments.
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Pinochet evaded punishment. But the saga of the “Pinochet Case” remains
a historic milestone in the pursuit of accountability over atrocity. His arrest
marked a long-awaited vindication for not only Pinochet’s victims, but the
victims of repression everywhere, as well as a turning point in the use of
international law to pursue their repressors. It will forever be remembered
as a transformational moment for the human rights movement, and a land-
mark event in both Chile and the United States of America.

For the cause of human rights, the drama of Pinochet’s detention has
established a precedent for the globalization of justice. Now that the Pinochet
case has empowered the concept of universal jurisdiction—the ability of any
state to hold gross violators accountable to international codes of justice—
tyrants will no longer be able to leave their homelands and feel secure from
the reach of international law. For Chile, Pinochet’s arrest ended his ability
to repress his nation’s collective memory of the horrors of his rule, and
restrain his victims from seeking legal accountability for the crimes committed
during his regime. Although Pinochet eluded justice, he did not escape judg-
ment. Moreover, a number of his top military men have been indicted, ar-
rested, and imprisoned since his arrest.

As Chileans continue to resurrect and redress their bloody and buried
past, in Washington Pinochet’s arrest has also led to a massive exhumation
of secret U.S. government archives. The declassified Pinochet files not only
renewed international interest in the history of his regime; they have refo-
cused public attention on the United States’s own responsibility for the de-
nouement of democracy and the rise of dictatorship in Chile.

The Other 9/11

For almost three decades, September 11 marked a day of infamy for Chi-
leans, Latin Americans, and the world community—a day when Chilean air
force jets attacked La Moneda palace in Santiago as the prelude to the vicious
coup that brought Pinochet to power. In the aftermath of “9/11,” 2001, it is
more likely to be remembered for the shocking terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon. With that horror, the United States and
Chile now share “that dreadful date,” as writer Ariel Dorfman has eloquently
described it, “again a Tuesday, once again an 11th of September filled with
death.”

But the histories of the United States and Chile are joined by far more
than the coincidence of Osama bin Laden’s timing. Washington has played
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a pivotal role in Chile’s traumatic past. Beginning in the early 1960s, U.S.
policy makers initiated more than a decade of efforts to control Chile’s po-
litical life, culminating in a massive covert effort to “bring down,” as Richard
Nixon and members of his cabinet candidly discussed, the duly elected Pop-
ular Unity government of Salvador Allende. Within hours of realizing that
goal on September 11, 1973, the White House began transmitting secret
messages welcoming General Pinochet to power and expressing a “desire to
cooperate with the military Junta and to assist in any appropriate way.” Until
September 1976, when Pinochet sent a team of assassins to commit an act
of international terrorism in Washington, D.C., Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger steadfastly maintained a posture of avid support for the Pinochet
regime. The assassination of Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt on the
streets of the nation’s capital would dominate U.S.-Chilean relations for the
next decade, until the dictatorship began to unravel under growing popular
pressure in Chile, and the United States fully and finally abandoned its one-
time anticommunist ally. U.S. policy had an impact in changing not only the
composition of Chile’s government in 1973 but also the course of its violent
future during the next seventeen years.

If U.S. policy has had a major influence on events in Chile, those events
have returned to influence the political discourse of the United States—and
indeed the world. The country that Chilean poet Pablo Neruda described as
a “long petal of sea, wine and snow” holds a special place in the hearts and
minds of the international community. Since the early 1960s, Chile has at-
tracted international attention for a number of utopian political projects and
economic and social experiments. In 1964, Chile became a designated “show-
case” for the Alliance for Progress—a U.S. effort to stave off revolutionary
movements in Latin America by bolstering centrist, middle-class, Christian
Democratic political parties. But with the election of Salvador Allende on
September 4, 1970, Chile became the first Latin American nation to demo-
cratically elect a socialist president. The Via Chilena—peaceful road to socialist
reform—captured the imagination of progressive forces around the globe,
while provoking the consternation of imperial-minded U.S. policy makers.
“We set the limits of diversity,” Kissinger was heard to tell his staff as the
United States initiated a series of covert operations against Allende, which
“at a minimum will either insure his failure,” according to a secret Kissinger
proposal to Nixon, “and at a maximum might lead to situations where his
collapse or overthrow later may be more feasible.”

The sharp contrast between the peaceful nature of Allende’s program for
change, and the violent coup that left him dead and Chile’s long-standing
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democratic institutions destroyed, truly shocked the world. The Pinochet
regime’s dictatorial bent, and abysmal human rights record quickly became
a universal political and humanitarian issue. Revelations of CIA involvement
in Allende’s overthrow, and Washington’s unabashed embrace of the Junta
raised Chile’s worldwide profile even further, to a point where U.S. policy
makers could no longer ignore the condemnation. “Chile has taken on
Spain’s image in the 1940s as a symbol of right-wing tyranny,” an aide
reported to Kissinger in one secret briefing paper. “Like it or not, we are
identified with the regime’s origins and hence charged with some responsi-
bility for its actions.” “Chile,” the U.S. embassy noted in a 1974 strategy
paper stamped secret,

has become something of a cause celebre in both the Western and
Communist worlds. What happens in Chile is thus a matter of rather
special significance to the United States. Distant and small though it is,
Chile has long been viewed universally as a demonstration area for
economic and social experimentation. Now it is in a sense in the front
line of world ideological conflict.

In the United States, Chile joined Vietnam on the front line of the national
conflict over the corruption of American values in the making and exercise
of U.S. foreign policy. During the mid-1970s, events in Chile generated a
major debate on human rights, covert action, and the proper place for both
in America’s conduct abroad. The Kissingerian disregard for Pinochet’s
mounting atrocities appalled the public and prompted Congress to pass
precedent-setting legislation curtailing foreign aid to his regime, and to man-
date a human rights criteria for all U.S. economic and military assistance. At
the same time, revelations of the CIA’s covert campaign to block Allende’s
election and then destabilize his democratically elected government generated
a series of sensational intelligence scandals forcing the country for the first
time, according to the late Senator Frank Church, “to debate and decide the
merits of future use of covert action as an instrument of U.S. foreign policy.”

Indeed, Chile became the catalyst for the first public hearing ever held on
covert action. Senator Church’s Senate Select Committee to Study Govern-
ment Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities—known as the
Church Committee—conducted the first major Congressional investigation
into clandestine operations and published the first case studies, Covert Action in
Chile, 1963–1973, and Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders, detail-
ing those operations abroad. Once revealed, the U.S. government’s covert
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campaign in Chile led to the exposure of other foreign policy excesses, scan-
dals, and corruptions.

The findings of the Church Committee, and the public revulsion of Wash-
ington’s ongoing association with Pinochet’s brutality, prompted a wide-
spread movement to return U.S foreign policy to the moral precepts of
American society. “Chile is just the latest example for a lot of people in this
country of the United States not being true to its values,” one internal State
Department memo conceded in June 1975. The debate around U.S. miscon-
duct in Chile, as Richard Harris wrote in The New Yorker magazine in 1979,
raised the fundamental question: “How did we become such a nation?”

That question remains relevant to the worldwide debate over the exercise
of U.S. power in the twenty-first century. Indeed, a historical review of U.S.-
Chilean relations raises many of the same contentious issues the American
people, and the international community, confronted as the Bush administra-
tion launched its war on Iraq: preemptive strikes, regime change, unilateral
aggression, international terrorism, political assassination, sovereignty, and
the deaths of innocents. After so many years, Chile remains the ultimate case
study of morality—the lack of it—in the making of U.S. foreign policy. “With
respect to . . . Chile in the 1970s,” as Secretary of State Colin Powell con-
ceded when asked how the United States could consider itself morally su-
perior to Iraq when Washington had backed the overthrow of Chilean
democracy, “it is not a part of American history that we are proud of.”

Chile Declassified

For all of Chile’s importance and notoriety in the ongoing debate over U.S.
foreign policy, the historical record has remained largely hidden from public
scrutiny. The covert operations, murders, scandals, cover-ups, and contro-
versies over human rights violations—all generated massive amounts of top-
secret documentation. But only a handful of the hundreds of documents
reviewed by the Senate Committee staff in the mid-1970s were actually de-
classified. Legal proceedings against former CIA director Richard Helms for
lying to Congress on covert operations in Chile, and civil lawsuits brought
by the families of Pinochet’s most famous victims, Charles Horman, Orlando
Letelier, and Ronni Karpen Moffitt, yielded references to thousands of rec-
ords on U.S. relations with the Pinochet regime at the height of its repression;
but the U.S. government refused to release most of those. The documents
the government did declassify were so heavily censored—many completely
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blacked out except for their title and date—as to render them useless for
judicial or historical evaluation.

Pinochet’s arrest in London renewed national and international interest in
the vast secret U.S. archives on Chile. Those records—CIA intelligence re-
ports, State Department cables, Defense Department analysis, NSC memo-
randa, among other documents—were known to contain extraordinarily
detailed coverage of Pinochet’s atrocities, the inner workings of his internal
repression and acts of international terrorism, as well as Washington’s poli-
cies toward his regime. U.S. documentation would provide a wealth of evi-
dence to prosecute Pinochet and his subordinates—if only the Clinton
administration could be persuaded to declassify thousands of files containing
tens of thousands of pages of secret information compiled during Chile’s
military dictatorship.

The Clinton White House had already pioneered a process of declassi-
fying U.S. documentation to advance the cause of human rights. During his
first term, President Clinton authorized major declassifications on El Salva-
dor, Honduras, and Guatemala in response to scandals over U.S. misconduct
and repression in those countries. On Chile, the administration faced a cho-
rus of strong and poignant voices from the families of Pinochet’s American
victims, as well as pressure from Congress to release evidence that would
assist Spain’s efforts to bring Pinochet to justice. Both publicly and privately,
human rights and right-to-know groups including my organization, the Na-
tional Security Archive, lobbied administration officials to declassify docu-
ments in the name of human rights, justice, and history.

For a variety of political reasons, the Clinton administration resisted any
policy initiative or gesture that would aid Spain’s unprecedented application
of universal jurisdiction to Pinochet’s crimes. Doing nothing, however, would
be perceived as protecting the vilest of Latin American dictators in recent
history. Eventually, the administration agreed to conduct a “Chile Declassi-
fication Project”—not to provide documents to Spain but for the benefit of
Chilean and American citizens. The declassification review, the State De-
partment announced in February 1999, would “respond to the expressed
wishes” of Congress and the families of Pinochet’s American victims, and
encourage “a consensus within Chile on reinvigorating its truth and recon-
ciliation process.”

To its credit, the Clinton administration pulled, prodded, and pushed the
secrecy system into divulging significant amounts of information. Under the
leadership of Secretary Madeleine Albright, the State Department appreciated
the need for thorough declassification to advance human rights and historical
honesty; the National Archives (in charge of presidential papers), the NSC,
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Pentagon, and Justice Department in descending degrees also cooperated in
the project. But the “securocrats” in the CIA—the agency with the most
revealing documentation to offer, but also the most secrets to hide—proved
to be particularly recalcitrant. For months, Agency officials sought to with-
hold any document demonstrating covert U.S. involvement in the death of
democracy and rise of dictatorship in Chile. A special amendment to the
Intelligence Act in 1999 required the Agency to produce a written report for
Capitol Hill on its covert operations, CIA Activities in Chile. But only significant
public pressure—from human rights groups, key members of Congress, and
dedicated officials inside the executive branch including President Clinton
himself—forced the CIA to partially open its secret files on covert American
ties to the violence of the coup and, in its aftermath, to the military and secret
police institutions that systematically carried out Pinochet’s abuses.

The Chile Declassification Project yielded some 2,200 CIA records. In
addition, approximately 3,800 White House, National Security Council,
Pentagon, and FBI records were released, along with 18,000 State Depart-
ment documents that shed considerable light on Pinochet’s seventeen-year
dictatorship as well as U.S. policies and actions in Chile between 1970 and
1990. In all, the Declassification Project produced 24,000 never-before-seen
documents—the largest discretionary executive branch release of records on
any country or foreign policy issue.

These documents provide a chronicle of twenty dramatic and dense years
of American policy and operations in Chile, as well as a comprehensive chro-
nology of Pinochet’s rampant repression. Stamped top secret/sensitive,
eyes only, nodis [no distribution to other agencies] noforn, [No Foreign
Distribution], and roger channel [high urgency, restricted dissemination],
among other classification categories, they include White House memoranda
of conversation [memcons] recording the private commentary of U.S. presi-
dents and their aides; decision directives and briefing papers prepared for
Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, and Ronald Reagan; minutes of
covert-action strategy meetings chaired by Henry Kissinger; high-level intel-
ligence reports based on informants inside the Pinochet regime; and hundreds
of heavily redacted but still revealing CIA Directorate of Operations com-
munications with agents in its Santiago Station that detail massive covert
action to change the course of Chilean history.

Indeed, the documents contain new information on virtually every major
issue, episode, and scandal that pockmark this controversial era. They cover
events such as: Project FUBELT, the CIA’s covert action to block Salvador
Allende from becoming president of Chile in the fall of 1970; the assassi-
nation of Chilean commander-in-chief René Schneider; U.S. strategy and op-
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erations to destabilize the Allende government; the degree of American
support for the coup; the postcoup executions of American citizens; the ori-
gins and operations of Pinochet’s secret police, DINA; CIA ties to DINA
chieftain Manuel Contreras; Operation Condor; the terrorist car-bombing of
Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt in Washington, D.C.; the murder by
burning of Washington resident Rodrigo Rojas; and Pinochet’s final efforts
to thwart a transition to civilian rule. Many of the documents name names,
revealing atrocities and exposing those who perpetrated them. These records
have been, and are being, used to advance judicial investigations into the
human rights atrocities of Pinochet’s military and to hold regime officials
accountable for their crimes.

They are also being used to rewrite the history books on the U.S. role in
Chile. For students of this history, the declassified documents offer an op-
portunity to be a fly on the wall as presidents, national security advisers,
CIA directors, and secretaries of state debated crucial decisions and issued
nation-changing orders. They also allow the reader to observe the minute-
by-minute, day-by-day process of how those orders were implemented in
Chile. A comparison between what was said and done in secret and the
official statements, testimonials, and memoirs reveals, in stunning detail, the
mendacity that accompanied U.S. policy.

The documents also permit a reexamination of many if not all of the
outstanding questions that haunt this history. Questions such as:

• What role did the United States actually play in the violent Septem-
ber 11, 1973, coup that brought Augusto Pinochet to power?

• What motivated President Nixon and his National Security Adviser
Henry Kissinger to authorize and oversee a campaign to overthrow
and undermine Chilean democracy?

• What support did the CIA covertly provide to help the Pinochet
regime consolidate? What assistance did the CIA give to the mur-
derous secret police, DINA?

• Were U.S. officials negligent, or possibly complicit, in the execution
of Charles Horman, an American citizen detained by the Chilean
military following the coup whose case became the subject of the
Hollywood movie, Missing?

• What did U.S. intelligence know about Operation Condor, the
Chilean-led network of Southern Cone secret police agencies that or-
ganized international acts of state-sponsored terrorism to eliminate
critics of their regimes?
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• Could U.S. officials have detected and deterred the September 21,
1976, car-bombing that killed Orlando Letelier and Ronni Karpen
Moffitt—the most egregious act of international terrorism committed
in Washington, D.C. before the September 11, 2001, attack on the
Pentagon?

• And, in the end, what role did Washington play in the denouement
of General Pinochet’s dictatorship?

The Pinochet File

This book is an effort to revisit the complex and controversial history of U.S.
policy toward democracy and dictatorship in Chile. The secret files declas-
sified pursuant to Pinochet’s arrest constitute a trove of new evidence that
goes well beyond what the Church Committee reported in the mid-1970s
on U.S. efforts to destabilize Chile’s democratically elected government. CIA
memoranda with titles such as “Chile: Initial Post Coup Support,” and
“Western Hemisphere Division Project Renewals for FY 1975,” shed con-
siderable light on the long hidden history of secret U.S. efforts to support
the incipient military Junta. Intelligence reporting on the regime’s machinery
of repression provides a clear chronology of what Washington knew and
when it knew it regarding General Pinochet’s campaign of terror—both inside
Chile and abroad. And the declassified record reveals, in rather extraordinary
detail, what U.S. officials did and did not do when confronted with that
knowledge.

Drawing on the abundance of information contained in the declassified
documents, The Pinochet File provides an investigative narrative to advance a
history that remains disputed to this day. At the same time, the book is an
attempt to tell the story of the United States and Chile through a represen-
tative selection of documents, drawn from the long paper trail left by multiple
U.S. offices and agencies, from the White House to the CIA Santiago Station.
Distilling a full history into a compilation of one hundred or so reproduced
records is, admittedly, impossible; for reasons of space, I have been forced
to select relatively short documents and in some cases only partially repro-
duce them. Dozens of key documents that could not be included are quoted
at length in the text. Full versions of abbreviated records published in this
book, along with additional germane documentation, can be accessed on the
National Security Archive’s Web site, www.nsarchive.org. Ambitious readers
who want to explore the broader universe of declassified documents on Chile
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can consult the Department of State Web site—www.state.gov—for the full
collection of 24,000 U.S. records declassified under the Chile Declassification
Project.

Documents are essential to the reconstruction of history, but they do
not always tell the whole story. Still classified records—and there are many
on Chile—may contain additional or even contradictory information;
moreover elements of these events may not have been recorded on paper.
Where possible, I have attempted to supplement and clarify the informa-
tion in the documents through interviews with the retired U.S. foreign pol-
icy makers who wrote or read them, among them former assistant
secretaries of state for Inter-American affairs, NSC senior advisers on Latin
America, several ambassadors and numerous State Department, NSC, Jus-
tice Department, and intelligence officials. I have also sought to determine
what information remains hidden under the blackened sections of key doc-
uments. In a number of cases—designated in the text by information in-
serted within parenthesis—material blacked out in one document could be
gleaned from another. There are still secrets being kept on Chile, to be
sure; but today there are fewer of them.

That the secrecy surrounding Chile and U.S. relations with Pinochet has
been maintained for so long reflects both the controversial nature of this
past, as well as its continuing relevance to the ongoing and future debate
over American intervention abroad and the moral foundations of U.S. for-
eign policy. The declassified documents highlighted in the pages that follow
are, in essence, a dossier of atrocity and accountability, addressing not only
the general and his regime, but also the shameful record of U.S. support for
bloodshed and dictatorship. “One goal of the project,” states the White
House statement that accompanied the final release of thousands of once-
secret papers, “is to put the original documents before the public so that it
may judge for itself the extent to which U.S. actions undercut the cause of
democracy and human rights in Chile.” This book, hopefully, can contrib-
ute to rendering that judgment.
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Project FUBELT:
“Formula for Chaos”

Carnage could be considerable and prolonged, i.e. civil war. . . . You have
asked us to provoke chaos in Chile . . . we provide you with formula for chaos
which is unlikely to be bloodless. To dissimulate U.S. involvement will clearly
be impossible.

—top secret CIA Santiago Station cable, October 10, 1970

On September 15, 1970, in a fifteen-minute meeting between 3:25 and
3:40 p.m., President Richard Nixon ordered the CIA to initiate a mas-

sive covert intervention in Chile. The goal: to block Chilean President-elect
Salvador Allende from taking and holding office. Allende was a well-known
and popular politician in Chile; the 1970 campaign constituted his fourth
run for the presidency. He was “one of the most astute politicians and par-
liamentarians in a nation whose favorite pastime is kaffeeklatsch politics,”
noted one secret CIA analysis. His victory on September 4, in a free and
fair—if narrow—election, marked the first time in the twentieth century that
a “socialist parliamentarian,” as Allende referred to himself, had been dem-
ocratically voted into office in the Western Hemisphere.

During a White House meeting with Henry Kissinger, Attorney General
John Mitchell, and CIA Director Richard Helms, Nixon issued explicit in-
structions to foment a coup that would prevent Allende from being inaugu-
rated on November 4, or subsequently bring down his new administration.
Handwritten notes, taken by the CIA director, recorded Nixon’s directive:

• 1 in 10 chance perhaps, but save Chile!
• worth spending
• not concerned risks involved
• no involvement of embassy
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• $10,000,000 available, more if necessary
• full-time job—best men we have
• game plan
• make economy scream
• 48 hours for plan of action

Helm’s summary would become the first record of an American president
ordering the overthrow of a democratically elected government. (Doc 1)

The CIA moved quickly to implement the president’s instructions. In a
meeting the next day with top officials of the Agency’s covert operations di-
vision, Helms told his aides that “President Nixon had decided that an Al-
lende regime in Chile was not acceptable to the United States” and had
“asked the Agency to prevent Allende from coming to power or to unseat
him.” (Doc 2) Under the supervision of CIA deputy director of plans, Tho-
mas Karamessines, and Western Hemisphere division chief, William Broe, a
“Special Task Force” with two operational units—one focused exclusively
on the Chilean military headed by veteran covert operative David Atlee
Phillips, and the second devoted to the “political/constitutional route” to
blocking Allende—was immediately established and activated. By 8:30 a.m.
on September 17, 1970, the new Chile Task Force had produced its first
“Situation Report” complete with an organizational chart and a list of “pos-
sibilities” to “stimulate unrest and other occurrences to force military ac-
tion.” (Doc 3)

To provide a presidential cachet for the Task Force, later that day Kissin-
ger obtained Nixon’s signed authorization to create a “mechanism” to “work
fast and in secrecy” and “make decisions, send out directives, keep tabs on
things . . . coordinate activities, and plan implementing actions.”1 In an after-
noon meeting on September 18, Kissinger received an initial briefing from
DCI Helms on the status of what would become one of the CIA’s most in-
famous covert operations. By then, CIA headquarters had dispatched a spe-
cial covert agent to Santiago to deliver secret instructions to the Station chief
on the new operation, code-named Project FUBELT.2 And the CIA’s Chile
Task Force had already produced “Situation Report #2” proclaiming: “there
is a coup possibility now in the wind.”

Genesis of a Coup Policy

Nixon’s bald directive on Chile was neither unparalleled nor unprecedented.
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth-century history of U.S. policy
toward Latin America, presidents frequently authorized overt military ef-
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forts to remove governments deemed undesirable to U.S. economic and po-
litical interests. After the signing of the United Nations charter in 1948, which
highlighted nonintervention and respect for national sovereignty, the White
House made ever-greater use of the newly created Central Intelligence
Agency to assert U.S. hegemonic designs. Under Dwight Eisenhower, the
CIA launched a set of covert paramilitary operations to terminate the Gua-
temalan government of Jacobo Arbenz; both Eisenhower and John F. Ken-
nedy gave green lights to clandestine action to undermine Fidel Castro in
Cuba. It was the Kennedy administration that first initiated covert operations
in Chile—to block the election of Salvador Allende.

Allende first attracted Washington’s attention when his socialist coalition,
then known as the Frente de Accion Popular (FRAP), narrowly lost the 1958
election to the right-wing Partido Nacional, led by Jorge Alessandri. The
Alessandri government, noted a report prepared by the Agency for Interna-
tional Development’s (AID) predecessor, the International Cooperation Ad-
ministration, had “five years in which to prove to the electorate that their
medicine is the best medicine. Failure almost automatically ensures a marked
swing to the left.”

But in the aftermath of the 1959 revolution in Cuba, the Kennedy ad-
ministration recognized that Washington’s traditional support for small oli-
garchic political parties, such as the Partido Nacional, was far more likely to
enhance the strength of the Latin American left, rather than weaken it. Fos-
tering reformist, centrist political parties to be what Kennedy called “a viable
alternative” to leftist revolutionary movements became a key goal. “The
problem for U.S. policy is to do what it can to hasten the middle-class rev-
olution,” Kennedy’s aide Arthur Schlesinger Jr. wrote to the president in a
March 10, 1961, report that would become an argument for the Alliance for
Progress. “If the possessing classes of Latin America made the middle-class
revolution impossible, they will make a ‘workers-and-peasants’ revolution in-
evitable.”

In Chile, the Partido Democrata-Christiano (PDC) led by Eduardo Frei
appeared tailor-made as a model for that “middle-class” revolution. Over-
ruling aides who wanted to continue support for Alessandri, Kennedy ar-
ranged for Frei, and another centrist leader, Radomiro Tomic, to have a
secret backdoor visit to the White House in early 1962. The purpose of the
visit was to allow the president to evaluate these new Chilean leaders per-
sonally, and, as one report noted, “decide to whom to give covert aid in the
coming election.”3

The CIA’s two-volume internal history of clandestine support for the
Christian Democrats titled The Chilean Election Operation of 1964—A Case His-

tory 1961–1964 remains highly classified. It is known to contain information,
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however, on covert operations that started in 1961—through the establish-
ment of assets in the small centrist political parties and in key labor, media,
student, and peasant organizations, and the creation of pivotal propaganda
mechanisms—and escalated into massive secret funding of Frei’s 1964 cam-
paign. In April 1962, the 5412 Panel Special Group, as the then high-level
interagency team that oversaw covert operations was named, approved CIA
proposals to “carry out a program of covert financial assistance” to the Chris-
tian Democrats.4 Between then and the election, the CIA funneled some $4
million into Chile to help get Frei elected, including $2.6 million in direct
funds to underwrite more than half of his campaign budget. In order to
enhance Frei’s image as a moderate centrist, the CIA also covertly funded a
group of center-right political parties.

In addition to direct political funding, the agency conducted fifteen other
major operations in Chile, among them the covert creation and support for
numerous civic organizations to influence and mobilize key voting sectors.
The biggest operation, however, was a massive $3 million anti-Allende prop-
aganda campaign. The Church Committee report, Covert Action in Chile 1963–
1973, described the breadth of these operations:

Extensive use was made of the press, radio, films, pamphlets, posters,
leaflets, direct mailings, paper streamers, and wall paintings. It was a
“scare campaign” that relied heavily on images of Soviet tanks and
Cuban firing squads and was directed especially to women. Hundreds
of thousands of copies of the anticommunist pastoral letter of Pope Pius
XI were distributed by Christian Democratic organizations. . . . “Dis-
information” and “black propaganda”—material which purported to
originate from another source, such as the Chilean Communist Party—
were used as well.5

In the several months before the September 1964 election, these opera-
tions reached a crescendo of activity. One CIA propaganda group, for
example, was distributing 3,000 anticommunist political posters and produc-
ing twenty-four radio news spots day, as well as twenty-six weekly news
commentaries—all directed at turning Chilean voters away from Allende
and toward Eduardo Frei. The CIA, as the Church Committee report noted,
regarded this propaganda campaign “as the most effective activity undertaken
by the U.S. on behalf of the Christian Democratic candidates.”

“All polls favor Eduardo Frei over Salvador Allende,” Secretary of State
Dean Rusk reported in a recently declassified “top secret—exclusive dis-
tribution” memorandum for President Lyndon Johnson dated August 14,
1964, three weeks before the election:
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We are making a major covert effort to reduce chances of Chile being the
first American country to elect an avowed Marxist president. Our well-
concealed program embraces special economic assistance to assure sta-
bility, aid to the armed forces and police to maintain order, and political
action and propaganda tied closely to Frei’s campaign. [emphasis in
original]

The CIA would subsequently credit these covert operations with helping Frei
to an overwhelming 57 percent majority victory on September 4, 1964—a
margin unheard of in Chile’s typical three-way presidential races.

With Frei’s election, the Johnson administration declared Chile “a show-
case for the Alliance for Progress.” But Washington faced the same dilemma
it had faced in 1958—if Frei’s policies failed to sustain social and economic
development Chilean voters would turn to Allende’s leftist coalition in the
1970 election. The U.S., therefore, embarked on a massive program of eco-
nomic, military, and covert political assistance.

Almost overnight, Chile became the leading recipient of U.S. aid in Latin
America. Between 1962 and 1970, this country of only ten million people
received over 1.2 billion dollars in economic grants and loans—an astronom-
ical amount for that era. In addition, AID pressured major U.S. corporations,
particularly the two copper giants, Anaconda and Kennecott, which domi-
nated the Chilean economy, to modernize and expand their investments and
operations. Since Frei’s main appeal to many Chilean voters was his policy
of “Chileanization”—partial nationalization of the copper industry—the U.S.
government offered the corporations what Ambassador Edward Korry called
“a sweetheart deal,” providing “political risk insurance” for investments and
assets in Chile. Meant to mobilize private capital in uncertain investment
climates, the program was first administered through AID, and later a new
quasi-governmental organization called the Overseas Private Investment Cor-
poration (OPIC). In 1969, OPIC’s $400 million of political risk coverage in
Chile not only dwarfed its programs in all other nations, but far exceeded
its actual holdings. The program created a further U.S. political and economic
incentive to block the appeal of an Allende candidacy in 1970.

U.S. military assistance programs also dramatically increased during the
1960s. Although Chile faced no internal or external security threat, military
aid totaled $91 million between 1962 and 1970—a clear effort to establish
closer ties to the Chilean generals. A Congressional survey of security assis-
tance programs in Latin America determined that such assistance to Chile
was “political and economic in nature, rather than simply military.”6

And the CIA continued its covert intervention through political action and
propaganda operations. Between 1965 and 1970, the Agency spent $2 mil-
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lion on some twenty projects designed to enhance the Christian Democrats
and undermine Allende’s political coalition. In February 1965, for example,
the Agency was authorized to spend $175,000 on direct funding of select
candidates in the March Congressional elections; nine CIA-backed candidates
were elected, and thirteen FRAP candidates the CIA had targeted for defeat
lost. In July 1968, $350,000 was approved for influencing the 1969 con-
gressional elections; ten of twelve CIA-selected candidates won. The Santiago
Station also provided surreptitious funding to Frei’s party for two years fol-
lowing his election, and developed assets in his cabinet, as well as within the
military. Funds were provided to church organizations and pro-U.S. labor
agencies. New media assets were developed, including those who “placed
CIA-inspired editorials almost daily in El Mercurio,” according to the Church
Committee report. The propaganda mechanisms developed during the
1960s, in particular, put the CIA in a strong position to influence the three-
way 1970 presidential campaign, which pitted Allende’s new coalition, Un-
idad Popular (UP) against former president Jorge Alessandri, and Radomiro
Tomic of the Christian Democrat party.

By 1970, the United States had a major political and economic stake in
preventing Allende from becoming Chile’s president. Indeed, his accession to
that office would signify the abject failure of a protracted and concerted U.S.
policy to undermine his socialist appeal. Indeed, the ten-year history of U.S.
overt and covert actions and investments in Chile did far more than simply
set a precedent for President Nixon’s decision to foment a coup against Al-
lende; it created what Ambassador Korry called a “fiduciary responsibility”—
an imperial sense of obligation and entitlement—to overturn the democratic
decision of the Chilean electorate. As Korry put it: The question was “not
saying ‘whether,’ but ‘how’ and ‘when’ the U.S. would intervene.”7

“Extreme Option”: Coup Contingencies

In his memoirs, Henry Kissinger identified Chilean millionaire, owner and
publisher of El Mercurio and distributor for the Pepisco Co., Agustı́n Edwards,
as the catalyst of Richard Nixon’s September 15 orders for a coup. “By then
Nixon had taken a personal role,” he writes in White House Years. “He had
been triggered into action on September 14 by Agustı́n Edwards, the pub-
lisher of El Mercurio, the most respected Chilean daily newspaper, who had
come to Washington to warn of the consequences of an Allende takeover.
Edwards was staying at the house of Don Kendall, the chief executive officer
of Pepsi-Cola, who by chance was bringing his father to see Nixon that very
day.”
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Through Kendall, who was one of Nixon’s closest friends and biggest
contributors, Edwards played a role in focusing the president’s angry atten-
tion on Allende. On the morning of September 15, Edwards met with Kis-
singer and Attorney General Mitchell for breakfast and briefed them on the
threat Allende posed to his and other pro-American business interests. On
Kissinger’s instructions, Helms had also met with Edwards in a downtown
Washington hotel. In a deposition before the Church Committee—still clas-
sified after more than twenty-eight years—Helms stated that it was his im-
pression “that the President called this [September 15] meeting [to order a
coup] because of Edwards presence in Washington and what he heard from
Kendall about what Edwards was saying about conditions in Chile and what
was happening there.”8

But the declassified record demonstrates that the White House, CIA, State
Department, and the Pentagon had already been preparing and evaluating
coup contingencies for weeks before Nixon issued his directive. As early as
August 5, a full month before the election, Assistant Secretary of State John
Crimmins sent Ambassador Korry a secret “eyes only” cable regarding con-
tingency options in the event of Allende’s election. “As you can see,” it read,
“there are three options in September:”

We want you also to consider a fourth which we are treating separately
with very restricted redistribution. This option would be the overthrow
or prevention of the inauguration. We would like to have your views
on
A. Prospects of Chilean military and police who would take action to
overthrow Allende. . . .
B. Which elements of the military and police might try and overthrow.
C. Prospects for success of military and police who try and overthrow
Allende or prevent his inauguration.
D. The importance of U.S. attitude to initiate or success of such an
operation.9

Korry’s response, partially declassified thirty years later, provided a re-
markably detailed analysis of the various election scenarios, U.S. options,
and expectations. His thirteen-page cable identified all the key elements that
would figure in the forthcoming covert efforts to stop Allende: the key time
frame between the September 4 election and the October 24 congressional
ratification of the winner when a military coup would be possible; the im-
pediment of the strong constitutionalist position of Chilean commander-in-
chief General René Schneider, which Korry called the “Schneider Doctrine
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of Nonintervention;” and the identification of retired General Roberto Viaux
as the military figure most predisposed to move against Allende.10

This secret inquiry into the potential for a military coup came as the
intelligence community was concluding a “review of U.S. policy and strategy
in the event of an Allende victory” for the White House. On Kissinger’s
orders, CIA, State, and Defense Department analysts conducted a major
study into the implications for the United States. The intelligence assessment
they produced in mid-August was called National Security Study Memoran-
dum 97. “Regarding threats to U.S. interests,” NSSM 97 stated clearly, “we
conclude that:”

1. The U.S. has no vital national interests within Chile. There would,
however, be tangible economic losses.

2. The world military balance of power would not be significantly al-
tered by an Allende government.

3. An Allende victory would, however, create considerable political and
psychological costs:

a. Hemispheric cohesion would be threatened by the challenge
that an Allende government would pose to the OAS, and by the
reactions that it would create in other countries. We do not see,
however, any likely threat to the peace of the region.
b. An Allende victory would represent a definite psychological
setback to the U.S. and a definite psychological advance for the
Marxist idea.11

“In examining the potential threat posed by Allende,” the review for Kissinger
added, “it is important to bear in mind that some of the problems foreseen
for the United States in the event of his election are likely to arise no matter
who becomes Chile’s next president.”

NSSM 97 concluded that an Allende election carried no military, strategic
or regional threat to U.S. interests in security and stability. But the report
contained a previously undisclosed “covert annex.” A secret CIA supplement
titled “Extreme Option—Overthrow Allende,” addressed the assumptions,
advantages, and disadvantages of attempting to foster a military coup. “This
option assumes that every effort would be made to ensure that the role of
the United States was not revealed, and so would require that the action be
effected through Chilean institutions, Chileans and third-country nationals,”
states the secret position paper drafted by the Agency on August 11. The
advantages were clear: “Successful U.S. involvement with a Chilean military
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coup would almost certainly permanently relieve us of the possibility of an
Allende government in Chile.”

But there were clear disadvantages as well. The most important, according
to this analysis, was that

There is almost no way to evaluate the likelihood that such an attempt
would be successful even were it made. An unsuccessful attempt, in-
volving as it probably would revelation of U.S. participation, would
have grave consequences for our relations with Chile, in the hemi-
sphere, in the United States and elsewhere in the world.12

Even if the coup did succeed, these analysts noted in a prescient observation,
there was another drawback: “Were the overthrow effort to be successful,
and even were U.S. participation to remain covert—which we cannot as-
sure—the United States would become a hostage to the elements we backed
in the overthrow and would probably be cut off for years from most other
political forces in the country.”13

But almost every member of the embassy and intelligence community
shared the opinion that fostering a coup in Chile in the fall of 1970 was a
nearly impossible, diplomatically dangerous, and undesirable operation. At
the September 8 meeting of the high-level national security team known as
the 40 Committee that oversaw covert operations, Kissinger and CIA direc-
tor Helms confronted the State Department argument that a more effective
approach would be to focus on rebuilding the Christian Democratic Party
for the 1976 Chilean election. The minutes of the meeting record Helms’s
acknowledgement “that there was no positive assurance of success [of a coup]
because of the apolitical history of the military in Chile” but, in any case, “a
military golpe against Allende would have little chance of success unless un-
dertaken soon.” Kissinger also voiced his “considerable skepticism that once
Allende is in the presidency there w[ould] be anyone capable of organizing
any real counterforce against him.” He requested “a cold blooded assessment
of . . . the pros and cons and prospects involved should a Chilean military
coup be organized now with U.S. assistance.” (Doc 4)

Ambassador Korry’s response was quick and unequivocal. On September
12 he cabled the State Department:

We believe it now clear that Chilean military will not, repeat not move
to prevent accession barring unlikely situation of national chaos and
widespread violence. . . . What we are saying in this “cold-blooded as-
sessment” is that opportunities for further significant U.S.G. action with
the Chilean military are nonexistent. (Doc 5)
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On September 25, Korry again cabled Kissinger to reiterate, “I am convinced
we cannot provoke [a coup] and that we should not run the risks simply to
have another Bay of Pigs.”

CIA Chief of Station in Santiago, Henry Hecksher, who used the code
name “Felix,” provided an equally negative assessment. On September 9, six
days before Nixon’s decision, Hecksher received a special cable from the
CIA’s head of the Western Hemisphere William Broe that demonstrates the
CIA’s early preparation, apparently with White House urging, for plotting a
coup. “The only prospect with any chance of success whatsoever is a military
golpe either before or immediately after Allende’s assumption of power,” Broe
advised. He instructed the CIA Station to undertake “the operational task of
establishing those direct contacts with the Chilean military which are required
to evaluate possibilities and, at least equally important, could be used to
stimulate a golpe if and when a decision were made to do so.” (Doc 6) The
Chief of Station immediately began to implement this order but his reports
back to headquarters contained multiple caveats on the difficulties in accom-
plishing this mission. “Forget about black operations and propagandistic con-
ditioning of Armed Forces. They barely read,” Hecksher cabled Langley on
September 23. “Bear in mind that parameter of action is exceedingly narrow
and available options are quite limited.”14 “I had left no doubt in the minds
of my colleagues and superiors,” Hecksher would later secretly testify before
the Church Committee, “that I did not consider any kind of intervention in
those constitutional processes desirable.”

In Washington, other officials presented even more comprehensive argu-
ments against the Nixon-Kissinger course of covert action in Chile. In late
September, a member of the CIA’s Directorate of Operations assessed the
Cold War conventional wisdom that U.S. officials had applied to Chile. Far
from being a pawn of the Communists, he argued, “Allende will be hard for
the Communist Party and for Moscow to control.” Moreover, Allende was
“no blind follower of Fidel Castro nor do they and their followers agree on
everything by any means.” Covert operations to stop Allende from becoming
president, this analyst predicted, would “be worse than useless:

Any indication that we are behind a legal mickey mouse or some hard-
nosed play will exacerbate relations even further with the new govern-
ment. I am afraid that we will be repeating the errors we made in 1959
and 1960 when we drove Fidel Castro in the Soviet camp. If successful
for the moment in denying the UP its candidate, we would bring upon
ourselves a much more dangerous civil war in Chile . . . and a much
worse image throughout Latin America and the world.15
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Similar arguments were on Henry Kissinger’s desk even before Nixon
gave his order to foment a coup. In the late evening of September 4, the day
of Allende’s election, Kissinger’s top aide on Latin America, Viron Vaky,
sent him a top-secret cable arguing that “it is far from given that wisdom
would call for covert action programs; the consequences could be disastrous.
The cost-benefit-risk ratio is not favorable.” On September 14, Vaky pre-
sented Kissinger with a secret/sensitive memorandum summarizing a
CIA position paper on Chile along with analytical comment, conclusions,
and recommendations. “Military action is impossible,” Vaky reported. “We
have no capability to motivate or instigate a coup,” he wrote, and “any covert
effort to stimulate a military takeover is a nonstarter.” Success in blocking
Allende would lead to possible “widespread violence and even insurrection,”
requiring an escalating U.S. involvement in Chile to prop up a substitute
government; failure could strengthen and radicalize Allende’s forces, and
“would be this administration’s Bay of Pigs.”

Somewhat more courageously, Vaky questioned whether the dangers of
an Allende government outweighed the dangers and risks of the probable
chain of events Washington would set in motion through covert intervention.
He provided this answer:

What we propose is patently a violation of our own principles and
policy tenets. Moralism aside, this has practical operational conse-
quences. . . . If these principles have any meaning, we normally depart
from them only to meet the gravest threat to us, e.g. to our survival.
Is Allende a mortal threat to the U.S.? It is hard to argue this.16

Track I and Track II

In Chile, Latin America, and Washington, Salvador Allende’s election on
September 4 was a momentous event. His victory set off a frantic, virtually
minute-by-minute reaction within the Nixon administration. On election day
Ambassador Edward Korry sent no fewer than eighteen updates on the vote
count. Those were followed by dozens of lengthy, verbose cables—known
in the Department as “Korrygrams” for their unique language and rather
undiplomatic opinions—to Washington, blaming the “bumbling, disorgan-
ized, naı̈ve, and impotent” character of the centrist Christian Democrats, and
the “myopia of arrogant stupidity” of Chile’s right-wing upper class for al-
lowing Allende to win. “Leadership depends upon, if I may use Spanish,
cabeza, corazon, and cojones (brains, heart, and balls),” Korry wrote disparagingly
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in a September 5 cable titled “Allende Wins.” “In Chile they counted upon
chachara (chatter).”

Over the next several weeks, the ambassador sent a constant series of
secret/noforn cables with such titles as “No Hopes for Chile” and “Some
Hope for Chile.” A number of his field reports identified what Korry skep-
tically called “the Rube Goldberg contraption,” or “an undercover organi-
zational operation” to “constitutionally” block Allende from being ratified by
the Chilean Congress on October 24. Through covert political means, the
Chilean Congress would be induced to ratify the runner-up candidate, Jorge
Alessandri, on October 24; he would then renounce the presidency and in-
itiate new elections in which the outgoing Christian Democrat president Ed-
uardo Frei could run again, and presumably defeat Allende. This scheme was
the initial blueprint for what the CIA called “Track I”—the “parliamentary
solution.” Track II became the internal designation for operations in the af-
termath of Nixon’s September 15 order to foment, by whatever means pos-
sible, a military coup.

The origins of Track I date back to June 18, 1970, when Ambassador
Korry proposed that the 40 Committee allocate a contingency slush fund of
$250,000 to bribe members of the Chilean Congress as “Phase II” of a
$360,000 “spoiling operation” against Allende. If no candidate won a major-
ity on September 4, the Chilean Congress would vote to ratify the winner—
normally the candidate with the most votes—on October 24. Allende’s UP
party controlled some eighty-two votes in Congress; to win he would need
nineteen additional votes controlled by the Christian Democrats, and could
conceivably be ratified even if he were the runner-up. Korry’s concern was
to assure that the U.S. controlled enough votes among the Christian Dem-
ocrats to block Allende. The money was approved, but distribution was ta-
bled until after the election.17

On September 14, the 40 Committee authorized Korry to spend the
$250,000 for “covert support of projects which Frei or his trusted team deem
important.” However, the embassy and the CIA soon realized that the po-
tential for exposure made bribery operations too risky—one leak would pro-
voke an anti-American backlash throughout Chile’s nationalist political
system. The bribery plan was abandoned, but the U.S. continued to covertly
pressure the military and the Christian Democrats to orchestrate the so-called
“Frei reelection gambit.” Within days of Allende’s election, Ambassador
Korry was meeting with Chilean general Camilo Valenzuela to promote a
plan whereby the runner-up, Alessandri, would be ratified; he would form a
military cabinet and resign; and the military would oversee new elections
between Frei and Allende. But this plan also considered “a nonstarter” after
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the CIA determined that there was no way to siphon off enough Congres-
sional votes to ratify Alessandri.

By mid-September the embassy and the CIA were pursuing a scheme that
amounted to little more than a Frei-authorized military coup. This plan called
for Frei to order the (1) resignation of his cabinet; (2) formation of a new
cabinet composed entirely of military figures; (3) appointment of an acting
president; and (4) Frei’s departure from Chile, leaving the country under
effective military control. “The success of such a coup,” one CIA status report
stated, “would ultimately depend on Frei’s total commitment to follow
through.”

Therein lay the main problem for the success of Track I—Frei’s wavering
unwillingness to betray Chile’s long-standing tradition of civil, constitutional
rule. Korry, who met secretly with Frei and his intermediary, Defense Min-
ister Ricardo Ossa, gravitated between lauding the president as the “one and
only one hope for Chile,” and disparaging him as a man “with no pants on.”
At the CIA, David Atlee Phillips captured the problematic possibilities of a
coup plot based on the voluntarism of Chile’s respected president to sacrifice
his country’s sacred democratic traditions. “The first and fundamental task,”
he wrote in a September 21 cable to the Station, “is to induce Frei to take
action which will produce desired results:”

After this we get fuzzy since we have no clear understanding of what
we wish Frei to do other than lead the military coup himself, something
we can hardly expect of this too gentle soul. We can wistfully aspire
to have him act in a manner which will not only exacerbate climate for
a coup but which will actively precipitate it.

According to the declassified “Report on CIA Chilean Task Force Activ-
ities,” the CIA “mobilized an interlocking political action and propaganda
campaign designed to goad and entice Frei” into setting this coup plan in
motion. The most superficial of these operations ranged from planting false
articles in newspapers around the world stating that the Communists planned
“to destroy Frei as an individual and political leader after Allende [took]
office”—and then having Frei directly informed of such stories—to orches-
trating a series of telegrams to his wife from fictitious women’s groups in
other Latin American nations beseeching her to help save the region from
the horrors of communism. (One CIA cable on Track I, dated October 9,
reported that “among influences moving Frei to adopt stronger course is
‘sudden change in character of Mrs. Frei.’ ”) Far more sinister and violent
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operations designed to “influence Frei’s frame of mind” were conducted in
tangent with Track II coup plotting.

The historical distinction between Track I and Track II—that the first
favored a constitutional approach and the second focused on a military coup
to block Allende—is inaccurate. Track I quickly evolved to focus on a mili-
tary takeover as well—what the CIA’s deputy director for covert operations
(DDP) Tom Karamessines called “a quiet and hopefully nonviolent military
coup.” In a September 21 cable covering both Tracks I and II, the CIA Task
Force director informed the chief of Station in Santiago that the “purpose of
exercise is to prevent Allende assumption of power. Parliamentary legerde-
main has been discarded. Military solution is objective.”

The main difference between the two approaches was that Track I re-
quired Frei’s participation and involved Ambassador Korry’s efforts to pres-
sure the Chilean president to give a green light to the Chilean military. Track
II focused on identifying any Chilean military officer, active duty or retired,
willing to lead a violent putsch, and providing whatever incentive, rationale,
direction, coordination, equipment, and funding necessary to provoke a suc-
cessful overthrow of Chilean democracy. The Track II component of Project
FUBELT was highly compartmentalized; most members of the 40 Commit-
tee were not aware of its existence. (Following 40 Committee meetings, Kis-
singer would meet with a much smaller group of CIA and NSC officials
knowledgeable of FUBELT.) On Nixon’s orders, Ambassador Korry and his
staff were excluded from knowledge and participation in this set of opera-
tions.18

Track II operations began with Broe’s September 9 cable to Hecksher,
and accelerated with Nixon’s September 15 mandate. The Chile Task Force,
which also coordinated Track I, immediately set up a special communications
channel with the chief of Station. Additional agents were dispatched to San-
tiago, according to “Project FUBELT Situation Report #1” to “augment the
Station strength.” DDP Karamessines, WH/C Broe, and Task Force Chief
David Atlee Phillips began meeting every day; the Task Force kept a daily
log of activity, and filed frequent situation reports on the status of the Chile
operations.19 Under “constant, constant, just constant pressure . . . from the
White House,” according to CIA officials, Karamessines periodically briefed
Kissinger and his deputy Alexander Haig on the progress of fomenting a
military coup in Chile.

CIA pursued a basic three-step plan: (1) identify, contact, and collect in-
telligence on coup-minded officers; (2) inform them that the U.S. was com-
mitted to “full support in coup” short of sending the marines; and (3) foster
the creation of “a coup climate by propaganda, disinformation and terrorist
activities” to provide a stimulus and pretext for the military to move.
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Even before Nixon’s coup directive, the chief of Station had begun to
contact select members of the Chilean military. But the Station had limited
access and no close relations within the officer corps. (The second “Situation
Report” on Track II refers to a CIA inquiry to all its covert operatives for
anyone with prior contacts among the Chilean military.) Indeed, at the ini-
tiation of Project FUBELT, the CIA had only two “assets”—paid agents—
in the Chilean military. For that reason, the Agency recruited the services of
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) military attaché in Chile, Colonel Paul
Wimert, who, according to a Task Force Report “enjoyed unusually close,
frank, and confidential relationships” with potential coup plotters. On Sep-
tember 29, Wimert received a secret message from the DIA acting director,
Lt. Gen. Jamie Philpott, sent via the CIA’s Chile Task Force, ordering him
to “work closely with the CIA chief . . . in contacting and advising the prin-
cipal military figures who might play a decisive role in any move which
might, eventually, deny the presidency to Allende. Do not, repeat not, advise
the Ambassador,” Wimert was instructed.20

The CIA also mobilized a small elite unit of four special agents—known
as “false flaggers,” or the “illegal team.” These operatives, “chosen for their
ability to assume non-U.S. nationality,” according to internal CIA summaries
of Track II, operated under extreme deep cover, posing as Spanish-speaking
Latin Americans; their use was intended for “those contacts with the highest
risk potential, that is, those individuals whose credentials, reliability, and se-
curity quotient were unproven and unknown”—to safeguard against expo-
sure. “Headquarters proposed establishing small staff of false-flag officers in
Santiago to handle high risk target-of-opportunity activities,” records the Sep-
tember 28 entry in the CIA’s daily log on Track II.

Together, Hecksher, Wimert, and the false-flag officers made some two-
dozen contacts with Chilean military and police officials from late September
to late October. The message passed to all of them was that the United States
intended to cut military assistance to Chile unless they moved against Al-
lende, and that the U.S. desired, and would actively support, a coup. As the
CIA Task Force instructed Wimert to tell key Chilean generals: “High au-
thority in Washington has authorized you to offer material support short of
armed intervention to Chilean armed forces in any endeavors they may un-
dertake to prevent the election of Allende on October 24, his inauguration
on 4 November, or his subsequent overthrow.”

Initially, the CIA targeted several active duty officers, among them Brig.
Gen. Camilo Valenzuela, commander of the Santiago barracks, air force Gen-
eral Joaquin Garciá, and a high commander of Chile’s police forces, the Car-
abineros, believed to be General Vicente Huerta as likely coup leaders. They
also evaluated the potential of retired General Arturo Marshall, a fanatical
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extremist dedicated to terrorism that included bombings in Santiago and the
actual assassination of Allende. But, in the Station’s opinion, the “only mili-
tary leader of national stature [who] appears committed to denying Allende
the presidency by force” was Roberto Viaux, a disgruntled commander who
had attempted a takeover in 1969 against Frei.21

Yet coup plotting remained problematic. General Viaux was retired after
his unsuccessful coup attempt and therefore commanded no actual troops;
one high-level CIA source discounted him as a “man who could lead a coup
attempt that fails with resulting carnage.” General Marshall, who the CIA
met with and passed funds to, was quickly deemed too unstable and contact
was dropped “because of his extremist tendencies,” according to CIA re-
porting. And the active-duty officers were immobilized by their own com-
mander in chief, General René Schneider, who had publicly stated his
position in support of a constitutional transfer of power. “While Frei has
been exploring with the military the possibilities for intervening, and realizes
that General Schneider is the major stumbling block,” noted a CIA special
situation report dated October 2, “he has not yet been able to muster the
courage to neutralize Schneider or send him out of the country.” Frei, David
Atlee Phillips complained in a cable to the Santiago Station the same day, “is
waiting for the military to depose him. However, the constitutionalist-minded
Chilean military are waiting for Frei to give them instructions to stage a coup.
Thus, they are in a stalemate.” In another cable three days later, the Task
Force director predicted “only economic chaos or serious civil disorder is
likely to alter the military posture.”

“Flashpoint for Action”: Creating a Coup Climate

To implement President Nixon’s order to foment a coup, the CIA faced what
Director Helms described as “the impossible” challenges of forcing President
Frei to move against the democratic structures of his own nation, “neutral-
izing,” if necessary, Chile’s respected commander-in-chief, General Schneider,
and overcoming what agency records called “the apolitical, constitutional-
oriented inertia of the Chilean military.” Moreover, there existed no reason,
no justification, nor even a pretext for the military to move to block Allende’s
Popular Unity coalition from taking office. In reality, the vast majority of
Chileans were at peace with the outcome of their political process. “There is
now no peg for a military move,” as the Station reported on September 29,
“in face of the complete calm prevailing throughout the country.”

In the most sinister set of operations related to Tracks I and II, the CIA,
with the help of the embassy and the White House, actively set out to change
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tranquility into turmoil in order to foster a “coup climate” in Chile. The
objective was to instigate such socioeconomic crisis and upheaval that Frei
and/or the military would be prompted to act. “We conclude that it is our
task to create such a climate climaxing with a solid pretext that will force the
military and the president to take some action in the desired direction,” Broe
and Phillips informed the Santiago Station on September 28 in a cable that
provides a covert blueprint for how the CIA intended to foment a coup in
Chile. (Doc 7) “We should direct our attention in a systematic fashion to the
three main and interlinked thrusts of a program designed to: (a) force Frei
to act or go; (b) create an atmosphere in which he or others can act success-
fully; (c) assist in creating the flashpoint for action.”

The three “thrusts” for the “creation of coup climate” consisted of “eco-
nomic warfare,” “political warfare,” and “psychological warfare.” If successful
in “heightening tension” through those three sets of operations, the CIA strat-
egists suggested, a pretext for a coup would somehow present itself—“the
one act that will force massive Communist reaction and/or public outrage,”
as Broe and Phillips hoped and predicted. “We can be looking for the op-
portunity and when the time comes spark it.”

From the first day of Project FUBELT, real and threatened economic
pressure were considered key components of coup strategy—“to make the
economy scream,” in Nixon’s now famous words. Situation Report # 1, for
example, called for the CIA to “begin immediately to determine just what
economic pressure tactics can be employed.” In a special cable to Kissinger,
who was traveling with the president in Europe in early October, Richard
Helms noted that “a suddenly disastrous economic situation would be the
most logical pretext for a military move,” and that “the only practical way
to create the tense atmosphere in which Frei could muster the courage to act
is to see to it that the Chilean economy, precarious enough since the election,
takes a drastic turn for the worse.” According to Helms: “At least a mini-
crisis is required.”

Both CIA and State Department officials enlisted the support and help of
U.S. businesses with interests in Chile. In late September, Korry convened
an embassy meeting with a large group of corporate representatives to discuss
the situation. He also met with a Frei intermediary, Defense Minister Ossa,
and passed a dramatic warning: “Not a nut or bolt will be allowed to reach
Chile under Allende. We shall do all within our power to condemn Chile
and the Chilean to utmost deprivation and poverty. . . . hence, for Frei to
believe that there will be much of an alternative to utter misery, such as
seeing Chile muddle through, would be strictly illusionary.”

In a discussion with one unidentified official, Korry discussed a series of
hostile economic steps that might contribute to a rapid slowdown in the
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economy and provoke a military reaction. On September 24, Korry cabled
Washington with a number of ideas and proposals: starting rumors of im-
minent rationing to create a “run on food stocks;” asking U.S. banks to
suddenly halt renewal of credit to Chile; getting “U.S. companies here to
foot-drag to maximum possible . . . hold off on orders, on deliveries of spare
parts”; spreading false information that Chilean building and loan associa-
tions were near bankruptcy, and pressing several major U.S. corporations to
declare publicly that they were closing down their Chilean operations. Korry
followed up on September 25 with an additional list of recommendations that
included putting pressure on the U.S. mining giant, Anaconda Copper, to
take a hard line on an ongoing miners strike; circulating propaganda that an
Allende government would seek to block “technical and managerial talent”
from leaving Chile, spurring an exodus of such personnel now; pressuring
Ford Motor Co. to pull out of Chile, and Bank of America to close its doors,
which in Korry’s opinion, “would provide sharp blow to Chilean banking
circles and dry up one source of credit.”22

High-level State Department officials did meet with corporate executives
at Ford and Bank of America to enlist their support. The CIA, in turn,
stepped up its collaboration with the most anti-Allende of U.S. corporations—
the International Telephone and Telegraph Co. ITT had holdings of $153
million in Chile—it owned the telephone company, two Sheraton hotels,
and Standard Electric among other properties—making it the third largest
American conglomerate in that nation. Certainly ITT was the most inter-
ventionist. In mid-July, weeks before Allende’s election, ITT board member
and former CIA director John McCone had placed a call to his successor,
Richard Helms, and suggested ongoing communications and collaboration
between ITT and the CIA to undermine Allende’s candidacy. A series of
high-level meetings ensured, according to leaked corporate papers, including
a meeting on September 11 between McCone, Helms, and Kissinger during
which ITT offered $1 million “for the purpose of assisting any [U.S.] gov-
ernment plan . . . to stop Allende.”23 On September 29, the CIA’s William
Broe met with ITT senior vice president Edward Gerrity to “explore the
feasibility of possible actions to apply some economic pressure on Chile.”
While the CIA has not released its memorandum of conversation on this
meeting—one of some forty contacts between highest-level CIA and ITT of-
ficials on Chile in 1970 and 1971—Gerrity’s report to company CEO
Harold Geneen stated that the CIA official had presented a plan “aimed at
inducing economic collapse” in Chile.24 In a phone call to Geneen the same
day, the CIA supervisor of Project FUBELT, Tom Karamessines, covered
the same issues.

As part of the campaign of economic pressure, the CIA also pushed for
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direct pressure against other major countries with strong economic ties to
Chile. On the eve of President Nixon’s meeting in London with British Prime
Minister Edward Heath, Helms sent a cable to Kissinger concerning “the
[British] role in the Chilean economic scene.” A top secret/sensitive
memorandum of conversation captured Nixon telling Heath on October 3
“he wanted the British to give no encouragement to the idea that this [Al-
lende] government might prove acceptable until the die is cast.” As Nixon
added, “he hoped the British would suspend loans and other matters of this
kind.”25 At the meeting of the 40 Committee on October 6, Kissinger noted
that “higher authority” had been “advising heads of state in Europe of the
absolute undesirability of an Allende regime in Chile.”

By early October, the Nixon administration had taken a number of steps
to destabilize Chile’s economy. In the financial sector, one pending export-
import bank loan was deferred; the bank had been secretly instructed to
downgrade Chile’s credit rating to restrict further credit transactions. A major
loan for cattle farming was delayed. All new Inter-American Development
Bank loans would be deferred. Bank of America had agreed to restrict ad-
ditional credit lines. Further discussions with executives at ITT to coordinate
and pressure other U.S. companies to limit their operations in Chile were
planned.26

Political warfare, in the form of propaganda placements and mobilization
of CIA-controlled organization and assets also accelerated. The CIA effort
was intended to isolate Allende’s Popular Unity coalition by directing and
financing negative statements by political and civic leaders, anti-Allende ral-
lies, and hostile media, through CIA-owned or -supported newspapers, radio
stations, and television assets. In addition, the Station was also directed to
conduct multiple “black propaganda” operations—planting false but provoc-
ative information about Allende’s plans in the press and inside the military.
In early October, for example, the Station was told to create and plant ficti-
tious intelligence reports on how Chile’s intelligence services would “be re-
organized along the Soviet/Cuban mold thus creating the structure for a
police state.”

“The key is the psych war within Chile,” CIA officials stressed. “We
cannot endeavor to ignite the world if Chile itself is a placid lake. The fuel
for the fire must come from within Chile. Therefore, the Station should em-
ploy every stratagem, every ploy, however bizarre, to create this internal
resistance.” (Doc 7) The tactics of CIA-instigated psychological warfare
ranged from the superfluous to the sinister. On October 7, Phillips and Broe
directed the Station to “begin at once a rumor campaign, based whenever
possible on tangible peg, which will help create this [coup] climate. Suggest
you assign false flag officers task of getting out to bars and planting at least
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three rumors each day for next ten days. Believe Station can provide this
grist for rumor mill easily.”27 In another, and far more sinister, cable dated
the same day the Station was ordered to consider instigating “terrorist” ac-
tivities that might provoke Allende’s followers.

Almost all references to the use of terrorism have been redacted from
the declassified CIA records, but they do contain enough information to
show that terrorist acts were part of the effort to create a coup climate.
The Task Force Daily logs show that the Agency was monitoring and pro-
viding small amounts of funding for the actions of a neofascist group, Pa-
tria y Libertad. An October 6 CIA status report noted that the Station had
contacted “a representative of an anticommunist group intent on organizing
terrorist activities”—a reference to a false-flagger meeting with retired Gen-
eral Arturo Marshall—and “this group is allegedly counting on the leader-
ship of General Viaux.” The daily log for October 10 noted that Viaux
“intends to increase the level of terrorism in Santiago over the weekend. The
objective of this activity is to provoke the UP into retaliatory violence and
public disorder.” (Doc 8)

Ironically, the most forceful advocate against plotting with Viaux and
other Chilean military officials was the U.S. ambassador. On October 6
Korry heard about military coup plotting through his own sources and
once again ordered Hecksher and Wimert to stay away from all Chilean
military figures. “I am appalled to discover that there is liaison for [deleted]
coup plotting,” he angrily cabled Kissinger. “The military will not carry
out a coup to put Viaux in power. Nor is there a public mood that would
provide a moral justification for a coup. . . . In sum, I think any attempt on
our part actively to encourage a coup could lead us to a Bay of Pigs fail-
ure.” An abortive coup, Korry warned, “would be an unrelieved disaster
for the U.S. . . . and do the gravest harm to U.S. interests throughout Latin
America if not beyond.”

In Washington, Korry’s advice was ignored, and Kissinger immediately
overruled the ambassador’s orders to the CIA. At the 40 Committee meeting
of October 6, Kissinger directed that Korry’s instructions to cease all contacts
with the Chilean military be “rescinded forthwith.”

At the same October 6 meeting, Kissinger pressed the CIA to instigate the
coup. He pointed out that “there were only eighteen days left and that some
drastic action was called for to shock the Chileans into action.” His pressure
resulted in a sharply worded Chile Task Force directive to the Station the
next day. This unique cable, signed for emphasis by the DCI, Richard Helms,
ordered the Station to “sponsor a military move” using “all available assets
and stratagems” to create a coup climate. “Every hour counts,” the cable
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stated; “all other considerations are secondary.” “Contact the military and
let them know the USG wants a military solution,” the instructions read,
“and that we will support them now and later.” (Doc 9)

Under extreme pressure to come up with a “shock” to instigate upheaval,
the CIA Station arrived at what it called “the only viable solution for blocking
Allende”—the “Viaux solution,” a military action by retired general Roberto
Viaux. Viaux’s value to the CIA as a coup catalyst was apparent to the
agency at the start of Project FUBELT; in the very first situation report on
September 16, the Task Force noted that one way to “stimulate unrest”
would be to “determine whether General Viaux [could be] induced to take
action which would cause Communist reaction and in turn force military
hand.” A viable Viaux plan could also become leverage to push Frei to “seize
the bull by the horns and act,” asserted one CIA proposal; Frei would be
told that “a Viaux coup would only produce a massive bloodbath” and
“though preferable to Allende, would be a tragedy for Chile.”

Through a foreign intermediary, the CIA first contacted Viaux on October
5. A second, more substantive contact was then made through a member of
the false-flagger team. The Track II daily log for October 9 stated that a
“false flag staffer was instructed to contact General Viaux. This officer will
offer Viaux moral, financial, and material (arms) support in behalf of an
unidentified U.S. group.”

Two of the four-member “false-flag” team who served as a liaison with
Viaux and his group can now be identified as Anthony Sforza and Bruce
MacMasters. MacMasters was based out of the CIA’s Mexico City Station;
Sforza was a legendary deep cover agent who had spent twenty years oper-
ating throughout Latin America, Europe, and Asia pretending to be a
Mafia-connected smuggler and using the alias Henry J. Sloman; he had
also been working in Mexico City on a top-secret CIA operation against
Fidel Castro’s regime in Cuba known by the code name JKLANCE.
MacMasters entered Chile using a false passport from Colombia. In his
half-dozen contacts with Viaux and his men, according to a still classified
CIA memorandum, he introduced himself as “a Colombian businessman,”
and told them he was “representing American business interests such as the
Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, and other unidentified busi-
ness groups.” Sforza passed himself off as an Argentine with connections to
Latin American business.

In his initial meetings with the Viaux conspirators, Sforza obtained details
on their needs and military strategy. Among the equipment the retired gen-
eral requested was riot control and crowd dispersal weapons and immediate
U.S. assistance after the new regime was installed. “Viaux expects some
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10,000 casualties in Santiago area before leftist mobs are put down,” the false
flagger reported to Hecksher. In his analysis, the Station chief predicted the
evolution of events that Viaux’s coup effort would set in motion:

He can split armed forces, with certain army units siding with him and
others rallying around Schneider, i.e. Allende. Militant effectives of Un-
idad Popular will side with loyalist troops. Strength estimates as to
opposing camps speculative to warrant serious effort. Fencesitters will
watch tide of battle before engaging themselves on either side. Carnage
could be considerable and prolonged, i.e. civil war.

“You have asked us to provoke chaos in Chile,” Hecksher’s cable concluded.
“Thru Viaux solution, we provide you with formula for chaos which is un-
likely to be bloodless.”28

The Assassination of General Schneider

It was Ambassador Korry who first pointed out on September 21, 1970 that
to block Allende’s ascension to the presidency, “General Schneider would
have to be neutralized, by displacement if necessary.” The commander in
chief, and his “Schneider Doctrine” of nonintervention in Chilean politics,
constituted “the main barrier to all plans for the military to take over the
government,” according to CIA reporting. “What does Viaux plan to do to
neutralize the Alto Mando [High Command]? What is to keep Schneider
from making statement in early hours which will freeze those military leaders
who might otherwise join Viaux?” CIA headquarters cabled the Station on
October 13. In another cable, Broe and Phillips queried Hecksher on how
to “remove” General Schneider: “anything we or Station can do to effect the
removal of Schneider? We know this [is a] rhetorical question but want to
inspire thought on both ends on this matter.”29

The answer was to kidnap him. On October 7, the U.S. military attaché,
Colonel Wimert, first discussed this idea with members of Chile’s war acad-
emy, a military institution headed by General Alfredo Canales who would
become an active coup plotter. On October 8, the CIA Station chief also
discussed the possibility of Schneider’s “abduction” with a high-ranking mem-
ber of Chile’s Carabinero police. The false flaggers, Sforza and MacMasters,
had discussions with the Viaux group about a kidnap plot. On October 13,
a Viaux representative called to report that an “attempt will be made to
remove General Schneider within the next forty-eight hours” in order to
precipitate a coup.
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On paper, the plan to kidnap Schneider appeared to potentially kill nu-
merous birds with one stone. It removed the most powerful opponent of a
golpe from the top military post; that post would then be filled with a military
figure sympathetic to a coup; the kidnapping would be blamed on leftist
extremists, undermining Allende’s integrity; and the ensuing public outrage
would create the “coup climate” and the justification the CIA had been seek-
ing for a military takeover. The problem confronting the CIA was whether
Viaux actually had the ability to pull off a kidnapping and a military putsch.

In the early meetings with Viaux, he demanded that the false flaggers—
appropriately referred to as “sponsors” in the cable traffic—establish their
bona fides by air-dropping weapons to his group and providing the plotters
with “life and physical disability policies immediately,” as the Santiago Station
reported. (In a second meeting on October 10, Viaux requested “five blank
policies up to $50,000 U.S. currency and twenty other policies up to
$25,000.”) Headquarters responded that an arms drop was risky, particularly
given the lack of knowledge of Viaux’s capabilities. The Task Force ordered
Hecksher to have a false flagger “recontact Viaux and offer him . . . sufficient
funds to impress Viaux with bona fides. Money is to buy arms, bribe arsenal
commanders to provide arms, or to acquire them in any fashion he can.”
Broe and Phillips also directed the Station to gather intelligence on “whether
Viaux coup has any chance of success on its own or whether could trigger
larger coup.”30

On October 11, a member of the “illegal” team, Anthony Sforza, met with
Viaux and his group several times. That evening, Sforza conferred with
MacMasters in the bar of the Hotel Carrera—a meeting the CIA considered
a major security breach because the false-flag agents were not supposed to be
seen together. The next day, Sforza departed Santiago for CIA headquarters
in Langley, Virginia, for a “debriefing” with Broe and Phillips on the rene-
gade general’s capabilities and demands. “We have debriefed [Sforza]. Believe
it imperative that Viaux be recontacted ASAP, by another false flagger”—
MacMasters took over Sforza’s contacts after he left—the task force directors
cabled on October 13th. The airdrops and “paralyzing gas” Viaux had re-
quested could not be furnished, but the “sponsors” could pledge $250,000
for insurance purposes. Headquarters suggested that the Station “keep Viaux
movement financially lubricated” while the CIA tried to coordinate his activ-
ities with other coup plotters.31

“The prospects for a coup may have improved significantly in the last
twenty-four hours,” states the October 14 task force log on Track II. “Last
week General Viaux appeared to be the only military leader committed to
blocking Allende. Now we are beginning to see signs of increased coup ac-
tivity from other military quarters.” Intelligence gathering indicated that mil-
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itary units in Concepcion and Valdivia “were ready to move against the
government.” And CIA contacts with high-level active-duty military officers,
among them navy Adm. Hugo Tirado, army Gen. Alfredo Canales, and Brig.
Gen. Camilo Valenzuela were yielding signals of a willingness to move. In a
discussion that Henry Hecksher described as “uninhibited” and in “complete
candor” with one such official, the Station chief passed on U.S. intelligence
on the ability of Allende’s supporters to resist—they “could not hold out for
more than sixteen hours”—and assured the Chilean military commander that
after the coup

the U.S.G. would promptly transact with military Junta . . . we would
be most comprehending. Obviously we could not allow armed forces
to deteriorate and prompt measures would be taken to modernize its
plant. Military should not worry about image they present abroad and
ignore lament of public opinion in democratic nations.

With active-duty officers now involved in coup plotting, the CIA Task
Force became concerned that Viaux might move precipitously, and undercut
chances for a successful military operation. “It became evident,” the CIA
Task Force postmortem on Track II noted, “that Viaux did not have the
organization or support to carry out a successful coup, but might trigger
prematurely an action that would spoil the better chances of doing so from
within the active military itself.”

Faced with a tactical decision on whether to try to get Viaux to hold off
until active-duty officers were ready, the CIA came under renewed pressure
to act from the highest authority in the U.S. government. In a secret White
House meeting with Karamessines and Kissinger between 10:59 and 11:09
a.m. on October 13—the same day Viaux had told agents in Chile that
Schneider would be kidnapped within forty-eight hours—President Nixon
explicitly reissued his orders to block Allende from becoming president. As
Karamessines recalled the meeting, the “president went out of his way to
impress all of those there with his conviction that it was absolutely essential
that the election of Mr. Allende to the presidency be thwarted.” As they were
leaving the Oval Office, Karamessines later testified, “the president took [me]
aside to reiterate the message.”32

Two days later, Nixon passed the same message to Ambassador Edward
Korry who had been recalled to Washington for consultations. “That son of
a bitch, that son of a bitch,” the ambassador recalls the president swearing
while striking his fist against his open palm as Korry and Kissinger entered
the Oval Office at 12:54 p.m. on October 15. When Nixon saw the per-
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plexed expression on Korry’s face, he exclaimed: “Not you, Mr. Ambassador.
It’s that son of a bitch Allende. We’re going to smash him.” For the duration
of the twenty-one-minute meeting, Korry (who remained unaware of the pres-
ident’s orders to the CIA on Track II) shared his evaluation with Nixon and
Kissinger that Allende’s ratification was a fait accompli, and that any covert
effort to foment a military coup would backfire on U.S. international interests.
“Mr. President,” as Korry remembers giving advice Nixon did not want to
hear, “I tell it like it is.”33

Several hours later, at 4:30 p.m., Kissinger met with Karamessines at the
White House for an update on Project FUBELT. In preparation for the meet-
ing, the CIA’s senior officer on Track II drafted a memorandum on the
“Probable Reaction to an Unsuccessful Viaux Coup,” focusing on the impli-
cations for the United States (which would be blamed), the radicalization of a
future Allende government, and the decreased “prospects for a postinaugural
coup.” (Doc 10) He told Kissinger that “Viaux did not have more than [a]
one chance in twenty—perhaps less—to launch a successful coup.” According
to minutes of the meeting, Kissinger and Karamessines reviewed together the
repercussions of a failed coup and decided “that the Agency must get a mes-
sage to Viaux warning him against any precipitate action.”

Later, after the details of the Schneider operation and Track II were pub-
licly revealed, Kissinger would repeatedly claim that he “turned off” all coup
plotting at this October 15 meeting. In his still classified testimony before the
Church Committee on August 12, 1975, Kissinger asserted that after that
meeting “In my mind, Track II was finished.” In his memoirs, Years of Re-
newal, he wrote “On October 15, I called off Track II before it was ever
implemented.”

But the detailed declassified documents relating to the October 15 meeting
do not record any directive to terminate Track II; rather, according to the
meeting minutes, Kissinger approved “the decision to de-fuse the Viaux coup
plot, at least temporarily,” (emphasis added). He authorized a message to Viaux
stating: “preserve your assets . . . The time will come when you with all your
friends can do something. You will continue to have our support.” The mem-
orandum of conversation of the October 15, 1970, meeting contained Kis-
singer’s instructions to Karamessines “to preserve Agency assets in Chile,
working clandestinely and securely to maintain the capability for Agency
operations against Allende in the future.” (Doc 11) Finally, the meeting con-
cluded on

Dr. Kissinger’s note that the Agency should continue keeping the pres-
sure on every Allende weak spot in sight—now, after the 24th of Oc-
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tober, after 5 November, and into the future until such time as new
marching orders are given. Mr. Karamessines stated that the Agency
would comply.

Far from turning off Track II, Kissinger’s marching orders were to con-
tinue the covert pressure “on every Allende weak spot”—up to the Con-
gressional ratification and inauguration, and thereafter. In a cable the next
day to the Santiago Station, Karamessines transmitted this reaffirmed man-
date. “[FUBELT] policy, objectives, and actions were reviewed at high USG
level afternoon 15 October. Conclusions, which are to be your operational
guide, follow:”

It is firm and continuing policy that Allende be overthrown by a coup.
It would be much preferable to have this transpire prior to 24 October
but efforts in this regard will continue vigorously beyond this date. We
are to continue to generate maximum pressure toward this end utilizing
every appropriate resource. It is imperative that these actions be imple-
mented clandestinely and securely so that the USG and American hand
be well hidden. (Doc 12)

The cable ordered the Station to pass a message to Viaux—using the exact
language that was worked out with Kissinger. The Station was to encourage
him to “amplify his planning” and “join forces with other coup plotters.”
Headquarters ordered Hecksher to

Review all your present and possibly new activities to include propa-
ganda, black operations, surfacing of intelligence or disinformation, per-
sonal contacts, or anything else your imagination can conjure which
will permit you to continue to press forward toward our [FUBELT]
objective.

Beyond Viaux’s problematic prospects, the CIA had briefed Kissinger on
the activities of several active-duty military officers, including Admiral Tirado
and General Canales, who were also engaged in coup plotting. But although
Kissinger ordered the Agency to keep the pressure on, he emerged from his
October 15 meetings with both Karamessines and Korry pessimistic that the
CIA would be able to block Allende’s accession to the presidency. At 5:58
that evening, according to President Nixon’s Oval Office logs, Kissinger
called to tell him that the CIA’s main coup gambit was not viable. Kissinger’s
“telcons”—transcripts of his telephone conversations—record him as inform-
ing the president that because of the risks the Viaux plot would not succeed,
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“I turned it off. Nothing would be worse than an abortive coup.”34 Three
days later, on October 18, Kissinger sent a comprehensive seven-page action
memorandum to Nixon, “Subject: Chile—Immediate Operational Issues,”
broaching the broad and specific policy decisions necessary for undermining
an Allende government. “Our capacity to engineer Allende’s overthrow
quickly has been demonstrated to be sharply limited,” Kissinger wrote in an
oblique reference to Project FUBELT “It now appears certain that Allende
will be elected President of Chile in the October 24 Congressional run-off
elections:” Kissinger’s secret/sensitive memo recommended the president
and NSC consider a longer-term “adversary strategy” and “action program”
as soon as Nixon’s schedule permitted.35

Ironically, at the very moment Kissinger and Nixon began to strategize
on how to overthrow a post-inaugural Allende government, the CIA’s efforts
to foment a preemptive strike finally seemed to be yielding results. “At last,
the military is pulling itself together in an effort to deny Allende the presi-
dency,” noted a CIA “special situation report” on October 19. “Apparently
a number of senior military leaders (General Valenzuela [deleted names of
other coconspirators]) have joined together and have agreed to move against
the government.”

By then, a full-fledged coup conspiracy led by General Valenzuela in col-
laboration with Admiral Tirado and retired General Viaux, had taken shape.
On October 17, at a late-evening clandestine meeting with U.S. military at-
taché Paul Wimert, two of Valenzuela’s deputies requested that “[Wimert]
arrange [to] furnish them with eight to ten tear gas grenades,” according to
a CIA cable. “Within forty-eight hours they need three 45-caliber machine
guns (‘grease guns’) with 500 rounds ammo each.” When a CIA false flagger
met with Viaux’s group on October 18 to “de-fuse” their plotting, the Agency
operative was told that the plan to kidnap Schneider was going forward the
next night as the “first link” in a “chain of events.” In a separate conversation
at 10:30 p.m. that evening, Valenzuela told Wimert that Viaux was “knowl-
edgeable of [the] operation” and briefed the U.S. military attaché on the
progression of events that would bring the military to power.

On the evening of October 19, Valenzuela advised, General Schneider
would attend an army VIP “stag party” at the house of the commander-in-
chief of the army on Presidente Errazuriz Street. As Schneider left the party
he would be kidnapped. Schneider’s abduction would begin the following
progression of events to establish an anti-Allende military regime:

1. After arriving at the house, Schneider would be abducted.
2. He would be taken to a waiting airplane and flown to Argentina.
3. Valenzuela would announce that Schneider had “disappeared.”
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4. The military would blame the kidnapping on leftists and would “in-
stitute a search for Schneider in all of Chile, using this search as a
pretext to raid Communist-controlled poblaciones [neighborhoods].”

5. The military command would be shuffled to put coup plotters in
positions of power.

6. Frei would resign and leave Chile.
7. A new military Junta would “be installed” headed by Admiral Hugo

Tirado.
8. The Junta would dissolve Congress. (Doc 13)

To kidnap Schneider, Valenzuela said, the plotters would need to pay
$50,000 to an unidentified team of abductors—money that the CIA Station
subsequently authorized Wimert to provide.

The October 19 kidnapping attempt failed. Schneider’s police security de-
tail at the party was supposed to withdraw, allowing the kidnappers to act, but
did not do so; instead of leaving in his official Mercedes, Schneider took his
personal car and the abduction team “became nervous due to inexperience,”
the Station cabled. On October 20, Wimert’s military contact reported that an-
other kidnapping attempt was now underway. Schneider was to be intercepted
while leaving theMinistry of Defense during rush hour. But the kidnappers got
stuck in traffic and lost sight of his car.36 Headquarters requested that the sta-
tion “continue to assure Valenzuela and the others with whom he has been in
contact that USG support for anti-Allende action continues.”

Late the next day, the six submachine guns and ammunition arrived via
the embassy’s diplomatic pouch—specially wrapped and falsely labeled to
disguise what they were from State Department officials. (Doc 14) It took
the Station almost twenty-four hours to arrange a clandestine transfer. At
2:00 a.m. on October 22, Colonel Wimert drove to a desolate spot in San-
tiago to deliver the weapons to a Chilean army officer waiting in his vehicle.

Only hours later, at 8:00 a.m., Schneider’s chauffer-driven car was delib-
erately struck and stopped by a jeep as he drove to military headquarters in
Santiago. Five individuals then surrounded his car; one used a sledgehammer
to break in the rear window. Schneider was shot three times at close range.
Despite emergency open-heart surgery, he died on the morning of October
25.37

The CIA’s initial reaction to the shooting is reflected in the cold-blooded
cable traffic between the Station and headquarters. Hecksher transmitted a
report indicating some uncertainty about who was actually responsible but
offering hope that the conditions were now propitious for a coup. “We know
that Gen. Valenzuela was involved . . . but cannot prove or disprove that
execution of attempt against Schneider was entrusted to elements linked with
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Viaux,” he wrote. “All we can say is that attempt against Schneider is af-
fording armed forces one last opportunity to prevent Allende’s election. . . .”
After briefing DCI Richard Helms, the Task Force directors Broe and Phillips
sent back a cable of commendation: “The Station has done excellent job of
guiding Chileans to point today where a military solution is at least an option
for them. COS [and others involved] are commended for accomplishing this
under extremely difficult and delicate circumstances.” (Doc 15)

“Valenzuela’s group coup plan has been put into action,” CIA Task Force
analysts noted in a pair of “Special Reports” on the “Machine Gun Assault
on General Schneider.” The Task Force analysts optimistically asserted that
“the die has been cast,” and the coup plotters had “gone beyond the point
of no return.” If Allende assumed power the role of the military in the Schnei-
der operation would become known, according to this analysis. Therefore,
the coup plotters had only two options: “try and force Frei to resign or they
can attempt to assassinate Allende!”38 “With only twenty-four hours remain-
ing before the Congressional run-off, a coup climate exists in Chile,” pro-
claimed one of the final task force situation reports on Track II dated October
23. In the CIA’s estimation, all the elements to complete Project FUBELT
had fallen into place:

Schneider has been removed, a state of emergency has been declared,
General Prats has replaced General Schneider, radicals have been ar-
rested, and General Valenzuela has assumed control of Santiago Prov-
ince. [deleted] Although the plotters may have second thoughts about
a coup, they nonetheless are irrevocably committed to executing the
plot—even if Frei refuses to resign—since it can be assumed that their
plotting would eventually surface under an Allende government. Hence
they have no alternative but to move ahead. The state of emergency
and the establishment of martial law have significantly improved the
plotters [sic] position: a coup climate now prevails in Chile. [emphasis added]

Covering up the U.S. Role

On October 24, 1970, the Chilean Congress overwhelmingly ratified Salva-
dor Allende as president. The vote count was 153, which included all seventy-
four Christian Democrat Senators and Congressmen, to thirty-seven votes
from the Nationalist Party delegates for runner-up Jorge Allesandri. Far from
fostering a coup climate, the Schneider shooting produced an overwhelming
public and political repudiation of violence and a clear reaffirmation of Chile’s
civil, constitutional tradition. The CIA’s self-serving predictions of an obliga-
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tory Allende assassination or military move to take power proved to be quite
incorrect.

For several days, Agency reports bemoaned that fact that “there are no
indications that Valenzuela or Viaux’s group are planning a coup before 3
November”—the date of Allende’s inauguration. But most of the CIA’s of-
ficial attention after the assassination focused on a “security review” of
FUBELT to ascertain its vulnerabilities to exposure. The declassified record
shows considerable concern about news articles on the Schneider operation,
based on sources inside the coup plotters’ camps, that appeared in the Wash-

ington Post and Latin American press, including an extremely detailed and
accurate expose in Prensa Latina published in Havana, Cuba. As conspirators,
including Viaux, were identified and arrested, the CIA conducted a detailed
assessment of the dozens of contacts and communications between the false
flaggers, Wimert, Station personnel, the embassy, and Chilean coup plotters
from late September and late October. The Task Force produced compre-
hensive chronological lists on “Contacts with Chilean Military,” “Individuals
Witting of Coup Attempt and Degree of Knowledge,” and “Station Feelers
and Contacts with Viaux Group”—in order to anticipate and evaluate po-
tential trouble spots and leaks.39

Two key problems concerned the CIA: first, that Viaux “may not want
to be fall guy” for the killing and could implicate the U.S. One of the false
flaggers, the Station determined, had given Viaux a written message that
could potentially prove a U.S. role. Second and more importantly, a Chilean
military officer still had the CIA machine guns, and ammunition that Colonel
Wimert had given him—apparently hidden in his house. On October 29,
headquarters requested that Wimert “manage to regain possession of mate-
rial.” But the Chilean official resisted, arguing that the guns might be useful
in the future. He promised, according to one CIA memorandum of conver-
sation, “to take special care in hiding hardware and remove telltale indicators
of origin such as fingerprints.” On November 5, Broe sent another cable
reiterating the concern that U.S.-supplied “hardware could ultimately be dis-
covered.” This led Wimert to forcefully retrieve the weapons. “This equip-
ment was subsequently returned to the Station,” a CIA report cryptically
concluded. Wimert also recalled that he was forced to pistol-whip General
Valenzuela into returning the $50,000 supplied to pay the kidnappers.40 To
dispose of the guns, as Wimert would later admit, he and Hecksher “drove
seventy miles west, to the resort town of Vina del Mar, and threw the weap-
ons into the Pacific Ocean.”

In addition to destroying evidence, CIA Station officials received orders
to lie in response to any allegations of involvement, even to other U.S. offi-
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cials. If any “points of compromise” of the CIA’s secret role in the Schneider
assassination surfaced in the press or through the Chilean government’s in-
vestigation, headquarters warned in an October 28 cable reflecting the anx-
iety in Washington, “absolute denial will be the order of the day even with
Ambassador and other embassy colleagues.”41 According to Broe and Phil-
lips, the CIA’s “position will be stonewall all the way.”

The stonewall strategy succeeded for four years—until investigative re-
porter Seymour Hersh broke the story of Track II and CIA efforts to desta-
bilize the Allende government on the front page of the New York Times in
September 1974. The revelations created an immediate political scandal. As
the U.S. Senate launched a major investigation into CIA covert action in
Chile, both the White House and the CIA defined their damage-control po-
sitions. The White House would claim ignorance; the CIA would claim to
be following orders. Both would argue that they had disassociated the United
States from the Viaux group prior to the Schneider assassination and
therefore Washington was blameless.

In an August 12, 1975 closed-door deposition, Secretary Kissinger pre-
sented his story that he had told the CIA to “stand down” on Project FU-
BELT, shutting off coup plotting on October 15, 1970—a week prior to the
Schneider shooting. Moreover, he asserted, “we never received another re-
port on the subject.” After October 15, he claimed, “Track II was dead as
far as my office was concerned.”42 Kissinger, according to the Church Com-
mittee report, also “testified that he was informed of no coup plan which
began with the abduction of General Schneider.” Asked specifically by Sen-
ator Gary Hart to clarify whether he had prior knowledge of the kidnapping
plot against General Schneider, Kissinger was emphatic in his disavowal: “I
said I did not know.”43

But just nine weeks prior to his testimony before the Senate committee,
in the privacy of the Oval Office, Kissinger acknowledged to President Ford
that he had been briefed on the kidnapping plan and claimed that was the
reason he turned off the Viaux plot. According to the secret/nodis/xgds
memorandum of their conversation, the two were discussing Senator
Church’s investigation of U.S.-sponsored assassination plots:

President: I am concerned at Church trying to sensationalize by focusing
on the assassinations. From what I am told, we made some clumsy at-
tempts. From what I see, if he pushes it, it could make Kennedy look bad.
But at the same time, it is so clumsy it makes CIA look bad. [ . . . ]
Kissinger: I think if everything were known, Kennedy and Johnson did
far more than Nixon did. . . . Not since I have been here has there been
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anything even thought of. There was the killing of the Chilean chief of staff,

but we had dissociated from that group when we heard they were plotting to kidnap

him. [emphasis added]44

Contrary to his testimony that his office considered Track II “dead” and
received no post–October 15 reports on coup-plotting activities, Kissinger’s
office was kept informed of the flurry of events between October 18 and 22.
The cables from CIA headquarters to the Station repeatedly referred to the
need for information since “we must be prepared to advise higher echelons.”
Indeed, on October 19, between 3:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m., Karamessines
went to the White House to update Kissinger’s deputy, General Haig,
whose job was to rapidly pass such information to the national security advi-
ser.45 That morning the CIA deputy director had received a detailed intelli-
gence report from the Santiago Station outlining General Valenzuela’s
comprehensive plan—starting with the Schneider kidnapping scheduled for
that very evening—for a coup. (See Doc 13) In secret testimony before the
Church Committee, Karamessines noted that he would have shared this in-
formation with Kissinger “very promptly, if for no other reason than that we
didn’t have all that much promising news to report to the White House.”
Haig apparently asked to be quickly informed of any developments. In a
cable to Santiago that night, the CIA’s Chile Task Force requested that the
Station provide a status report on “whatever events may have occurred night
19 October,” and whether “ref action was aborted, postponed, or whatever.”
The cable noted that “Station will understand that HQS must respond during
morning 20 Oct. to queries from higher levels”—the traditional reference to
Kissinger’s office.

At 4:00 p.m. on October 22, eight hours after General Schneider was
shot, Karamessines’s calendar shows he met again with Haig at the White
House. No records of this meeting and the briefing Haig likely gave to Kis-
singer have been declassified. But the meeting was clearly to discuss the
Schneider shooting and its impact on coup plotting.

The argument that Kissinger presented to protect the White House cast
the CIA as a veritable rogue elephant, operating without authorization as the
Nixon-ordered Project FUBELT culminated in a flurry of coup plotting and
criminality during the week of October 15–22. The CIA, citing meetings
with, and instructions from, both the president and his national security ad-
viser, understood its clandestine operations to have the full backing of the
White House. The fact remained, however, that Washington had been cov-
ertly involved in a shocking act of political assassination abroad—the Chilean
equivalent of John F. Kennedy’s assassination.
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To distance itself from any culpability for this crime of state, the Agency
drafted a series of nuanced, self-serving, postmortems about the Schneider
killing. A secret overview titled “The Assassination of General René Schnei-
der” and written as the Senate investigation into Track II began, claimed that
the murder was “totally unplanned and unforeseen.” Unplanned perhaps but
certainly not unforeseen, the declassified records demonstrate. On two oc-
casions the CIA’s coup conspirators raised the possibility that Schneider
might be killed. During a conversation between Hecksher and a high-ranking
official in the Carabineros on October 8, according to the memorandum of
conversation, they analyzed “available means to remove” General Schneider.
“Abduction attempt might lead to bloodshed,” they concluded, and as the
military official presciently predicted, “Schneider’s accidental death would
rally army firmly behind flag of constitutionalism.” In a meeting with a false-
flag officer on October 16, a representative of Viaux’s group asked for “spon-
sor’s opinion about plan [to] import five Puerto Ricans to carry out
kidnapping of Schneider.” He “explained Viaux group did not like killing
and that kidnapping might result in violence.”

In a secret October 1974 briefing paper, titled “Special Mandate from the
President on Chile,” the CIA attempted to rewrite FUBELT history, force-
fully asserted that “the Viaux group, acting independently” had killed Schnei-
der. “To sum up, the tragic death of General Schneider resulted from a
unilateral kidnap attempt taken on the initiative of the Viaux group despite
and against the advice of an Agency representative.” This argument ignored
the fact, well-documented in the CIA’s own records, that Viaux was not
acting independently or unilaterally, but clearly as a co-conspirator with Val-
enzuela who had the unreserved support of the CIA—support that included
$50,000 to pay the kidnap team Viaux had hired.46 CIA documents written
at the time of the shooting repeatedly referred to the assault as part of the
“Valenzuela’s group coup plan.”

Viaux had accepted the CIA’s advice to “join forces with other coup plan-
ners so that they may act in concert.” The final coup plot called for Viaux
to handle the abduction, using a small group of extreme right-wing civilians
so that the crime could not be traced to the Chilean armed forces; in the
aftermath of the kidnapping, Valenzuela, Admiral Tirado, and the active-duty
military officers were supposed to take over the government. The initial kid-
nap attempt on October 19, Chilean court records show, had been
Valenzuela’s idea and a collaborative effort—Valenzuela would make sure
the guests stayed inside when Schneider left, and Viaux’s henchmen would
pursue Schneider when he departed. A Chilean jury determined that the same
group that attempted the kidnapping on October 19—part of the plan that
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Valenzuela had described in detail to Colonel Wimert to be paid for by
$50,000 in CIA funds—had shot Schneider on October 22. Both Viaux and
Valenzuela were subsequently convicted of conspiracy to cause a coup.

To absolve itself from accountability for what has come to be one of the
most famous acts of political assassination in the history of U.S. covert op-
erations, the CIA diligently fostered the impression before the Church Com-
mittee that all contact with Viaux’s forces had ceased after October 18, when
the Agency attempted to “de-fuse” his plotting—four days before the shooting.
But key documents withheld from Senate investigators reveal multiple CIA
contacts with Viaux’s group after the shooting, as well as covert efforts to
abet a conspiracy to obstruct justice and hide the U.S. role in this crime.

More than twenty-five years after the Senate select committee published
its report on Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders, the CIA was
forced to declassify a cable that showed that a “Viaux rep” had contacted
the CIA in Santiago on October 24 with requests “that the group wants to
see fulfilled ‘based on your promises.’ ” Among them: “financial aid in reset-
tling those of the group who have been identified with the conspiracy and
who will have to leave Chile.” Based on the concern that Viaux might “in-
culpate” Washington, the Agency had an incentive to help. In early Novem-
ber, according to a declassified November 9 cable from the Station, the CIA
received intelligence that Viaux had “deposited detailed record of his activi-
ties . . . in safe custody abroad,” and advised that “all bets are off if [Viaux]
has to fight for his life.” In a subsequent meeting at Langley headquarters,
CIA false flagger Bruce MacMaster noted that several members of the Viaux
gang were in prison and “there is a serious concern that one of these people
now jailed in Chile will possibly implicate CIA in the action taken against
Schneider.” In a still classified memorandum of the conversation, MacMaster
stated that he had recently met with a member of Viaux’s group who was
“seeking a large amount of money—somewhere in the neighborhood of
$250,000 for the purpose of providing support for the families of the mem-
bers of the group.” According to MacMaster, the CIA “could probably get
away with paying around $10,000 for the support of each family.” (Doc 16)

The CIA did, in fact, pay “hush” money to those directly responsible for
the Schneider assassination—and then covered up that secret payment up for
thirty years. In a short paragraph, buried in a September 2000 report to
Congress on CIA Activities in Chile, the Agency conceded that

In November 1970 a member of the Viaux group who avoided capture
recontacted the Agency and requested financial assistance on behalf of
the group. Although the agency had no obligation to the group because
it acted on its own, in an effort to keep previous contact secret, maintain
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the good will of the group and for humanitarian reasons, $35,000 was
passed.”47

◆

At the time of the Schneider assassination, only a handful of high U.S. offi-
cials and CIA operatives knew that this atrocity was set in motion by an
explicit presidential directive for covert action to undermine Chilean democ-
racy. Unwitting of how and why General Schneider had come to be shot,
the State Department recommended to Kissinger that President Nixon send
a condolence message to Chile’s outgoing president Eduardo Frei. (Doc 17)
“Dear Mr. President,” reads the text of the most ironic document to be gen-
erated by Project FUBELT:

The shocking attempt on the life of General Schneider is a stain on the
pages of contemporary history. I would like you to know of my sorrow
that this repugnant event has occurred in your country. . . .

Sincerely,

Richard Nixon
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Destabilizing Democracy:
The United States and the Allende Government

Our main concern in Chile is the prospect that he [Allende] can consolidate
himself and the picture projected to the world will be his success.
—Richard Nixon on why the U.S. had to “bring down” Allende,

November 1970

Within two days of Salvador Allende’s inauguration, President Nixon
convened his entire National Security Council to discuss ways to

“bring about his downfall.” “We want to do it right and bring him down,”
Secretary of State William Rogers declared at the November 6, 1970, NSC
meeting on Chile. The Secretary of Defense, Melvin Laird, agreed: “We have
to do everything we can to hurt [Allende] and bring him down.”

The secret/sensitive memorandum of conversation of this cabinet
meeting—a pivotal document withheld from the Church Committee on the
grounds of “executive privilege” and kept secret for thirty years—records the
unyielding White House commitment to undermine Chilean democracy, as
well as the reason for it. “Our main concern in Chile is the prospect that he
[Allende] can consolidate himself and the picture projected to the world will
be his success,” stated Nixon, providing the only candid explanation of his
policy to prevent the democratic election of a socialist from becoming a model
for Latin America and elsewhere. “No impression should be permitted in
Latin America that they can get away with this, that it’s safe to go this way.
All over the world it’s too much the fashion to kick us around,” the president
continued. “We cannot fail to show our displeasure.” (Doc 1)

After the failure of Project FUBELT, U.S. policy makers adjusted their strat-
egy; but the goal of bringing Allende down remained. Rather than a small
group of covert operatives trying to stimulate a military move in a short period
of time, most of the U.S. government would now be involved in a long-term,
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expanded effort to destabilize the Chilean government—economically, polit-
ically, and militarily. “The question,” as Kissinger’s talking points for the
NSC meeting called for him to say, “is whether there are actions we can take
ourselves to intensify Allende’s problems so that at a minimum he may fail
or be forced to limit his aims, and at a maximum might create conditions in
which a collapse or overthrow may be feasible.”1 If forceful action was not
taken, as Kissinger implied to Nixon’s scheduler when he requested an hour
to brief the president before the National Security Council members met,
Chile “could end up being the worst failure in our administration—‘our
Cuba’ by 1972.”

Kissinger’s pressure on Nixon to take a hard-line policy posture on Al-
lende is revealed in an eight-page White House briefing paper titled “NSC
Meeting, November 6,” and classified secret/sensitive. “The election of
Allende as president of Chile poses for us one of the most serious challenges
ever faced in this hemisphere,” Kissinger dramatically emphasized to Nixon.
“Your decision as to what to do about it may be the most historic and difficult
foreign affairs decision you will make this year.” Allende had been president
of Chile for less than 48 hours, but a preemptive U.S. strike was necessary.
Chile posed “some very serious threats” to U.S. interests, Kissinger informed
Nixon—among them “U.S. investments (totaling some one billion dollars)”
that could be lost. More important was what Kissinger called the “insidious”
“model effect” of Allende’s democratic election:

The example of a successful elected Marxist government in Chile
would surely have an impact on—and even precedent value for—other
parts of the world, especially in Italy; the imitative spread of similar
phenomena elsewhere would in turn significantly affect the world bal-
ance and our own position in it. (Doc 2)

Notwithstanding this danger, Kissinger warned, the State Department be-
lieved that Washington had no choice but to coexist with Allende because he
was the legitimately elected leader of Chile and U.S. measures to oppose him
would cause serious diplomatic damage to America’s image abroad. Nixon
would have to overrule this position. “It is essential that you make it crystal
clear where you stand on this issue” at the NSC meeting, Kissinger counseled:
“If all concerned do not understand that you want Allende opposed as strongly
as we can, the result will be a steady drift toward the modus vivendi approach.”

The clear position of Kissinger and Nixon, and indeed the very purpose
of the November 6 NSC meeting, stands in sharp contrast with the many
public representations that the president and his men would later make about
the benign nature of the U.S. approach toward Chile during the Allende
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years. Only a few months after ordering massive efforts to undermine Al-
lende’s administration, Nixon falsely asserted in his 1971 State of the Union
address that “we are prepared to have the kind of relationship with the Chi-
lean government that it is prepared to have with us.” Four years after rec-
ommending a program of action against Allende that “might lead to . . . his
collapse or overthrow,” Kissinger testified before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee in September 1974 that “the intent of the United States was not
to destabilize or to subvert [Allende] but to keep in being [opposition] political
parties. . . . Our concern was with the election of 1976 and not at all with a
coup in 1973 about which we knew nothing and [with] which we had nothing
to do. . . .” In an unprecedented presidential acknowledgement of a CIA cov-
ert operation, President Gerald Ford would argue that the United States had
acted to preserve Chilean democracy. “The effort that was made in this case,”
he told the press, “was to help assist the preservation of opposition news-
papers and electronic media and to preserve opposition political parties.”

This was, submitted President Ford in one of the most famous statements
made regarding U.S. intervention against Allende, “in the best interests of
the people of Chile and certainly in our best interests.”

Cool But Correct: National Security Decision Memorandum 93

“We will be very cool and very correct, but doing those things which will
be a real message to Allende and others,” Nixon informed his aides on No-
vember 6. Presenting U.S. policy as detached diplomatic accommodation of
the Popular Unity government while pursuing direct hostile actions designed
to make it collapse, was a deliberate, conscious decision made at the highest
levels of the White House. In the wake of the Schneider fiasco and Allende’s
inauguration, as Henry Kissinger explained to the National Security Council,
a high-level policy review had produced several options for U.S. policy: (1)
to seek a modus vivendi with the Allende government; (2) implement an
overt, hostile policy; or (3) “adopt what is in fact a hostile posture but not
from an overt stance, that is, to move in hostility from a low-key posture.”
A modus vivendi was out of the question; Kissinger had already secretly
lobbied Nixon against that option prior to the meeting.2 But a posture of
overt hostility would be problematic. “Events in Chile,” Kissinger told the
NSC members, according to his talking points, were “taking a form which
makes them extremely difficult to deal with or offset”:

a. Allende was elected legally and constitutionally. Therefore, he has
legitimacy as far as Chileans and most of the world is concerned;
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there is nothing we can do to deny him legitimacy or claim he does
not have it as a tactic for weakening him.

b. He is unlikely to move things along lines which would permit us
easily to marshal international or hemisphere censure of him . . . he
will project Chile as an ‘independent’ socialist country, not as a
‘communist government’ or a Soviet puppet.

c. We ourselves have traditionally espoused the principles of self-
determination; we have stressed our opposition to the concept of
intervention in foreign affairs. It would therefore be costly for us to
act in ways that appear to violate those principles.3

For that reason, Kissinger urged, and Nixon approved, Option 3, which in
innocuous bureaucratic language stated: “Maintain an outwardly correct pos-
ture, but making clear our opposition to the emergence of a Communist
government in South America; act positively to retain the initiative vis-à-vis
the Allende government.” A “cool but correct” posture masking continuing
efforts to subvert the Chilean government, Nixon determined, would guide
U.S. policy against Allende.

“The merit of the non-overt course,” as Kissinger had told the president, “is
that while it also utilizes the same kinds of pressure and hostility it promises to
increase their effectiveness by avoiding the risks inherent in public hostility.”
Those risks, U.S. policy makers understood, included discrediting Washing-
ton among its principle allies in Europe and Latin America as well as serving
“Allende’s purpose of rallying the Chilean people around him in the face of the
‘foreign devil,’ ” as one briefing paper prepared for Kissinger stated. In a special
“briefing paper” for Secretary of State Rogers, the Bureau of Inter-American
Affairs argued that were Washington to openly violate its announced policy of
“respect for the outcome of democratic elections” it would

Reduce our credibility throughout the world . . . increase nationalism di-
rected against us . . . be used by the Allende Government to consolidate
its position with the Chilean people and to gain influence in the rest of the
hemisphere . . . and move the Allende Government to seek even closer
relations with the USSR than it might have initially contemplated.4

U.S. strategy for a broad range of low-profile pressures against Allende’s
government was laid out, at least partially, in National Security Decision
Memorandum 93, “Policy toward Chile.” In guarded bureaucratic language,
the top secret/sensitive/eyes only directive—signed by Kissinger and
distributed to CIA, State, Defense, the Joint Chiefs, and AID among other
agencies—expressed the goal of U.S. policy: within “the context of a publicly
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cool and correct posture,” the United States would “seek to maximize pres-
sure on the Allende government to prevent its consolidation.” (Doc 3) The
measures identified in NSDM 93 reflected Washington’s intent to isolate,
weaken, and destabilize Chile until the country was ungovernable.

Among its other provisions, NSDM 93 called for “vigorous efforts” to
rally other Latin American nations to join the United States in isolating and
undermining Allende’s sociopolitical experiment, with particular focus on
Brazil and Argentina. As enticement, Nixon authorized “close relations with
friendly military leaders in the hemisphere” who were considered allies
against the left in the region—including the Chilean military.

NSDM 93 also identified a range of economic measures designed to con-
tinue U.S. efforts to “make the economy scream,” as Nixon had previously
ordered. The directive stated that “necessary action be taken” to: reduce and
terminate current and future financing for U.S. exports and guarantees for
corporate investment in Chile; lobby private investors to curtail economic
activities; “bring maximum feasible influence” on the multilateral banks to
cut their lending to Chile; and terminate bilateral economic aid programs.
The NSDM also ordered a study from the Office of Emergency Preparedness
on copper “stockpile disposal actions”—Nixon’s idea to dump part of the
U.S. copper holdings on the international market to quickly undermine the
world price of copper, Chile’s main natural resource. “I want something in
a week on how we can sell from the stockpile,” the president ordered Kis-
singer and others at the NSC meeting of November 6. “Cutting the stockpile
would hurt Chile. This is very important. I want State and Defense and
everyone to study it. It could be the most important thing we can do.”5

The Invisible Blockade

U.S. efforts to isolate Chile and quietly curtail bilateral and multilateral eco-
nomic support constituted an “invisible blockade” against a country whose
economy was deeply dependent on financial, industrial, and commercial re-
lations with the United States. U.S. businesses generated two-thirds of the
$1.6 billion in foreign investment in Chile. Two major U.S. copper corpo-
rations, Anaconda and Kennecott, controlled 80 percent of the Chilean cop-
per industry—an industry that accounted for some four-fifths of all export
earnings. During the Frei years, Chile had run up almost $1 billion in debt
to U.S. banks. Economic operations relied heavily on U.S. commercial credits
to finance machinery and parts for key industries as well as Chilean trucking,
buses, taxis, and planes.

For years U.S. officials, and their supporters in academia, blamed Allende’s
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socialist programs and nationalization of U.S. businesses for the severe drop-off
in bilateral and international financial support for Chile; there was no “invisible
blockade,” according to the disingenuous official histories, and Allende was re-
sponsible for his own demise. “It was the policies of the Allende government,
its insistence on forcing the pace beyond what the traffic would bear much
more than our policies,” Henry Kissinger testified on Capital Hill one day after
the coup, “that contributed to the economic chaos.” But recently declassified
NSC records on Chile show conclusively that the Nixon administrationmoved
quickly, quietly and politically to shut down multilateral and bilateral aid to
Chile—well before Allende had had any opportunity to implement his own
economic policies or any question of Chile’s creditworthiness had arisen.

At the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the White House acted
“to effect the early departure of the incumbent chairman,” who was deemed
not sufficiently malleable, according to a secret memo written by Kissinger’s
deputy, Alexander Haig.6 The White House also passed the message to the
U.S. representative that he did not have instructions to vote for loans to Chile.
A secret/nodis “Status Report on U.S. Stance on IDB Lending to Chile”—
prepared for Dr. Kissinger several weeks after Allende’s inauguration—laid
out the surreptitious credit cutoff:

The U.S. Executive Director of the Inter-American Development Bank
understands that he will remain uninstructed until further notice on
pending loans to Chile. As . . . an affirmative vote by the U.S. is re-
quired for loan approval, this will effectively bar approval of the loans.

“We have instructed our representative to delay action on Chilean loans
pending before the Inter-American Development Bank,” Kissinger reported
to Nixon in a mid-November, 1970, secret/sensitive “Status Report on
Chile.” “We are seeking the cooperation of the IBRD [World Bank] to sim-
ilarly delay loans to Chile.”7

At the World Bank, U.S. officials worked behind the scenes to assure that
Chile would be disqualified for a pending $21 million livestock-improvement
credit, and for future loans. Since the United States did not have veto power
at the World Bank, the State Department’s Bureau of Inter-American Affairs
prepared a series of questions for a Bank delegation to pose to authorities in
Santiago—in an effort to show that Allende’s economic platform did not meet
criteria for credits. “The [U.S.] Executive Director will routinely and dis-
creetly convey these questions to Bank staff members,” another NSC “status
report” for Kissinger noted, “as to insure adequate attention to them by the
team visiting Chile and by other staff elements within the Bank, but without
the hand of the U.S. Government showing in the process.”
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And at the Export-Import Bank and the Agency for International Devel-
opment (AID) the NSC issued “classified instructions” to withhold “any new
commitments of U.S. bilateral assistance to Chile, including AID loans, AID
Investment Guarantees, and Eximbank loans and export guarantees.” The
Eximbank, which Chile relied on for credits to purchase major industrial
equipment, spare parts, and other machinery critical for key industries, par-
ticularly copper mining, simply extended the reduction of credit status and
loans it had implemented during Track II when Kissinger’s office ordered
the bank director to drop Chile’s credit rating from a “B” to a “D” rating. A
long-planned $21 million loan toward the purchase of Boeing jets to upgrade
the national airline, LAN–Chile, became the first casualty of the EX-IM
Bank’s rating reduction. Since the “D” status influenced private U.S. banks,
corporations, and private investors, as the Church Committee report pointed
out, “it aggravated Chile’s problem of attracting and retaining needed capital
inflow through private foreign investment.”8

By any evaluation, the cutoff of aid and credits to Chile was dramatic. In
1970, IDB loans approved before Allende’s election totaled $46 million; fol-
lowing the election only two small loans for Chilean universities—totaling
$2 million—were approved until after the military coup. The World Bank,
which had provided $31 million in loans to the Frei government in 1969–
1970, approved zero loans between 1971 and 1973. Bilateral U.S. assistance,
administered through AID, reached $110 million between 1968 and 1970;
from 1971 to 1973 that figure dropped to approximately $3 million. The
U.S. Export-Import Bank, which provided some $280 million in commercial
loans and credits between 1967 and 1970 to Chile, granted not a penny of
financing or lending in 1971.9

Predictably, one sector of U.S. assistance rose during the Allende years—
U.S. military sales and assistance. Training and other military aid programs
doubled between 1971 and 1972 from $1 million to $2.3 million. Between
1967 and 1970, sales of U.S. military equipment totaled $6 million; between
1970 and 1973, that figure more than tripled to $19 million. “With regard
to the Chilean military we are maintaining our military mission on a ‘business
as usual’ basis,” Kissinger wrote in a memorandum to Nixon, “in order to
maintain maximum contacts with the Chilean military.”10

Kissinger also reported to the president that “on the economic side” U.S.
officials had “informed U.S. business and labor leaders of our discouraging
view of developments in Chile.” Since Chilean labor unions had a key role
to play in agitating against Allende, on November 12, 1970, U.S. officials
gave an “off-the-record briefing” to AFL-CIO president George Meany, pre-
sumably discussing whatever influence and support the powerful union or-
ganization could provide in Chile through its international affiliates and the
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American Institute for Free Labor Development, which had collaborated
closely with the CIA in anti-Allende operations during the 1960s. CIA offi-
cials continued to hold “luncheon meetings,” and other secret rendezvous
with high-level ITT executives even after press revelations on their covert
collaboration against Allende sparked the first major Chile scandal in March
1972. And the Nixon administration attempted to assist U.S. copper corpo-
rations in their effort to obtain major compensation for nationalized mining
facilities in Chile by linking adequate indemnification with the rescheduling
of Chile’s foreign debt payments.

At the personal direction of President Nixon, Washington sought to
block Allende’s ability to renegotiate the massive national debt inherited
from the Christian Democrats. In mid-January 1972, Nixon became infuri-
ated by a secret memorandum from Treasury Secretary John Connally,
complaining that the State Department bureaucracy was not sufficiently
supportive of “keeping the pressure on Chile” and was planning to allow
Chile to renegotiate its debt with European nations. Treasury should be
named to lead the delegation to the upcoming Paris talks, Connally de-
manded, to advance “our principal purpose . . . to get broad creditor sup-
port to isolate Chile.” (Doc 4) In a margin notation, Nixon initialed his
“RN” approval and scrawled “this is our policy.” He immediately sent a
top secret directive to Connally giving him presidential authority to rep-
resent the United States at the Paris talks. On the Chilean loan matter, the
president ordered:

Any suggestion, expressed or implied, that I favor U.S. support of an
agreement to renegotiate the Chilean loan is in total contradiction to
the views I have expressed on a number of occasions in various meet-
ings on this matter. . . . I expect you to see that all agencies of the gov-
ernment strictly comply with my position.

With that presidential mandate, the U.S. took a hard-line position at the
1972 and 1973 Paris Club debt negotiations. Pressure was brought on major
European creditor nations to join the U.S. in refusing to conclude a resched-
uling of Chile’s foreign debt. When the other European nations moved to
renegotiate Chile’s debt despite U.S. pressure, the Nixon administration
broke ranks and refused to reschedule Chilean payments on more than $1
billion owed to U.S. government and private sector creditors.

The Nixon administration also attempted to isolate Allende’s government
diplomatically around the world. A secret/nodis set of strategy papers,
presented to Kissinger in early December 1970, reported on “USG consul-
tation with selected Latin American governments . . . to promote their sharing
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of our concern over Chile.” In his update to the president, Kissinger reported
that “particular efforts are being made to consult with key countries such as
Brazil and Argentina through both diplomatic and military channels.” The
White House also considered trying to expel Chile—à la Cuba—from the
OAS. A twenty-six-page “Study of Options for U.S. Strategy Concerning
Chile’s Future Participation in the Organization of American States” seriously
weighed the possibility of forcing the Chileans to withdraw or be ejected.
But, the working group concluded, such tactics were “likely to boomerang,”
be “highly devisive . . . alienate many of our Latin American supporters” and
undercut the “cool but correct” facade of U.S. policy.

Covert Destabilization

Economic strangulation and diplomatic isolation were two legs of a triad of
destabilization measures under NSDM 93; the third—unidentified in the
presidential directive because of its sensitivity—was CIA clandestine inter-
vention. In a “covert annex” to a major NSC options paper on Chile devel-
oped as part of the NSDM process, the CIA submitted its initial blueprint to
sabotage an Allende government in late October. At Kissinger’s explicit prod-
ding to broaden “the scope for covert operations,” in mid-November the
Agency drafted an eight-page “Covert Action Program for Chile”—along
with a $7 million operational budget—“keyed to NSDM 93.”11

For the CIA, a sitting Allende government provided a far broader target
of opportunity than the brief transition period in the fall of 1970. A secret
special report titled “Allende After the Inauguration” noted that “prospects
for a military coup in the post-inaugural period” would significantly improve
as Allende faced “tremendous administrative and governmental problems
brought on by a continued economic decline and by an increase in political
infighting within his coalition.” A coup climate “will begin to materialize and
the military would have justification for intervening. Thus,” as the analysts
predicted, “Allende’s administration may be short lived.”12

Toward that end, the CIA designed its covert operations to create and
exacerbate economic, political, governmental, and military tensions “to divide
and weaken Allende.” The “Covert Action Program for Chile,” submitted to
Kissinger on November 17, was “directed at the Allende government, the
Chilean Armed Forces, the non-Marxist opposition, the Chilean public, and
other Latin American countries in an effort to maximize pressure on the
Allende government.” In a secret/sensitive/eyes only summary for
President Nixon, his national security adviser outlined the “five principal
elements” of the CIA’s “Covert Action Program—Chile:”
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1. Political action to divide and weaken the Allende coalition.
2. Maintaining and enlarging contacts in the Chilean military.
3. Providing support to non-Marxist opposition political groups and

parties.
4. Assisting certain periodicals and using other media outlets in Chile

which can speak out against the Allende government.
5. Using selected media outlets [in Latin America, Europe, and else-

where] to play up Allende’s subversion of the democratic process
and involvement by Cuba and the Soviet Union in Chile. (Doc 5)

The CIA Western Hemisphere chief, William Broe, presented this covert
program to the 40 Committee on November 19. Kissinger, sounding more
like director of Central Intelligence than the National Security Adviser, at-
tempted to micromanage the operation. Casting himself as a “devil’s advo-
cate,” Kissinger pointed out that the CIA’s political operations against
Allende’s coalition focused on supporting moderates. Since Allende was
“holding himself out as a moderate,” Kissinger asked, “why not support ex-
tremists?” This would enhance the position of the most extreme groups—
presumably the militant Movimiento Izquierdista Revolucionario (MIR)—
and, according to the talking points Kissinger carried with him to the meeting
“disrupt Allende’s game plan (i.e., maintain a moderate respectable image).”
His talking points also called for Kissinger to emphasize that the goal of
maintaining contacts and influence in the Chilean military was “not just for
intelligence but for potential future action . . . obviously a very important el-
ement.” When Broe stated that the CIA had acted on a practical proposal
Kissinger had raised at the last 40 Committee deliberations—“that prompt
steps be taken to procure escudos [Chilean currency] for possible future ex-
penditures in Chile”—Kissinger questioned the amount of the fund.13 “Mr.
Kissinger referred to the proposed stockpile of [deleted amount] in escudos
and commented that this did not seem to be a very large fund to have on
hand if stringent currency controls should be imposed,” states deleted section
“d.” of the heavily censored minutes of the November 19 meeting.14 (Doc
6) He “raised this question because he did not wish the problem of a lack of
operational funds in Chile to be used later as a justification for [CIA] not to
be able to follow through on desirable actions.”

Between 1970 and 1973 the CIA poured millions of dollars, and escudos,
into extensive covert actions to undermine Allende. More than $3.5 million
was funneled into opposition political parties and allied organizations—not
only to influence municipal and congressional elections and but to “bolster
and encourage opposition” to the Popular Unity government, as one CIA
talking paper noted, and to incite major ongoing anti-Allende campaigns.
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Station operatives conducted a $2 million propaganda program, concentrating
on Chile’s leading newspaper, El Mercurio. More than $1.5 million was passed
to business, labor, civic, and paramilitary organizations organizing protests,
demonstrations, and violent actions against Allende’s administration. A pen-
etration and psychological operations program to rebuild access and influence
within the Fuerzas Armadas de Chile provided the CIA, the Defense Intel-
ligence Agency, and Washington with close contacts among military coup
plotters. Those contacts became increasingly important as U.S.-supported
economic and political upheaval inevitably created the long-sought “coup cli-
mate” necessary for overthrowing Chile’s elected government.

Political Operations

Since 1962, the Christian Democrat Party had been a leading recipient of
CIA political operations in Chile as a beacon of democracy; after Allende’s in-
auguration, the Agency poured covert funding into the party to transform it
into a pro-coup force. On Ambassador Korry’s recommendation, Kissinger
summoned the 40 Committee to a special meeting on November 13 to ap-
prove funds—the amount remains classified—to be used to influence the
party’s political convention scheduled for early December. Washington’s con-
cern was not that Allende threatened the existence of the PDC; rather that the
left-wing of the party, led by former foreign minister Gabriel Valdes, would
win control away from the centrist faction and weaken what Kissinger’s office
believed was “the best potential source of organized opposition to the consol-
idation of the Allende Government.” “As you know,” Kissinger’s aide Arnold
Nachmanoff reported to him on November 12, Valdes “represents the group
in the PDC that is prepared to accommodate to and cooperate with Allende.”
If it was “feasible to influence the PDC decision in favor of the Frei group,”
Nachmanoff wrote, “I would recommend approval of Korry’s request.”

Based on conversations with his sources within Frei’s camp, Korry sub-
sequently determined that “no funds and no actions are required” for the
upcoming convention. But significant “foreign financing” would still be nec-
essary. The party was twenty-five million escudos in debt from the 1970
campaign; it had “needs for 1971 operational expenses,” Korry reported in
a heavily redacted secret/eyes only/sensitive December 4 cable for the
CIA’s William Broe and Assistant Secretary Charles Meyer. Under still cen-
sored portions of the cable, the ambassador recommended that the CIA cov-
ertly help the PDC purchase a newspaper that would serve as a party oracle
against Allende’s government.15

In December 1970, the Santiago Station chief, Henry Hecksher, was re-
called to Langley headquarters to develop plans for working with elements
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of the PDC. The CIA also sent agents to meet with a PDC representative
“to explore in depth certain proposals and requests for substantial support.”
Similar meetings were held with representatives of Chile’s right-wing Partido
Nacional (PN). In late January 1971, the Agency presented a comprehensive
fourteen-page proposal on “Financial Support of Chilean Opposition Parties
for the April 1971 Elections and [media purchases]” to the 40 Committee
for approval. The Agency requested $1,240,000 to covertly finance the cam-
paigns of PDC and PN candidates, as well as those of the smaller Democratic
Radical Party in the upcoming April 4 municipal elections. These elections
“have a fundamental importance. . . . There is no doubt that a massive UP
electoral victory will have significant repercussions not only in Chile but
throughout Latin America,” the CIA argued:

When one considers Allende’s superb political performance during the
first two months of his administration, and the speed and effectiveness
with which the UP has moved to implement the most popular aspects
of its program, it becomes obvious that the UP goal of a popular elec-
toral majority may be achieved in the April elections. Such a victory
could encourage nascent popular unity movements elsewhere in the
hemisphere as well as disheartening opposition and institutional forces
inside Chile.

On January 28, Kissinger’s 40 Committee authorized these operations.
Shortly thereafter, the CIA funneled significant funds to all three parties, as
well as sufficient monies for the PDC and PN to purchase their own news-
paper and radio station to expand their anti-Allende campaigns. On March
22, May 20, May 26, July 6, and November 5, 1971, the 40 Committee
authorized additional covert funds for the PDC and other opposition parties;
on October 26, 1972, the CIA sought and received another $1,427,666 to
covertly finance opposition campaigns and yet another appropriation of
$175,000 was approved before the end of that year for a total of $1,602,666
in anticipation of the March 1973 Congressional election. And on August
20, 1973, another $1,000,000 was approved “to continue covert actions to
strengthen opposition political parties and private sector organizations op-
posed to Allende’s UP government.”16

The Agency used hundreds of thousands of dollars of these appropria-
tions to covertly fund the operations of private-sector organizations dedi-
cated to undermining Allende’s ability to govern. CIA officials would later
testify that “financial support to the private sector was confined to specific
activities . . . such as voter registration drives and a get-out-the vote cam-
paign.” In point of fact, as the CIA conceded to Congress in its September
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2000 report, “CIA Activities in Chile,” the Agency “provided assistance to
militant right-wing groups to undermine the president and create a tense
environment.” A number of the organizations receiving CIA support—they
included major associations of large and small businessmen and umbrella
organizations of opposition groups—directly supported, and were closely
allied with, key sectors fomenting economic and social upheaval, notably
the truck owners and strikers that paralyzed Chile in 1973. The CIA has
withheld documents on the truckers, including records from the Station
that showed that one private-sector organization on the CIA payroll had
passed $2,800 directly to the strikers. But, according to Senate investiga-
tors who did review some of these records, “it is clear that antigovernment
strikers were actively supported by several of the private sector groups
which received CIA funds.”17

The CIA was well aware that “a substantial portion of the business com-
munity” was collaborating with groups dedicated to promoting violent dis-
order designed to “build a political atmosphere which would be propitious
for a military coup.” In an August 29, 1972, cable the Station reported on
“efforts by Patria y Libertad and Business Leaders to Provoke a Coup.”
(During the Track II period, the CIA funneled $38,500 to Patria y Libertad,
a self-proclaimed neo-fascist paramilitary group responsible for numerous
acts of terrorism between 1970 and 1973; low-level covert funding contin-
ued through 1971.) P&L and a “large segment” of the business community,
the Station cabled, “are undertaking actions to increase discontent and inci-
dents of violence, especially in the Santiago area, in order to create an atmo-
sphere in Chile which would be propitious for a military coup. The business
leaders involved are trying to foment strikes and labor conflicts, while P&L
will attempt to provoke incidents of violence.” The collaboration of those or-
ganizations to foment disorder would continue until the coup finally took
place.

The El Mercurio Project

The covert operation that, according to the CIA’s own internal records,
played “a significant role” in bringing about a coup was clandestine funding
for the “El Mercurio project.” Throughout the 1960s, the CIA poured funds
into Chile’s largest—and staunchly right-wing—newspaper, El Mercurio, put-
ting reporters and editors on the payroll, writing articles and columns for
placement and providing additional funds for operating expenses. After the
paper’s owner, Agustı́n Edwards came to Washington in September 1970 to
lobby Nixon for action against Allende, the CIA used El Mercurio as a key
outlet for a massive propaganda campaign as part of Track I and Track II.
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Throughout Allende’s aborted tenure, the paper continued an unyielding
campaign, running countless virulent, inflammatory articles and editorials ex-
horting opposition against—and at times even calling for the overthrow of—
the Popular Unity government. “El Mercurio continues strong opposition to
regime,” the CIA informed the White House in early 1971, “publishing at-
tacks against Allende attempts to nationalize banks, violation of press free-
dom, and land seizures.” While CIA intelligence reports documented that the
Edwards media empire retained its independence during the Allende years,
El Mercurio did face growing financial problems from its own mismanagement,
credit, and cash-flow problems, as well as advertising cutbacks, newsprint
shortages, and labor unrest for which the Edwards and the CIA blamed the
Popular Unity government.

In September 1971, a representative of the Edwards media group requested
“covert support totaling $1 million” from the CIA. The request prompted a sig-
nificant internal debate among U.S. policy makers. In a secret options paper
the CIA presented to Kissinger on September 8, the agency suggested that the
newspaper faced an “economic squeeze” and passed on the position of El Mer-

curio’s proprietors that “the paper needs at least $1 million to survive for the
next year or two.” Washington had two “basic options:

A. To provide extensive financing for the newspaper with the understanding
that this may not be sufficient to stop the Allende newsprint, or
labor stoppages. This would involve an initial commitment of at
least $700,000.

B. Allow El Mercurio to go out of business and arrange a maximum prop-
aganda effort on the issue of freedom of the press. (Doc 7)

Option B was risky, the CIA advised, because “Allende might be able to
counter that by demonstrating that it was El Mercurio’s financial ineptitude
which resulted in its closing.” The CIA Station chief and Ambassador Korry
favored funding; others within the administration believed that $1 million
was “a very expensive price to pay for a little extra time” if the paper was
going to close anyway.

Indeed, when the members of the 40 Committee were polled, each had a
different position. Kissinger’s aide, Arnold Nachmanoff, argued “we should
probably take both options and link them.” The paper would receive
$700,000 but the U.S. would “condition our support on an understanding
that El Mercurio will launch an intensive public attack on the Allende Gov-
ernment’s efforts to force them out of business.” Attorney General John
Mitchell, according to a summary of the discussion, felt “we should keep a
strong voice alive but a weak one would not be worth it;” the Pentagon’s
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representative, Adm. Thomas Moorer, stated “we were gambling with a loser
and [the] expenditure [was] extravagant;” CIA director Richard Helms
opined that “the prospects were not good either for the short or long term.”18

Faced with a major disagreement regarding a specific anti-Allende opera-
tion, Kissinger simply decided to “take the matter to higher authority.”
On September 14, in a rare example of presidential micromanagement of a
covert operation, Nixon personally authorized the $700,000—and more if
necessary—in covert funds to El Mercurio. That evening, Kissinger called
Helms to tell him that

(a) the President had just approved the proposal for supporting El Mer-

curio in the amount of $700,000, and, (b) the President wished to see
the paper kept going and the amount stipulated could be exceeded if it
would usefully serve that purpose.

Per the president’s decision, Helms authorized his Western Hemisphere di-
vision to “exceed the authorized $700,000 and go up to, and even over,
$1,000,000 provided it was warranted to keep the paper going.” (Doc 8)
The initial $700,000 was sent immediately; in October, Kissinger personally
authorized the additional $300,000.

Seven months later, the CIA requested that “an additional $965,000 be
made available to El Mercurio”—a covert “tranche” that would bring total
expenditures on the paper to $1.95 million in less than a year.19 In a proposal
prepared by the new head of the Western Hemisphere division, Theodore
Shackley, the CIA argued that the decision to continue funding “must be
based . . . on a value judgment of the importance of attempting to ensure the
paper’s continued existence for political purposes.”20 The paper was no longer
on the verge of being shut down by the Allende government, but it was
about to run out of credit. The new allotment, Kissinger was informed in a
top secret memorandum, would be

used to repay a loan, to cover monthly operating deficits through
March 1973, and to provide for a contingency fund of [deleted amount]
to meet emergency needs such as credit requirements, new taxes, and
other bank debts which could come up on short notice.21

El Mercurio, according to the CIA argument advanced for this money, was
“deemed essential” to help CIA-backed opposition candidates win the March
1973 Congressional election—a major electoral test of Allende’s popularity.
Now, as Kissinger aide William Jorden noted in a top secret White House
“action” memorandum, the consensus was that “El Mercurio is important. It
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is a thorn in Allende’s side. It does help give heart to the opposition forces.”
And if, in the end, the newspaper did “go down the drain,” Jorden reminded
Kissinger, “we have an excellent ‘freedom of the press’ issue to use there and
in the Hemisphere.”22 On April 11, Kissinger’s office approved the funds.

Additional secret monies flowed to El Mercurio through the CIA’s main
corporate collaborator in Chile—the ITT Corporation. A declassified May
15, 1972 memorandum of a conversation between CIA officer Jonathan
Hanke and ITT official Hal Hendrix recorded a discussion about $100,000
bank deposits ITT was secretly making to Agustı́n Edwards. “He had told
me money for the Edwards group went through a Swiss account,” Hanke
reported to his superiors.

Sustained by a massive influx of covert funding, the Edwards media empire
became one of the most prominent actors in the downfall of Chilean democ-
racy. Far from being a news outlet, El Mercurio positioned itself as a bullhorn of
organized agitation against the government. In the summer of 1973, the CIA’s
Santiago Station identified El Mercurio, along with the paramilitary Patria y Lib-
ertad and militant elements of the Partido Nacional as the main private-sector
organizations that “have set as their objective creation of conflict and confron-
tation which will lead to some sort of military intervention.” The CIA’s West-
ern Hemisphere covert action division credited the paper with a singular
contribution to creating a coup climate. In heavily redacted project renewal
memoranda dated in January 1974, Agency officials stressed that continued
funding was necessary to reward and sustain the propaganda outlets provided
by El Mercurio because of its role in bringing down Allende:

Prior to the coup the project’s media outlets maintained a steady bar-
rage of anti-government criticism, exploiting every possible point of
friction between the government and the democratic opposition, and
emphasizing the problems and conflicts which were developing between
the government and the armed forces.23

In an admission that U.S. covert operations had directly contributed to the
overthrow of Allende, the CIA asserted that the propaganda effort, in which
El Mercurio was the dominant actor, “played a significant role in setting the
stage for the military coup of 11 September 1973.”

The Military Project

The Chilean military remained the “essential” player in Chile’s future, ac-
cording to assessments that CIA operatives in Chile repeatedly sent to Wash-
ington in one form or another. The Station placed tremendous emphasis on
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covert operations targeting the armed forces. For the first year following
Allende’s election, the CIA invested considerable time and effort rebuilding
its asset network—decimated by arrests and purges of those involved in the
Schneider killing—within the Chilean armed forces. The Station recruited a
number of new agents inside the military with the goal of penetrating leading
officer groups so that they could be in communication with real and potential
coup leaders, assuming that “the [deleted] program’s end objective, a military
solution to the Chilean problem, must be sought within very carefully drawn
guidelines.” “We conceive our mission as one in which we work consciously
and deliberately in the direction of a coup,” the Station cabled in November
1971, a position that headquarters cautioned was subject to conducive cir-
cumstances. Given the dramatic failure of Track II, both Langley and the
Station agreed that “there must be predisposition on the part of military to
take initiative themselves, that artificially stimulated or ill-planned precipitous
action would be counterproductive.”24

By the fall of 1971, the CIA Station was conducting a “deception opera-
tion,” designed to convince the Chilean generals that Allende was secretly
plotting with Castro to undermine the army high command, in order to
“arouse the military” to “move against [Allende] if necessary.” By early 1972,
the CIA was subsidizing an anti-Allende newsletter targeting the armed
forces; and the Santiago Station began compiling arrest lists, installation tar-
gets, and other operational data necessary for coup contingency planning.

In August 1971, the Station began sending detailed lists of officers
“strongly opposed to the present regime” back to Washington. The first con-
crete “Intelligence Information Special Report” on coup plotting, distributed
to DCI Helms and to Kissinger, was dated on November 9 of that year. In
“Preliminary Planning for an Eventual Military Move Against the Chilean
Government,” the CIA reported, “senior Army, Navy, and Carabinero offi-
cers have decided on the overthrow of the Chilean Government some time
in the spring of 1972.” By that time, the plotters expected, the Chilean econ-
omy would have deteriorated sufficiently to provoke a state of emergency
during which the military could move. (Doc 9) In March 1972, the FBI sent
Kissinger a “priority” intelligence report on various regiments, navy officers,
majors and colonels who believed a coup “could become a reality in the near
future.” The brothers-in-law of General Roberto Viaux, the FBI informed
Kissinger, were “actively engaged” in coordinating the anti-Allende activities
of right-wing exiles throughout the Southern Cone nations and “desired to
convey the foregoing information to the United States Government.”25

Intelligence gathering on pro-coup Chilean military officers brought the
CIA, inevitably, to General Augusto Pinochet. Although Pinochet signed
onto the September 11, 1973, putsch only days before it took place, U.S.
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intelligence had him on their radar screen of potential plotters as early as the
summer of 1971. Drawing on an informant who attended a dinner party
with Pinochet on August 5, the Station reported to headquarters that the
general was a “mild, friendly, narrow-gauged military man who [is] totally
immersed in new field of security, public order and political events and who
clearly enjoyed feeling of being important.” His wife, according to this intel-
ligence report, was turning against the Allende government, and his son was
married to a member of the National Party who hoped to “push Pinochet to
effect [a] coup.” But, the informant noted, other plotters assessed Pinochet as
a person “who would not lead any coup.” (Doc 10)

At the time, Pinochet was the commandant of the army’s Santiago garri-
son; but he had also been given the position of Jefe de la Plaza in the capital
city, making him responsible for emergency crowd control. “Seems he would
have major functions in controlling any major military/civilian convulsion in
Santiago,” stated one of many index cards the CIA kept on Chilean military
officers in September 1971; by March of the following year, the index card
had been updated to indicate that Pinochet was “involved with coup prepa-
rations” of army chief of staff General Alfredo Canales, with whom the CIA
had collaborated during Project FUBELT.

In various intelligence reports, Chilean military officers cast Pinochet as un-
committed and therefore unreliable—“Pinochet would favor but would want
to close eyes to events” one asset told the CIA in Santiago. On September 27,
1972, however, a CIA informant inside Pinochet’s camp reported that the gen-
eral was “harboring second thoughts” about the necessity of overthrowing Al-
lende. Pinochet now believed “that Allende must be forced to step down or be
eliminated;” these were, in his words, the “only alternatives.” When Pinochet
traveled to Panama that month to negotiate the transfer of U.S. tanks to the
Chilean army, “he felt he was very well treated,” as a member of his entourage
reported back to a CIA handler. And U.S. army officers at the Southern Com-
mand, according to this source, passed an important message along to Pin-
ochet’s delegation: the “U.S. will support coup against Allende ‘with whatever means
necessary’ when the time comes.” [emphasis added] (Doc 11)

As the CIA began issuing more strident reports on the likelihood of a mili-
tary move, officials in Washington took up the issue of how and with what
means to assist. In October 1972, a team of “appropriate CIA elements”—
officials and analysts—gathered at Langley headquarters and “brainstormed
the current Chilean situation from every conceivable angle,” weighing “vari-
ous courses of action . . . to accelerate current Chilean events leading toward
a coup,” as Shackley reported to the Senior Review Group (SRG) on October
17. The CIA group concluded, “no course of action which could be taken
would help in a decisive manner to achieve the objective of removing Allende
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from power.” At a State Department meeting “on Current Chilean Situation”
later that day, CIA, NSC, and State Department officials evaluated what U.S.
policy should be if coup plotters requested concrete assistance for over-
throwing the Allende government, and/or assurances of post-coup U.S. sup-
port as a condition for undertaking the coup. As noted in a heavily censored
memorandum for the record of this meeting, the SRG determined that be-
cause direct U.S. support for a military coup was not necessary for its success,
the proffer of such assistance was not worth the inherent political risks. (Doc
12) According to the minutes of the meeting, “the group finally did agree on
the following:

a. If and when the Chilean military decided to undertake a coup, they
would not need U.S. Government assistance or support to do so
successfully nor are they likely to seek such support. Further, given
the Chilean military capabilities for an unaided coup, any U.S. in-
tervention or assistance in the coup per se should be avoided.

b. [page and a half of text deleted that discussed whether the United
States should provide assurances to Chilean coup plotters of assis-
tance to a post-coup military government.]26

The CIA-ITT Scandal

As Nixon administration officials weighed the degree to which Washington
might directly aid and abet a coup, their caution was certainly influenced by
the breaking of a major political scandal on U.S. intervention in Chile—the
first of a series of covert operations scandals that would plague the CIA
throughout the 1970s. On March 21, 1972, columnist Jack Anderson re-
ported that “secret documents which escaped shredding by International
Telephone and Telegraph show . . . that ITT dealt regularly with the Central
Intelligence Agency and, at one point, considered triggering a military coup
to head off Allende’s election.”27 “These allegations are astonishing,” the
Washington Post exclaimed in a lead editorial the next day. “How could it be—
if it is so—that in 1970 an American President could consider the possibility
of acting to prevent the democratically elected president of a supposedly
friendly country from taking office?” Unprecedented in their detail, the ITT
records—twenty-four secret documents totaling seventy-nine pages of strat-
egy papers, memoranda of conversations, and meeting notes—candidly
charted the intrigue of covert corporate collaboration between the CIA,
White House, and embassy officials to provoke economic chaos and subvert
Chilean democracy in 1970 and early 1971.
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In Chile, the revelations set off an explosion of nationalist indignation.
The leaked documents bolstered a long-standing belief among the Chilean
left of U.S. economic imperialism, and confirmed widespread suspicions of
Washington’s covert efforts to thwart the Chilean socialist experiment. More-
over, with the publication of the secret papers, the facade of the Nixon’s
administration’s “cool but correct” diplomatic posture toward Chile was de-
stroyed. The Allende government, which had been in extensive yearlong
talks with ITT officials over the value and acquisition of the company’s ma-
jority interests in the Compania de Telefonos de Chile, cancelled negotiations
and announced that ITT’s holdings would be expropriated through a vote
of the Chilean Congress.

In the United States, the Anderson article set off the first of many con-
gressional investigations into covert action in Chile—and eventually the
whole history of CIA operations abroad. Forty-eight hours after its publica-
tion, the powerful chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Sen-
ator William Fulbright, received a private memo from his top aide calling for
a major inquiry. Anderson’s articles, wrote Pat Holt

indicate scandalous behavior by representatives of ITT and of the U.S.
government as well. I do not think it suffices to have a denial, which
we got yesterday, by the Secretary of State of improper government
conduct. If we leave it at that, the Committee would well be accused
of being party to a cover-up. Some further action by the Committee is
called for.28

The next day, Senator Fulbright authorized the establishment of a special
Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations, and named a then little-known
senator from Idaho, Frank Church, as chairman. The subcommittee had a
broad mission to investigate the activities and influence of multinational cor-
porations on U.S. foreign policy; but Church also oversaw a separate, dis-
crete, inquiry into ITT and the anti-Allende operations, which produced the
first hearings on covert action in Chile and the first in-depth official report
on the issue: The International Telephone and Telegraph Company and Chile, 1970,

1971.29

With this major breach of secrecy in the midst of ongoing covert inter-
vention in Chile, the Nixon administration went into crisis control mode.
The exposure of Track I—in which ITT had played an active role—and
Track II were at stake, as well as the continuing covert efforts to subvert
the elected Chilean government. The unraveling of the truth, as White
House counsel John Dean would tell the CIA director, could be “rather ex-
plosive.”
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For two days, the State Department, CIA, and NSC withheld all public
comment. During that time, as the declassified documents reveal, officials
debated the wording of a deceptive denial of U.S. operations to block or
overthrow Allende. The first Department draft stated the U.S. government
had “weighed various contingencies” after Allende’s election but “the gov-
ernment did not at that time and has not since worked for or sought the
overthrow of the elected government of Chile.” A second draft concluded
with the statement “any ideas of thwarting Chilean constitutional processes
during the election period during 1970 were firmly rejected by this Admin-
istration.” A final draft, issued by the State Department spokesman Charles
Bray at a press conference on March 23 subtly changed that language to
read: “any ideas of thwarting Chilean constitutional processes following the
election of 1970 were firmly rejected by this Administration.”

“What about before the election?” was the first question asked at the
March 23 press conference. Reporters bombarded Bray with demands for
clarification on whether CIA operations as described in the ITT papers had
taken place. They pursued the question of whether Ambassador Edward
Korry—as cited in a “personal and confidential” September 28, 1970 ITT
memorandum—had been given “the green light to move in the name of
President Nixon . . . to do all possible short of a Dominican Republic–type
action to keep Allende from taking power.” Bray’s responses ranged from
evasion, to disinformation, to simply false information. “My principle pur-
pose here today,” he stated, “is to make it clear that the United States gov-
ernment did not engage in improper activities in Chile.” A few minutes later
Bray reiterated: “There were no improper activities in which the embassy,
the mission in Santiago, our representatives in Chile engaged.”30

President Nixon, who was personally involved in instigating the anti-
Allende operations, kept closely informed of his administration’s effort to
contain the CIA-ITT scandal. A few hours after the press conference, he
received a telephonic briefing from White House Press Secretary Ron Zeigler.
Their conversation was recorded by the secret taping system in the Oval
Office:

Zeigler: They [the State Department] denied it [U.S.-ITT involvement]
but they were cautious on how they dealt with the Korry statement
because they were afraid it might backfire.
Nixon: Why? What did Korry say?
Zeigler: Well, Korry said that he had received instructions to do any-
thing short of a Dominican-type—alleged to have said that.
Nixon: Korry did?
Zeigler: Yeah.
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Nixon: How the hell did that get out?
Zeigler: Well, Anderson got that from some source. Al Haig is sitting
with me now.
Nixon: Well, he was—he [Korry] was instructed to. But he just failed,
the son of a bitch. That was his main problem. He should have kept
Allende from getting in.31

The initial Orwellian response to the CIA-ITT scandal set the stage for a
protracted cover-up, made possible by a display of official mendacity virtually
unparalleled in the annals of foreign policy. Outright deception—of the pub-
lic, of Congress and even other sectors of the U.S. government—permeated
the administration’s effort to contain and conceal the facts of Track I and
Track II. The CIA, State Department, and the NSC sought to obstruct the
Senate Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations investigation. Cooper-
ation was severely restricted; evidence was withheld; government and cor-
porate witnesses committed perjury. In its commitment to hide the truth, and
contain the inquiry, the administration even assisted ITT in defrauding the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)—and by extension the
U.S. taxpayer—in order to collect a $94 million political risk insurance claim
for its expropriated Chilean properties.

ITT’s investments in Chile were insured by OPIC for close to $100 mil-
lion. But the OPIC insurance contract carried a clause excluding coverage
“for expropriations resulting from ‘provocation’ by the Investor,” except for
“actions taken in compliance with a specific request’ by the U.S.,” as Assistant
Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Charles Meyer warned in a secret/
sensitive/eyes only memo. For OPIC’s management, the disclosure of the
ITT papers strongly suggested that the corporation’s own covert actions had
provoked expropriation of its telephone company in Chile.

Full disclosure of the Track I documentation would show that ITT had
indeed “provoked” its own expropriation by engaging in illicit and illegal
intervention in internal Chilean politics. The corporation had approached the
CIA in July 1970 and offered a secret “election fund” to support the con-
servative candidate Jorge Alessandri; it had conducted its own covert political
operations inside Chile, among them passing funds to Alessandri through a
secret channel provided by the CIA; ITT had urged the embassy to be more
aggressive in blocking Allende, and conspired with CIA officials to destabilize
the economy and “stop Allende.” After the elections, ITT officials had se-
cretly funneled tens of thousands of dollars into a secret Swiss bank account
for El Mercurio as part of a covert CIA propaganda operation. But the Nixon
administration’s effort to cover up the scandal precluded sharing any infor-
mation with OPIC; and officials feared that if denied its claim, ITT would
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“turn on the USG” and argue that its covert involvement in Chile was un-
dertaken at official request. “Our primary interests,” as Meyer wrote, “are to
avoid or to minimize disclosures that could severely compromise opposition
forces in Chile and embarrass the Administration.”

So, when OPIC requested that the State Department turn over “all reliable
information available to the intelligence community on the activities of ITT
which could constitute ‘provocation,’ ” the State Department denied it had
any. “We have carefully reviewed our files,” stated the November 29, 1972,
letter signed by Assistant Secretary Meyer, who had personally sent top secret
cables to Ambassador Korry on meetings with ITT and other U.S. corpo-
rations during Track I. “We have no material that adds to the [routine]
information we have already made available to you.”

The CIA also misled OPIC by baldly deceiving officials about the na-
ture and knowledge of Agency-ITT collaboration in Chile and denying the
existence of relevant records. A subsequent file review conducted for the
Agency’s inspector general examined whether the agency had provided
“adequate and correct information to the Overseas Private Investment Cor-
poration for its use in considering the ITT claim.” The documents showed
that “the Agency’s initial replies to OPIC queries about ITT activities were
not correct, and those incorrect replies were allowed to stand for some
time.”32

On March 16, 1973, in a secret/exdis memorandum, “The Church
Committee Hearings on Multinational Corporations: Chile-ITT,” the State
Department briefed Kissinger on the OPIC problem. “A central question is
OPIC’s decision whether to pay ITT’s $92.5 million claim,” the memo
stated:

OPIC management proposes to deny the claim on the grounds that
ITT activities disclosed by the so-called “Anderson papers” were in
breach of its contract and prejudiced OPIC’s rights. The company pre-
sumably would resist such a finding in arbitration on the theory that it
did nothing improper in Chile, that it rejected the suggestions allegedly
made to it by USG officials or, alternatively, that anything it did was
at the request of the USG. OPIC has scheduled a meeting of its Board
of Directors for March 19 to take a final decision on the case.

After a series of corporate appeals—and perhaps subtle White House inter-
vention—in January 1975 OPIC agreed to provide ITT $94 million in in-
surance compensation for its expropriated properties in Chile.

Senator Church’s Subcommittee onMultinational Corporations suffered sim-
ilar deceptions. “It is clear that the Agency did not provide the Church Subcom-
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mittee all relevant information,” the CIA’s own internal file review would later
conclude. “. . . the Agency was not totally forthcoming.” The StateDepartment
decided to withhold the file of cables between Korry and Washington—the
same file it had told OPIC didn’t exist. “We do not plan to release the cable file
to the Committee,” stated the secret March 16, 1973, memo to Kissinger from
State Department Executive Secretary Theodore Eliot.

Both the CIA and the State Department did their utmost to limit the Senate
subcommittee’s ability to investigate the CIA-ITT collaboration. The State
Department maneuvered to prevent the committee from calling Viron
Vaky—Kissinger’s NSC aide in the fall of 1970 who was privy to all the
details of Track I and 40 Committee deliberations—to testify, threatening to
invoke executive privilege. The CIA played hardball with the subcommittee’s
request that former Western Hemisphere chief William Broe become the first
covert operative to testify before a Congressional panel, attempting to limit
his testimony to written answers to questions on “the narrow topic of CIA’s
relations with ITT during the 1970 election period in Chile.”

Ultimately, on March 27, Broe did testify in executive session. His testi-
mony, Senator Church announced the next day, “enables the subcommittee to
have before it a full and complete record.” In fact, Broe, along with other key
witnesses from CIA, State, and ITT deliberately misled the subcommittee—
some to the point of bald mendacity. After a “careful review” in September
1974, chief of staff Jerome Levinson reported in a confidential memo to
Senator Church that Broe’s testimony that there was “no” U.S. policy to
intervene in the 1970 Chilean election was only “technically shy of perjury.”
The CIA’s own internal file review concluded “there is reason to believe that
perjury [by various witnesses] was committed and that the Agency was aware
of that fact.”

Indeed, under the supervision of the Western Hemisphere chief, Theodore
Shackley, the CIA conspired with ITT officers to deceive the Church Com-
mittee. In early May 1972, ITT senior vice president Raymond Brittenham
traveled to Washington to discuss “with the Agency what ITT might say in
the Senate hearings, what the Agency might say, etc.,” according to one
memorandum of conversation. Shackley, according to David Corn’s biog-
raphy, Blond Ghost, ordered his deputy Jonathan Hanke to meet with ITT
operative Hal Hendrix for further discussions on withholding information.
On May 11, 1972, Hanke picked Hendrix up on a street corner at 8:00
a.m. and “after driving around awhile we had breakfast at the Marriott Hotel
in Rosalyn,” Virginia, Hanke reported back. According to Hanke’s summary
of the meeting, Hendrix advised him on efforts by ITT executives to keep
incriminating documents on the covert transfer of funds in Chile from falling
into the hands of the Senate. “If they finally turn over the three sensitive
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documents to the committee,” Hanke advised Shackley, “names of persons,
banks, and funding mechanisms will be deleted.”33

ITT officials, among them CEO Harold Geneen, senior vice president
Edward Gerrity, and Southern Cone manager Robert Berellez, all deceived
the subcommittee. Geneen claimed that ITT “did not take any steps to block
the election of Salvador Allende.” Gerrity claimed the $1 million that ITT
had offered to the CIA to help block Allende was for “low-cost housing . . .
a farming program.” And Berellez repeatedly misled the Church subcom-
mittee by denying any ITT contact with CIA officials in Chile.34

State Department lead witness Charles Meyer also lied to the subcommit-
tee. Meyer, who was a key, if not particularly supportive, participant in 40
Committee deliberations during the Track I operations and who actively
participated in decisions to clandestinely fund political parties and media
groups in Chile to implement NSDM 93, told Senator Church under oath
that

The policy of the Government, Mr. Chairman, was that there would
be no intervention in the political affairs of Chile. We were consistent
in that we financed no candidates, no political parties before or after
September 8, or September 4, rather . . . the policy of the United States
was that Chile’s problem was a Chilean problem to be settled by Chile.

Under questioning by Senator Charles Percy he continued

Let me simply say, Senator Percy, and with pride, and I don’t want to
hammer on this, that the policy of the U.S. government, despite all of
the electricity in the air at any given point, remained noninterventionist.
We neither financed candidates nor financed parties nor financed Ales-
sandri gambits. . . . Nor tried to precipitate economic chaos, and pro-
moted neither civil nor military nor any other coup. The policy of
Chile’s future was Chile’s.35

But the most egregious effort to deceive the Senate, and the American
public, was undertaken by former CIA director Richard Helms—conceivably
the most knowledgeable official on covert operations to destabilize Chile.36

After a long career in the Agency, in November 1972 Nixon removed Helms
as DCI.37 The president then nominated him to be U.S. ambassador to Iran.
On February 7, 1973, during desultory confirmation hearings before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Missouri Senator Stuart Symington,
who was sympathetic to the CIA, asked Helms two questions: “Did you try
in the Central Intelligence Agency to overthrow the government of Chile?”
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and “Did you have any money passed to the opponents of Allende?” Helms
answered “No, sir” to both questions. As the CIA itself would later admit,
“some of the statements in Mr. Helms’ testimony . . . seem not to be in full
accord with the facts.” Helms, as Multinational Subcommittee senior staff
member Jerome Levinson reported to Senator Fulbright in a memo, stamped
secret, “had been less than candid and there were several important ques-
tions which had not been raised.” Levinson recommended recalling Helms
because “the best way to get at the question of what really happened is
through face-to-face questioning.”38

Helms was called again, in executive session, before the full Committee
on Foreign Relations on March 6, and swore “to tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth.” Senator Fulbright turned over questioning
him to Senator Church, whose staff had prepared dozens of extremely spe-
cific questions. As it became evident that Helms would not be able to get
away with his usual method of evasive responses, Levinson recalls, Senator
Symington managed to abort the hearing—but not before Helms had
feigned forgetfulness and issued blanket denials. The following exchange
took place:

Senator Church: Mr. Helms, did the CIA attempt at any time to prevent
Salvador Allende Gossens from being elected President of Chile in
1970?
Helms: No, sir.
Senator Church: Now, following the election, and up to the time that the
Congress of Chile cast its vote installing Allende as the new President,
did the CIA attempt in any way to influence that vote?
Helms: Which vote?
Senator Church: The vote of the [Chilean] Congress.
Helms: No, sir.

“Mr. Helms did not have to deceive us,” Senator Church would later submit.
“No one coerced him to commit perjury. He could have said ‘no comment.’ ”

When the Chile scandal over revelations of Project FUBELT exploded in
the press again in the fall of 1974, the Justice Department under President
Ford was forced to open a major investigation into “possible charges of per-
jury and obstruction of justice” by Helms. The Carter administration inher-
ited the controversial case, and to avoid further embarrassing revelations at
trial about CIA covert intervention in Chile, made a deal for the most min-
imal plea possible. On October 31, 1977, Helms made history. He became
the first CIA director ever to be indicted for a crime. The Justice Department
charged him with a two-count misdemeanor that he “did refuse and fail to
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answer material questions” before the Senate subcommittee. He pleaded nolo
contendere and was fined $2,000.

Helms had been caught, but neither punished nor chastened. “I wear this
conviction like a badge of honor,” he told the press as his CIA colleagues
threw him a victory party and passed the hat to raise the amount of his fine.
Lost amidst the Carter administration’s rush to let Helms and the CIA off
the hook was the importance and impact of his crime: Helms and other
members of the Nixon administration had sustained a cover-up of covert
operations at a very sensitive time in U.S. efforts to undermine the Allende
government, successfully evading public scrutiny until well after the coup
took place.39

Countdown Toward a Coup

A day after the Chilean military violently took power, State Department
officials met to discuss press guidelines for Henry Kissinger on “how much
advance notice we had on the coup.” Assistant Secretary for Inter-American
Affairs Jack Kubisch noted that one Chilean military official—General Pin-
ochet himself, as it turns out—had told the embassy that the plotters had
withheld from their U.S. supporters the exact date they would move against
Allende. But Kubisch said he “doubted if Dr. Kissinger would use this in-
formation, for it would reveal our close contact with coup leaders.”40

In the months leading up to the coup, the CIA and the Pentagon had
extensive contacts with Chilean plotters through various assets and agents
and at least three days’ advance knowledge of a concrete date for a military
takeover. Their communications derived from refocused covert operations
targeting the military after the March 1973 Congressional elections in Chile.
The dismal electoral outcome convinced many CIA officials that the political
and propaganda operations had failed to achieve their goals, and that the
Chilean military, as Agency documents suggested, was the final solution to
the Popular Unity problem.

Until the spring of 1973, the political operations and propaganda gener-
ated by El Mercurio, and other CIA-funded media outlets, focused on a major
political opposition campaign to decisively win the March 4 Congressional
elections, when all of Chilean representatives and half of Chilean senators
were up for reelection. The CIA’s maximum goal was to gain a two-thirds
majority for the opposition in order to be able to impeach Allende; its min-
imum goal was to prevent the Popular Unity from obtaining a clear majority
of the electorate. Of the 3.6 million votes cast, the opposition polled 54.7
percent; the Popular Unity candidates garnered 43.4 percent, picking up two
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Senate seats and six seats in the Congress. “Actions undertaken by CIA in
the 1973 elections have made a contribution to slowing down the Sociali-
zation of Chile,” proclaimed a “Briefing on Chile Elections” written at Lang-
ley headquarters.

The reality was quite different, as both CIA headquarters and the Santiago
Station understood. In the first national test of its popularity since Allende
took office, his Popular Unity government had actually increased its electoral
strength—despite concerted CIA political action, a massive covert anti-
Allende propaganda campaign, and a U.S.-directed socioeconomic destabili-
zation program. “The UP program still appeals to a sizeable portion of the
Chilean electorate,” the Station lamented in one cable. The CIA now had to
reassess its entire clandestine strategy in Chile. “Future options,” headquar-
ters cabled on March 6, “now being reviewed in light of disappointing elec-
tion results, which will enable Allende and UP to push their program with
renewed vigor and enthusiasm.”

The Station, now under the direction of a new COS, Ray Warren, took
a forceful position on what “future options” would be necessary. In a pivotal
March 14 postmortem on the congressional elections, the CIA Station artic-
ulated plans to reinforce its focus on the military program. “We feel that
during foreseeable future, Station should give emphasis to [covert] activity,
to widen our contacts, knowledge, and capability in order to bring about one
of following situations:”

A. Consensus by leaders of armed forces (whether they remain in govt
or not) of need to move against the regime. Station believes we
should attempt induce as much of the military as possible, if not all,
to take over and displace the Allende govt. . . .

B. Secure and meaningful Station relationship with a serious military
planning group. Should our re-study of the armed forces groups
indicate that would-be plotters are in fact serious about their inten-
tions and that they have the necessary capabilities, Station would
wish to establish a single, secure channel with such elements for
purposes of dialoguing and, once basic data on their collective ca-
pabilities is obtained, to seek HQS authorization to enter into an
expanded . . . role.41

At the same time, the Station also reaffirmed the need to refocus atten-
tion on creating a coup climate—the long-standing goal of U.S. policy.
“While the Station anticipates giving additional impetus to our [military]
program”
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Other political power centers (political parties, business community,
media) will play an essential support role in creating the political atmo-
sphere which would allow us to accomplish objectives (A) or (B) above.
Given the outcome of the election results, Station feels that creation of
a renewed atmosphere of political unrest and controlled crisis must be
achieved in order to stimulate serious consideration for intervention on
part of the military.

The Station’s gung-ho position, which clearly influenced its attitude and
actions on the ground in Chile, was supported by a number of hard-liners
within the Western Hemisphere directorate who pushed for a far more ag-
gressive, violent approach—an approach that clearly did not count “saving
democracy” in Chile as an objective. In a bald and blunt internal challenge
to the strategy of pursuing political operations, on April 17 a group of CIA
officers sent a memorandum to WH/C Shackley on “Policy objectives for
Chile” calling for cutting covert support for the mainstream opposition par-
ties. Such support “lulled” those parties into believing they could survive until
the 1976 election. Moreover, if the CIA helped the opposition Christian
Democrats win in 1976, the authors argued, it would be a “pyrhic victory”
because the PDC would pursue leftist “communitarian policies.”

Instead, the CIA should directly seek “to develop the conditions which
would be conducive to military actions.” This involved “large-scale support”
to the terrorist elements in Chile, among them Patria y Libertad and the
“militant elements of the National Party” over a fixed time frame—six to
nine months—“during which time every effort would be made to promote
economic chaos, escalate political tensions and induce a climate of desperation
in which the PDC and the people generally come to desire military interven-
tion. Ideally, it would succeed in inducing the military to take over the gov-
ernment completely.”42

But the position of the Station and the hardliners at Langley was not
shared by the State Department, nor by key senior CIA officials who feared
the consequences of precipitous military action and believed in the prudence
of caution given the ongoing congressional committee investigation into ITT
and covert operations in Chile. There was disagreement on a number of
fundamental and strategic questions:

• Could the Chilean military be counted on to act against Allende?
• Should the CIA be encouraging violent demonstrations through cov-
ert funding of militant groups before knowing for sure that the mil-
itary would not move to put down the demonstrators?

• Given the current Congressional inquiry on the CIA in Chile, did
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the risks of exposure outweigh potential gains of working directly
with the militant private sector and the Chilean military to sponsor
a coup?43

These questions were discussed repeatedly as the process of formulating the
Agency’s Fiscal Year 1974 proposals and budget for covert action became
grounds for a significant internal debate—kept secret for twenty-seven
years—over the strategic nuances of U.S. intervention in Chile.

The State Department, led by a new Assistant Secretary for Inter-
American Affairs, Jack Kubisch, opposed the Station’s desire to foment a
coup, through direct support for the Chilean military or collaboration with
extremist private-sector groups. Along with Ambassador Nathaniel Davis,
who replaced Edward Korry in mid-1971, Kubisch preferred to concentrate
covert action on an opposition victory in the 1976 elections. In addition,
CIA officers at headquarters, such as former Chile Task Force director David
Atlee Phillips—who would return to Chile operations as the new chief of the
Western Hemisphere Division in June—well remembered the Schneider fi-
asco, and remained skeptical of the Chilean military’s commitment to a coup.
Cables from headquarters to Santiago reflected their uncertainty over
whether the Chilean military would be more likely to move against the gov-
ernment than to move against street demonstrators and strikers that the Sta-
tion wanted to support. Promoting “large-scale protests such as a strike,”
cautioned a March 6 cable from Langley, “should be avoided, as should any
action which might provoke military reaction against the opposition.” In a
March 31, 1973 budget proposal, “Covert Action Options for Chile—FY
1974,” headquarters argued that

Although we should keep all options open, including a possible future
coup, we should recognize that the ingredients for a successful coup are
unlikely to materialize regardless of the amount of money expended,
and thus we should avoid encouraging the private sector to initiate
action likely to produce either an abortive coup or a bloody civil war.
We should make it clear that we will not support a coup attempt unless
it becomes clear that such a coup would have the support of most of
the Armed Forces as well as the CODE [Chilean opposition democratic]
parties, including the PDC.

On May 1, Langley sent a cable to chief of Station Warren stating “we
wish to defer any consideration of action program designed to stimulate mil-
itary intervention until we have more definite evidence that military is pre-
pared to move and that opposition, including PDC, would support a coup
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attempt.” The Chief of Station responded with a request that headquarters
postpone its request for FY 1974 funding until the proposal could be re-
drafted to reflect current Chilean realities. “The most militant parts of the
opposition,” including CIA-supported organizations such as El Mercurio and
the National Party, the Station reported, were mobilizing to foment a coup:

The planning focus and action of all the opposition forces is on the
period immediately ahead rather than on 1976. If we are to maximize
our influence and help the opposition in the way it needs help, we
should work within this trend rather than try to oppose and counter it
by trying to get the opposition as a whole to focus on the distant and
tenuous goal of 1976. In sum, we believe the orientation and focus of
our operational effort should be on military intervention.

On April 10, the Western Hemisphere division did secure the approval
from CIA director James Schlesinger for “accelerated efforts against the mil-
itary target.” These covert actions, according to a May 7 memorandum to
Schlesinger from WH division chief Theodore Shackley, were “designed to
better monitor any coup plotting and to bring our influence to bear on key
military commanders so that they might play a decisive role on the side of
the coup forces when and if the Chilean military decides on its own to act
against Allende.” (Doc 13) Headquarters authorized the Santiago Station “to
move ahead against military target in terms of developing additional sources,”
and promised to seek appropriations for an expanded military program when
“we have much more solid evidence that military is prepared to act and has
reasonable chance of succeeding.”44

The Chilean high command provided evidence that the military was not
yet ready to act on June 29, when several rogue units of the Chilean
armed forces deployed to take over the presidential palace known as La
Moneda. In his secret “Sit Rep # l” for President Nixon, Kissinger re-
ported that Chilean army units had “launched an attempted coup against
the government of Salvadore Allende.” (Doc 14) Later that day, Kissinger
sent Nixon another memo, “Attempted Chilean Rebellion Ends,” noting
that “the coup attempt was an isolated and poorly coordinated effort,” and
that the leaders of all three branches of the military “remained loyal to the
government.” (Doc 15) The failed coup attempt reinforced the hand of
cautious U.S. policy makers who opposed a more activist CIA role to di-
rectly support the Chilean military.

This ongoing internal debate led to a delay in approval for the CIA’s
FY 1974 covert action budget as the CIA and the State Department
worked out compromises on how funding authorizations would be used in
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Chile. Finally, on August 20, the 40 Committee authorized, via telephone,
$1 million for clandestine funding to opposition political parties and private-
sector organizations—but designated a “contingency fund” for the private-
sector operations that could only be spent with approval from Ambassador
Davis. Within three days, the Station was pressing for approval to use the
money to sustain strikes and street demonstrations as well as to orchestrate
a takeover from within—pushing the military to take key positions in Al-
lende’s cabinet where they could wield the power of state and reduce him
to a “figurehead” president. “Events are moving very fast and military atti-
tudes are likely to be decisive at this moment,” the Station cabled on Au-
gust 24. “It is a time when significant events or pressures could effect
[Allende’s] future.”

In Washington the next day, CIA director William Colby sent a memo
to Kissinger, submitting the Station’s arguments—word-for-word—and re-
questing authorization to move forward with the funds. The memo, “Pro-
posed Covert Financial Support of Chilean Private Sector,” used language
designed to assuage State Department sensitivities. “The Santiago Station
would not be working directly with the armed forces in an attempt to bring
about a coup nor would its support to the overall opposition forces have this
as its result,” Colby submitted. But he added this caveat: “Realistically, of
course, a coup could result from increased opposition pressure on the Allende
government.” (Doc 16)

By then, the CIA had multiple, and promising, reports of coup plotting.
In mid-August, C/WHD Phillips had dispatched a veteran agent to Santiago
to assess the situation. He cabled back that “in the past several weeks we
have again received increased reporting of plotting and have seen a variety
of dates listed for possible coup attempt.” One report noted that military
plotters had chosen July 7 as the “target date” for another coup attempt, but
the date was now being postponed because of the opposition of Commander
in Chief Carlos Prats, as well as the difficulty in lining up “the key Army
regiments in the Santiago area.” According to the CIA source:

Key problem for the military plotters is now how to overcome this
vertical command impediment. One way would be for the plotting
Army generals to meet with General Prats, advise him he no longer
enjoyed the confidence of the Army high command, and thus remove
him. The plotters’ choice to replace Prats, at the time of the coup d’etat
is to be attempted, is General Manuel Torres, commander of the fifth
army division and the third ranking Army general. The plotters do not
regard General Augusto Pinochet, who is the second most senior officer
in the army, as a suitable replacement for Prats under such conditions.
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In late July, the CIA reported that a coordinated coup plan was “near
completion.” The plotters were still dealing with the Prats problem. “The
only way to remove Prats,” the Station noted, “would appear to be by ab-
duction or assassination. With the memory of the affair of the former Army
Commander, René Schneider, ever present in their minds, it will be difficult
for the plotters to bring themselves to carry out such an act.”

The CIA also reported that the military was attempting to coordinate its
takeover with the Truck Owners Federation, which was about to initiate a
massive truckers strike. The violent strike, which paralyzed the country
throughout the month of August, became a key factor in creating the coup
climate the CIA had long sought in Chile. Other factors included the deci-
sion by the leadership of the Christian Democrats to abandon negotiations
with the Popular Unity government and to work, instead, toward a military
coup. In a CIA “progress report” dated in early July, the Station noted
“there has been increasing acceptance of the part of PDC leaders that a mil-
itary coup of intervention is probably essential to prevent a complete Marx-
ist takeover in Chile. While PDC leaders do not openly concede that their
political decisions and tactics are intended to create the circumstances to pro-
voke military intervention, Station [covert] assets report that privately this is
generally accepted political fact.”45 The Christian Democrat position, in
turn, prompted the traditionally moderate Chilean Communist Party to con-
clude that political accommodation with the mainstream opposition was no
longer feasible and to adopt a more militant position, creating deep divisions
with Allende’s own coalition. The military’s hard-line refusal to accept Al-
lende’s offer of certain cabinet posts also accelerated political tensions. “The
feeling that something must be done seems to be spreading,” CIA headquar-
ters observed in an analytical report on “Consequences of a Military Coup
in Chile.”

The resignation of Commander in Chief Carlos Prats in late August, af-
ter an intense public smear campaign led by El Mercurio and the Chilean
right wing, eliminated the final obstacle for a successful coup. Like his pre-
decessor, General Schneider, Prats had upheld the constitutional role of the
Chilean military, blocking younger officers who wanted to intervene in
Chile’s political process. In an August 25 intelligence report stamped “top
secret umbra,” the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) noted that the de-
parture of Prats “has removed the main factor mitigating against a coup.”
On August 31, U.S. military sources within the Chilean army were report-
ing that “the army is united behind a coup, and key Santiago regimental
commanders have pledged their support. Efforts are said to be underway to
complete coordination among the three services, but no date has been set for
a coup attempt.”
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By then, the Chilean military had established a “special coordination
team” made up of three representatives of each of the services and carefully
selected right-wing civilians. In a series of secret meetings on September 1
and 2, this team presented a completed plan for overthrowing the Allende
government to heads of the Chilean army, air force, and navy. The incipient
Junta approved the plan and set September 10 as the target date for the coup.
According to a review of coup plotting obtained by the CIA, the general who
replaced Carlos Prats as commander in chief, General Augusto Pinochet, was
“chosen to be head of the group” and would determine the hour for the coup
to begin.46

On September 8, both the CIA and the DIA alerted Washington that a
coup was imminent, and confirmed the date of September 10. A DIA intel-
ligence summary stamped top secret umbra reported that “the three
services have reportedly agreed to move against the government on 10
September, and civilian terrorist and right-wing groups will allegedly sup-
port the effort.” (Doc 17) The CIA reported that the Chilean navy would
“initiate a move to overthrow the government” at 8:30 a.m. on September
10th and that Pinochet “has said that the army will not oppose the navy’s
action.”

On September 9, the Station updated its coup countdown. A member of
the CIA’s covert agent team in Santiago, Jack Devine, received a call from
an asset who was fleeing the country. “It is going to happen on the eleventh,”
as Devine recalled the conversation. His report, distributed to Langley head-
quarters on September 10, stated:

A coup attempt will be initiated on 11 September. All three branches
of the Armed Forces and the Carabineros are involved in this action.
A declaration will be read on Radio Agricultura at 7 a.m. on 11 Sep-
tember. The Carabineros have the responsibility of seizing President
Salvador Allende.

According to Donald Winters, a CIA high-ranking agent in Chile at the
time of the coup, “the understanding was they [the Chilean military] would
do it when they were ready and at the final moment tell us it was going to
happen.”47 On the eve of the putsch, however, at least one sector of the coup
plotters became nervous about what would happen if fighting became pro-
tracted and the takeover did not go as planned. On the night of September 10,
as the military quietly assumed positions to violently take power the next day,
a “key officer of [the] Chilean military group planning to overthrow President
Allende,” as CIA headquarters described him, contacted a U.S. official—it re-
mains unclear whether it was a CIA, defense or embassy officer—and “asked if
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the U.S. government would come to the aid of the Chilean military if the sit-
uation became difficult.” The officer was assured that his question “would
promptly be made known to Washington,” according to a highly classified
memo sent by David Atlee Phillips to Henry Kissinger on September 11, as
the coup was in progress. (Doc 18)

At the time of the coup, both the State Department and the CIA were mak-
ing contingency plans for U.S. assistance if the military move appeared to be
failing. On September 7, Assistant Secretary Kubisch reported to State and
CIA officers that high-level department officials had discussed Chile and deter-
mined the following: “If there should be a coup attempt, which appears likely
to be successful and satisfactory from our standpoint, we will stand off;” but “if
there should be a coup, which might be viewed as favorable but which appears
in danger of failure we may want a capability for influencing the situation.”
Kubisch tasked the CIA to “give this problem attention.”48

That issue proved to be irrelevant. “Chile’s coup d’état was close to per-
fect,” Lt. Col. Patrick Ryan, head of the U.S. military group in Valparaiso,
reported in a “Sitrep” to Washington. By 8:00 a.m. on September 11, the
Chilean navy had secured the port town of Valparaiso, and announced that
the Popular Unity government was being overthrown. In Santiago, Carabi-
nero forces were supposed to detain President Allende at his residence, but
he managed to make his way to La Moneda, Chile’s White House, and began
broadcasting radio messages for “workers and students” to come “and defend
your government against the armed forces.” As army tanks surrounded La
Moneda firing on its walls, Hunter jets launched a pinpoint rocket attack on
Allende’s offices at around noon, killing many of his guards. Another aerial
strafing attack accompanied the military’s ground effort to take the inner
courtyard of the Moneda at 1:30 p.m.

During the fighting, the military repeatedly demanded that President Al-
lende surrender, and made a perfunctory offer to fly him and his family out
of the country. In a now famous audiotape of General Pinochet issuing in-
structions to his troops via radio communications on September 11, he is
heard to laugh and swear “that plane will never land.” Forecasting the sav-
agery of his regime, Pinochet added: “Kill the bitch and you eliminate the
litter.” Salvador Allende was found dead from gunshot wounds in his inner
office around 2:00 p.m.49 At 2:30 p.m., the armed forces radio network
broadcast an announcement that La Moneda had “surrendered” and that the
entire country was under military control.

International reaction to the coup was immediate, widespread, and over-
whelmingly condemnatory. Numerous governments denounced the military
takeover; massive protests were held throughout Latin America. Inevitably,
finger-pointing was directed at the U.S. government. In his confirmation hear-
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ings as secretary of state—only one day after the coup—Kissinger was pep-
pered with questions about CIA involvement. The Agency “was in a very
minor way involved in 1970 and since then we have absolutely stayed away
from any coups,” Kissinger responded. “Our efforts in Chile were to
strengthen the democratic political parties and give them a basis for winning
the election in 1976.”

“Preservation of Chilean democracy” summed up the official line, spun
after the fact, to obfuscate U.S. intervention against the Allende government.
On September 13, CIA Director Colby sent Kissinger a secret two-page over-
view of “CIA Covert Action Program in Chile since 1970,” meant to provide
guidance on the questions concerning the Agency’s role. (Doc 19) “U.S.
policy has been to maintain maximum covert pressure to prevent the Allende
regime’s consolidation,” the memo stated candidly. After a selective review
of the political, media and private-sector covert operations, Colby concluded:
“while the agency was instrumental in enabling opposition political parties
and media to survive and to maintain their dynamic resistance to the Allende
regime, the CIA played no direct role in the events which led to the estab-
lishment of a new military government.”

By the most narrow definition of “direct role”—providing planning, equip-
ment, strategic support, and guarantees—the CIA does not appear to have
been involved in the violent actions of the Chilean military on September
11, 1973. The Nixon White House sought, supported, and embraced the
coup, but the political risks of direct engagement simply outweighed any
actual necessity for its success. The Chilean military, however, had no doubts
about the U.S. position. “We were not in on planning,” recalled CIA oper-
ative Donald Winters. “But our contacts with the military let them know
where we stood—that was we were not terribly happy with [the Allende]
government.” The CIA and other sectors of the U.S. government, moreover,
were directly involved in operations designed to create a “coup climate” in
which the overthrow of Chilean democracy could and would take place.
Colby’s memo appeared to omit the CIA’s military deception project, the
covert black propaganda efforts to sow dissent within the Popular Unity
coalition, the support to extremist elements such as Patria y Libertad, and
the inflammatory achievements of the El Mercurio project, which agency rec-
ords credited with playing “a significant role in setting the stage” for the
coup—let alone the destabilizing impact of the invisible economic blockade.
The argument that these operations were intended to preserve Chile’s dem-
ocratic institutions was a public relations ploy, contradicted by the weight of
the historical record. Indeed, the massive support that the CIA provided to
the ostensible leading representatives of Chilean democracy—the Christian
Democrats, the National Party, and El Mercurio—facilitated their transfor-
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mation into leading actors in, and key supporters of, the Chilean military’s 
violent termination of Chile’s demo cratic pro cesses.

“You may also recall discussion of a Track Two in late 1970— which 
has not been included in this summary,” Colby wrote to Kissinger on the 
routing slip of his September 13 memorandum. Fundamental to the Chi-
lean generals’ understanding of Washington’s support was the knowledge 
that the CIA had sought to directly instigate a coup three years earlier. 
“Track II never really ended,” as Thomas Karamessines, the top CIA offi -
cial in charge of covert operations against Allende, testifi ed in 1975. “What 
we  were told to do was to continue our efforts. Stay alert, and to do what 
we could to contribute to the eventual achievements and of the objectives 
and purposes of Track II. I am sure that the seeds that  were laid in that ef-
fort in 1970 had their impact in 1973. I do not have any question about 
that in my mind.”50

◆

“Our policy on Allende worked very well,” Assistant Secretary Kubisch com-
mented to Kissinger on the day following the coup. Indeed, in September of 
1973 the Nixon administration had achieved Kissinger’s goal, enunciated in 
the fall of 1970, to create conditions which could lead to Allende’s collapse 
or overthrow. At the fi rst meeting of the Washington Special Actions Group, 
held on the morning of September 12 to discuss how to assist the new mil-
itary regime in Chile, Kissinger joked that “the President is worried that we 
might want to send someone to Allende’s funeral. I said that I didn’t believe 
we  were considering that.” “No,” an aide responded, “not unless you want 
to go.”

On September 16, President Nixon called Kissinger for an update; their 
conversation was recorded by Kissinger’s secret taping system. “The Chilean 
thing is getting consolidated,” Kissinger reported, “and of course the news-
papers are bleating because a pro- Communist government has been over-
thrown.” Nixon and Kissinger commiserated over the fact that they  wouldn’t 
get laudatory credit in the media for Allende’s demise. “In the Eisenhower 
period,” Kissinger stated, referring back to the CIA’s covert overthrow of 
Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala, “we would be heroes.”

The two then candidly discussed the U.S. role. “Well we didn’t— as you 
know— our hand  doesn’t show on this one though,” the president noted. 
“We didn’t do it,” Kissinger responded, referring to the issue of a direct 
involvement in the coup itself. “I mean we helped them. [Omitted word] 
created the conditions as great as possible.” “That is right,” the president 
agreed.51
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Pinochet in Power:
Building a Regime of Repression

There are three sources of power in Chile: Pinochet, God, and DINA.
—Chilean intelligence officer to the U.S. defense attaché,

February 6, 1974

The advent of the Pinochet regime was both violent and vicious. In the
days following the coup, the military’s bloodshed was so widespread

that the CIA’s own sources could not accurately tally the casualties. “Thus
far,” the Station reported on September 20, “4,000 deaths have resulted from
the 11 September 1973 coup action and subsequent clean-up operations.”
Four days later the Station cabled estimates of civilian “death figures from
2,000 to 10,000.” The new military government admitted to only 244 killed
but the U.S. intelligence community knew that number was false. “These
figures will not be recorded and, therefore, there will never be an accurate
tally of the total deaths,” the CIA Station advised on the rampage of repres-
sion that followed the military takeover. “Only the Junta members will have
a really clear idea of the correct death figures, which they will probably keep
secret.”1

In late October, the CIA did obtain a “highly sensitive” summary on post-
coup repression prepared for the new military Junta. The document became
the basis for a special secret briefing paper titled “Chilean Executions” pre-
pared for Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.2 (Doc 1) In the six weeks fol-
lowing the coup, according to the report, the military had massacred
approximately 1,500 civilians. Of those, some 320–360 were summarily ex-
ecuted by firing squads while in custody or shot on sight in the street.

The summary estimated that more than 13,500 Chilean citizens had been
quickly rounded up through raids and mass arrests aimed at officials of the
deposed Popular Unity government, political activists, labor unions, factory
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workers, and shantytown dwellers. They were being held at approximately
twenty detention camps scattered throughout the nation, “only a few [of
which],” the CIA reported, “are known to the general public.”3 By far the
largest and most infamous known sites were two converted sports arenas—
the National Stadium and the smaller Chile Stadium in Santiago. According
to statistics compiled in the secret report for the new Junta, a total of 7,612
prisoners were processed through the National Stadium between September
11 and October 20.4 (Doc 2) All were held incommunicado; many subjected
to intense interrogation in locker rooms and luxury skyboxes that the military
had transformed into torture chambers.

After savage abuse, numerous prisoners were executed, their bodies buried
in secret graves, thrown in the Mapocho River, dropped into the ocean, or
dumped at night on city streets. The acclaimed Chilean folk singer, Victor
Jara, met such a fate after being imprisoned at the Chile Stadium. His body,
discovered in a dirty canal “with his hands and face extremely disfigured,
had forty-four bullet holes,” according to an inquiry conducted by the Chi-
lean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation in 1990.5 Two
American citizens, Charles Horman and Frank Teruggi, seized by military
squads at their homes following the coup and detained at the National Sta-
dium, were similarly executed.6

During a ruthless seventeen-year dictatorship, the Chilean military would
be responsible for the murder, disappearance and death by torture of some
3,197 citizens—with thousands more subjected to savage abuses such as tor-
ture, arbitrary incarceration, forced exile, and other forms of state-sponsored
terror.7 The majority of the killings and disappearances took place during the
first several years of the regime, as it consolidated and institutionalized its
repressive rule. Within weeks of the coup, Pinochet created a secret police
force empowered to eliminate any and all enemies of his regime. The Junta
quickly banned all political activities, closed Congress, suspended political
parties, nullified electoral roles, took over the universities, and shut down all
but the most right-wing, pro-putsch media outlets in a clear effort to impose
a military dictatorship. “Severe repression is planned,” the CIA Station
bluntly reported on September 21. “There is no indication whatever that the
military plans any early relinquishment of full political power in Chile.”

Pinochet Ascends

Augusto Pinochet was the last general to sign onto the coup; but after Sep-
tember 11 he quickly positioned himself as Chile’s preeminent leader. Orig-
inally, the military Junta—formed from heads of the army, air force, navy,
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and Carabineros—was intended to be a commission of equals, with a rotating
presidency. Pursuant to protocol, the Junta named Pinochet, the oldest mem-
ber and head of the army, as its first chief. “I was elected [Junta president]
because I am the oldest,” as Pinochet told the press shortly after the coup.
But, “after awhile, Admiral Merino will be, then General Leigh, and so on.
I am not an ambitious man,” he added. “I would not want to seem to be a
usurper of power.”8

In fact, Pinochet moved methodically to distinguish himself from the rest
of the Junta and usurp powers the coup plotters had intended to share. His
dual role as army commander in chief and head of the Junta afforded him a
base of institutional support and concentration of force that he wielded to an
autocratic advantage. With the army behind him, Pinochet soon discarded
the rotation concept. By June 1974, he had pressured the other Junta mem-
bers into signing Decree Law 527 naming him “Supreme Chief of the Na-
tion.” On December 18, 1974, he assumed the mantle of “President of the
Republic”—a title he held until January 1990 when his dictatorship ended.9

Both the U.S. intelligence community and the State Department appeared
to underestimate Pinochet’s individual ruthlessness.10 A secret post-coup De-
fense Intelligence Agency Biographic Data report characterized the Chilean
general as

quiet; mild-mannered; very businesslike. Very honest, hard working,
dedicated. A devoted, tolerant husband and father; lives very modestly.
Drinks scotch and pisco sours; smokes cigarettes; likes parties. (Doc 3)

In an October 12, 1973 cable to Washington, Ambassador Nathaniel Davis
described a “gracious and eloquent” private conversation with the budding
dictator. “If the Junta government fails, Chile’s tragedy [would] be perma-
nent,” Pinochet told Davis, seeking U.S. economic and military assistance.
When Davis pointed out that human rights issues—the Horman and Teruggi
murders high on the list—were already creating political problems, Pinochet
responded: “the Chilean government shares fully [your] concern for human
rights, and is doing its best to prevent violations and loss of life.”11 (Doc 4)

Only three days after this conversation, Pinochet set in motion a series of
massacres that came to be known as “the Caravan of Death.” He dispatched
General Sergio Arellano Stark, a coup leader and chief enforcer of the new
regime, to “expedite” justice in the cases of political prisoners—regional rep-
resentatives of the Popular Unity government, mayors, police chiefs, prom-
inent trade unionists, and civic leaders—in the northern provinces. Between
October 16 and October 19, Stark and a death squad of five officers12 trav-
eled to the provincial centers of La Serena, Copiapo, Antofagasta, and Cal-
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ama in a Puma helicopter. During each stop, Stark identified prisoners, most
of who had turned themselves in after an official summons. They were re-
moved from their cells, taken away, brutalized, bayoneted and shot. In La
Serena: fifteen dead; in Copiapo, sixteen. In Antofagasta, fourteen taken from
their cells and executed in the middle of the night; in Calama the next day,
twenty-six prisoners shot and stabbed.13 Over four days, the Caravan left a
death trail of sixty-eight individuals. Most of the victims were unceremoni-
ously thrown into common graves; their families denied permission to bury
them. Fourteen bodies were never recovered and are considered among the
first groups of “desaparecidos” at the hands of the new military regime.

U.S. intelligence knew of these massacres, but reported on them only in
vague and incomplete terms. In its biographic report on General Arellano,
the DIA noted that he was “considered close to Gen. Pinochet” and part of
the “hard line in months after the Sept. 1973 coup because of his summary
executions of leftists.” The CIA Station generously described Stark’s opera-
tions as part of a campaign to “neutralize extremists”—although most victims
of the Caravan of Death were upstanding civic officials and well-known mem-
bers of their communities. “The military will continue to act against any
person taking belligerent action against law and order,” according to a heavily
redacted October 25 CIA intelligence report on Pinochet’s harsh measures:

As an example of this type of action General Sergio Arellano gave
instructions during a recent trip to the South of Chile, to deal harshly
with extremists. As a result of these instructions, six extremists who
had been captured were executed. Arellano gave the same instructions
in the North and already 15 have been executed there.

Stark himself was acting on instructions. Indeed, more than any other
atrocity during his reign, witnesses and evidence tied Pinochet directly to this
massacre. When the provincial military commander in charge of the Anto-
fagasta region, General Joaquı́n Lagos (who was not told of the delegation’s
true mission) confronted General Arellano and denounced this “monstrous
and cowardly crime,” Arellano showed him a document signed by Pinochet
designating him the oficial delegado—official delegate—to “review and accel-
erate” the judicial process on political prisoners in the north. When Lagos
complained directly to Pinochet, he was summoned to Santiago on November
1. After turning in a report attributing dozens of deaths to “the delegate of
the Army Commander-in-Chief [General Arellano],” Pinochet sent his assis-
tant to give Lagos the following order: rewrite the report eliminating all ref-
erences to Arellano’s involvement.14

As an act of official savagery, these mass executions clearly defined the
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character of the regime Augusto Pinochet intended to establish. The Caravan
of Death reflected a decision at the highest level of the Junta to take vengeance
on even nonviolent, civilian supporters of democratic governance. At the
same time, it appeared designed to weed out “soft” commanders such as
General Lagos—who was forced into retirement within a few months—and
dramatically reconstitute Chile’s traditionally law-abiding, constitutionalist of-
ficer corps for fighting a dirty war. “The official and extraordinary character
of this delegation’s journey to the north and its degree of authority—from
the commander in chief—coupled with what it left in its wake in the form
of executions without trial and the blatant impunity with which it operated,”
as the Commission on Truth and Reconciliation noted, could “only have
given officers of the armed forces and the police one signal: there was only
one command structure, and it was going to be used with severity.”15

The Directorate of National Intelligence (DINA)

The murderous mission and message of the Caravan of Death portended the
creation of a Chilean secret police agency, DINA. In some respects, DINA
represented the institutionalization of the Caravan—a roving instrument of
repression, accountable only to Pinochet, intended to eliminate enemies of
the state, circumvent civil, legal norms, and strike fear into the populace and
less aggressive military services. Initial personnel derived from the caravan
team. General Arellano Stark, as the U.S. intelligence learned, was appointed
to an elite military commission “tasked by General Pinochet” with preparing
a plan for the reorganization of Chile’s intelligence agencies that resulted in
DINA’s creation.16 Four members of his Caravan death squad were trans-
ferred to the new intelligence agency after it was secretly authorized. One,
Colonel Pedro Espinoza, quickly became DINA’s deputy director, overseeing
repressive operations inside the country and acts of international terrorism
abroad. A second member, Armando Fernández Larios, played a key role in
DINA’s most infamous external operation—the Washington, D.C. assassi-
nation of Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt. Aside from Augusto Pinochet
himself, DINA would become the main pillar of power for the military dic-
tatorship—and its most representative and enduring symbol.

DINA was officially created by Junta decree no. 521 on June 14, 1974.
The new law described it as a “specialized agency which can provide system-
atic processed information . . . in the areas of National Security and Devel-
opment.” Eight published articles of the decree mandated “a military agency
of a professional technical nature,” composed of personnel from the armed
forces, and when necessary, civilian officials. Three final sections remained
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secret—articles 9, 10, and 11—that provided DINA with its repressive pow-
ers to conduct raids, arrests, and secret detentions. U.S. intelligence recog-
nized that the decree provided a statutory foundation for “a Gestapo-type
police force” intended to supplant the intelligence units of each branch of the
Chilean armed forces. “Taken at face value,” the U.S. naval attaché, Gerald
Breschta, reported to the DIA, the decree granted

sweeping investigative powers to the DIRECTOR-DINA. In addition,
and equally significant, there are no apparent restrictions to the intel-
ligence operations that the Director can initiate. In total, the law pro-
vides legal/official blessing to an organization that is already fully active,
and represents a potentially damaging blow to the efforts of the service
intelligence organizations to consolidate and enhance their positions.17

By the time it was officially constituted, DINA had been operating as a
brutal secret police agency for more than six months. Its origins dated back
to a “DINA Commission” created after the coup and led by Lt. Col. Juan
Manuel Contreras Sepúlveda, a mid-level army administrator with close per-
sonal ties to General Pinochet. With Pinochet’s blessing, on November 12,
1973, Contreras presented the directors of intelligence for the army, navy,
air force, and Carabineros with a blueprint for establishing a national intel-
ligence directorate. Some military officials foresaw DINA as a personal ve-
hicle to enhance Pinochet’s power at their expense, but Contreras’s plan was
quickly approved.18 On November 17, as the CIA later reported, Pinochet
quietly authorized the formal creation of this new secret police force.

DINA was intended to centralize both the gathering of intelligence and
the dispensing of repression—operations then being conducted by the indi-
vidual services. The air force’s Servicio de Intelligencia de la Fuerza Aerea,
SIFA, became renowned for torture and disappearances. The navy had its
Servicio de Intelligencia Naval—SIN. The army ran SIM, the Military Intel-
ligence Service, and DINE, the Directorate of Army Intelligence; the national
police had SICAR, the Police Intelligence Service. In late 1973, the services
created CECIFA, the Armed Forces Counterintelligence Center, in an effort
to coordinate and strengthen their own operations; in 1975, they initiated a
“joint command” to track down and eliminate members of the Chilean Com-
munist Party. But while committing countless atrocities, the activities of these
agencies paled in comparison to DINA, which, between 1974 and 1977,
became the reigning intelligence service engaged in political repression.

DINA began operations as a unit hidden within the National Executive
Secretariat for Detainees (SENDET)—a new administrative bureaucracy cre-
ated in December 1973 ostensibly to handle the mass of civilians being
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rounded up and held by the new military regime under the state of siege.
Portrayed as a mechanism to provide “regular, permanent and coordinated
attention” to the plight of thousands of imprisoned Chileans, in reality SEN-
DET provided clandestine cover for DINA, which operated as its so-called
“intelligence department.” This department, according to the decree estab-
lishing SENDET, would

have as its responsibilities the fixing of norms for interrogations or re-
interrogations of the detained; determining the degree of danger (which
they pose for the nation); maintaining a permanent coordination with
the Intelligence Branches of the Armed Forces, Carabineros and Inves-
tigaciones, with the object of exchanging and maintaining current in-
formation which they are able to give about the detained.19

From the start, DINA became notorious for its brutality, even among the
other violent intelligence units in the Chilean armed forces. Agents not only
coordinated and conducted interrogations, but also carried out systematic
clandestine raids and arrests, while building a network of secret detention
and torture centers to extract information from supporters of the former
Allende government, terminate and disappear them. In late January 1974,
the CIA reported that DINA was committing “incidents which have been the
source of embarrassment to the ministry of defense” including secret deten-
tions that the ministry was unaware of and had denied. “[A]s originally pre-
dicted,” the U.S. defense attaché Col. William Hon reported back to
Washington, “it seems as though [DINA] is developing into a KGB-type
organization.” The rival services were referring to DINA as “the monster,”
Hon cabled again on February 5, 1974, “reflecting their apprehension about
its growing power and size.”20

At that point, DINA had an estimated 700 agents and officials drawn from
ranks of the police, army, and the paramilitary legions of the civilian neo-
fascist group Patria y Libertad; by April 1975, it had, in the peculiar parlance
of DIA reporting, “blossomed to approximately 2,000 regular members” with
an additional force of 2,100 civilian personnel deployed throughout the na-
tion. With funds approved by Pinochet, in 1975 DINA constructed a new
twenty-four-story headquarters at the end of Belgrado Street in Santiago to
house its massive expansion.

The agency’s mission went beyond decimating the left in Chile. DINA
also infiltrated a network of spies inside the military government to insure
full loyalty to the Pinochet regime, as well as posted its own agents in policy
positions to influence the direction the regime took. Operating at every level
of the regime served to enhance DINA’s power of repression, which Con-
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treras implemented extrajudicially, circumventing the courts and ignoring the
legal rules and regulations. “No judge in any court or any minister in the
government is going to question the matter further if DINA says they are
handling [it],” one source told Hon in early February 1974.21 The CIA char-
acterized DINA as “an all service (military gendarmerie) intelligence organi-
zation,” but with Pinochet’s blessing, it would become essentially a
government-within-a-government. “There are three sources of power in
Chile,” the informant told Col. Hon: “Pinochet, God, and DINA.”22

Large as it was, the secret police personnel, organizational structure, re-
sources, and operations remained largely unknown to the Chilean public.
They were, however, known to U.S. intelligence. The CIA began collabo-
rating with DINA soon after it was covertly created.23 The DIA routinely
reported on DINA’s continuing institutionalization. In June 1975, a high-
level source handed an officer of the U.S. Military Group—the unit of Amer-
ican officers at the embassy known as the MilGroup—a comprehensive
organizational diagram on Chile’s “largest and most influential intelligence
organization.” (Doc 5) The structural chart showed a vast apparatus, with
numerous operational divisions both inside and outside the country. Key
“brigades” included: the Metropolitan Intelligence Brigade—known as BIM—
which conducted all raids, arrests, and detentions in Santiago; the Economic
Brigade “responsible for field operations related to the monitoring of public
and private sector business/economic activities;” and the “Citizens Brigade”
of informers throughout the country. The diagram also identified a “secreta”—
a secret brigade close to the director whose function remains unknown.

Col. Contreras devised and supervised all these operations. In late 1973,
Pinochet handpicked him as DINA director; U.S. intelligence dated his ap-
pointment on February 24, 1974. Contreras had no formal military back-
ground in the field of intelligence; he had spent much of his career as a
professor and administrator at Chile’s military engineering academies. (From
September 1966 to September 1967 he attended the U.S. Army Career Offi-
cers School at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia, ostensibly taking engineering courses.) But
his U.S. Department of Defense biographic report recorded that he had taught
a course on “strategy and intelligence” at the Chilean ArmyWar College in the
mid-1960s, where then Lieutenant Colonel Pinochet was deputy comman-
dant. The two apparently established a close friendship that enabled Contreras
to become Pinochet’s closest advisor and ally after the military coup.

A DIA biographic assessment would describe Contreras this way:

Strong character, with intense loyalty to President Pinochet. Apparent
designer, and certainly implementer, of hard line policy. . . . A very in-
telligent, observing officer with a keen sense of humor. . . . Strongly
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anti-Communist and anti-Marxist to the point that he envisions leftist
plots behind every action which seems to him to be counter to Chilean
best interests. . . . Extremely capable performer, who is intensely dis-
liked by many, both superiors and peers, because of his ruthless means
employed by DINA. While he has ability to achieve higher positions,
he will advance only with the personal support of President Pinochet,
and could be expected to fall from any position of responsibility without
this support.24

At the time of the coup, Contreras headed the Military Engineer School
at Tejas Verdes, near the port town of San Antonio about sixty miles from
Santiago. On September 11, he transformed the engineering school into a
detention center known as prison camp no. 2, which became the prototype
DINA torture-execution facility.25 His early success in extracting confessions
and disposing of victims helped to catapult Contreras over the military hi-
erarchy to become Pinochet’s intelligence chieftain and confident, while pro-
viding him with a reputation for viciousness that he institutionalized through
the DINA.

Under Contreras’s command, DINA became notorious for three defined
types of gross human rights violations: a web of secret detention camps, the
systematic and inhuman practice of torture, and the disappearances of hun-
dreds of Chileans.

In addition to Tejas Verdes, DINA operated at least a dozen other secret
detention and torture facilities in Santiago and throughout the country.26

These included:

• Villa Grimaldi—a walled estate built in 1835 and located in a resi-
dential section of the Santiago foothills, which served as the head-
quarters of BIM, DINA’s metropolitan brigade. As DINA’s most
important facility in the capital, Villa Grimaldi—known within the
military as the Terranova barracks—operated around the clock, with
hooded prisoners being trucked into the camp at all hours of the night
and day, to be abused by rotating shifts of torturers. Victims were
housed in small wooden rooms, some no bigger than closets. In a
small water tower on the property, DINA guards constructed ten
cramped spaces where prisoners were kept after torture but prior to
execution. The “tower” proved to be a final station for many who
disappeared at the hands of BIM agents.27

• The Discoteque/La Venda Sexy—a house located on Calle Iran in
Santiago served as another DINA torture center. Its name derived
from prisoner reports that music was played continuously while var-
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ious types of abuses took place and that DINA agents used sexual
torture as their preferred form of repression at this facility. Many
victims were then disappeared.

• Londres No. 38—a facility housed in the former Socialist Party
headquarters in the Santiago region. DINA maintained up to sixty
prisoners at a time here, before transferring them to harsher camps.

• Cuatro Alamos—in a section of the Tres Alamos prison in down-
town Santiago, DINA secretly controlled a series of holding cells for
prisoners, many of them awaiting transfer from one torture camp to
another.

• Colonia Dignidad—one of the most secretive facilities used by DINA
outside of Santiago, Colonia Dignidad was a cultlike German enclave
started by ex-Luftwafte officials from Nazi Germany, located in the
Parral province in southern Chile. DINA’s regional intelligence bri-
gade operated out of a house owned by the Colonia in Parral. Ac-
cording to the Rettig Commission, “a certain number of people
apprehended by DINA were really taken to Colonia Dignidad, held
prisoner there for some time, and some of them subjected to torture.”

All of these facilities shared a similar modus operandi: blindfolded victims
were brought to them after being snatched in their homes or on the street
by plainclothed agents in DINA’s signature unmarked Ford Falcons. Pris-
oners were severely abused. One Chilean military officer told the U.S. de-
fense attaché that DINA used a system of interrogation “straight out of the
Spanish Inquisition.” Each facility specialized in particular forms of torture.
At Londres No. 38, for example, DINA agents often rounded up a prisoner’s
family members and sexually abused them with the prisoner present in order
to extract information. Villa Grimaldi was known for its “Chile rooms”—
wooden isolation compartments so small that prisoners could not kneel nor
lay down.

Other forms of torture were commonly used at all DINA facilities. The
Report of the Chilean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation
catalogued the horrific methods favored by DINA practicioners to obtain
“intelligence” from prisoners:

• The Grill: prisoners would be tied to a metal bedspring and electrical
current applied to sensitive body parts, including sexual organs.

• La Parilla: a bar on which victims were suspended by the wrists or
by wrists and knees for long periods of time. While suspended, vic-
tims received electric shocks, and beatings.
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• The Submarine: forced immersion in a vat of urine and excrement,
or frigid water.

• The Dry Submarine: use of a cloth bag roped around the head
to bring victims to the point of suffocation. This practice was often
accompanied with burning victims with cigarettes to accelerate loss
of air.

• Beatings: administered with gun butts, fists, and chains. In one tech-
nique, called “the telephone,” according to a survivor, the torturer
“slammed his open hands hard and rhythmically against the ears of
the victim” leaving the prisoner deaf.28

In some camps, routine sadism was taken to extremes. At Villa Grimaldi,
recalcitrant prisoners were dragged to a parking lot; DINA agents then used
a car or truck to run over and crush their legs. Prisoners there recalled one
young man who was beaten with chains and left to die slowly from internal
injuries. Rape was also a reoccurring form of abuse. DINA officers subjected
female prisoners to grotesque forms of sexual torture that included insertion
of rodents and, as tactfully described in the Commission report, “unnatural
acts involving dogs.”

Few prisoners who were severely tortured lived to provide evidence of
these atrocities. DINA agents murdered hundreds of victims. Many of them
remain disaparecidos—disappeared. Approximately 1,100 Chileans—and one
U.S. citizen—vanished during the seventeen-year Pinochet dictatorship—the
majority of them at the hands of DINA. Some were killed and buried in
secret graves; others were airlifted in a helicopter and thrown into the ocean
by DINA agents “after first cutting their stomach open with a knife to keep
the bodies from floating,” states the Rettig Commission report. Making vic-
tims simply disappear was a particularly cruel method of terrorizing the op-
position, inflicting psychological injuries on surviving family members, while
avoiding legal constraints and evidence of responsibility and criminal ac-
countability.29

But many families and human rights workers in Chile did hold the mili-
tary regime and its secret police accountable, as did the international com-
munity. DINA’s involvement in secret detention, torture, and disappearances
drew strong and continuous condemnation from around the world. “The
Pinochet regime moves across the world scene like a metal duck in a shooting
gallery,” CIA analysts lamented in a top-secret report titled, “Chile: Running
the Gauntlet,” dated in early 1976. “Its assailants have plenty of ammunition
based on the excesses accompanying Salvador Allende’s overthrow and the
alleged abuses that still mark Chile’s security and detention practices.”30 Con-
treras, rather than Pinochet, became a lightening rod for criticism. U.S. in-
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telligence analysts declared him “the number one obstacle” to the
improvement of human rights in Chile. During a private meeting with CIA
officials, Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs William D.
Rogers told his colleagues privately what no U.S. official would state publicly:
The DINA chieftain had become “the most notorious symbol of repression
in Chile.”31

Pinochet and DINA

The June 1974 decree that established DINA stated clearly that it would be
“a military agency . . . directly subordinate to the government Junta.” Pin-
ochet would propagate this myth for years. “I could never say that I was
actually running DINA,” Pinochet argued in his last interview while detained
in London. “[They] were under the orders, under the supervision of all of
the Junta, the four members of the Junta.”32

In fact, the Junta never supervised DINA operations, and from its incep-
tion to its closure, Contreras took orders only from Pinochet himself. “The
DINA,” as the U.S. defense attaché reported only several weeks after it was
formed, “is directly subordinate to Junta President Pinochet.”33 Another DIA
report dated in April 1975 reiterated: “Col. Contreras has reported exclu-
sively to, and received orders only from President Pinochet.” Two years
later, a CIA report on DINA’s responsibility for “the recent increase in tor-
ture, illegal detentions, and unexplained ‘disappearances,’ ” stated that “Con-
treras answers directly to the President, and it is unlikely that he would act
without the knowledge and approval of his superior.” (Doc 6)

Pinochet exercised sole control over DINA because it provided him with
much of his ability to consolidate his authority. Not only did Contreras’s
agents severely repress any opposition from the left; DINA also spied on and
intimidated anyone who dared to disagree with Pinochet from within his own
military. When the head of the Armed Forces Counterintelligence Center
(CECIFA), Lt. Com. Raul Monsalve complained about DINA’s operations
and Contreras’s relation with Pinochet, other high military officials warned
him to “moderate” his objections or “face the possibility that DINA personnel
would fabricate an incident which would destroy his career and get him out
of their way,” witnesses told U.S. officials. Such threats were made, and
carried out, repeatedly during DINA’s tenure. “One of Pinochet’s major
sources of power is the National Directorate of Intelligence (DINA), an or-
ganization whose principal mission is internal security but which is extending
its influence to ever-growing areas of activity,” the U.S. embassy cabled the
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State Department in mid-1975. “DINA reports directly to Pinochet and is
ultimately controlled by him alone.”34

Pinochet not only controlled DINA, he empowered its rapid expansion at
the expense of other sectors of the military. He gave Contreras carte blanche
in establishing personnel levels at the DINA and backed him as he drew
agents and staff away from the other services while forcing them to foot the
payroll bills. In January 1975, Contreras drafted, and Pinochet signed, an
order giving DINA sole responsibility for persecuting the MIR, the regime’s
number-one counterinsurgency target. Pinochet also ordered the air force
intelligence unit, which Contreras considered a particular rival, to disband
and turn over its operations to DINA.

As international complaints about Chile’s gross violations of human
rights escalated, Pinochet used them in an Orwellian effort to broaden
DINA’s power. In September 1975, the CIA Station learned that Pinochet
had “conducted a personnel investigation into human rights practices and vi-
olations by the armed forces” and determined that prisoners held by some
of the intelligence units were being abused. He then ordered the interior and
defense ministers “to issue a secret decree to the heads of all the services
clearly stating the authorization and procedures for detentions throughout
the country.”

Purportedly intended to improve Chile’s human rights record, Pinochet’s
secret decree in fact bestowed maximum latitude on the main agency re-
sponsible for the majority of atrocities. The September 22 order, obtained
by CIA operatives, established DINA as the sole agency responsible for de-
tentions, exempting it from obligation to report its activities to the courts or
the other military services:

The directorate of national intelligence, DINA is authorized to conduct
detentions of persons suspected of subversion or political activity
throughout the country. In any case in the Santiago area in which the
armed forces, carabineros or the [deleted] in the course of their patrol
duties detain individuals engaged in subversive activity, the detainees
must be immediately turned over to DINA. . . . DINA will act as the
Central coordinator for all detention decrees.35

DINA’s monolithic growth created intense rivalries and strains within the
regime as other members of the military sought to assert their influence on
Chile’s future. Threatened by Contreras’s power, and expressing concern
about DINA’s “barbaric” practices, a number of military officers sought out
CIA and Defense Department officials and shared stories of efforts to per-
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suade Pinochet to reign in DINA operations. In April 1975, several army
officers tried “to convince the president that DINA should be subject to the
direction and control of a National Security Council type of authority rather
than just the presidency,” the DIA reported. “To date, the president has not
received these suggestions with enthusiasm.”

Even U.S. military officers began to express concern about the implications
of DINA’s power. In comments attached to a detailed intelligence report on
DINA’s expansion, U.S. defense attaché, Capt. J.R. Switzer, described
DINA’s development as “a particularly disturbing phenomenon”:

The apprehension of many senior Chilean military authorities regard-
ing the possibility of DINA becoming a modern day Gestapo may
very well be coming to fruition: DINA’s autonomous authority is
great, and increasing. Junta members are apparently unable to influ-
ence President Pinochet’s decisions concerning DINA activities in any
way. Regarding DINA organization, policies and operations Colonel
Contreras’ authority is near absolute—subject only to an unlikely
Presidential veto. (Doc 7)

Until the end of 1975, the U.S. MilGroup viewed this phenomenon as
evidence that Contreras had taken control—over Pinochet himself. “With
the rapid growth of DINA into almost every aspect of the government, this
office at times felt that the organization and its leaders had gotten out of hand
and that the tail might be wagging the dog in Chile,” the defense attaché
cabled Washington. But during a dinner party with “a very senior DINA
official”—perhaps Contreras himself—the U.S. air force attaché in Santiago,
Lt. Col. Lawrence Corcoran, gathered intelligence on Pinochet’s personal
involvement in the operations of his secret police. Contreras met Pinochet
every morning at 7:30 a.m., and privately briefed him on “the coming events
and status of existing DINA activities,” this official informed Corcoran. “The
president issues instructions on DINA; is aware of its activities; and in fact

heads it.” (Emphasis added.)

“Brigada Exterior”: The External Section

As DINA advanced its effort at wiping out all opposition to the regime,
Pinochet and Contreras decided to expand Chile’s secret police functions.
DINA’s mission would not be limited to internal security but would build
an extraterritorial operational capability to neutralize threats from abroad—
particularly the vocal international solidarity and human-rights network
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that focused worldwide attention on Pinochet’s atrocities. The organiza-
tional diagram of DINA, obtained by U.S. intelligence, listed a “Brigada Ex-
terior.” This section, a Chilean source reported, was made up of “DINA
operatives who conduct traditional intelligence operations in foreign coun-
tries.” (See Doc 5)

The Exterior Brigade, however, did not conduct “traditional” operations.
Instead of gathering intelligence on the military capabilities and attitudes of
potentially hostile governments posing national security threats, the DINA’s
foreign branch focused on three main missions: forging alliances with other
secret police forces, as well as violent anticommunist and neo-fascist groups,
in the Southern Cone, United States, and Europe; tracking Pinochet’s critics
abroad, and organizing acts of international terrorism against prominent ex-
iles. (See Chapter 6) To spy on exile movements and activities, DINA posted
agents and assets in Chilean embassies around the world, and among the
personnel serving the national airline, as well as at international airports,
including those in New York. Drawing on the CIA’s organizational model,
Contreras ordered the creation of DINA stations abroad to facilitate these
operations, with agents operating under civilian, rather than military, cover.

In the spring of 1974, DINA established its first station in Buenos Aires.
There, according to the Rettig Commission report, Chilean agents engaged
in the “investigation, surveillance, apprehension, and even elimination of op-
position Chileans who had taken refuge [in Argentina].” Subsequently, an
undercover agent was based at the Chilean embassy in Madrid, Spain with
responsibility for Western Europe. Contreras also tried to insert DINA rep-
resentatives in France, England, and West Germany to help track the move-
ments of exiled Chilean politicians and more militant groups working across
the continent. In 1976, DINA, in collaboration with the secret police services
in Argentina and Uruguay, apparently attempted to open a station in Miami,
Florida.36

In their contacts and secret calls, DINA agents used a code name, “Luis
Gutierrez,” to refer to the international division. The division had a unique
communications and computer system, separate from the rest of the direc-
torate. Army Maj. Raúl Iturriaga Neumann oversaw the operations of Bri-
gada Exterior, although Contreras exercised close control of this special unit
through his deputy, Pedro Espinoza. The Brigade drew its staff from Chilean
military personnel, and recruited a number of civilians from the ranks of
violent rightist groups such Patria y Libertad.

But the most famous member of DINA’s foreign branch was not Chilean:
he was an American, born in Waterloo, Iowa, named Michael Vernon Town-
ley. Townley was the son of a Ford Motor Company overseas manager. He
had moved with his family to Chile at age fourteen and, only four years
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later, married a twenty-six-year old Chilean woman, Inés Mariana Callejas,
with three small children. His first job in Chile in the early 1960s was an
encyclopedia salesman. In 1967, Townley and his family moved to Miami,
Florida where he became both familiar and friendly with the hard-line, and
often violent, anti-Castro Cuban exile community. After Salvador Allende
was elected in Chile in September 1970, Townley’s anticommunist Cuban
friends urged him to contact the CIA and return to Chile to play an under-
cover role in efforts to undermine the new Chilean government.37

As he prepared to return to Chile, Townley did approach the CIA in
December 1970 to offer his services as a covert asset against the Allende
government. Two months later, according to records of the Agency’s Office
of Security, the Directorate of Operations (DO) requested “preliminary se-
curity approval to use Mr. Townley in an operational capacity.” It is not
clear how, or if, the CIA employed Townley over the next year, but on
December 21, 1971, the DO alerted the Office of Security that the Station
had cancelled its interest in him as an agent.38

By then Townley was a fixture at the Santiago embassy—an “embassy
barnacle” as one diplomat characterized him. (Townley’s handwritten name,
telephone number, and address at 1454 Oxford St. appear on the inside flap
of one 1971 embassy telephone directory.) He spent considerable time hang-
ing out with various U.S. attachés and officials—Frederick Purdy, David
Stebbing, Jeffrey Davidow among them—passing on information about his
anti-Allende activities.

He had stories to share. Townley was now an operative with Patria y
Libertad (PL), the avowedly pro-fascist paramilitary group that modeled itself
after Hitler’s Brownshirts. He headed a commando unit responsible for
bombings and acts of economic sabotage using Molotov cocktails. Townley
also applied his self-taught skills as an electronics expert to design electronic
surveillance equipment that allowed Patria y Libertad to intercept radio trans-
missions between Allende, his guards and party officials—tapes of which were
then provided to the U.S. embassy. He became renowned in the extremist
opposition community for building and deploying mobile radio transmitters
and illicit, anti-Allende television stations. When the government tried to
scramble those transmissions, Townley led a PL raid in March 1973 to
disable a jamming device at a TV station in the city of Concepcion. During
the operation, Townley gagged and hog-tied a homeless man who was using
the station as shelter. He was found dead of asphyxiation the next day. Now
a fugitive, Townley fled Chile to Miami.

Wanted for murder in Chile, Townley simply waited until the Allende
government had been overthrown to return to his adopted country and rejoin
his colleagues from Patria y Libertad to celebrate their anticommunist victory.
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On October 3, he obtained a fake Florida driver’s license under the alias
Kenneth Enyart. On October 5, he received a new U.S. passport using that
name. Five weeks after the coup, Townley flew back to Santiago.

Before leaving Miami, however, he met with an old friend from the U.S.
embassy, David Stebbing, and provided him with significant information. In
a letter to the State Department’s Chile desk officer, Stebbing provided a
debriefing of Townley that covered coup plotting, Patria y Libertad, and the
murder in Concepcion. Prior to the coup, Townley reported, “an assassina-
tion squad had been formed by Chilean exiles” to kill up to twenty-five
members of Allende’s government.

If there had been no intervening coup, they would have acted in Oc-
tober. The plan was for 6 or 8 people to enter Chile no more than 2
or 3 days before the target date and to pick off as many of their un-
bodyguarded targets as possible within a space of 3 or 4 hours.

Now that the coup had been completed Patria y Libertad members were
“showing up as key officials or advisors throughout the new government,”
Townley advised. “Many of his friends are not at all bothered by the term
‘Fascist,’ ” Stebbing reported. “Mike” expected to return to Chile within a
few days, and “will probably be in contact with the embassy again.” As
Stebbing presciently predicted, “he may someday be in trouble again.”

Indeed, Townley returned to Santiago and immediately resumed his quest
to work with the United States as an operative or informant. Embassy files
record numerous contacts between him and U.S. personnel. Aware that
Townley was a fugitive in the Concepcion murder case, the American consul,
Fred Purdy, nevertheless welcomed him back and provided him with a new,
clean, passport in his real name. In December 1973, Townley called attaché
Jeffrey Davidow to report that he was “working with the same Patria y Lib-
ertad types he knew prior to the coup, and that the group is accepting as-
signments from military intelligence.” Townley told Davidow that he was
“eager to establish an intelligence relationship with the embassy.” In a bio-
graphic memorandum drafted in June 1974, Davidow described Townley as
an “AMCIT [American citizen] with rather unsavory past with crypto-fascist
Chilean groups . . . suggest keeping him at arms length.”39 But just two
months later another embassy officer, Michael Lyons, accepted a dinner in-
vitation with Townley and his wife, Ines, and reported that the expatriate
American was still interested in being a “conduit for information” for the
United States.

By then, Townley was a DINA agent. In the late spring of 1974, Con-
treras’s deputy, Col. Pedro Espinoza, recruited him into the service of the
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secret police; within several months Contreras had provided Townley with
an alias, Juan Andres Wilson, a large home to use as a base, and a four-
member team for operations.40 As a committed, rabid, anticommunist U.S.
citizen, Townley provided DINA with multiple skills and opportunities. “My
husband was [not] an imitation James Bond,” his wife would write in a
lengthy handwritten account of Townley’s DINA career:

But I certainly can state that DINA found his knowledge of electronics,
English, and purchasing extremely useful. Add to that the fact that as
an American he had free access to the United States at any moment
without having the need for hard-to-get visas. My husband, moreover,
had qualities that made him especially effective in the intelligence com-
munity: a bright mind, an incredible memory, and a fail-safe determi-
nation and loyalty. And he was absolutely convinced that the military
government and Señor Pinochet were the best things that ever could
have happened to Chile.41

Townley became the Brigada Exterior’s leading assassin. In September
1974 he carried out his first major mission—the cold-blooded car bomb at-
tack that killed former Chilean commander in chief Carlos Prats and his wife
in Buenos Aires. In the spring of 1975, his DINA superiors sent him to
Mexico City in a failed effort to blow up a convention center filled with
exiled former members of the Allende government. That September, he ar-
ranged an assassination plot in Rome, Italy, that left the exiled leader of the
Christian Democratic party, Bernardo Leighton, and his wife critically
wounded. And in September 1976, he organized and implemented DINA’s
most infamous operation: the car bomb assassination of former Chilean min-
ister Orlando Letelier and his American colleague, Ronni Karpen Moffitt in
downtown Washington, D.C. Although his name was not known at the time,
in the mid-1970s Michael Townley ranked among the world’s most active—
and dangerous—international terrorists.

Project Andrea

From the laboratory basement of his DINA-owned mansion in the Lo Curro
district of Santiago, Townley directed another top-secret DINA operation
with tremendous terrorist potential: the creation of a biological weapon of
mass destruction. Code-named “ANDREA,” the project reflected the Pin-
ochet regime’s desire to possess a secret weapon that could be used in the
event of war against Chile’s neighbors, Peru or Argentina. Townley, and a
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team of chemists, developed, manufactured, and stored a nerve gas with the
scientific name Isopropylmethylphosophonofluoridate—commonly known as Sarin.

Sarin is extremely lethal. Even a few drops can bring the quick and painful
death of hundreds of people; a military delivery system would kill thousands.
The gas, according to an FBI memorandum on Project ANDREA distributed
by then director William Webster, “vaporizes on being exposed to the atmo-
sphere, producing droplets that enter the body through the skin or lungs to
interdict the neurochemistry that permits the respiratory muscles to function.”
The Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo used Sarin in the Tokyo subway gas attack
that killed twelve people and wounded 500 in March 1995. The Bush ad-
ministration also believed Sarin to be part of Saddam Hussein’s alleged ar-
senal of chemical warfare weapons in Iraq.

Townley’s mission, as Taylor Branch and Eugene Propper wrote in their
book Labyrinth, was to “develop a weapon that [would] be extremely lethal
to large masses of people but whose effects c[ould] be localized within a
relatively small area.”42 After studying the chemical work of German scien-
tists during operations in Europe in the summer of 1975, Townley procured
laboratory equipment and compounds from a British chemical engineering
company, Gallenkamp; he also purchased a large microwave oven and rented
gas storage canisters in Miami. The equipment was paid for out of a special
DINA account, under the fictitious company Prosin Ltd., at the Southeast
First National Bank in Miami, Florida.

By the time of the mission to kill Letelier in Washington, D.C., DINA
had manufactured significant amounts of Sarin and Townley was working
on a military delivery system that would allow the gas to be deployed in a
wartime setting. But he had also opened his nerve gas laboratory to repre-
sentatives of the Cuban National Movement, a violent anti-Castro organiza-
tion that collaborated in various DINA assassination missions including the
Letelier bombing. The CNM members, as Townley later told his FBI inter-
rogators, “requested that the Cuban Nationalist Movement be furnished a
supply of nerve gas to utilize in their terrorist activities.” (Doc 8)43

Townley himself considered the possibility that Sarin could be utilized in
a terrorist mission. In preparation for the assassination of Orlando Letelier,
he took a small quantity of the nerve gas, put it into a Chanel No. 5 perfume
bottle and transported it aboard a LAN-Chile flight to the United States. As
Townley would later admit, he considered the possibility that a female DINA
agent could get close enough to Letelier to deploy the gas, or that he could
toss the Chanel bottle into Letelier’s car at a stop sign or red light. Once in
Washington, however, he resorted to his signature weapon—a car bomb—
and eventually returned the gas to a secure DINA storage facility in Santi-
ago.44
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The National Center for Information (CNI)

The Letelier mission, while accomplishing Contreras’s objectives, brought
about DINA’s dissolution. The shadow cast over Chile’s military as an in-
stitution strengthened the hand of the Contreras’s enemies in the high com-
mand to the point where they convinced General Pinochet to dissolve DINA
and reorganize the intelligence service. On August 13, 1977, the Junta issued
decree law No. 1876 abolishing DINA, citing the need to restructure “in
accord with present circumstances the functions of an agency created during
a situation of internal conflict that has now been surpassed.” A second decree,
No. 1878, issued the same day, established the National Center for Infor-
mation, CNI, and authorized it to take over DINA’s staff, properties, and
budgets. Whereas DINA reported to Pinochet, U.S. military intelligence ad-
vised in a cable, “DINA Dissolved,” the CNI supposedly would report to
the Ministry of Interior and would not have the power of arrest and detention
of its predecessor. (Doc 9) But Contreras remained as director, meaning that
this change in the structure of the secret police was in name only.

Between August and November, Chilean intelligence agents at Contreras’s
direction conducted a string of bombings, robberies, kidnappings, and kill-
ings, all of which the CNI blamed on “extremists.” In fact, as U.S. intelligence
quickly reported, Chilean military agents were attempting to orchestrate a
climate of chaos and terrorism, to exaggerate the leftist threat. In one coor-
dinated operation, the Chilean secret police blew up two suspected safe
houses, killing several people, and then blamed the explosions on the left.
“Arrests and prosecutions would ‘take months,’ ” one Chilean official ex-
plained to the U.S. military attaché, but “an explosion would produce speedy
justice.”45

In early November, high-ranking military commanders met with Pinochet
again and demanded that Contreras be relieved of his duties as CNI director.
Chile’s international image on human rights, they argued, would never im-
prove as long as he remained. On November 4, Pinochet abruptly removed
Contreras—he was promoted from colonel to brigadier general and given a
post at the Army Engineering School—and appointed one of DINA’s critics,
General Odlanier Mena, as new CNI director. According to a CIA intelli-
gence report filed on November 9, Pinochet realized “that as long as the
leadership of the CNI remains basically the same as its predecessor organi-
zation, DINA, many critics of the Chilean government will insist that no real
change has taken place.” CIA informants claimed that Contreras was “com-
pletely shocked” at his ouster. One source compared Contreras, once the
most feared and loathed individual in Chile, to “a cuckolded husband who
is the last to realize his wife was being unfaithful.”46
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◆

According to the Defense Intelligence Agency, General Mena would “prob-
ably improve Chile’s claims of housecleaning within the security commu-
nity.” But CNI proved to be qualitatively, if not quantitatively, as repressive
as its predecessor. The levels of political killings abated between 1978 and
1980, but as organized protests against the regime escalated so did CNI’s
acts of repression. CNI agents would eventually be charged in several of the
most gruesome atrocities committed toward the end of the dictatorship, in-
cluding the killing of trade union leader Tucapel Jimenez in February 1982
and the decapitation murders of three Chilean professors in March 1985.
Between 1978 and 1985, the Chilean Commission on Truth and Reconcil-
iation estimated, fatal human rights violations committed by the regime to-
taled 160 people. “Most of them are attributed to the CNI.”47
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Consolidating Dictatorship:
The United States and the Pinochet Regime

A documented case can be made for the proposition that the current regime in
Chile is militaristic, fascistic, tyrannical and murderous.

—Internal State Department Dissent Memo, February 1974

In the United States, as you know, we are sympathetic with what you are
trying to do here. . . . We want to help, not undermine you.

—Henry Kissinger speaking privately to Augusto Pinochet,
June 8, 1976

The USG wishes to make clear its desire to cooperate with the military
Junta and to assist in any appropriate way,” states a classified cable from

the White House Situation Room dated September 13, 1973. “We welcome
General Pinochet’s expression of Junta desire for strengthening ties between
Chile and U.S.” (Doc 1) With that secret message, the Nixon administration
officially embraced the bloody coup d’état in Chile. The White House di-
rected Ambassador Nathaniel Davis to convey this position to Pinochet “at
earliest possible opportunity.” Davis cabled back the next day: “Pinochet
expressed most sincere appreciation and said he would like to keep privately
in touch.”

Publicly, the White House portrayed its posture towards the coup as one
of neutrality. “We took the decision that we would not say anything that
indicated either support or opposition—that we would avoid what we had
done in Brazil in 1964 where we rushed out by recognizing the government,”
Kissinger explained to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee during his
confirmation hearing as secretary of state on September 17. But privately,
according to the declassified cable traffic, U.S. officials were assuring Chile’s
military rulers of Washington’s full endorsement of their violent move to
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take power. With bodies overflowing from morgues, domestic and interna-
tional condemnation of the bloodshed, strong criticism from the U.S. Con-
gress, and widespread charges of covert U.S. involvement in the coup, the
Nixon White House decided to cover up its warm welcome and avoid open
identification with Chile’s new military regime.

Initially, the Nixon administration communicated with Pinochet through
an embassy intermediary, the U.S. MilGroup officer, Col. Carlos Urrutia.
At midday on September 12, Urrutia secretly met with Pinochet and received
a briefing on the status of mopping-up operations, and the Junta’s political
plans, as well as Chile’s need for U.S. economic and military assistance. The
two also discussed the “delicacy of matter of contact” and a delay in Wash-
ington’s formal recognition of the new regime. Urrutia then reported their
conversation back to Ambassador Davis. Pinochet, as Davis cabled the White
House Situation Room, “showed understanding and was relaxed about the
matter of recognition and volunteered that obviously we should not be the
first to recognize.”1

Indeed, Washington waited two weeks until more than a dozen other
nations had formally recognized the military Junta before quietly extending
recognition to the Pinochet regime on September 24. “We strongly believe
domestic and international considerations make this very brief delay highly
advisable in overall interests of new GOC [government of Chile] as in our
own,” a cable from Kissinger and his NSC deputy Brent Scowcroft explained
to Davis as he prepared for a furtive “nonofficial” meeting with the regime’s
foreign minister one week after the coup. “In the meantime, we want GOC
to know of our strongest desire to cooperate closely and establish firm basis
for cordial and most constructive relationship.” (Doc 2)

In the immediate aftermath of the coup, close cooperation took the form
of behind-the-scenes diplomatic support, as well as a sympathetic stance on
aid useful for continuing acts of repression. On September 14, the U.S. del-
egation to the United Nations strongly recommended that the new Chilean
government dispatch a “representative of stature, presence and alertness to
New York without delay” to present a persuasive justification for the over-
throw of Allende and counter harsh criticism leveled by the Soviets and
Cubans. U.S. officials at the UN worked closely with Chilean diplomats to
cast the coup in the most positive light. Back in Santiago, Ambassador Davis
lobbied members of the new Junta on “enlisting” the help of the Christian
Democrats “with this problem of foreign image.” This idea eventually led to
a tour of Latin America and Europe by prominent members of Chile’s Chris-
tian Democratic Party to present a public justification for the coup—a tour
secretly financed by the CIA.

On September 15, the U.S. air force attaché was approached by the head
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of logistics for the Chilean air force who requested the U.S. immediately
provide 1,000 flares to be used “for illumination purposes in military oper-
ations against extremist groups,” as well as 1,000 steel helmets for soldiers.
“I believe it is advisable to accommodate this request—discreetly if possible,”
Ambassador Davis cabled Washington.2 In another cable the same day, he
argued that providing the equipment would be a key signal of support: “The
new Chilean government is obviously operating under great strains, and is
counting friends in this moment. Negative from us could have serious reper-
cussions and set pattern of attitudes we should probably be willing to take
some risks to avoid.”3 Two weeks later, Davis alerted the State Department
that the Chilean military had requested a U.S. “detention center advisor” and
needed technical support as well as portable tents and housing as they scout-
ing new locations for the eventual transfer of thousands of prisoners from
the National Stadium. The ambassador recognized that “sending of advisor
to aid in establishment of detention camps provides obvious political prob-
lems,” but he recommended Washington send temporary housing equipment
without specifying its usage. “Dept. may wish to consider feasibility of ma-
terial assistance in form of tents, blankets etc.,” Davis recommended, “which
need not be publicly and specifically earmarked for prisoners.”4

From the outset, Washington confronted the political pressures of aligning
U.S. foreign policy with a ruthless regime. As major media outlets such as
the New York Times reported death tolls in the thousands, Nixon administra-
tion officials faced increasingly tough questioning from both the press and
Congress. “In some of these Congressional hearings, I’ve been asked: ‘How
many people have been killed? Is it true the rumors that we hear?’ ” Assistant
Secretary Kubisch confided to Kissinger during an October 1 staff meeting.
But the new secretary of state made his position clear. The U.S. would not
defend atrocities by the new regime, but “we should not support moves
against them by seeming to disassociate ourselves from the Chileans.” As he
admonished: “I think we should understand our policy—that however un-
pleasant they act, this government is better for us than Allende was.”5

Helping the Regime Consolidate: Overt Assistance

The Nixon administration mobilized quickly to help the Chilean military
consolidate its rule. Within one day of the coup, the WSAG—an intera-
gency task force known as the Washington Special Actions Group—met to
begin preparing assessments on “anticipated short, medium and long term
Chilean assistance requirements,” according to a secret/nodis briefing
memorandum prepared for Kissinger. The CIA immediately began gather-
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ing intelligence on Chile’s currency reserves and debt obligations. Within a
week of the coup, action programs were readied on meeting Chile’s eco-
nomic, monetary, and military necessities. On September 20, Kissinger
chaired a meeting of the WSAG where the decision was made to instruct Am-
bassador Davis “to talk to the Junta . . . to inform them of our goodwill . . . of
our intention to recognize and when; when the emergency food supplies will
be delivered; and authorizing the Ambassador to discuss, with Junta, Chile’s
middle and long-term economic needs.” (Doc 3)

Almost overnight, Washington reopened the spigot of bilateral and mul-
tilateral economic assistance to Santiago. In every category of direct and in-
direct bilateral and multilateral economic and military assistance to Chile,
U.S. aid rose dramatically following the coup—marking the end of the “in-
visible blockade” Nixon and Kissinger had used to undermine the Allende
government. “It is quite apparent that Chile is going to need considerable
aid,” Assistant Secretary Kubisch declared to Congress on September 29,
“and if it adopts a sensible government, I would expect that aid to be
given.”

On October 6, the U.S. Department of Agriculture granted the Pinochet
regime $24 million in commodity credits for the purchase of wheat to help
alleviate food shortages—credits that had been previously denied to the Al-
lende government; in November, another such credit was authorized. “On
November 14, we announced our second CCC credit to Chile—$24 million
for feed corn,” Kissinger’s aides informed him—in a secret situation report
attached to the classified memorandum, “Chilean Executions,” alerting him
to hundreds of murders by the regime during its first weeks in power.

Those commodity credits were supplemented by dramatic allocations from
AID’s Food for Peace Program—known as P.L 480 Title 1 and 2. During
the first three years of the military government, Chile received $132 million
in Food for Peace grants, as compared to $14.7 million during the three
years before the coup. Pinochet’s Chile not only received far greater amounts
of U.S. assistance than the Allende government; the military regime obtained
remarkable preferential treatment over all other countries in Latin America.
In fiscal years 1975 and 1976, Chile received 80 percent of all Title I Food
for Peace assistance to Latin America, even though the country contained
only 3 percent of the region’s population. “On PL 480, I understand Chile
is getting two-thirds of the total for Latin America,” Kissinger told Foreign
Minister Patricio Carvajal during a September 29, 1975 meeting.6 During
the same time period, Chile received over $30 million from AID in housing
guarantees, compared to only $4 million of such grants AID dispersed among
the rest of Central and South America.7

Freed from U.S. obstruction at the multilateral lending institutions, the
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World Bank and the IDB both reopened their loans programs in Chile. IDB
loans between 1971 and 1973 totaled $11.6 million. During the first three
years of Pinochet’s rule, that figure rose to $237.8 million. The World Bank,
which had provided zero credit to the Allende government, authorized $66.5
million from 1974 to 1976. When Pinochet’s ambassador to Washington,
Manuel Trucco, complained to Kissinger and Assistant Secretary for Inter-
American Affairs William Rogers that “with the World Bank we are expe-
riencing certain delays,” Rogers assured him that Chile “should have no
problem. We are leaning hard on the bureaucracy.”8

The multilateral bank loans obtained with U.S pressure totaled “hundreds
of millions,” Ambassador David Popper wrote to Rogers in late July 1975.
In addition, there was “the hundreds of millions we have saved for Chile
through our part in debt rescheduling arrangements.” Having actively dis-
couraged any debt negotiations during Allende the United States encouraged
repeated rescheduling under Pinochet. “We spearheaded the Paris Club debt
rescheduling,” noted one secret memo sent to Rogers. In 1975, the U.S.
agreed to reschedule nearly $100 million Chile owed to U.S. banks.

U.S. policy was to “maintain and strengthen” the new Pinochet regime,
according to declassified State Department records. Indeed, Washington’s lar-
gesse allowed the Junta to quickly overcome the food shortages that had
plagued Chile during Allende, stabilize the economy, and curry favor with
the middle and upper classes—all of which contributed to its consolidation
of power. The United States had provided “absolutely vital assistance to the
Chileans,” Ambassador Popper noted in a major policy review paper in July
1975. “The Chileans are fully aware of it, and are quick to express their
appreciation.”9

Washington’s economic largesse freed up foreign exchange for the acqui-
sition of armaments. Once in power, the Chilean military went on a buying
binge, reaching agreement with the U.S. to expedite delivery of arms ordered
before the coup and on more than $100 million in new weapons and spare
parts. The Chileans sought M-60 tanks and F5 supersonic fighter aircraft, as
well as complex air defense systems, TOW missiles, and various types of
munitions. They also ordered equipment that could be directly deployed for
repression—armored personnel carriers, recoilless rifles, jeeps, trucks, antiriot
gear, and communication systems. The Chileans requested, but were forced
to withdraw, an application for $12 million in foreign military sales credits
for “counterinsurgency gear to outfit twenty-three special counterinsurgency
‘basic units.’ ”10 But on December 28, 1973, the State Department began
authorizing export licenses for commercial sale of lethal equipment, including
2,500 M-16 rifles, 1,600 submachine guns, and 2.2 million rounds of am-
munition that the Chilean’s paid for with cash. Within three years of taking
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power, Pinochet’s Chile had established itself as the fifth largest customer in
the world—behind such major-league buyers as Israel, Saudi Arabia, Jordan,
and Iran—of U.S. military hardware.11

Helping the Regime Consolidate: Covert Assistance

Clandestine U.S. support also helped Pinochet establish his violent grip on
power. The CIA’s Santiago Station, with many connections to the military
and civilian groups now behind the Junta, was well-situated to offer critical
aid; covert action projects being run against Chile’s elected government prior
to September 11, could be extended and reconfigured to contribute to con-
solidation of the new military regime. In the aftermath of September 11, the
CIA initiated what cables referred to as an “effort to make new govt strong
and effective.”12 That included amending covert political and propaganda
operations, and developing new “agents of influence” and assets within
Chile’s post-coup power structures. The Station also established close rela-
tions with Pinochet’s new security services, providing organizational training
and support for DINA after it began operations in late 1973.

At the time of the coup, the Santiago Station was heavily staffed with
numerous veteran officers and a roster of new agents sent in the late summer
of 1973. They included: Chief of Station Raymond Warren, who lived at
952 America Vespucio St., and operated under the cover of embassy political
officer; deputy COS Donald Winters, who also posed as an embassy officer
and resided at 1275 Tobalaba, and John Devine, an operative who handled
the CIA’s media and propaganda operations in Chile.13 Two other CIA
agents, John Hall and James Anderson, operated as vice-consuls in the con-
sulate, where, incredibly, they handled cases of U.S. citizens disappeared,
detained, and abused by the Chilean military following the coup.

In the aftermath of September 11, the CIA Station quickly offered material
assistance to the regime. But the barrage of accusations of Agency involvement
in the military takeover prompted Langley headquarters to delay direct aid.
“Regret [deleted] has already discussed this matter with Junta,”WesternHemi-
sphere Division chief David Atlee Phillips cabled Santiago on October 3.
“Agency operational activities in Chile are now prime target for Congressional
investigations and we expect questioning to continue for some time, especially
in view of increasing news coverage hostile to the repressive measures being
adopted by Junta.” The CIA, Phillips added, “must provide honest answers to
questions regarding current OPS activities and thus cannot assist Junta.”14

Instead, the CIA focused on helping the Junta improve its bloody image
abroad, and popularity at home. On September 19, Ambassador Davis ap-
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proved a Station request to finance the purchase of what David Atlee Phillips
described as a “small network” of media outlets that would be instrumental
“in mounting a propaganda campaign to popularize the Junta’s programs;”15

two CIA collaborators helped the Junta draft a White Book of the Change of

Government in Chile—a public relations publication that was widely distributed
to the press and political figures in the United States and other nations.16

And the CIA continued to covertly underwrite its most important asset, the
El Mercurio newspaper empire, as it became the leading voice of pro-regime
propaganda in Chile, regularly maximizing the military’s “reforms” while
minimized reporting on repression.

Prior to the coup, the CIA’s fiscal year 1974 propaganda project budget
for Chile, authorized what the CIA called “a steady barrage of antigovern-
ment criticism” against Allende to exploit “every possible point of friction.”
That budget approved covert funding for El Mercurio and its “propaganda
mechanisms” through April 1974. Following the coup, however, the Santiago
Station and the Western Hemisphere division determined an extension was
necessary—a “high” additional subsidy through the end of June to allow the
military regime’s key oracle a smooth transition off the clandestine U.S. dole.
Covert funding was “essential to maintaining the trust and continued collab-
oration of the [assets] and through them, to maintain our capability for influ-
encing the Junta and molding Chilean public opinion,” according to a staff
report opposing a deadline for terminating the propaganda project.17 This
project had not only “played a significant role in setting the stage for the
military coup,” David Atlee Phillips reminded his superiors in a January 9,
1974 memorandum, it was essential to advance national and international
propaganda efforts in support of the Pinochet regime: “Since the coup, these
media outlets have supported the new military government,” he wrote:

They have tried to present the Junta in the most positive light for the
Chilean public and to assist foreign journalists in Chile to obtain facts
about the local situation. . . . The project is therefore essential in ena-
bling the Station to mold Chilean public opinion in support of the new
government. (Doc 4)

Faced with State Department pressure to wrap up its pre-coup covert pro-
jects, the CIA’s Western Hemisphere division sought—and obtained—an ad-
ditional $176,000 to “give this multifaceted propaganda mechanism the
opportunity to locate alternative funding sources,” and assure that CIA prop-
aganda assets had an incentive to continue working with the Station. The ad-
ditional funds helped cushion the blow for Agustı́n Edwards’s media empire as
years of covert U.S. financing were finally phased out. In late February 1974,
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agents from the CIA Station met with El Mercurio representatives and informed
them that post-coup circumstances “made it impossible for us to continue to
subsidize [deleted] media outlets and that we wished to divest ourselves of any
responsibility for them.” The Chileans were told that at the end of the fiscal
year, “all subsidy support . . . would cease.” For these long-standing Chilean
media assets, the CIA Station chief reported back in a secret March 1, 1974 ca-
ble to Phillips, “this news came as a shock and disappointment.”

Through its political action programs, the CIA also covertly promoted the
image of the new regime. In October 1973, the Station secretly financed an
international tour by a group of prominent Christian Democrats to justify
the military overthrow. The trip, which lasted more than a month, included
party leaders such as Enrique Krauss, Pedro Jesus Rodriguez, Juan de Dios
Carmona, and Juan Hamilton.18 “The party arrived at a plan for sending a
‘truth squad’ to a number of Latin American and European capitals to explain
the background of the Chilean military coup and the PDC’s association with,
and support of, the Junta in this situation,” the CIA’s directorate of operations
advised in a secret memorandum for the Kissinger-chaired 40 Committee.
“Unfortunately, the PDC has not had the time to recover from the financial
drought of the Allende period; therefore,” according to the CIA memo, covert
funding was necessary.

Post-coup covert support for the Christian Democrats, and other political
action projects became subject to a lengthy, and rather extraordinary debate
among high-ranking U.S. officials in the CIA and Department of State. At
the time of the coup, only $13,000 of the $1 million in covert funds au-
thorized on August 20 by the 40 Committee for political-action operations
had been dispensed by the Santiago Station; initially, the CIA and Ambas-
sador Davis believed they still had authority to distribute the rest—even after
the events of September 11. But in Washington, CIA and State Department
officials determined that the August 20 authorization was “a dead letter.”
The “situation has changed so drastically since 20 August 40 Committee
approval that we must start anew,” as Langley headquarters cabled the CIA
Station on September 21. Ongoing projects would be reviewed and reconsid-
ered and post-coup expenditures would have to be approved again by the
40 Committee. In early October, the CIA presented its first appeal for “Initial
Post-Coup Support” to the 40 Committee. (Doc 5)

On October 15, the 40 Committee did approve interim funding for the
propaganda projects to improve the Junta’s image. The CIA then moved to
renew and amend the subsidies for the political parties it had supported to
bring down Allende. On December 26, the Agency proposed to reconfigure
the FY 1974 budget to support the National Party—described as “the gov-
ernment’s party”—to $580,666. The PN, according to the CIA proposal,
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“feels that if it succeeds in becoming the government’s standard-bearer it will
not need further U.S. Government financial support.”

The CIA also proposed to renew covert funding for the Partido
Democrata-Cristiano, including payments promised before the coup, along
with a clandestine subsidy—“surge funding”—to allow the near-bankrupt
party to pay its bills in the year following the coup. In late November, the
Agency sought to adjust the FY 1974 budget for the PDC political-action
program to $685,150 and requested $160,000 to underwrite the party from
December 1973 through April 1974.19 Facing State Department resistance
to continuing political-action projects in Chile, several weeks later the CIA
submitted a secret/sensitive proposal for the 40 Committee titled “Re-
quest for [$160,000] for Chilean Christian Democratic Party,” asking for at
least three months’ worth of financing, and a “terminal payment” that would
allow the Christian Democrat Party to meet its payroll in early 1974 and
wean itself away from twelve long years of covert U.S. support.20

The debate over this $160,000 proposal at the highest levels of Kissinger’s
State Department reflected U.S. determination to back a brutal military re-
gime over even minimal support for the party that had represented Wash-
ington’s greatest hope for Chilean democracy since John F. Kennedy’s
Alliance for Progress. Now that Allende was dead, the rationale for covert
action to “preserve Chile’s democratic institutions” no longer seemed impor-
tant to U.S. policy makers—even as the regime that overthrew him was
systematically dismantling those very institutions.

Only one State Department official—a Bureau of Intelligence and Re-
search analyst named James Gardner, who served as a liaison to the CIA on
covert operations—seemed to grasp the stark hypocrisy in the U.S. posture.
“A documented case can be made for the proposition that the current regime
in Chile is militaristic, fascistic, tyrannical and murderous,” Gardner wrote
in a February 1974 secret memo in an effort to convince his superiors at
INR to support covert assistance to the PDC in Chile:

At the same time I think a case can be made for the proposition that
the PDC is a sturdily democratic political organization, perhaps the
only one in Latin America. The financial cost we are asked to pay to
make it perhaps possible for this party to survive is small. . . . The pro-
jected assistance would seek only to strengthen an element in Chilean
society that might be able to moderate the excesses of this regime. I
cannot really believe that our acceptance of the Junta must involve
passive identification with its more grotesque aberrations.

Gardner cited a historical reason as well:
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With the exception of our past aid to democratic elements in Chile, I
am unfamiliar with any case in which our [covert] intervention has had
any effect but to favor conservative or reactionary elements. We have
never worked against the right, no matter how extreme it has been. If
we refuse to assist the PDC in Chile . . . we will have preserved unbro-
ken a record in which I would take some pleasure in seeing at least
one flaw, especially if our interests were thereby served.21

Other U.S. officials endorsed minimal covert assistance to the PDC, but
for different reasons. At a meeting with the CIA in November 1973, Deputy
Assistant Secretary Harry Shlaudeman took the position that a covert subsidy
would enable the PDC to support the new regime, but “should be extended
with the clear understanding that after such and such a date the party would
be over.” If aid were terminated now, he conceded, “we would be causing
ourselves trouble, for it would look as if we had been interested simply in
knocking off Allende.” The CIA, for its part, advanced the cogent position
that support the PDC was necessary for it to compete politically against leftist
parties if and when Pinochet returned power to civilian rule. Otherwise, “an
abrupt cessation of U.S. Government financial support would strain the
PDC’s already depleted resources before it had a chance to find alternative
sources,” the CIA noted, “and, probably of greater import, would adversely
affect the U.S. Government’s relationship with the party.”22 And Ambassador
Popper weighed in with the argument that support for the Christian Demo-
crats was a way to help the Junta. Covert funding, he cabled “would assist in
influencing the PDC in the direction of strengthening its policy of maintaining
correct relations with the Junta, support of constructive Junta goals, and
avoiding at all costs an open break with the government.”23

But Kissinger’s top aides worried that Pinochet would view as an insult
any CIA covert support for political forces that the regime intended to sup-
press. For the first time in more than a decade of massive covert intervention,
U.S. officials voiced concern that Washington could be accused of “med-
dling” in Chile’s internal affairs. At a November 23 ARA-CIA meeting, As-
sistant Secretary Kubisch voiced his opposition “in principle” to covert
political operations, particularly since “we now have a different situation in
Chile.” The secret meeting minutes recorded his position:

The question now was whether, given the abrupt change in Chile and
in the security situation there, it was really essential to fine tune a
political situation simply to be a moderating influence and to help the
opposition stay alive. He found it difficult to see a persuasive case that
we should do so. His feelings were sharpened by the problems that
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seemed to be emerging between the Junta and the PDC, and by the
fact that the Secretary had made it clear that the change in regime in
Chile was much in our interest and that we should do all we could to
help the Junta succeed. In view of the Secretary’s remarks, he would
not be comfortable recommending assistance to any element in Chile
that was not completely identified with the Junta. (Doc 6)

What would happen if the Junta discovered that the U.S. was still clan-
destinely supporting democratic parties? According to Kubisch, “they natu-
rally would ask what the hell we were doing,” he told his colleagues on
November 23. “If we could say our program had ended with the overthrow
of Allende,” he concluded, “our position would be sound.” In a cable from
CIA headquarters to Santiago reporting on the meeting, CIA officials com-
plained that Kubisch “kept raising serious problem specter if Junta discovered
we were funding PDC,” and requested that the Station send “any new or
particularly compelling arguments in favor of proposal since we will obvi-
ously need best possible ammunition.”

Without resolution, the internal debate between the CIA and the State
Department over secret funding for the Christian Democrats extended well
into the spring of 1974. On April 4, the head of the Bureau of Intelligence
and Research, William Hyland, wrote a memorandum opposing what he
called “a messy affair . . . driven by bureaucratic-clandestine momentum.”
Kissinger should be told, Hyland argued, that any payments to the PDC
would be “exposing ourselves to Congressional reactions for continued ‘med-
dling’ in Chile.” Moreover, he added, “I don’t quite understand why we
continue to support a political party that is, in effect, in opposition to the
government, which I presume we now support.” After former Chilean pres-
ident Eduardo Frei raised the sensitive issue of the covert funding with Am-
bassador Popper during an April 18 meeting, however, the embassy sent a
special cable—through CIA channels—appealing for reimbursement of funds
the PDC had spent “during the climactic days of the civilian opposition strug-
gle against the Allende Government.” Popper argued that “it is in our interest
to maintain a minimally satisfactory relationship with the PDC, and to avoid
the imputation of bad faith. We have been put on notice,” he added, “that
our failure to meet the [deleted] obligation will result in deterioration of our
present contacts.”24

The ambassador’s advocacy led to a compromise: Since the CIA had
pledged financing to the PDC before the coup and the party had made com-
mitments based on that pledge, the CIA would make a final, secret payment—
adjusted for inflation—to cover pre-coup PDC commitments made between
July 1 and September 10. If asked by the U.S. Congress or the Chilean Junta,
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U.S. officials could then claim no clandestine political operations following
the coup. “With the understanding that it would mark the end of our covert
assistance to the PDC, I believe we should approve the payment of the
[$50,000],” Assistant Secretary Kubisch recommended to Kissinger’s deputy,
Joseph Sisco, on May 7. In a June 11 secret/sensitive/eyes only action
memorandum titled “Termination of the Chile Account”—marked “outside
system” to hide it from the NSC bureacracy—Kissinger’s office approved the
“State/CIA compromise” for clandestine commitments made before the coup
in Chile. (Doc 7) On June 24, the 40 Committee authorized this final pay-
ment.25

Officially, the CIA’s twelve-year covert action program to underwrite the
Christian Democrats ended on June 30, 1974, with the CIA implementing
“liquidation plans” to close down safe houses, bank accounts, and other cov-
ert mechanisms of this funding operation. So too did the clandestine opera-
tions in support of other political parties such as Partido Nacional, the
Democratic Radical Party, and the Radical Party of the Left. By the end of
June, the Agency had also formally terminated its “covert action propaganda
activity” built around El Mercurio—considered to be its most successful and
influential covert action project in Chile in support of the military takeover.

With the Pinochet regime firmly in place, the CIA now reconfigured its
role in Chile. The Santiago Station’s “operational and budgetary emphasis
shifted from covert action operations to one which was predominantly non-
CA oriented,” as internal CIA records described the transformation after the
coup. By the summer of 1974, the CIA’s operations focused on “liaison
relationships” with Chile’s security services, particularly the secret police
force—the Directorate of National Intelligence, DINA.

The CIA and DINA

“After the coup, the CIA renewed liaison relations with the Chilean govern-
ment’s security and intelligence forces,” noted the Church Committee in its
report, Covert Action in Chile, 1963–1973. For more than two decades, that
oblique sentence constituted the only official recognition of CIA support for
DINA and the other intelligence units responsible for repression during the
initial years of the regime. In its own September 2000 report, Covert Activities
in Chile, the CIA slightly expanded the description of its “liaisons” with the
Pinochet regime. “The CIA offered these services assistance in internal or-
ganization and training to combat subversion and terrorism from abroad.”
Covert assistance, as one intelligence officer elaborated, consisted of manuals,
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technical support, organizational methodology, and facility blueprints.26 But
covert ties to DINA extended beyond such basic assistance.

The CIA regards its “liaison” relations with foreign intelligence services
among its most sacred of secrets; the details of its support for DINA remain
highly classified. But it is clear that the CIA helped DINA become the dom-
inant force it became during the early years of the dictatorship. Shortly after
DINA was created, CIA Station chief Ray Warren promised Colonel Con-
treras planning, training, and organizational support.27 To demonstrate the
CIA’s high-level commitment, the legendary deputy director of Central In-
telligence, Gen. Vernon Walters, arrived in Santiago to confer with Pinochet
over CIA assistance. Pinochet told Walters that he had “hand-picked Con-
treras to lead [DINA].” Contreras then received an invitation to come to
Washington in the early spring of 1974.

On March 4, the CIA hosted a lengthy lunch meeting between Contreras,
Walters, and officers of the CIA’s Western Hemisphere division. A report
on the session sent to the CIA Santiago Station totaled three pages recording
the various elements of collaboration the CIA could supply; but years later
the Agency would only declassify one paragraph in which CIA officials
stressed to Contreras that they would provide training and support, but not
for “any activities which might be construed as ‘internal political repression.’ ”
(Doc 8) In August of 1974, according to Contreras, a team of eight CIA
specialists arrived in Santiago to train DINA officers. How long they stayed,
and the substance of their training mission remains top secret.

The CIA assisted DINA even though officials understood the distinction
between support for fighting external subversion and internal repression to
be a false one. In documents reviewed by the Church Committee but never
declassified, Agency officials acknowledged that “while most of CIA’s support
to the various Chilean forces would be designed to assist them in controlling
subversion from abroad, the support could be adaptable to the control of
internal subversion as well.”28 More than once, U.S. officials raised the spec-
ter of DINA’s escalating human rights atrocities and expressed concerns that
the CIA could be accused of contributing to DINA’s repression. “The policy
community and CIA,” the Agency’s own review, Covert Activities in Chile, de-
termined, “recognized that the relationships opened the CIA to possible iden-
tification with the liaison services’ internal operations involving human rights
abuses but determined that the contact was necessary for CIA’s mission.”

In pursuit of that “mission,” CIA agents maintained close communications
with Contreras while he was DINA chieftain between 1974 and 1977. The
Agency characterized this relationship as “correct” but “not cordial and
smooth.” But State Department and embassy officials interpreted his relations
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with the CIA differently. According to U.S. embassy political officer John
Tipton, the Agency and DINA “were in a close relationship”—particularly
after a new Station chief, Stuart Burton, arrived in the spring of 1974 to
replace Ray Warren. “Burton and Contreras used to go on Sunday picnics
together with their families,” Tipton told journalist Lucy Komisar in an in-
terview. The closeness of their relations, he remembered, “permeated the
whole CIA Station.”29 In Washington, the memoranda from the State De-
partment’s Chile desk also noted the close ties between Contreras and Dep-
uty Director Gen. Walters. “Colonel Manuel Contreras considers himself a
bosom buddy of the general,” the desk officer reported.

Pinochet and Contreras utilized these ties whenever they could. When the
political controversy over Pinochet’s human rights record escalated in July
1975 after the regime abruptly cancelled the visit of the United Nations
Human Rights Commission (UNHRC), Pinochet authorized Contreras to
approach chief of Station Burton for permission to meet with CIA deputy
director Vernon Walters in Washington, D.C. The message Contreras con-
veyed was that “General Pinochet wishes that Gen. Walters receive an em-
issary for the purpose of learning Chile’s position on the human rights issue
for passage to Secretary Kissinger,” a cable from Burton to headquarters
noted. The trip would have to be top secret; as Ambassador Popper told
Burton “if there were publicity, [it] could be counterproductive:

[Amb. Popper] recognizes value in maintaining good relations with
President Pinochet, who should not be led to believe we are rebuffing
his efforts to communicate with us. Therefore, thinks it would be
worthwhile if General Walters could give Contreras a little time to
allow latter to unburden himself on human rights and, thus, let lead-
ership let off steam. (Doc 9)

Secretary Kissinger was briefed that “the investigator,” as aides referred to
Contreras, intended to travel to Washington. At the White House, Kissin-
ger’s national security deputy, Brent Scowcroft, signed off on the visit.

On the Saturday morning of July 5, Contreras secretly met with Walters
at a CIA office at Fort Myer in Arlington, Virginia. He provided the CIA
deputy director with a DINA dossier on the five members of the UNHRC
purporting to demonstrate that they were “definitely leftists and biased in
their views,” according to one debriefing of the meeting, and said he “wanted
senior members of the United States government to know this.”30 In a sub-
sequent memo to Scowcroft reporting on Contreras’s visit, Walters noted
that Pinochet had sought “understanding” for the decision to block the
UNHRC, as well as a pledge “of U.S. support against any effort in the United
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Nations to expel Chile.” Perhaps more importantly, Walters reported that
Contreras raised the issue of how to circumvent Congressional sanctions on
U.S. military equipment: “Chileans know they cannot get direct aid because
of Congressional opposition. Wonder if there is any way they could get it
indirectly via Spain, Brazil, or the Republic of Korea.”31

Contreras spent another four days in the States before returning to San-
tiago on July 9—much to the relief of State Department officials. In the
CIA-ARA meeting on July 11, Assistant Secretary Rogers expressed his
concern that the DINA chieftain had been noticed attending a Washington
dinner party. Contreras, Rogers declared, was “notorious” for his repres-
sion; his mission to meet with the CIA deputy director “would be dynamic
if it came out.”

Yet only several weeks later, this “notorious” individual was back in
Washington, meeting again with General Walters, and running diplomatic
and political interference for the Pinochet regime against the international
and congressional chorus of condemnation on the regime’s human rights
record. On August 23, Contreras traveled to New York to confer with
Chile’s UN mission, ostensibly to brief them on Pinochet’s strategy for de-
fusing the uproar over the human rights commission, and to quietly lobby
Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim to come to Chile or send a select
delegation in place of the working group. The main purpose of the meetings
in New York, it appeared however, was to consult on the advisability of
Pinochet traveling to the UN to defend Chile himself.

On August 24, Contreras returned to Washington. He met first with the
State Department’s Chile desk officer, Rudy Fimbres, and assured him that
the regime soon would liberalize its internal security practices. According to
a four-page memcon of the meeting, Contreras argued that the Pinochet re-
gime was simply misunderstood. “He recognized Chile’s image abroad was
negative,” Fimbres reported. “While much of this was the result of Com-
munist activity, he thought there were sincere and moderate leaders in the
U.S. who had not had a chance to appreciate the positive accomplishments
of the Pinochet government.”32 On Fimbres’s recommendation Contreras met
with the office of one of Pinochet’s leading critics, Rep. Donald Fraser.
“There is no torture,” he told them, “and there wasn’t much before.”33

On August 25, Contreras again met with General Walters—this time at
Langley headquarters for lunch. “The luncheon will be essentially for pro-
tocol purposes,” a memo to DCI William Colby stated. “Private discussions
will be held between the DDCI and Colonel Contreras after lunch when
Colonel Contreras will explain recent measures taken by the Chilean Gov-
ernment to improve its image on the civil rights issue [deleted].” (Doc 10)
Before the meeting, CIA and State Department officials met to discuss “Col-
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onel Contreras’s Current Visit to the U.S.” They agreed on a set of talking
points—“Chile and Human Rights”—for Gen. Walters to invoke during the
meeting. But there is no evidence that Walters used them and all information
regarding why Walters would meet with Contreras in Washington twice in
the space of seven weeks remains classified.34

At that time, the CIA was guarding its darkest, and best-kept secret in its
relations with Contreras: the DINA chieftain was a paid CIA asset. In the
late spring of 1975, as the CIA was reporting that Contreras bore the re-
sponsibility for much of the Pinochet regime’s ongoing human rights atroci-
ties, Santiago Station Chief Stuart Burton began lobbying to put him on the
CIA payroll. “In May and June 1975,” the CIA acknowledged years later,
“elements within the CIA recommended establishing a paid relationship with
Contreras to obtain intelligence based on his unique position and access to
Pinochet.”

Besides access to Pinochet, the Agency had another reason for putting
Contreras on the payroll. “There was one particular operation on which the
CIA sought his help,” a former intelligence officer recalled.35 The Station had
set up secret bank accounts to surreptitiously pass funds to Contreras for
collaborative projects. “Speaking of accounts,” as DINA operative Michael
Townley wrote in a private letter to a Chilean colleague, “Mamo [Contreras]
has at least one, if not more, current accounts, open together with the CIA.
Accounts that are used to reimburse the Service for work done for the CIA
or together with them.”36 Contreras maintained two bank accounts at the
Riggs Bank in Washington D.C.—a personal account and a “DINA service
account” under the fictitious company Benito Vilar Construction, Townley
told the FBI. In one secret account, the CIA deposited a still-classified sum
as a payment for Contreras in the mid-summer of 1975.37 Records from the
Riggs Bank show that on July 21, 1975, a $6,000 deposit was made to
Contreras’s personal account in Washington—“from an unknown source.”38

The Santiago Station expected to make such deposits on a monthly basis,
but at CIA headquarters, Ray Warren, the head of the Western Hemisphere
division (and Burton’s predecessor in Chile), abrogated this agent-asset ar-
rangement. At the time Contreras was placed on the payroll, DINA’s involve-
ment in disappearing hundreds of Chileans had become an international
human rights scandal; State Department officials were known to be concerned
over Agency’s contacts with Chilean intelligence. Moreover, the CIA was, in
the summer of 1975, coming under intense Congressional scrutiny for its
covert involvement in Chile. When the contractual paperwork on Contreras
arrived on his desk, Warren recalled in a later conversation with a U.S.
diplomat, “I said, ‘Oh my god, this guy is going to haunt us’ and cut it off.”39

Burton received orders to inform Contreras that he “was not popular” in
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Washington and headquarters had rejected making him a full-time covert
asset. Payment, therefore, would be “one-time” only.40

CIA Scandals and Investigations

On July 14 and 15, 1975, around the same time CIA headquarters and the
Santiago Station were placing Manuel Contreras on their covert payroll, Di-
rector of Central Intelligence William Colby was called to testify in closed
session before a special Senate panel—the Select Committee to Study Gov-
ernment Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, led by Senator
Frank Church. Colby was questioned extensively about former President
Nixon’s orders to foment a coup in Chile in 1970, Track II, and the assas-
sination of General René Schneider. His responses—Colby denied the CIA
was involved in an assassination plot, but admitted it had attempted to foster
a coup in Chile—were promptly leaked to the New York Times. “It was all
very discouraging,” the CIA’s liaison to ARA, George Lauder told Assistant
Secretary Rogers about the disclosures. “The CIA had to protect its sources.”
More importantly, Rogers angrily responded, the State Department “had to
protect the (expletive deleted) hemisphere. A price would be paid for the
leak. The CIA had got out of the assassination charges by saying it had taken
part in a coup attempt.” From a diplomatic perspective, Rogers continued,
“the confession of having planned a coup d’etat had been almost as bad as
an assassination. Diplomatically it was terribly damaging. It was the most
explicit admission yet.”41

This was the second time Colby’s secret testimony about Chile had cre-
ated a major uproar when his revelations spilled into the press. On April 22,
1974, the CIA director appeared in executive session before the House
Armed Services Committee for a briefing on clandestine operations the CIA
had conducted in Chile between 1970–1973. “The Agency activities in
Chile,” Colby indicated according to a summary of his testimony, “were
viewed as a prototype, or laboratory experiment; to test the techniques of
heavy financial investment in efforts to discredit and bring down a govern-
ment.”42

Such admissions appeared to significantly contradict sworn denials by
high-ranking officials, among them Kissinger and former DCI Richard
Helms, that the CIA had attempted to undermine Allende. When Massachu-
setts Representative Michael Harrington read a classified transcript in July,
he realized that U.S. officials had grossly deceived Congress during the ITT-
CIA hearings the year before. He immediately contacted the Chairmen of
the Senate Foreign Relations and Subcommittee on Multinational Corpora-
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tions, J. William Fulbright and Frank Church, but they were reluctant to
revisit the Chile scandal. The congressmen “asked what I thought he should
do,” Church’s staff director Jerome Levinson recalled in an unpublished
memoir. Levinson recommended that Harrington “give it one more try
through established channels. I suggested he send a letter to Fulbright de-
tailing the basis for his concerns and requesting a special inquiry.” Harrington
took that advice. Congress and the American people, he concluded in his
letter summarizing Colby’s testimony, “have a right to learn what was done
in our name in Chile.”

A copy of Harrington’s letter, of course, landed on Levinson’s desk. In a
report to Senator Church, stamped confidential, Levinson summarized
Colby’s revelations:

(a) the Nixon administration authorized more than $8 million for covert
activities by the agency in Chile between 1970 and 1973 “in an effort
to make it impossible for President Salvador Allende Gossens to gov-
ern,” and (b) that all these activities were specifically authorized by the
Forty Committee, the Interdepartmental Group, chaired by Secretary
of State Kissinger, which authorizes CIA clandestine activities. The goal
of the clandestine activities was to “destabilize” the Allende govern-
ment; it was considered a “test of using heavy cash payments to bring
down a government viewed as antagonistic to the U.S.”

Colby’s testimony, Levinson argued, provided key evidence of lying by high
U.S. officials during several Congressional hearings in 1973. “It appears that
Secretary of State Kissinger deceived the [Foreign Relations] Committee dur-
ing the course of his confirmation hearing with respect to the extent and
object of the CIA’s activities in Chile,” Levinson wrote. Richard Helms “com-
mitted perjury.”43

Levinson took one additional step to call attention to the revelations in
Colby’s still-secret testimony. In early September, after lunch with Seymour
Hersh at Jean-Pierre’s, a swanky French restaurant in downtown Washing-
ton, D.C., he quietly provided a copy of the Harrington letter to the intrepid
New York Times investigative reporter. The leak set in motion the biggest
scandal on covert operations ever to hit the intelligence community.

On September 8, 1974, the New York Times published Hersh’s front-page
story, cia chief tells house of 8 million campaign against allende
in ’70–’73. The article detailed both the Chile operations and their cover-
up by Nixon administration officials. Gerald Ford, who had assumed the
presidency only six weeks earlier, read the article and discussed it with Kis-
singer the following morning. “I saw the Chile story,” Ford said. “Are there
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any repercussions?” According to a secret-sensitive memorandum of conver-
sation, Kissinger responded: “Not really.”

In fact, the story and a series of follow-ups written by Hersh, had signif-
icant repercussions—for the Ford administration, Kissinger, the CIA, and the
conduct of covert operations abroad. Hersh’s revelations on Chile, coupled
with further disclosures of CIA involvement in assassination plots against
foreign leaders, and “Operation Chaos,” a domestic spying and disruption
program against antiwar groups, set off a major political scandal. The scandal,
in turn, led to the first major congressional inquiry into abuses of executive
branch power, the misconduct of the intelligence community and the presi-
dential use of clandestine warfare as a foreign policy weapon. Following the
scandals of Watergate and the collapse of Saigon, as Kissinger would concede
in his memoir, Years of Renewal, the Hersh articles “had the effect of a burning
match in a gasoline depot.”44

The uproar over Hersh’s September 8 article was immediate. Senate and
House leaders denounced the executive branch for misconduct abroad and
gross deception at home. Amidst a barrage of criticism, Ford convened his
cabinet to discuss what he called “the Chile deal” and defend the CIA. “We
need a CIA and we need covert operations,” Ford told his top advisors before
calling on Kissinger to “give the details.” In his briefing, Kissinger claimed
that the U.S. was only defending democracy. He omitted any discussion of
Track II and mendaciously denied that the U.S. had waged an economic
destabilization campaign against Allende. “There might have been proclivity
for economic warfare,” he said, “but the issue never came up. What hap-
pened was the result of [Allende’s] mismanagement and his nationalization
and expropriations.” Decisions relating to Chile “were made in accordance
with the law,” Ford asserted. “I wanted you all to have the story.” (Doc 11)

That was the position the president took publicly. In a historic press con-
ference on September 16 (devoted largely to his controversial pardon of
Richard Nixon) Ford became the first U.S. president to acknowledge, and
defend, covert operations against a democratically elected government—op-
erations designed to be “plausibly denied.” Is it the policy of your adminis-
tration to attempt to destabilize the governments of other democracies?, a
reporter asked the president. “I think this is a very important question,”
President Ford responded:

Now in this particular case, as I understand it, and there is no doubt
in my mind, our government had no involvement whatsoever in the
Allende coup. To my knowledge, nobody has charged that. The facts
are we had no involvement in any way whatsoever in the coup itself.

In a period of time, three or four years ago, there was an effort being
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made by the Allende government to destroy opposition news media,
both the writing press as well as the electronic press, and to destroy
opposition political parties.

The effort that was made in this case was to help and assist the
preservation of opposition newspapers and electronic media and to pre-
serve opposition political parties.

I think this is in the best interest of the people in Chile, and certainly
in our best interest.

CIA officials knew the president’s statements were inaccurate, and alerted the
White House. In a subsequent “eyes only” memorandum, White House
counsel Jack Marsh advised Ford that his response was “not fully consistent
with the facts because all of the facts had not been made known to you.”45

Presidential spin on the Chile operations did nothing to halt public and
congressional outrage over revelations of CIA misconduct. In early January,
when CBS news correspondent Daniel Schorr broke the story of CIA efforts
to assassinate foreign leaders such as Fidel Castro, Patrice Lumumba, and
René Schneider, the intelligence scandal escalated dramatically. “What is hap-
pening is worse than in the days of McCarthy,” Kissinger complained to
Ford in an emergency meeting early Saturday morning on January 4. “Helms
said all these stories are just the tip of the iceberg. If they come out blood
will flow,” Kissinger advised. “The Chilean thing,” he continued referring to
the Schneider killing, “that is not in any report. That is sort of blackmail on
me.”46

At the January 4 meeting, Ford and his advisors agreed that he would
announce the creation of a blue-ribbon Commission on CIA Activities, to be
chaired by Vice President Nelson Rockefeller—as a way to head off the threat
of an independent Congressional inquiry. But on January 27, the Senate
voted 82–4 to establish a special Committee to Study Government Opera-
tions with Respect to Intelligence Activities, which subsequently became
known as the Church Committee. On February 19, the House also voted to
initiate a panel of inquiry into “CIA transgressions,” headed by New York
Representative Otis Pike.

The Ford administration saw these investigations, in Kissinger’s words, as
“an assault on the intelligence community” and “the substance of American
foreign policy” in the turbulent mid-1970s. “After all the country had been
through,” he wrote in his memoirs, “a full scale public investigation into the
entire range of the nation’s intelligence activities was a worrisome prospect
in the existing morbid atmosphere.”47 At the State Department, Assistant
Secretary Rogers recommended against “official acknowledgement” of covert
operations against Allende, which would “destroy people and institutions im-
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portant to Chile and to us” as well as damage respect for the United States
in the entire hemisphere. In a secret memo to Kissinger, Rogers voiced his
opposition to covert action as “bad principle and bad practice” but warned:
“we should expect the gravest consequences to our Latin American relations
for years to come if these matters are now to be laid bare.”48

Led by Kissinger, the Ford administration adopted a policy of strategic
stonewalling with the Congressional panels. U.S. officials disdainfully resisted
cooperation with the Pike Committee staff, who Colby characterized as a
“ragtag, immature, and publicity seeking . . . bunch of children who were out
to seize the most sensational high ground they could.” Kissinger claimed
executive privilege on State Department documents. When informed that the
Committees were seeking cable traffic relating to Chile dated between 1964
and 1970 Kissinger told his aides “no,” according to a secret transcript of
his July 14, 1975, staff meeting. “We have to tell the committee straight out
that we’re not going to—?,” one deputy asked. “No,” Kissinger replied. “You
shift it to the White House and let the White House refuse it—and I’ll see
to it that the White House refuses it.”49 At one point, the Pike Committee
issued three contempt-of-Congress citations against the secretary of state for
refusing to turn over records.

The House inquiry was plagued by controversy and conflict; the Senate
Committee met with greater success. For several months, the White House,
CIA, and State Department delayed response to multiple requests for records,
claiming to be understaffed. In truth, “the White House told us not to co-
operate,” Colby would remember. “They just didn’t want to turn over doc-
uments.” Eventually the committee staff worked out an agreement over
access to censored versions of CIA records and the White House turned over
some, but not all, of the thousands of documents needed for the Senate
investigation. This transition “from intransigence to cooperation,” as
Church’s staff officer, Loch Johnson, described it, “moved with the pace of
a glacier.”50

As the Church Committee inquiry culminated in the fall of 1975, the
White House took further steps to obstruct its work, and protect and conceal
the controversial covert history the Senate investigation had uncovered. On
October 31, President Ford sent a strongly worded letter to all members of
the committee demanding that their report on five assassination plots—in
Cuba, the Congo, the Dominican Republic, Vietnam, and Chile—remain
classified to protect national security; and the administration began a con-
certed lobbying effort in the Senate to block release of the report. The next
day, Ford initialed a secret presidential order to oppose the select committee’s
plans to hold an open hearing on covert operations in Chile on the grounds
that it would “establish a precedent that would be seized on by the Congress
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in the future to hold additional open hearings on covert action,” and “would
have a shattering effect on the willingness of foreign political parties and
individuals to cooperate with the U.S. in the future on such operations.”51

The Church Committee managed to circumvent these executive branch
roadblocks. On November 20, after an acrimonious and unresolved debate
in a rare closed session of the Senate over approving the committee’s findings,
Senator Church simply released Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Lead-

ers to the press. At the time, the report represented the most comprehensive
exposé of the dark and seamy side of U.S. foreign policy operations ever
published. On December 4, the committee released a second, dramatic case
study, Covert Action in Chile, 1963–1973, detailing a decade of clandestine CIA
intervention to control Chilean politics, prevent Allende from becoming pres-
ident, and undermine his government after he was elected.

Finally, over White House and CIA objections, the committee did convene
the first public hearing ever held on covert operations. The hearings focused
on Chile as an “example of the full range of covert action,” Senator Church
explained in his opening remarks, which “permits the committee, the Senate,
and the country to debate and decide the merits of future use of covert action
as an instrument of U.S. foreign policy.” The select committee had taken
“this unusual step,” Senator Church noted, “because the committee believes
the American people must know and be able to judge what was undertaken
by their government in Chile. The nature and extent of the American role
in the overthrow of a democratically elected Chilean government are matters
for deep and continuing public concern,” he concluded. “This record must
be set straight.”52

The Chile Syndrome

The scandal over covert operations to undermine Chilean democracy, cou-
pled with the Nixon-Ford administration’s embrace of Pinochet’s violent re-
gime, contributed to a dramatic national reevaluation of U.S. foreign policy.
For the first time, CIA intervention became subject to public debate over the
propriety of such practices—a debate that would endure and influence U.S.
operations in countries from Angola to Nicaragua to Iraq in the last quarter
of the twentieth century. Moreover, Pinochet’s atrocities with Washington’s
ongoing assistance, mobilized church and solidarity groups who transformed
human rights into a movement, and a potent political issue on Capitol Hill.
The “Chile syndrome”—supplementing the Vietnam syndrome of national
reticence to U.S. military intervention in distant lands—reflected growing
public demand that U.S. foreign policy return to the moral precepts of Amer-
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ican society. “The issue [of Chile] arose in America at the worst possible
time,” Kissinger would complain in his memoirs. “In the aftermath of Viet-
nam and during Watergate, the idea that we had to earn the right to conduct
foreign policy by moral purity—that we could prevail through righteousness
rather than power—had an inevitable attraction.”53

In spite of Kissinger’s objections—indeed, because of them—Chile became
the battleground for the first major fight between the executive branch and
Congress over human rights and U.S. foreign policy. Between 1974 and
1976, Congress passed a wave of precedent-setting human rights legislation
in an effort to directly or indirectly block the Ford administration’s support
for Pinochet—laws that institutionalized human rights as a component of U.S.
bilateral relations with other nations. In the House of Representatives, a num-
ber of congressmen, among them Donald Fraser, who chaired the first hear-
ings on human rights issues, Michael Harrington, Tom Harkin, Toby
Moffett, and George Miller, took the lead in exposing Chilean atrocities,
while sponsoring pioneering laws to penalize Pinochet, and other govern-
ments that violated the rights of their citizens. The Senate, led by Edward
Kennedy, James Abourezk, and George McGovern, repeatedly called Kissin-
ger and his aides to task for their support for the regime, and moved to
curtail both economic and military assistance to Chile.

Senator Kennedy must be credited with being the most outspoken con-
gressional critic of Pinochet and U.S. assistance to his regime. Soon after the
coup, Kennedy condemned the

continued silence of the government of the United States which has not
issued a single public expression of remorse over the military coup
which toppled a democratically elected government, or over the deaths,
beatings, brutality, and repression which have occurred in that land.

Kennedy convened the first Senate hearings on Chile only seventeen days
after the coup took place. On October 2, 1973, he offered a “sense of Con-
gress” resolution urging the president to “deny economic or military assis-
tance, other than humanitarian aid, until he finds that the Government of
Chile is protecting the human rights of all individuals, Chilean and foreign.”
In December 1974, Kennedy successfully obtained a $25 million cap on
economic aid to Chile in the foreign assistance appropriations bill, which the
Ford administration simply ignored; at the same time, Kennedy also spon-
sored the first limits on U.S. military aid and training to the Chilean Junta.
In July 1976, Congress passed the far more comprehensive Kennedy amend-
ment, banning all military assistance, credits, and cash sales of weapons to
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Chile—marking the first time Congress had terminated military aid to an-
other government because of human rights abuses.

Congress also passed the “Harkin amendment”—model legislation tying
U.S. economic assistance to the human rights record of other governments.
The amendment, attached to the 1975 International Development and Food
Assistance Act, was sponsored by then Iowa Congressman—now Senator—
Tom Harkin. The new law mandated a cutoff of economic assistance to any
country that engaged in a consistent pattern of gross violations of human
rights. Chile was the original target of the bill, recalls Joseph Eldridge of the
Washington Office on Latin America, who along with Edward Snyder of the
Friends Committee on National Legislation drafted its language. The Ford
administration ignored this law also, but the Harkin amendment established
human rights as a legal criterion in U.S. foreign policy.

Congressionally imposed restrictions hampered U.S.-Chilean relations,
creating consternation in both Washington and Santiago. “The United States
will one day understand that Chile is a true friend, probably the best, and
perhaps the only true friend in the Hemisphere,” Pinochet complained to
Ambassador Popper after Congress passed the first restrictions on military
assistance. “Chile is a better friend of the United States than the U.S. is of
Chile.”54 The sanctions on military acquisitions hurt the Junta’s reputation
with younger officers; moreover, the regime’s growing international isolation
threatened its economic relations with the Western world. As the Pinochet
regime came under increasing international criticism and pressure, it cast
about for a way to improve its despotic image in the United States while
continuing its repression. Pinochet initiated a covert propaganda and lobby-
ing operation in the United States.

The regime’s main effort to influence the media and Congress was con-
ducted through an illicit, and illegal, program—most likely run by DINA.
This campaign, organized by a fictitious “public committee” called the
American-Chilean Council (ACC) between March 1975 and December
1978, was the brainchild of prominent conservative columnist William Buck-
ley, and a veteran lobbyist for right-wing causes, Marvin Liebman. “For the
sake of future Chilean-American relations, it is vital that Chile’s case be put
forward to the American people,” Liebman wrote in a secret letter to Buckley
after both were approached by Chile’s UN ambassador for help. “The one
way of doing this—as I know from many years of experience—is by a care-
fully planned program of international propaganda, and, when required, the
mobilization of public action.”

The ACC’s propaganda program consisted of paying an unregistered lob-
byist, L. Francis Bouchey, to “counter communist charges about human
rights abuses in Chile”; publishing a series of pamphlets designed to portray
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the Allende government as an agent of the USSR,55 and a biweekly infor-
mation review on Chile to key congressional offices, interest groups, and
policy actors; and financing trips by conservative pundits to Santiago.

Private donations from concerned U.S. citizens paid for these activities—
or so the ACC claimed in its literature. In fact, the Pinochet regime was the
“true foreign principal,” according to Justice Department records, funneling
hundreds of thousands of dollars secretly through an agent in Chile’s United
Nations mission in New York to Marvin Liebman’s Madison Ave. office to
underwrite the ACC’s operations. The U.S. Justice Department eventually
shut down these operations, charging that Liebman was acting as an unre-
gistered foreign agent for Pinochet. The ACC, according to the Justice De-
partment, was engaged “in a secret and illegal propaganda campaign aimed
at making congressmen, journalists, academics and the American public more
sympathetic to Chile’s military dictatorship.”56

Human Rights: The Internal Debate

While the Pinochet regime illegally lobbied Congress, the Ford administra-
tion adopted an obedezco-pero-no-cumplo—obey but don’t comply—posture to-
ward economic and military aid restrictions.57 The administration ignored
the FY 1975 ceiling of $25 million to Chile and sent over $112 million in
food, materials, and credits; to exceed the cap the following year, AID law-
yers provided policy makers with a contorted redefinition of the phrase made
available in the FY 1976 legislation. The administration also chose to ignore
the intent of the Harkin amendment. “The Department of State believes a
serious question exists as to whether Chile is a ‘country which engages in a
consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights,’ ” Kissinger wrote to
Congressman Fraser in April 1976, despite dozens of memos and reports
from his aides on the Pinochet regime’s systematic, ongoing atrocities.

Inside the executive branch, Secretary Kissinger personally led the effort to
circumvent congressional restrictions and sustain aid to the Junta. In a Decem-
ber 3, 1974 meeting at the White House, he broached the issue directly with
President Ford. “If we cut off arms, the military government will fall. They are
lousy, but we just can’t do things like this.” On December 20, Kissinger again
raised the issue with the president. “The Chilean aid cut is disastrous,” as notes
taken byWhite House aide Brent Scowcroft recorded Kissinger’s argument. “I
want to do everything possible to get arms for Chile.”58

In meeting after meeting with his staff, Kissinger forcefully made the same
point. Throughout December 1974, as Senator Kennedy’s first effort to cur-
tail U.S. military assistance to the Junta advanced through Congress, Kissin-
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ger berated his deputies for capitulating to the legislative branch, being soft
on the human rights issue, and undermining the future of U.S. foreign policy.
“Kennedy has the ball and is going to try and run with it,” one aide, Carl
Maw, informed the secretary on December 3. “The whole thing is on this
silly human rights question.” Kissinger responded: “If we don’t stand with
what our interest is, and if every time we get tackled we get compromised
or call something a compromise, that’s the same as yielding and we are in
deep trouble.” On December 20, he angrily reminded his aides: “We’ve got
to go to the mat on things of national interest. What else are we here for?
You can’t throw a country to Kennedy just because it satisfies some ego trip
that he’s got.” The Kissinger lecture continued: “My position is that I don’t
yield to Congress on matters of principle. . . . I don’t tolerate the Department
making these concessions.”

In the highly revealing secret transcripts of his daily briefing with his
assistant secretaries and regional officers, the secretary of state underscored
several themes: first, that the Pinochet regime was being unfairly penalized.
During the December 3 staff meeting, Kissinger repeatedly challenged Assis-
tant Secretary Rogers on this point:

Secretary Kissinger: I’d like to know whether the human rights problem
in Chile is that much worse than in other countries in Latin America
or whether their primary crime is to have replaced Allende and whether
people are now getting penalized, having gotten rid of an anti-American
government. Is it worse than in other Latin American countries?
Mr. Rogers: Yes.
Secretary Kissinger: Well, I think the consequences could be very serious,
if we cut them off from military aide.

Kissinger returned again to this argument several minutes later:

Secretary Kissinger: The worse crime of this government is that it’s pro-
American in the eyes of many of these supporters of these cutoffs. Is
this government worse than the Allende government? Is human rights
more severely threatened by this government than Allende?
Mr. Rogers: Well, I can’t say that, Mr. Secretary. In terms of freedom
of association, Allende didn’t close down the opposition party. In terms
of freedom of the press, Allende didn’t close down all the newspapers.

Kissinger also argued, repeatedly, that cutting off arms to Chile’s military re-
gime might lead it to collapse, be overthrown, or worse, seek to acquire weap-
ons from China or the Middle East. “Am I wrong that this sort of thing is likely
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to finish off that government,” he asked during his December 3 meeting. “And
if the army winds up totally demoralized, that will affect amongst those out of
office the whole future of politics. If it becomes clear that the army can [n]ever
move again, the left will become immeasurably strengthened; am I wrong?”
On December 20 he snapped at Rogers: “You know the only possible outcome
of this can be an extreme left-wing government in Chile or driving the Chilean
government sort of toward the Arabs . . . or the Chinese.”59

But his greatest concern was that if Congress succeeded in Chile, it would
be emboldened to apply human rights criteria to other nations. “If it happens
in Chile, now,” Kissinger complained during a December 23 meeting with
his key deputies, “then it will be Korea next year. There isn’t going to be
any end to it. And . . . we are going to wind up in an unbelievable precarious
position, in which no country can afford to tie up with us.”60 This was the
“fundamental problem,” Kissinger said. “It is a problem of the whole foreign
policy that is being pulled apart, pulling out thread by thread, under one
pretext or another. And it is an absurd argument to say Chile doesn’t make
a difference. . . .”

To William D. Rogers fell the unenviable task of explaining the political
realities of the human rights movement to Kissinger. When the secretary
denounced the legislated cuts in military aid to Chile as “insane,” Rogers
shared this assessment:

It is insane. But Mr. Secretary, it does reflect an extraordinary strong
feeling amongst the Congress, as you well know. You can go to the
mat on it now if you want to. And I predict you will have a hell of a
fight on your hands come January. . . . There are a lot of Democrats
on the Hill this coming session who want to go the mat on the issue
of human rights and want to make a fight about it. It is very hard to
make a national interest argument on Chile. . . . [T]he human rights
issue has caught the imagination up on the Hill, as you well know, Mr.
Secretary, and amongst the American people.

“My diagnosis of the reason they stuck it [to] the department in this case,”
Rogers continued, “is that they didn’t think we were sincere on the human
rights issue.”61

Indeed, the Ford administration’s approach to Congress and the Chilean
regime demonstrated an abysmal lack of sincerity on human rights. Rather
than diplomatically employ the human rights legislation to press the Chileans
to halt abuses, the administration appeared to commiserate with the Chileans.
“The executive branch, from President Ford down, ha[s] consistently op-
posed restrictive legislation with regard to Chile,” Ambassador Popper told
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Pinochet in January 1975. “Both the Department of State and the embassy
had exerted every effort to assist Chile in this area” and “we would work to
change the restrictive legislation.”62 In his closed meetings with Chilean of-
ficials, Kissinger seemed to spend more time disparaging his staff’s concerns
for human rights than criticizing the regime for its atrocities. “I read the
briefing paper for this meeting and it was nothing but Human Rights,” Kis-
singer confided privately to Chilean foreign minister Patricio Carvajal during
one meeting in 1975. “The State Department is made up of people who have
a vocation for the ministry. Because there are not enough churches for them,
they went into the Department of State.”63 During another meeting Kissinger
told Carvajal, “I hold the strong view that human rights are not appropriate
in a foreign policy context.” Washington, Kissinger stated, “did not intend
to harass Chile on this matter.”64

A growing number of mid-level State Department officials recognized the
folly of Kissinger’s attitude towards Pinochet’s atrocities. Washington’s em-
brace of the regime had not only failed to ease repression in Chile; it was
costly to U.S. national interests, creating divisions with Western allies, jeop-
ardizing Congressional cooperation on other foreign assistance programs, and
damaging America’s moral leadership in the Third World. Befriending Pin-
ochet had become a major liability. A defense of human rights, these officers
argued, should be elevated to a prime objective of U.S. foreign policy, and
a primary U.S. national interest. Increasingly, these officials made their voices
heard in a heated internal debate over changing course in Chile.

The diverging positions in this debate became evident during the drafting
of the Embassy’s Country Analysis and Strategy Paper on Chile. The report,
signed by Ambassador Popper and submitted on May 18, 1975, reflected
Kissinger’s position: “United States interest can best be served by maintaining
and strengthening the present government in Chile. In conventional political
and economic terms it is after all a highly friendly government.” On human
rights, Popper wrote, the U.S. would make its “preferences” known, and
“encourage” and “offer incentives” for the military to end abuses. But the
CASP report rejected “direct pressure tactics” which, Popper submitted,
would contribute to the “siege mentality” in the regime.65

Ambassador Popper’s position prompted a near mutiny within the em-
bassy. Four embassy officers—senior political officer John Tipton, political
officers Robert Steven and Michael Lyons, and labor attaché Arthur Nixon—
drafted and signed a five-page “dissent” to the CASP report titled “U.S. Policy
Toward Chile—An Alternative.” In the first clear internal challenge to Kis-
singer’s positive posture toward Pinochet, these embassy officers argued that
“this policy of friendly persuasion has not worked” and proposed “a course
of action, including tangible measures, which has the best chance of furthering
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U.S. interests while at the same time causing real changes in the GOC’s
behavior.” The human rights issue, according to their cogent critique, was
paramount in U.S.-Chilean relations.

In Chile at this time, it is and should be the dominant factor. There
are no other U.S. interests in Chile, individually or collectively, which
outweigh it. Further, the cost to the U.S. of continued identification as
the principal supporter of the present GOC significantly outweighs the
benefits received.

To continue our present support for the GOC in the face of its
continued serious human rights violations is to squander Executive
Branch capital and credibility with Congress over a relatively unim-
portant issue when much more important ones are at stake. Further,
by acting as a GOC advocate and protector in international fora and
in representations to other governments we are expending our influence
and effectiveness with our traditional friends and world allies over an
issue of relatively little vital importance to us.

In an explicit rejection of Ambassador Popper and Kissinger’s position,
the embassy officers recommended: “that it should be U.S. policy to inform
the GOC that we will take no new initiatives to assist Chile politically, eco-
nomically, or militarily unless and until its human rights practices have
reached an acceptable standard.” (Doc 12)

In a series of interagency group meetings on future relations with the
Pinochet regime, the Kissinger-Popper position prevailed. But there was still
“disarray in Chile policy,” as NSC aide Stephen Low titled a memorandum
to Kissinger’s White House deputy General Scowcroft.66 Increasingly, the
political fallout of ongoing assistance to the regime was affecting other
bureaus and agencies in the State Department and Pentagon, adding to in-
ternal bureaucratic opposition. Pinochet’s abrupt cancellation of the United
Nations Human Rights Committee Working Group—a transparent attempt
to cover up its atrocities—on July 5, strengthened the hand of critics of U.S.
policy toward Chile, including those inside the U.S. government. Through
the summer and fall of 1975, the internal debate continued, with the division
among policy makers, diplomats, and desk officers growing more strident.

As the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs prepared for a major meeting
about Chile in July, Ambassador Popper submitted a defense of the status
quo—a twenty-six-page overview of “The Situation in Chile and the Pros-
pects for U.S. Policy,” framing the options of carrot vs. stick on the human
rights issue. The human rights issue, he implied, had received more attention
than warranted; in terms of U.S. national interests, Popper suggested, the
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human rights problem “is secondary, achieving its present importance prin-
cipally because of its effect on our maneuverability in other areas.” The am-
bassador opposed a high-level démarche to the regime and argued that the
U.S. should simply “continue our general stance of disapproval.”

At the Policy Planning office in ARA, Popper’s arguments inspired analyst
Richard Bloomfield to draft one of the bluntest and most candid documents
ever written by an official on U.S. policy and human rights in Chile. “How
would the Junta ever get the impression the USG ‘disapproves’?” he asked
in a two-page paper to Assistant Secretary Rogers. (Doc 13) “As the old
saying goes, actions speak louder than words.” In his memorandum, Bloom-
field listed U.S. actions in support of the regime:

• We are solicitous about Chile’s debt problem and deploy our diplo-
macy to promote a debt rescheduling.

• We use our influence in the IFIS [International Financial Institutions]
to assure that Chilean loans are not held up.

• We vote against or abstain on resolutions in international organiza-
tions that condemn the GOC’s human rights record.

• We assure the GOC that we want to sell it arms and that we regret
congressional restrictions.

Bloomfield rejected the premise, put forth by Popper and Kissinger, that
without U.S. backing the Pinochet regime would fall and some type of hostile
leftist government would reemerge. “The need to ‘live with’ the absence of
human rights in Chile in order to prevent the re-emergence of a hostile gov-
ernment is, in my mind, a distinctly secondary consideration,” he wrote. The
self-inflicted wounds to U.S. policy, however, were primary considerations.
Both domestically and internationally, Washington’s support for Pinochet
had so damaged the image of the United States government as to undermine
the credibility of the U.S government. “In the eyes of the world at large, we
are closely associated with this Junta, ergo with fascists and torturers,” Bloom-
field asserted. “It is one more reason why much of the youth of the country
is alienated from their government and its foreign policy. Chile is just the
latest example for a lot of people in this country of the United States not
being true to its values.”

Kissinger and Pinochet

Growing public, congressional, and internal department pressure led to a
bizarre and unexpected scene—Henry Kissinger giving a major international
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address on human rights in Santiago, Chile. His now famous June 1976 trip
was part of a Latin American tour, a priority of his assistant secretary for
inter-American affairs, William D. Rogers. Initially, it had been scheduled
for February 1975, but the demands of the secretary’s shuttle diplomacy in
the Middle East forced a two-month postponement; then, in April the collapse
of Saigon and chaotic end of the Vietnam War led to the cancellation of the
planned trip. A year later, when the Organization of American States (OAS)
scheduled its general assembly meeting in Santiago for June 1976, Kissinger
agreed to attend. His high-profile visit, as Rogers understood, could meet
several goals at once: calling attention to the Latin American region; molli-
fying Latin American governments who felt ignored, and addressing con-
gressional skepticism about the State Department’s interest in human rights.

At the top of the OAS agenda was the new, and highly critical, Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights report on the Pinochet regime’s
atrocities. “The right of physical liberty of the person . . . continues to be
frequently ignored by the Government of Chile,” the ICHR report stated.
“While decrees are being issued for the purpose of tranquilizing or confusing
world opinion, the practice of arbitrary jailings and persecutions and tortures
continue up to the present.” Kissinger did not intend to focus his participation
at the OAS on the human rights issue, but Assistant Secretary Rogers and
the embassy convinced him that there was no way to avoid it. “For the
Secretary to come to Chile without raising the human rights issue would
generate criticism on a scale that effectively closes out the non-involvement
option,” deputy chief of mission Thomas Boyatt cabled Washington on April
21. Moreover, Boyatt argued: “no U.S. official of the Secretary’s stature has
visited Chile since the coup, nor does another visit at such a level appear
likely during the present GOC’s tenure. The Secretary will be listened to,
and his visit offers the best opportunity we are likely to have to obtain sig-
nificant improvements of human rights practices in Chile.”67 For that reason,
the embassy recommended Kissinger hold a private meeting with Pinochet.

In terms of diplomatic strategy, Ambassador Popper’s office counseled that
only a direct, tough, message on human rights would get through. “Pinochet
is so narrow-minded and convinced of his righteousness that it takes sledge-
hammer blows to all his attention to some unpleasant facts of life,” Boyatt
noted. “Pinochet’s anti-communism is evangelical and self-righteous,” Am-
bassador David Popper reiterated in an biographic, “about-the-man” cable
intended to introduce Kissinger to the psychology of the individual he would
face. “The traditional norms of diplomatic phraseology can be lost on the
president. He needs direct treatment, and clear and specific statements. If we
deal in platitudes Pinochet will never understand what is bothering us nor
react to our recommendations.”68
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In preparation for the meeting, two weeks before the trip Assistant Sec-
retary Rogers provided the key briefing paper—“Overall Objectives for Your
Visit to Santiago”—to Kissinger. “When you do see [Pinochet],” Rogers sub-
mitted, “your objectives will be to make clear that:”

• The problem of human rights in Chile is central, not only to the
Congress and the public but for our relations as a whole.

• We are well aware that there is an international propaganda cam-
paign, and we discount it.

• But the problem . . . is not propaganda; a “public relations” response
will not work.

• Basic steps to improve human rights practices would be in Chile’s
own interest and in ours.

The task, Rogers continued was “to convince the Chileans of the rudimentary
facts of life, which they have not accepted from anyone else but may believe
from you.” Kissinger needed to make Pinochet understand that “only basic
change in human-rights practices is likely to block efforts to:”

• Embargo the military pipeline.
• Prohibit future military sales.
• Reduce or cut off concessional wheat sales and housing guarantees.
• Cut off loans by international banks.

Similar to Franco’s Spain in the 1940s, Chile had become “a symbol of right-
wing tyranny,” Rogers advised the secretary. “Like it or not, we are identified
with the regime’s origins and hence charged with some responsibility for its
actions. This accents our strong interest in getting the GOC to pursue ac-
ceptable human-rights practices.”69

In his memoirs, Years of Renewal, Kissinger described how he followed this
advice, pushing the themes of democracy and human rights at a noontime
meeting on June 8 in General Pinochet’s presidential office. “A considerable
amount of time in my dialogue with Pinochet was devoted to human rights,”
Kissinger recounted. “I outlined the main points of my speech to the OAS,”
he wrote. Quoting what he had told Pinochet, Kissinger continued: “Pinochet
needed to understand that human rights were”

a problem which complicates our relationships. . . . I am going to speak
about human rights this afternoon in the General Assembly. I delayed
my statement until I could talk to you. I wanted you to understand my
position. We want to deal in moral persuasion, not legal sanctions.70
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But Kissinger’s public account is in sharp contrast with the text of the
secret memorandum of conversation with Pinochet that reveals no effort at
“moral persuasion,” no mention of democracy, and only minimal concern
expressed on human rights. As the declassified transcript indicates, Kissin-
ger’s intent was to brief Pinochet in advance on the speech and let him know
that it was intended to appease the U.S. Congress rather than directed at
Chile. “I can do no less without producing a reaction in the U.S. which would
lead to legislative restrictions,” Kissinger told Pinochet after outlining several
points in the speech. (Doc 14) But he stressed: “The speech is not aimed at Chile.
I wanted to tell you about this. My evaluation is that you are a victim of all left-
wing groups around the world and that your greatest sin was that you over-
threw a government which was going communist.” (Emphasis added.)

In his selective rendition in Years of Renewal, Kissinger noted Pinochet’s
complaint that the United States “had a punitive system for its friends.” “I
returned to my underlying theme that any major help from us would real-
istically depend on progress on human rights,” Kissinger wrote of his re-
sponse. In fact, according to the secret transcript, Kissinger responded by
commiserating with Pinochet over Congressional pressures on human rights
and reassuring him of Washington’s support. “There is merit to what you
say. It is a curious time. It is unfortunate. We have been through Viet Nam
and Watergate,” Kissinger confided to Pinochet. “We welcomed the over-
throw of the Communist-inclined government here. We are not out to
weaken your position.”

Kissinger did briefly raise the human rights issue, in the context of re-
moving “the weapons in the arms of our enemies”—a reference to the U.S.
Congress. “It would really help if you would let us know the measures you
are taking in the human rights field,” he said, immediately adding: “None of
this is said with the hope of undermining your government. I want you to
succeed. And I want to retain the possibility of aid.”

◆

The urging of the secretary’s top aides to press the Chileans for “basic
changes” in their human rights practices went unheeded. Moreover, through-
out the meeting, Kissinger ignored the embassy’s warning not to cloud his
limited message on human rights with platitudes. “In the United States, as
you know, we are sympathetic with what you are trying to do here,” Kissin-
ger told Pinochet at the outset. “We wish your government well.” And to-
ward the end of their conversation, he reiterated the Ford administration’s
support for Chile’s military regime: “We want to help, not undermine you.
You did a great service to the West in overthrowing Allende.”
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5

American Casualties

[The assistant secretary] raised this subject [of murdered Americans] in the
context of the need to be careful to keep relatively small issues in our relationship
from making our cooperation more difficult.

—memorandum of conversation between Assistant Secretary
of State Jack Kubisch and Junta Foreign Minister

Ismael Huerta, February 1974

On June 8, 1976, the very day that Henry Kissinger commended General
Pinochet for his “service” to the West, a Chilean intelligence officer met

with reporters from CBS News and theWashington Post and told them about the
regime’s post-coup execution of an American citizen. Themeeting took place in
a small, dark room in the Italian embassy where the officer, Rafael Gonzalez,
had sought asylum in an attempt to leave Chile. Speaking passable English,
Gonzalez recounted to the journalists that a few days after the coup, he had
been summoned to the ninth floor of the Army’s Military Intelligence Service
(SIM) building to translate during the interrogation of an American prisoner
named Charles Horman. “I was told . . . this guy knew too much . . . Horman,
you know,” as Gonzalez recounted the conversation with his superior, General
Augusto Lutz, “and that he was supposed to disappear.” According to a
transcript of the recorded interview, Gonzalez added that he believed an
American agent was in the room during Horman’s interrogation—based on
“the way that he behaves, his dressing, the shoes, you know and everything.”
“I wouldn’t say the trigger was pulled by the CIA,” he told the reporters.
“But that the CIA was mixed up in this . . . yes. It was the Chileans that get
[rid] of him, but the CIA was behind that.”1

Twenty-seven years later, Gonzalez would be arrested and charged with be-
ing an “accomplice to homicide” in the death of Charles Horman. In January
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2004 he would recant his story about an American being present during Hor-
man’s interrogation. But in 1976, Gonzalez’s dramatic accusations transformed
Charles Horman into the most famous American victim of the Pinochet regime;
his case eventually became the subject of an Oscar-winning Hollywood movie,
Missing. The film starred Jack Lemmon as Charles’s father and Sissy Spacek as
his wife; it portrayed his family’s painful search for him in Santiago through an
obstacle course of callous U.S. officials and a pro-coup U.S. policy.2

Horman was, however, the first of four U.S. citizens to be murdered by
Chilean military. Another American, Frank Teruggi, also was seized by se-
curity forces at his home in Santiago nine days after the coup, and, like
Horman, taken to the National Stadium where he was interrogated and ex-
ecuted. In January 1985, a military patrol detained a University of Pennsyl-
vania mathematics professor named Boris Weisfeiler while he was hiking in
southern Chile; Weisfeiler subsequently disappeared. In Washington D.C.,
Ronni Karpen Moffitt was killed in September 1976 by a car bomb planted
by agents of the Chilean secret police, becoming an American casualty of the
Pinochet regime’s most infamous act of international terrorism. Years after
they were committed, each of these horrific crimes would remain unresolved.
Each would be defined by blatant cover-ups on the part of the Pinochet
regime—and the concealment of evidence, negligence and/or simple disinter-
est on the part of the U.S. government.

Charles Horman

When Rafael Gonzalez’s allegations about Charles Horman appeared in the
Washington Post, theygeneratedyet another scandalofpotentialU.S.misconduct—
the premeditated murder of an American citizen, with alleged U.S. collusion,
by a military actively influenced, and supported by the Nixon-Ford White
House. For almost three years, the Pinochet regime had insisted that “ex-
tremists” of the left impersonating the military had murdered Horman, as
well as Teruggi, to embarrass the new Junta. Even though the embassy had
abundant evidence that this explanation was false, the U.S. government
adopted and promoted such specious pronouncements. Only days after Chi-
lean authorities privately conceded to his father that Charles had been shot
in the National Stadium, a State Department spokeswoman told the press
that Horman might have been killed by left-wing groups masquerading as
soldiers—“really wicked people who would kill him just to make the military
look bad.”3 Now, these revelations generated renewed demands from Hor-
man’s family for a complete accounting—his family filed a wrongful death
lawsuit and legal demands for release of all relevant records—as well as a
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slew of angry letters from Capitol Hill, and public allegations of an official
cover-up. “It now appears,” stated a Washington Post editorial on June 27,
1976, that “American diplomats withheld from Mr. Horman’s family crucial
information about the circumstances of his death.”

The U.S. government did withhold substantive information from the fam-
ily—before June 1976, and for more than twenty years thereafter. Following
the Gonzalez revelations, two State Department Latin American bureau offi-
cers did a cursory file review and quickly discovered a litany of liability: during
his family’s desperate search for him in Santiago after the coup, U.S. officials
had failed to inform them that a credible source had told the embassy within
days of his execution that Horman had been murdered in the National Sta-
dium, and that they had undertaken no substantive actions in response to this
information. Instead, U.S. officials passed on specious rumors that Charles was
in hiding, or was making his way out of the country through a leftist “clandes-
tine pipeline.” Unbeknownst to the family, at least one of the U.S. consulate of-
ficials providing this information, James Anderson, was a CIA agent operating
under diplomatic cover. The embassy never informed the family that the Chi-
lean military seemed to have ready intelligence on Horman and Teruggi’s left-
ist activities, and that U.S. officials had failed to pursue the question of how,
and from where, the regime had obtained such information.

Indeed, the U.S. government’s oft-repeated claims to be actively investi-
gating the Horman-Teruggi murders were misleading, the State Department
officials concluded. “We keep telling the families and the press that we are
diligently pursuing every lead, doing everything to develop the circumstances
surrounding the deaths of these Americans,” the Chile desk officer Rudy
Fimbres reported in a memorandum to Assistant Secretary for Inter-American
Affairs, Harry Shlaudeman. “This is overdrawn.”4

In their preliminary review of the files, mid-level ARA officials concluded
that the Chilean military had executed Horman and that there was a possi-
bility that U.S. intelligence agents in Chile had played some role in his death.
“This case remains bothersome,” three officers reported in a secret memo-
randum to Shlaudeman “Subject: Charles Horman Case” on August 25,
1976. “The connotations for the Executive are not good. In the Hill, aca-
demic community, the press, and the Horman family the intimations are of
negligence on our part, or worse, complicity in Horman’s death.” Based on
the files, they wrote, “we are persuaded that:”

—The GOC sought Horman and felt threatened enough to order his
immediate execution. The GOC might have believed this American
could be killed without negative fall-out from the USG.

There is some circumstantial evidence to suggest:
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—U.S. intelligence may have played an unfortunate part in Horman’s
death. At best, it was limited to providing or confirming information
that helped motivate his murder by the GOC. At worst, U.S. intelli-
gence was aware the GOC saw Horman in a rather serious light and
U.S. officials did nothing to discourage the logical outcome of GOC
paranoia.

The State Department deliberately hid these conclusions from the family.
No U.S. official briefed the Hormans at the time; and when this pivotal
document was first declassified in early 1980 pursuant to the family’s lawsuit
against U.S. officials, its content was completely censored. (Doc 1) Then,
when the State Department declassified the document again in 1982 as part
of continuing legal efforts around the Horman case, that specific section was
blacked out, along with all other references to the CIA, on the grounds of
“State Secrets” and “Executive Privilege.”5 (Doc 2) Only seventeen years
later, in October 1999 when the Clinton administration released this memo
intact among thousands of other documents relating to the United States and
Chile, did the Horman family finally learn that, in 1976, at least a few U.S.
officials had shared their suspicion of a possible role by U.S. covert operatives
in Charles’s murder. (Doc 3)

Charles Horman, along with Frank Teruggi, became two of an estimated
2,800 U.S. citizens caught in the cross fire of the Chilean coup. About half
the Americans in Chile were part of the business and diplomatic commu-
nity and supported the coup; but many others were graduate students, like
Teruggi, who had come to do research on Chile’s social revolution, or so-
cial activists like Charles and Joyce Horman who wanted to experience the
Allende experiment firsthand. When the new Junta labeled them, and hun-
dreds of others who had come from abroad to Chile during the Allende
years as “foreign extremists” and began rounding them up en masse, they
received little sympathy from the Nixon administration, whose paramount
goal was to embrace the new regime, and avoid attracting attention to its
bloodletting.

Top U.S. officials in Washington were well-aware that foreigners were
being targeted for repression. On September 20, Kissinger chaired a meeting
of the Washington Special Actions Group in the White House Situation
Room to establish a date for U.S. recognition of the new regime and arrange
emergency assistance. According to the secret minutes of the meeting, Assis-
tant Secretary Jack Kubisch briefed Kissinger on the desperate situation of
foreigners trying to get out of Chile:
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Most are third-country nationals who fled their own countries and got
caught up in this thing. The government’s holding about 5,000 in the
stadium. They have been very candid about this. They intend to treat
them in accordance with military courts. If innocent, they will be free
to [go]. If guilty, the Junta intends to deal with them harshly.6

“There are few Americans caught up in it,” Kubisch informed the secretary.
The memorandum of conversation does not record any further discussion
of their situation before officials turned to evaluating a Chilean military re-
quest for 1,000 flares and helmets to use in mopping-up operations.

The embassy “engaged in an all-out effort to ensure the welfare of . . .
Americans in Chile,” the State Department would submit to Congress in
December 1973. But while other countries, most notably France, Sweden,
the Netherlands, Belgium, and Venezuela flung open their embassy doors to
provide refuge for their citizens and aggressively sought to secure their safety
if they were detained, the United States did neither. A special investigation
conducted by the U.S. General Accounting Office titled “An Assessment of
Selected U.S. Embassy-Consular Efforts to Assist and Protect Americans
Overseas During Crisis and Emergencies” concluded that the U.S. embassy
and consulate buildings in Santiago had been specifically designed and
equipped to house up to 450 persons for a three-day period in order to be
responsive to a situation exactly like the Chilean coup. But requests for refuge
were denied on the grounds that “the facilities were not adequate to permit
them to stay overnight.” U.S. officials also dragged their feet on aggressively
interceding with Chile’s new military authorities to protect detained U.S.
citizens from abuse, failing to adhere to the Vienna Convention on consular
relations by waiting to formally protest and demand their security until ad-
verse media coverage forced them to do so. “In Chile,” GAO investigators
concluded:

Prompt and effective protests by high-level U.S. officials on behalf of
arrested and detained Americans in accordance with the international
Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, were not always made. . . .
Formal written protests were made only in response to press publicity
and Congressional interest.

Some twenty-nine U.S. citizens were arrested and jailed in the days fol-
lowing the coup and at least fifteen imprisoned at the main detention-torture-
execution center, the National Stadium. One, a Methodist priest named
Joseph Doherty, was detained along with another Methodist, Francis Flynn,
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on September 16 and spent eleven horrific days there. On September 19,
Doherty, who kept a detailed journal recording the beatings, torture and
murders taking place around him, asked a Dutch embassy official who had
gained access to prisoners to contact the U.S. consul “as neither of us had
heard from them.”7 But Doherty did not have any contact with the U.S.
consul, Frederick Purdy, until September 26 when he, Flynn and six other
U.S. citizens were finally released into the custody of U.S. officials. “Mr.
Purdy informed us that the condition of our release was that we had to leave
the country,” the Methodist pastor recorded in his journal. “Mr. Purdy in-
formed us that if we did not accept this condition we could go back into the
Stadium at which time the United States consulate would not be responsible
for us.”

Charles Horman, detained on the evening of September 17 and reportedly
executed on or around September 20, was one of those Americans “caught
up” in the coup. His friends described him as “a highly intelligent, liberal,
mild-mannered, gentle individual.” As a thirty-one-year old Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Harvard University, he had come to Santiago with his new wife
Joyce in the late fall of 1972 to try his hand at writing and filmmaking.
During the last year of his life, Charles, along with Frank Teruggi, worked
as an editor of a small news service known as the North American Infor-
mation Sources—which clipped, translated, and distributed U.S. news articles
on Chile through a small progressive pamphlet called FIN. He also produced
animated children’s cartoons and was writing a book on the Allende govern-
ment’s effort to transform Chilean political society. According to his wife, at
the time of the coup he was investigating the October 1970 assassination of
General René Schneider.

The mysterious circumstances of his murder amidst the bloodshed of the
Chilean coup have been catalogued in Thomas Hauser’s compelling book,
The Execution of Charles Horman: An American Sacrifice. On September 11, 1973,
Horman happened to be visiting the scenic seaside town of Viña del Mar
with Terry Simon, a vacationing family friend from New York. They found
themselves trapped at their hotel, without access to news, phones or trans-
portation back to Santiago. In search of other Americans with information,
they met a U.S. navy engineer named Arthur Creter. “I’m here with the
United States navy,” he informed them. “We came down to do a job and
it’s done.”8

Horman and Simon also met one of Creter’s supervisors, Lt. Col. Patrick
Ryan, deputy chief of the United States Naval Mission in Valparaiso, and
one of the U.S. military attachés most ardently supportive of the coup. They
pressed him for information on the coup and on the possibility of getting
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back to Santiago. “I was approached by subject couple who identified them-
selves as American tourists and requested, at that time essentially a SITREP
[situation report],” Ryan wrote in an October 5, 1973, summary of his con-
tacts with Horman. “I gave them what info I considered appropriate, prom-
ised to keep them posted and also to lend them money if their stay in Viña
proved lengthy. I also directed them not to leave the hotel.”9

The two were forced to stay at the hotel for four days, until Lieutenant
Colonel Ryan arranged for them to be transported back to Santiago with the
head of the U.S. military group, Captain Ray Davis (one of the only U.S.
officials with clearance to travel freely in Chile in the aftermath of the coup).
At the embassy, Davis told them that the United States had no provisions
for getting Americans out of the country. When Horman and Simon returned
to the embassy on the afternoon of September 17 in an effort to secure safe
passage out of the country for themselves and Joyce, they experienced a rude
brush-off from a secretary. She told them it was “not our job” to help Amer-
icans leave Chile and that they would have to go to the U.S. consulate a
mile away. By then it was late afternoon and Charles determined he should
return home to avoid being caught out after curfew; so Simon met alone
with a consulate official. As she recalled, that official also informed her they
would have to wait till the borders opened and that “we’re not responsible
for people who want to leave, and I have no information about the necessary
procedures.”10

Horman arrived at his home on Vicuna MacKenna street around 5:00
p.m.11 (His wife was not home; caught by the curfew, Joyce was forced to
spend a terrifying night outside in the cold, huddled in a doorway across
town.) A summary State Department report records what happened:

According to the neighbors, between 1600 and 1700 on September 17,
a private non-military truck came to 4126 Vicuna MacKenna. Ten to
15 men in Chilean Army uniforms led by a man wearing Captain’s or
Lieutenant’s insignia got out, tried the gate and, finding it locked,
jumped the fence and broke the lock. They entered the house, removed
Horman and a box of books and papers from the house, and loaded
them on the truck. At about 2300 the same day, the same truck and
two other trucks returned to 4126 Vicuna MacKenna, carried out some
suitcases and a large box from the house, loaded them on the trucks
and departed towards downtown Santiago.

From the outset there was overwhelming evidence that Charles had been
detained and placed under interrogation by SIM, the Chilean Army Intelli-
gence Service headed by General Augusto Lutz. A witness from the neigh-
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borhood had seen the truck carry Charles toward the National Stadium.12

At 8:00 a.m. the next morning, a former neighbor of Horman’s received a
call from a military intelligence officer who stated that “SIM had detained a
gringo with a beard,” according to the State Department report. She was also
asked if she “knew that the gringo worked in pictures, and if she was aware
that the gringo was a leftist extremist.”13 A second call was placed to the
house of a Horman friend, Warwick Armstrong, stating that an American
who “makes films” had asked Armstrong to speak on his behalf and ordered
him to proceed to a local police station.

From reports on both phone calls, the U.S. embassy learned of Horman’s
detention and the SIM inquiries on September 18.14 A chronology on the
Horman case kept by the U.S. Consul, Fred Purdy, recorded that on

18 September—Consulate received report of Horman’s detention from
one of its local employees one of whose relatives know Horman. Few
details given.

—Later also received call from Mr. Armstrong, also telling that Hor-
man missing since late 17 September when reportedly detained by mil-
itary.15

On September 19, Joyce met with one of Purdy’s CIA consulate deputies,
John Hall, and informed him that her home had been ransacked, and her
husband taken away by the military. He queried her on what type of infor-
mation the soldiers might have found at the Horman residence, and she
described to him her husband’s research on General Schneider’s assassina-
tion.16 Later that day, Terry Simon called the head of the U.S. MilGroup,
Captain Davis, and asked him for help in locating Charles. Over the next
several days, both consulate and U.S. military officials made a series of in-
formal inquiries to the Chilean police and military and intelligence offices;
all denied detaining or holding Horman. Purdy went several times to the
National Stadium to check the lists of detainees but “Horman’s name did not
appear as such or under any of several variants,” Ambassador Nathaniel
Davis cabled on September 25. “Embassy continues try locate him and all
other amcits [American citizens] with full resources at its disposal.”

Yet, the very next day Ambassador Davis refused Joyce Horman’s plea
to escalate the profile of U.S. efforts to find Charles by personally visiting
the stadium. “She asked him to go to the Stadium with her,” noted a report
by the head of the U.S. MilGroup who attended the meeting.17 “He declined
and provided rationale for the negative response.” According to Joyce Hor-
man’s recollection, Ambassador Davis told her, “We really can’t do that. If
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we ask special favors of the ruling forces, everyone else will want them too.
That might damage our relations with the new government.”18

Inside the embassy, some U.S. officials had already concluded that Charles
Horman was dead. “People were being killed in those days,” Vice Consul
Dale Shaffer recalled. “We thought Horman was dead,” the head of the AID
mission, Judd Kessler remembered. “We had asked the Chileans to tell us
where he was and they hadn’t, so we figured they were probably stalling to
cover up.” On or around September 30, a Chilean source named Enrique
Sandoval informed Kessler that, in fact, Horman had been executed in the
National Stadium.

Sandoval, a Ministry of Education official under the Allende government
who had been briefly imprisoned in the Estadio Chile after the coup, met
with Kessler twice. During the first meeting, around September 23, Kessler
sought information on human rights atrocities, and told Sandoval that two
Americans, Horman and Teruggi, were among the missing. Several days
later, as Kessler recounted in a memo to the Chile desk officer on July 19,
1976, “I spoke with Sandoval again at which time he told me that someone
he knew in the Chilean military had said that Horman had been in the
National Stadium and either ‘that he had been killed there,’ or ‘was dead.’ ”
Kessler wrote no formal memorandum about this conversation; instead he
informally passed it on to the chief consular officer, Fred Purdy during a
hallway conversation in the U.S. embassy.19 “I’ll bet that’s right,” as Kessler
remembers Purdy’s response.20 The consul general, whose job is the welfare
of U.S. citizens, took no steps to follow up; inexplicably, Purdy neglected to
pursue the leads Sandoval’s story and his sources appeared to offer, failed to
protest to the Chilean authorities, and withheld this information from Joyce
Horman, and Charles’s father when he flew from New York on October 5
to search for his son.

By the time Ed Horman arrived in Santiago, Frank Teruggi’s body had
been discovered at the morgue—not by the embassy, but by an American
friend who insisted on looking for him there. The government of Chile
claimed Teruggi had been picked up for curfew violations, taken to the Na-
tional Stadium, released the next day and later found shot in the street. On
October 3, the Foreign Ministry provided a virtually identical statement to
the embassy on Horman: he had been detained at the National Stadium on
September 20 for violations of curfew but released on September 21 “for
lacking of merit to any charges against him,” and the military was “checking
into his whereabouts.”21 These events gave U.S. officials ever more reason
to discount the regime’s denials regarding the Horman case. In a meeting
with Edmund Horman the day he arrived, however, Ambassador Davis
never mentioned the regime’s acknowledgement that his son had been in the
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stadium; instead the ambassador reiterated all of the Chilean military’s dis-
claimers and then offered a theory that lent credence to them. “Davis said
that the embassy feeling was that Charles probably was in hiding,” as Hor-
man recorded the commentary.22

Between October 5 and October 18 Ed and Joyce Horman conducted a
poignant and desperate search for Charles. For two weeks they and, at Ed’s
demand, the embassy, pursued a set of inquiries that U.S. officials had failed
to undertake: investigating detention centers other than the National Stadium;
checking all foreign embassies where Charles might have sought asylum; a
fingerprint check on all unidentified bodies at the morgue; issuing a press
release to all Chilean newspapers; and publication of a reward for informa-
tion leading to the whereabouts of Charles Horman. (When Ed requested
that the CIA Station also be directed to utilize its resources to find Charles,
however, Ambassador Davis sternly, and mendaciously, denied that any such
thing existed in Chile.) Ed and Joyce traversed Santiago, searching hospitals
and refugee centers, meeting anyone who might be helpful, and enduring
useless questioning by low-level Chilean officials going through the motions
of an investigation. With the embassy’s help, they gained access to the inside
of the stadium where, using a microphone, they called for Charles to come
forward—a dramatic and wrenching scene depicted in the film Missing.

In the late afternoon of October 16, Purdy invited them to the embassy
to meet with vice-consul/CIA Station operative James Anderson and a British
journalist named Timothy Ross. Ross informed them he had a contact who
claimed that Charles was “alive and well,” and making his way through an
underground “escape pipeline;” he was now in northern Chile and would
soon be out of the country. At the end of the meeting, “following instructions
from the ambassador,” Anderson took Ed Horman aside and told him, “if
you put any credence on this information you may wish to consider that any
continuing embassy pressure in this case may be double-edged.”23

The bizarre, unlikely, and contradictory nature of Ross’s information—
witnesses had seen Horman taken away by the military; military intelligence
officials had clearly interrogated him and called his neighbors and friends the
next day; and he had been missing for an entire month without a single
communication—appeared to be lost on the embassy officials who found
Ross credible enough to subject the Hormans to this meeting. The very next
day, during a visit at the Ford Foundation’s Santiago office, Ed Horman
received a far more believable account of his son’s fate: Charles “had been
shot to death in the National Stadium on or before September 20.” Although
third-hand, this information rang true: it had been provided to a Foundation
staffer, Lowell Jarvis, by an official in the Canadian embassy in Santiago who
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was close to a Chilean who, in turn, had obtained this information from high-
ranking Chilean military sources.

Unbeknownst to the Hormans at the time, the source of this information
was Enrique Sandoval, who had shared the identical story with the U.S.
embassy almost three weeks earlier. In an effort to leave Chile and seek
refuge for his family in Canada, Sandoval contacted the first secretary of the
Canadian embassy, Mark Dolguin,24 for assistance in early October, and told
him the same thing he had told AID official Judd Kessler at the end of
September. Then, Purdy had ignored this information; but now that Ed Hor-
man pressed him to verify it, the embassy took less than twenty-four hours
to confirm that Charles Horman was dead. In a terse cable to Washington,
“subj: Deaths; Charles E. Horman,” Ambassador Davis reported that

Embassy informed afternoon October 18, 1973 that previously uni-
dentified male body which delivered to morgue on September 18, 1973
and given autopsy number 2663 had been identified through finger-
prints as being that of Charles E. Horman. Unidentified body delivered
to Santiago Cemetery on October 3 and apparently interred thereafter.
Cause of death was bullet wound. (Doc 4)

The cable concluded that “Embassy advising wife and father.”
When they returned to New York City, an angry and grieving Edmund

Horman and his daughter-in-law both wrote highly negative reports on their
experience in Santiago to the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee, William Fulbright. The embassy’s handling of his son’s case, Ed Hor-
man charged in his letter, had been derelict:

The American Embassy did nothing to verify the evidence which had
been placed in their hands on September 18th and which proved to be
the key to the truth. From October 5th to the very end, their “efforts”
produced no results beyond their repeated statements that they had
contacted the Chilean government right up to General Pinochet, and
had been told that the Chileans knew nothing about Charles or his
whereabouts.

“I do not know the reason underlying the negligence, inaction and failure of
the American Embassy,” Horman concluded. “Whether it was incompetence,
indifference or something worse, I find it shocking, outrageous and, perhaps,
obscene.”

In the search for a missing American the embassy indeed produced no
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information beyond what the military Junta decided to tell them. Initially,
embassy officials made multiple, informal and low-level inquiries and visits—
to police stations, the National Stadium, army military intelligence, and re-
gime officials—and readily accepted repeated denials that the Chilean military
was responsible for his disappearance. “Since we had received denials from
military intelligence that they had any knowledge of Horman, we had seen
no reason to follow this point further,” as Purdy explained why he didn’t
actively pursue persuasive evidence that Horman was under the control of
the Army’s Military Intelligence Service.25 One week after Horman’s seizure,
Washington requested a more substantive search. “Given Congressional and
other high level interest in this case,” Kissinger’s office cabled the embassy
on September 24, “would appreciate Embassy redoubling its efforts locate
Horman, including possibility he may be detained by Chilean authorities.”
Only then did Ambassador Davis elevate the case to the level of a bilateral
issue by discussing it with the regime’s foreign minister, and other ministry
officials. “I raised Teruggi and Horman cases, pointing out public relations
implications of any continuance of the present situation where circumstances
of their disappearances remain unexplained,” Davis reported to Washington
on a September 27 meeting with Chile’s new ambassador to the United
States. “It would be helpful if the GOC were able to clear up the mysteries
involved in the cases of the two missing or deceased Amcits,” Davis told a
high foreign ministry official on October 3.26 During a meeting with Pinochet
himself on October 12 to discuss substantive U.S. assistance to the new
regime, Davis alluded to the “political problems we are encountering”—
among them the Kennedy amendment and the Horman-Teruggi cases.

Washington chose not to exercise the considerable leverage, influence, and
power it had at its disposal. At a time when the Nixon administration was
laying the groundwork for formal recognition of the new regime, expediting
tens of millions of dollars in emergency economic assistance to Chile, and
covertly assisting the formation of its intelligence apparatus, U.S. policy mak-
ers led by Secretary of State Kissinger refrained from linking avid support to
satisfactory action, resolution, and justice in these cases. Only in the wake of
adverse media coverage and Congressional outrage over the handling of the
Horman case, did department officials prod their Chilean counterparts to
address the murders of two Americans. Assistant Secretary for Inter-
American Affairs Jack Kubisch reflected the administration’s attitude when,
during a February 1974 meeting with Junta Foreign Minister Ismael Huerta,
he broached the Horman and Teruggi cases. “Kubisch raised this subject,”
according to a memorandum of the conversation, “in the context of the need
to be careful to keep relatively small issues in our relationship from making
our cooperation more difficult.”27
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Congress, not the executive branch, finally used U.S. assistance to leverage
Chilean military cooperation in the Horman case. When the Hormans left
Chile on October 20, they asked for the prompt repatriation of Charles’s
remains. “Our purpose,” as Ed Horman would remind the State Department,
“was to verify identity, determine time and method of death, [and] find any
evidence of torture.”28 As the U.S. government feigned impotence for five
months the Pinochet regime stalled on relinquishing the body—rendering
impossible any autopsy that could tie the Chilean military to Horman’s
death.29 In early March 1974, at a time when the Chilean navy was seeking
TOW missiles from the U.S., the powerful senator from New York, Jacob
Javits, moved to block further shipments of military equipment to Chile until
the remains were returned. Almost immediately a Chilean counterintelligence
official informed the U.S. MilGroup that “he had authority to effect the re-
turn,” according to Department summary of the case.30 “We had to send
him fast out of here because Senator Javits said that he will not approve
[military equipment] in the Congress,” Rafael Gonzalez recalled to the U.S.
reporters in his June 1976 interview. On March 21, Gonzalez went to the
U.S. consulate and asked James Anderson—the embassy officer who, Gon-
zalez stated, had a “dual role” in Chile as a consulate and CIA official—to
accompany him to the general cemetery to locate and remove Horman’s
body. Gonzalez stated quite clearly why he had been picked for this assign-
ment: “I could ID . . . identify Horman when he was dead because I saw him
alive.”

One more obstacle, and one more example of official U.S. callousness,
remained: obtaining payment from the Horman family for sending the
body—in a slatted wooden crate—back to the United States. On March
22, the State Department began repeatedly calling and cabling Horman’s
parents and widow for a deposit to cover the costs of transshipment. On
March 23, 1974, a telegram signed by Kissinger arrived at the home of
Horman’s parents:

In order for the American embassy in Santiago to arrange shipment
you will recall that a deposit of nine hundred dollars (900) is required
to cover the estimated cost for preparation of the remains and trans-
portation to New York City. . . . Funds and instructions should be sent
to the Office of Special Consular Services, Department of State. Please
accept our deepest condolences in this tragic affair. Kissinger (Doc 5)

Four days later, his widow received a cablegram advising her that “to date
we have received neither instructions nor funds to cover the estimated costs”
and “urgently need . . . a deposit of dols 900 to cover estimated expenses.”
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The State Department warned her of the possibility that “if instructions are
not soon received the Government of Chile will order remains re-interred
for health reasons.” In a phone call the next day, a bureaucrat from the
Consular Services Office gave her until the morning of March 30 to wire the
money. Such official determination and pressure, from the family’s perspec-
tive, contrasted sharply with the State Department’s restrained response to
Charles’s disappearance six months earlier. “I pointed out,” Ed Horman
would tell the consular official who called again to request the nine hundred
dollars, “that if certain employees of the Department of State had displayed
the same sense of urgency at the right time, my son might still be alive.”31

Frank Teruggi

U.S. officials considered the murders of Charles Horman and Frank Teruggi
to be “closely linked.” As the only two Americans killed by the regime fol-
lowing the coup, their special cases bear numerous similarities. Both of them
worked on the publication of the small radical magazine-newsletter called
FIN. Both were seized at home by Chilean military personnel who ransacked
their houses, carting away books and papers considered to be evidence of a
pro-Allende inclination. Both were taken to the National Stadium where Chi-
lean authorities attempted to cover up the fact they had been there by keeping
their names off lists shown to U.S. embassy officials. One additional com-
monality, as an internal State Department summary noted, was that “the
Junta clearly had or quickly acquired derogatory information on Horman
and Teruggi and frequently mentioned it to Embassy personnel.”

The main apparent difference in their cases was that unlike Horman, Ter-
uggi had not crossed paths with U.S. military or intelligence officers. Hor-
man’s experience, particularly in Viña del Mar, raised the suspicion that U.S.
personnel might have “fingered him” for the Chilean military but there was
no evidence that Teruggi had ever been on the U.S. radar screen. At least
that is what his family was led to believe for more than twenty-five years
after his death.

At the time of the coup, Frank Teruggi was a twenty-four-year-old grad-
uate student studying Chile’s economic transition under the Allende govern-
ment. In October of 1971, after graduating from the California Institute of
Technology, he enrolled in the School of Political Economy at the University
of Chile in Santiago. He lived at a group house at 2575 Hernan Cortes St.,
frequented by Chilean militants, along with his American roommate David
Hathaway.

At approximately 9:00 p.m. on the evening of September 20, according
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to a one-page summary of his case titled “Deceased United States Citizen,”
a squad of Chilean Carabinero police arrested Teruggi and Hathaway at their
home:

Both were taken to the Escuela de Suboficiales “Macul” of the Cara-
bineros where they were detained overnight and then taken the morn-
ing of September 21, 1973 to the National Stadium. No reason for the
detention was given. A note from the Chilean Foreign Office dated
October 3, 1973 stated that Mr. Teruggi had been arrested on Septem-
ber 20 for violation of curfew and had been released for lack of merit
on September 21, 1973. . . . According to Mr. Hathaway, the afternoon
of September 21 an officer separated Mr. Teruggi from the other U.S.
citizens detainees based upon a list of names he was carrying. Mr.
Teruggi was not seen alive again. (Doc 6)

Hathaway’s Chilean fianceé, Irena Muñoz, was at the house and witnessed
the arrest. In a debriefing with vice-consul/CIA operative James Anderson,
she observed that a unit of 15–20 police agents arrived and spoke to a
neighbor outside who denounced Teruggi and Hathaway as “foreigners.” She
also told Anderson that during a search of Teruggi’s bedroom, the squad
had found the complete works of Karl Marx and accused him of “contami-
nating his mind.” The police took the literature and other materials, along
with the two Americans.

The U.S. embassy learned of Teruggi’s detention on September 24, when
a close friend, Steve Volk, reported them detained and missing. A “Chro-
nology of Information Relevant to Frank Randall Teruggi,” put together by
the State Department, suggested that Purdy was told by Chilean authorities
later that day that Teruggi was “being held at the National Stadium”; and
during a visit to the facility the next morning a volunteer humanitarian
worker told Purdy that Teruggi’s interrogation had been “completed.” In the
late afternoon of September 25, however, Purdy received a call from the
general morgue stating “that body of Frank Randall Teruggi, born 14 March,
1949, in United States had been brought to morgue dead of bullet wounds
on 22 September.”32 The consul took Teruggi’s roommate, David Hathaway,
to the morgue on September 27, the day after Hathaway’s release from the
stadium. Hathaway was forced to examine over 150 bodies lined up in rows;
but he could not positively identify the corpse tagged with Teruggi’s name.
At this point, the State Department called Teruggi’s family in Des Plaines,
Illinois, and told his parents that there was some “confusion” about the fate
of their son. Finally on October 2, Steve Volk made a positive identification.33

In diplomatic note number 15126, dated October 3, the Chilean Foreign
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Office advised the embassy that Teruggi had been detained for curfew vio-
lations on September 20—a statement clearly contradicted by the facts—and
released the next day for lack of evidence. How, then, did he die? “It is
possible that Mr. Teruggi might have been wounded fatally by curfew control
patrols or by civilian criminal elements,” according to the diplomatic note,
“and later recovered and taken to the morgue.” During an October 15 meet-
ing with the the U.S. Defense Attaché, Col. William Hon, the Chilean head
of SIM, General Augusto Lutz, was far less diplomatic. “His theory,” Hon
reported in a memorandum of conversation, “is that Teruggi was picked up
by his friends and ultimately disposed of.”34 As for Horman, Lutz theorized
“that during this particular time of his disappearance groups of robbers or
extremists dressed in soldier uniforms were making searches and robberies
of houses known to be occupied by North-Americans and foreigners with the
purpose of finding dollars or other saleable merchandise.”

General Lutz also informed Hon that the Chilean military had obtained
incriminating information on Teruggi’s activities. “Gen. Lutz said they have
knowledge that Teruggi was here in Chile to spread false rumors to the
outside world relating to Chile and the situation.”35 This theme dominated
the one and only substantive statement that Pinochet’s military provided to
the United States on the Horman and Teruggi cases. On October 30, General
Lutz sent the U.S. defense attaché an unsigned memorandum on the “An-
tecedents [facts] on two North American citizens’ Decease.” (Doc 7) In “spe-
cial deference to the American Embassy,” the report stated, the Chilean
Military Intelligence Service had “accurately investigated” the fate of Teruggi
and Horman:

Available information on both persons leads to the conclusion that they
were involved in extreme leftist movements in our country, which they
supported both materially and ideologically. It is necessary, further-
more, to indicate that available and well supported data evidence ex-
istence of an organization linked to North American residents in our
country, with connections in the rest of the countries in the Continent
and led from the U.S., which has undertaken an offensive campaign
[against the Junta]. This situation is related with the citizens Horman
and Teruggi since there are concrete reasons to believe that at least
[Teruggi] belongs to said organization.

U.S. officials did not share these allegations of subversive activities with
the Teruggi or Horman families at the time; but later a number of State
Department officials focused on them as a possible lead in resolving these
murders. Did such evidence exist? If so, where did the Chilean military get
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it? What was the basis for their conclusions? In a compilation of known
evidence and unanswered questions put together by Bureau of Inter-
American Affairs officers in the summer of 1976 called “Gleanings,” the
authors noted that “the October 30 memorandum from Army Intelligence
to Colonel Hon may have been based on information provided by U.S.
intelligence.”

In the Horman case, that supposition derived from a statement by the key
source, Enrique Sandoval, that his contact inside the Chilean military “had
seen an abundant dossier on Horman’s U.S. activities in the United States.”36

In the case of Teruggi, whose activities seemed to attract the regime’s atten-
tion even more than Horman’s, speculation came to focus on one top secret
and closely guarded CIA document.

In March 1975, Teruggi’s father, Frank Teruggi Sr., initiated a Freedom
of Information Act request to the CIA for all documents relating to his son
and his death. “Our representative in Santiago advises that there are no doc-
uments in his files pertaining to your son,” the CIA responded in May. The
Agency did, however, acknowledge that it found “a single document which
pertains to your son” at Langley headquarters; this document could not,
however, be declassified because of national security considerations. More
than a year later, the CIA informed an ACLU lawyer representing the Ter-
uggi family that “the document was furnished to representatives of this
Agency by an intelligence service of a foreign country. [It] was not obtained
from the Government of Chile or any other South American country. Also
it contains no derogatory information on Frank Randall Teruggi and does
not concern his death in September 1973.”37

The document did, in fact, contain derogatory information on Teruggi
and worse—the address of his home at 2575 Hernan Cortes in Santiago. In
July 1972, one of West Germany’s intelligence agencies provided a report
to the CIA on their surveillance of an American living in Heidelberg who
was allegedly engaged in activities to foster desertion and dissent among U.S.
servicemen stationed in Europe. This individual published a series of under-
ground newsletters and sought contributing writers and editors from other
parts of the world. Through an informant, West German intelligence oper-
atives obtained information that the name of Frank Teruggi, along with his
address in Santiago, had been provided to this individual as “an important
contact” to have in his newsletter network.38

The Germans also shared this information with the U.S. army’s 66th
Military Intelligence Group based in Munich. That unit forwarded a report
to the FBI in October 1972. “According to information received by source,
Teruggi is an American residing in Chile who is closely associated with the
Chicago Area Group for the Liberation of the Americas,” noted the FBI
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memorandum. (Doc 8) The FBI then opened a file—No. 10053422—sub-
ject: “FRANK TERUGGI SM-SUBVERSIVE and ordered its Chicago office
to “conduct appropriate investigation to identify subject . . . and submit re-
sults of investigation in [a] form suitable for dissemination.” (Doc 9) By De-
cember, agents were filing reports on his affiliations and attendance at
conferences, while conducting background checks and interviews with former
colleagues and acquaintances.

Routing information on the documents does not indicate that the FBI
disseminated this information to Chile. The key question was, and remains,
whether the CIA did so. When the Agency refused to declassify the docu-
ment, the staff of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence sought access
to it; eventually they were shown a strategically censored copy. In a secret
memo to the Directorate of Operation’s South American division in Novem-
ber 1976, the CIA’s legislative counsel noted that the staffers had posed the
obvious question: “did CIA, or the service which originally obtained it, pass
the document to [Chilean intelligence]; or to another Latin American intel-
ligence service which might have passed it to [Chilean intelligence]?” The
Directorate of Operations responded that it had conducted a “thorough check
that fails to reveal any evidence that the Central Intelligence Agency released
or passed the information on Frank Teruggi Jr . . . to any Latin American
liaison service, including [Chile’s],” according an internal CIA memorandum.
Nevertheless, the Agency continued to withhold from release even a sanitized
version of the German intelligence report and any of the routing sheets that
would have accompanied it that would allow verification of this statement.

Pursuing the Truth

Until the Gonzalez allegations generated a new public and political uproar in
mid-1976, the U.S. government took very little action to resolve the Horman
and Teruggi murders. Under pressure from the families and Capitol Hill, the
embassy submitted a series of mildly worded diplomatic notes listing unan-
swered questions and requested an inquiry to determine the circumstances
of their deaths—requests the military regime ignored, obfuscated, or simply
denied. In a July 24, 1974, letter to Congress on the Horman case, the State
Department reported that “competent” authorities of the Chilean government
“consider it highly probable that the death was due to the action of snipers
or extremists using military uniforms” and that the United States was “unable
to establish a legal basis for attributing an international wrong to the Chilean
government for the death of Mr. Horman.”39 During the period when the
United States had the most leverage in its bilateral relations with the Pinochet
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regime, it never once took the position that these Americans had been delib-
erately killed by the military, nor demanded that the regime identify, pros-
ecute or extradite the commanding officers and personnel responsible.

Both families made an energetic attempt to keep the investigation alive. In
February 1974, Teruggi’s father, Frank Teruggi Sr., traveled to Santiago with
a group called the Chicago Commission of Inquiry and met with U.S. em-
bassy and Chilean military officials. “Is this case closed?,” he pressed the new
ambassador David Popper, during a meeting at the embassy. Declassified
meeting minutes record their exchange:

Ambassador Popper: we have repeatedly tried to determine the facts in
this case and we will continue to do what we can to clear up these
discrepancies. In all honesty I cannot be very optimistic about getting
a fuller story at this date and after this lapse of time.
Mr. Teruggi: . . . it is difficult for [my] family to understand how the
USG can be helping the Government of Chile when they don’t even
answer our questions.

In the broad scheme of U.S.-Chilean relations, State Department officials
made clear, resolving this murder was not a priority. Both the embassy, and
the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs, as one internal memorandum noted in
June 1974, “now indicate that they believe further pressure in this regard
will be of no avail and merely further exacerbate bilateral relations for no
benefit.”

For twenty-five years neither the U.S. nor the Chilean governments pro-
vided any new evidence in the case relating to the circumstances of Frank
Teruggi’s death. Only one piece of noteworthy information emerged—from
a source outside the United States. In November 1975, a Belgian government
official named André Van Lancker provided a sworn affidavit to the U.S.
consulate in Brussels relating to his harrowing imprisonment in the National
Stadium from September 17 and November 8, 1973. Between September 20
and 22, 1973, he recalled, “I got knowledge of the attendance among us of
a United States citizen, named Frank, a university man who had been ar-
rested.” During a brutal interrogation at the hands of uniformed police offi-
cers, Van Lancker was severely injured and taken to a hospital tent where
Red Cross workers intervened to save his life. When he was returned to his
cell, “fellow prisoners told me what happened to Mr. Frank:”

The military took him for interrogation the same days as me i.e. about
the 20th to the 23rd of September 1973 to the “caracol”, a kind of
corridor of the velodrome (the cycle-racing track next to the football
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stadium where personalities could not enter). An officer whose identi-
fication was “Alfa-1” or “Sigma-1,” I do not remember anymore, was
in charge of the interrogation where Frank was heavily tortured by
blows and electricity shocks. Finally Frank was in such a bad condition
that the officer commented that he (the officer) had gone too far and
he shot him with a burst of machine gun—as used in such cases. Af-
terward, fellow prisoners told me the military commented among them-
selves, their fear of having troubles with the government of the U.S.A.,
[and] that is why they did not want to recognize Frank’s presence in
the stadium.

The scent of scandal from Rafael Gonzalez’s account of the Horman mur-
der brought renewed attention to both cases, and forced the State Depart-
ment, at least temporarily, into a more activist mode. To obtain the truth of
the Horman and Teruggi cases, the Chile desk officer Rudy Fimbres warned,
a comprehensive “probe” would be required accessing evidence from the files
of the U.S. intelligence agencies that likely knew more about the case than
they admitted. The Chile desk was “unconvinced the total U.S role is hon-
estly and accurately reflected in the records available to the [State] Depart-
ment,” he informed Assistant Secretary Harry Shlaudeman, who was known
to be close to the CIA.40 In August, Fimbres and his colleagues wrote to
Shlaudeman, “we find it hard to believe that the Chileans did not check with
[the CIA Station] regarding two detained Americans. . . .” [The CIA Station’s]
lack of candor with us on other matters only heightens our suspicions.”41

Assistant Secretary Shlaudeman promised the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee that the department would do “everything possible” to investigate
the unresolved murders of Horman and Teruggi and determine whether any
official had initiated, condoned or was negligent in Horman’s detention and
execution. Instead, Shlaudeman simply assigned one lone career diplomat,
Frederick Smith Jr., who happened to be in Washington awaiting his next
embassy posting, to do a “thorough examination” of department records. In
the fall of 1976, Smith recalled, he spent several weeks sifting through files
and drafting a detailed twenty-six-page report entitled “Death in Chile of
Charles Horman.”42

Like his colleagues, Smith understood that the answers to the mystery of
Horman’s fate were likely to be found elsewhere. “I see no other alternative
if we want to satisfy ourselves—and others—that we have done all we can
to determine the truth of the matter,” he wrote in a cover memo to Shlau-
deman, but to make a “high-level approach to the U.S. intelligence commu-
nity.” As Smith noted: “If one concludes—as I do—that the GOC was
directly responsible for Horman’s (and Teruggi’s) death, it is difficult to be-
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lieve that the GOC would have felt sufficiently secure in taking such drastic
action against two American citizens without some reason, however unjusti-
fiably inferred or inadvertently given, to believe that it could do so without
substantial adverse consequences vis-à-vis the USG.”43 The final paragraph
of his report recommended that

high-level inquiries be made of intelligence agencies, particularly the
CIA, to try to ascertain to what extent, if any, actions may have been
taken or information may have been furnished, formally or informally,
to representatives of the forces that now constitute the GOC, either
before or immediately after the coup, that may have led the Junta to
believe it could, without serious repercussions, kill Charles Horman
and Frank Teruggi.

Neither declassified State Department nor CIA files indicate that any such
“high-level” inquiry was ever undertaken. Unlike the Pentagon, which or-
dered a written debriefing of all U.S. military personnel who came in contact
with Horman or were involved in efforts to find him, the CIA apparently
did not officially question its key Station operatives—James Anderson, John
Hall, Ray Warren, John Devine, and Donald Winters among others—about
their contacts with Chilean military officials in the days following the coup,
or any discussions they might have had regarding Americans in Chile. Nor
do the documents reflect any information on what effort the Agency (which
had the best contacts inside the Chilean military) made to ascertain what
happened to Horman and Teruggi after they were detained. The lack of
documentation suggests no such effort was made.

The State Department did pursue two avenues of inquiry: a new set of
questions for Rafael Gonzalez including, as Smith wrote, “if he knows of any
information (pre or post coup) provided by U.S. sources [to Chile] regarding
Horman or Teruggi or other American citizens”; and an effort to find and
question Enrique Sandoval, the original source of the information that Hor-
man had been killed in the stadium. On August 2, 1976, Fimbres tracked
down Sandoval in exile in Montreal, Canada. “He confirmed he told Judd
Kessler that ‘Horman was dead, and not to look for him alive,’ ” Fimbres
reported to the U.S. embassy, but he would not reveal his source:

I said I felt I must continue to pursue this line of inquiry because the
information he provided had proven to be accurate. Better late than
never. To his protestation that there was no point now in pursuing this
matter, I explained that in simple justice to Horman’s parents and in
response to the many inquires regarding the circumstances of the deaths
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of the two Americans, we had vigorously to pursue every lead. He said
he saw a threat in this. . . . He volunteered that his primary sources
(sic) “uniformed persons,” were in jail. He implied they would be at
the mercy of Chilean security if it was revealed that that “they” had
passed on to us information on Horman.

The State Department had concluded, quite correctly, that Sandoval’s
source was his brother, who they unfortuantely misidentified as “most likely
Colonel Guillermo Sandoval Velasquez.”44 For this reason, Fimbres con-
fessed to being confused at Sandoval’s repeated references to multiple
sources. “His use of the plural ‘uniformed persons’ is confusing,” Fimbres
wrote, “perhaps deliberately so. But more than once he implied throughout
the conversation that he had more than one source.”45

Indeed, Sandoval repeatedly tried to obfuscate where his information came
from. In an interview with Hauser in 1976, he claimed he had three separate
sources, among them a “close relative” serving inside the stadium and a
military officer who said he was present when Horman was led away to be
executed.46 In a private meeting in Manhattan with Joyce Horman in January
1975, Sandoval confided that his source was a relative serving as a “military
fiscal”—an army lawyer—inside the stadium.

Sandoval’s sources represented the only direct witnesses able to identify
those Chilean military officers responsible for murdering an American. But,
having identified his informant as his brother, and now concerned about the
personal security of this source, U.S. officials decided to abandon this avenue
of inquiry. Any approach in Chile, as Fimbres and two colleagues wrote to
Shlaudeman, would “have to be made with considerable discretion,” and
would be “terribly sensitive. We are skeptical that anything positive can be
accomplished through this line of inquiry.” (See Doc 3.) In his own final
report to Shlaudeman in December, Frederick Smith also recommended
against pursuing the Sandoval lead: “To do so might seriously endanger his
source (his brother) and confirmation of Horman’s presence at the National
Stadium or other information we might obtain from him would seem at this
point to be marginal to our main concern.”47 And U.S. ambassador to San-
tiago, David Popper, opposed pursuing Sandoval’s source, or any other in-
quiry to identify Horman’s killers. “The U.S. cannot conduct a full
investigation on the territory of another sovereign nation,” he wrote to Fim-
bres. “Somewhere along the line we will have to take the position that we
have gone as far as we can.”48
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A Final Missed Opportunity

There would be one more example of U.S. government irresponsibility in
the Horman case—publicly unknown until the declassification of documents
in June 2000—extending the long pattern of official disinclination, and simple
inability, to bring the most famous crime against an American citizen in Chile
to legal and historical closure. On March 11, 1987, an informant with cred-
ible ties to the Chilean secret police appeared at the U.S. embassy and re-
quested to speak to Ambassador Harry Barnes, or the deputy chief of
mission, George Jones. Instead he was referred to a junior political officer,
David Dreher. In this initial meeting the informant—his name remains de-
leted from declassified files—said he knew what had happened to Charles
Horman and wanted to come clean. “He knows who ordered the killing of
Horman and that some of these people are currently top officials,” Dreher
reported. “He says he will name names.”49

The State Department’s Southern Cone desk, headed by David Cox, char-
acterized this information as “intriguing,” but took a remarkably reserved
position on pursuing it. “It occurs to us, just as it probably has to you, that
this could be a setup, by the extreme left or the GOC,” Cox informed Am-
bassador Barnes. Rather than recommend that the informant be turned over
to a high-level officer or even the FBI, the department recommended handling
him at a very low level. “You are the best judge on who should meet with
him,” Cox wrote, “but from our vantage point, it would seem best at this
stage to treat this as a consular matter.”

On April 20, the informant returned to the embassy and spent ninety
minutes discussing Horman’s fate, providing for the first time new names of
Chilean military officers involved in his seizure and death. According to the
story he related to Dreher,

Horman was seized by Intelligence Units acting on information pro-
vided by [General Hugo] Salas, current CNI head. He was taken to
the Escuela Militar and interrogated. From there he was transferred to
the National Stadium for additional questioning. Documents seized
from his residence indicated that Horman was an “extremist.” He was
therefore considered a foreigner/extremist and the order was given to
execute him. [The informant] said that Horman spoke little Spanish
and the troops that had him were unaware that he was an American.
Instead, they thought that he was a Brazilian, Italian, etc . . . The record
indicating that he was an American arrived at the stadium after the
execution. He was forced to change clothes and then shot three times.
The body was dumped on the streets to indicate he had been killed in
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a confrontation. The news of his death got lost in the confusion of
those days and later was suppressed as it was known that he was an
American.50

The source stated that Horman was among “several hundred people per-
ished at the stadium.” The person “who made the decision on who was to
die,” he said, naming names, was Col. Pedro Espinoza, who soon joined the
secret police, DINA.51 “[He] does not feel that the embassy did very much
to help the Horman family,” Dreher reported in a cable that went to the
White House Situation Room. “[He] was highly critical of the Consul Gen-
eral at the time and also of the Military group for not acting to help a fellow
citizen. He also said that he was getting the impression that the Embassy still
was not very interested.”52

Indeed, the embassy’s handling of this informant reflected the same am-
bivalence about aggressively pursuing the Horman case that had dominated
U.S. officialdom from the start. Here was a potential witness to the contro-
versial murder of an American citizen—the first to step forward since Rafael
Gonzalez in 1976. Yet the State Department seemed more focused on his
motivations than evaluating what evidence he had to offer. “I don’t under-
stand his motivation. Why after fourteen years has he finally decided to tell
his story?” Dreher complained in the report on the second meeting. When
the informant returned to the embassy for a third and pivotal meeting on
April 24, he said that he felt his family was being threatened and “insisted”
that he had to get out of Chile and get his family to the United States.
“[Deleted name] could be part of a GOC plot to compromise Embassy offi-
cials,” the embassy noted in a comprehensive summary of the informant
meetings. “On the other hand he could be on the level and have useful
information.” [Doc 10]

How to respond? If the United Stated did nothing it could create “the
worse case scenario,” in Dreher’s assessment: the informant could be killed
under mysterious circumstances and “it becomes known that he came to us
for help after giving us new information on the Horman case [and] our re-
action was to take the information lightly and to deny him any protection or
aid. The press would crucify us.” But stalling him was no longer an option.
“We are going to have to decide what to do with this guy.”53

After internal discussions, embassy officials simply decided to turn the
informant away. When he returned for the fourth time on April 27 seeking
some form of asylum, the informant was told that “the U.S. would not grant
his request: transportation for subject and family to the United States and
some form of subsistence for an indefinite period of time.” He then left.54

Eighteen days later, after conferring with the Justice Department and FBI,
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the State Department partially changed its mind. Now officials in Washington
took the position that “the Department has a fundamental interest in deter-
mining circumstances of deaths abroad of U.S. citizens, even thirteen years
after the fact.” Moreover, “we would consider it a very serious matter if
senior GOC officials had been aware of the circumstances of Horman’s death
and attempted to conceal this information from the USG and Horman’s fam-
ily.” Even so, the State Department was unwilling to send an investigative
team to Santiago to establish the informant’s bona fides. Instead it instructed
the embassy to tell the informant that

Before we could consider the possibility of his travel to the United
States, we would have to interview him more thoroughly. This cannot
be done in Chile. If [informant] is willing to travel at his own expense
to Montevideo, US officials stationed there will interview him and make
a determination as to his credibility. [Informant] should understand the
USG cannot offer him special assistance, financial or otherwise. . . . If
we find [informant] is fully truthful after questioning in Montevideo,
including polygraph test, we would be willing to consider the possibility
of his subsequent travel to the United States.

This unattractive offer was never delivered, and the new information on
the Horman case never pursued. The embassy had identified the informant
and obtained biographic data on him—“we verified he was who he said he
was,” one internal memo noted—but U.S. officials professed to be unable to
find him. “Although Emboff asked [informant] to keep in touch, he has made
no further attempt to contact us,” the embassy complained.55 “For our part
we have no means of contacting subject as he steadfastly refused to provide
us with an address or telephone numbers,” Ambassador Barnes cabled the
department on June 17, 1987. Unsatisfied with the embassy’s lack of effort,
on July 14 the State Department ordered a “mission-wide effort,” including
the use of U.S. intelligence operatives, to recontact this individual. A month
later, the embassy sent back a brief, and final, status report: “Post unable to
locate [informant].”

Boris Weisfeiler

As the Santiago embassy waited for the Horman informant to reappear in June
1987, a second Chilean military source came forward with what secret cable
traffic described as a “startling report” about the fate of another American—a
missing hiker named Boris Weisfeiler. Weisfeiler, a Russian-born, forty-three-
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year old naturalized U.S. citizen and a professor of mathematics at Penn State,
had disappeared while on a solo backpacking trip in southern Chile in early
January 1985. After a perfunctory investigation, the Chilean government
announced he was “presumed to have drowned” while trying to cross the
rushing waters of the Nuble River in the Parral region 250 miles south of
Santiago. Weisfeiler’s backpack was found on the riverbank. But no remains
were ever recovered.

The source, who called himself “Daniel,” told a far darker story, which
could “throw a whole new light on Weisfeiler’s disappearance,” the embassy
reported. In early January 1985 he had been part of a seven-man Chilean
army unit patrolling the perimeter of Colonia Dignidad, described in secret
State Department records as “a secretive German immigrant settlement re-
portedly with neo-Nazi tendencies” located in the Andean foothills in the
southeastern part of the country.56 The colony collaborated closely with the
Pinochet regime and was used as a secret torture/detention center; “Daniel”
cited visits by the head of DINA, Manuel Contreras and Pinochet himself to
its massive 37,000-acre wilderness enclave. Due to the security surrounding
“La Dignidad,” as it was known in the region, and its proximity to the
Chilean-Argentine border, the army patrol had “standing orders” to arrest
anyone found in the area.

His unit, he said, received a radio call from two army soldiers guarding
a cableway near the intersection of the Nuble and the Los Sauces Rivers.
“They had turned away an individual trying to make use of [the cableway]”
to cross the river. The army patrol then set out in search of this suspected
subversive and found a hiker “washing something in the river.” In a taped
confession, “Daniel” described what transpired:

When we came to a place where there were two rivers, the patrol came
across a man with a backpack, etc. He did not speak good Spanish and
he did not offer any resistance. . . . Subject was told he should not have
entered the area. In continuing the search of subject we found the fol-
lowing documents, based on which, the officer-in-charge classified sub-
ject as a Russian spy and a “Soviet.” A further search of subject
produced a US passport and a letter saying that he was a professor at
a US university. We then took off his shoes, tied him up and took him
into Colonia Dignidad where he was turned over to the Chief of Se-
curity for Colonia Dignidad.

In further interviews with embassy officers, this informant, who said he was
now detailed to the CNI, provided excruciating details of the human rights
abuses Weisfeiler was forced to endure—including a rudimentary map of
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where Weisfeiler was found, stripped, and interrogated that closely corre-
sponded to maps drawn by consulate and private investigators in 1985.
(Docs 11, 12) According to “Daniel’s” account

Weisfeiler was taken downstream about five kilometers and then
stripped and searched more thoroughly. The commander of the patrol
again accused Weisfeiler of being a spy and began to kick him, strike
him with his gunbutt, and submerge his head in the river. At this point
Weisfeiler began to shout his name . . . and also began to shout to con-
tact the American embassy. At a guard shelter along the southern edge
of the Colonia, they turned Weisfeiler over to the Colonia’s chief of
security. . . . The patrol’s commander and the Colonia’s security chief
entered the Colonia and interrogated Weisfeiler for a period of some
two hours. When the interrogation was over, the patrol’s commander
emerged and stated that the prisoner was neither a Russian nor a CIA
spy, but a Jewish spy.

His conscience prompted “Daniel” to come forward with this account of
Weisfeiler’s fate, he told U.S. officials. He was talking now in hopes this
information could be used immediately to locate the victim. “Daniel” said he
had recently been in contact with a former member of his army patrol who
was once again assigned to Colonia Dignidad and “had just seen Weisfeiler
alive,” the embassy reported: “Our source has information from an eyewit-
ness that Weisfeiler was in the Colonia as late as early June, 1987.”57

In June 2000, more than fifteen years after Weisfeiler’s disappearance, the
State Department declassified this thirteen-page summary report on debriefing
this informant, “Case of Boris Weisfeiler, Colonia Dignidad, New Informa-
tion,” along with 436 other documents relating to his case. None of the
Weisfeiler files had ever been provided to his family and, yet, numerous
records contained extraordinary information on what the embassy knew and
when it knew it. Some documents indicated that within the first year of
Weisfeiler’s reported disappearance, embassy officials received a tip that he
had not drowned and was still alive. By April 1985, consulate officers sus-
pected the involvement of Colonia Dignidad but made no effort to gain access
to the enclave. After “Daniel” surfaced, according to the files, embassy offi-
cials took few immediate steps to escalate efforts to locate Weisfeiler. And
although consular officials wanted to initiate an official judicial investigation
to unravel the regime’s cover-up, the State Department delayed a decision
for a year and then refused to authorize minimal funding for legal fees.

From the start, the shadow of Charles Horman hung over the case of
another vanished American. “I didn’t want what happened in that movie
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Missing to happen again,” then Consul General Jayne Kobliska recalled.58

When Penn State University reported that Weisfeiler had failed to return to
teach the winter semester, the consulate moved expeditiously to look for him.
On January 23, a day after the Carabineros informed the embassy that Weis-
feiler’s green backpack had been found on the bank of the Nuble River, a
consular officer—conoff—named Edward Arrizabalaga traveled by car and
horseback to the small riverside village of Los Mayos to retrace Weisfeiler’s
steps, interview the peasants who had seen him, and request a special inves-
tigation from the local authorities. In the first clue that something was amiss,
the consular officer observed that the contents of the backpack were dry—
“not wet nor moldy smelling,” according to his handwritten notes—and
showed no signs of ever having been in the water. Weisfeiler’s passport, plane
ticket, and a diary he always kept were also missing. Nevertheless, Arriza-
balaga reported, “accidental death is in fact the most likely explanation for
his disappearance.”

Embassy investigators soon learned, however, that at the very moment
that Weisfeiler disappeared a unit of the Carabinero police and an army
patrol were tracking him as a suspected subversive. On January 4, Luis Ló-
pez, one of the peasants who had seen Weisfeiler hiking, reported him to
local police as a “possible extremist.” All residents, as the embassy summa-
rized Lopez’s initial account, “had orders to report the presence of all strang-
ers in the area immediately to the carabineros”:

Luis López reported the presence of the stranger to the commander of
the El Roble outpost, Sargeano 2nd class Jorge Cofre Vega. Following
López’s report the Carabineros apparently set off on horseback to
search for the stranger. . . . According to the testimony of Sgt. Cofre
the Carabineros were assisted in their search by a military patrol from
an Army regiment based in Concepcion which happened to be in the
area on the day of January 4, 1985. Luis López is the last person who
reportedly saw Boris Weisfeiler.59

But when embassy officials returned to the region, they were unable to
interview the Carabineros who participated in this search because they had
all been reassigned and dispersed around the country. Sgt. Cofre Vega was
suddenly retired and not available. The Chilean military refused to identify
the members of the army patrol. There were “a number of indications,” the
embassy cabled Washington, that witnesses “were under considerable pres-
sure from the Carabineros to confirm the official story and minimize inde-
pendent contact with consular officers.” In the fall of 1986, the key witness,
Luis López, was found dead in what the embassy called “mysterious circum-
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stances”—hung from the infrastructure of the river cableway not far from
where Weisfeiler disappeared.60

This cover-up was particularly disconcerting because, within the first year
of his disappearance, declassified records indicate the embassy had “one
hint” that Weisfeiler had not, in fact, drowned. A contact, who remains un-
identified, apparently approached embassy officer Lawrence Penn and “sug-
gested W. was still alive,” according to a cryptic memorandum, classified
secret, and written probably in late 1985 by the deputy chief of mission,
George Jones. Is there “any way to refresh, revive, update that one contact
you had?” Jones wrote to Penn as the new ambassador, Harry Barnes, con-
sidered the official verdict of accidental drowning. “Amb. said that one thing
that bothered him about closing the file on the case was that one hint that
W. was alive.”

The case was kept open, largely due to the personal outrage of the Consul
General Jayne Kobliska, over the Chilean military’s evasive responses to U.S.
inquiries. In April 1985, Kobliska discovered that the embassy had been mis-
informed about the boundary line of the seventy-square-mile mountain enclave
of Colonia Dignidad. In an eyes-only memorandum, “Welfare/Wherea-
bouts: Case of Boris Weisfeiler,” Kobliska reported that “at the time of his dis-
appearance Weisfeiler was either on or very near to the Colonia property”
and recommended that this information be transferred to Washington via
“secure telephone.” After another year of U.S. “informal approaches” yielded
nothing from Chilean military officials, she drafted a strongly worded mem-
orandum to the new ambassador, Harry Barnes, demanding he take defini-
tive measures to raise the profile of this case and obtain answers on
Weisfeiler’s fate. “Inaction is damaging,” she advised. “The real danger in
this case is that we will delay action until it is too late to either save Weis-
feiler’s life or to determine the true circumstances of this death.” (Doc 13)61

After yet another year of the Pinochet regime’s evasive diplomatic exchanges,
Kobliska again urged the ambassador to take a more forceful stand: “The
Mickey Mousing around we’ve done on this case with this government is
disgraceful,” she wrote, “and though I think forcefulness should have been
applied a long time ago, it wasn’t.”

In the late spring of 1987, as Kobliska prepared to return to a new post
in Washington, she initiated a detailed status report on the Weisfeiler case.
The fourteen-page review cited “important contradictions” in the evidence,
as well as indications that the police had pressured witnesses to falsely claim
they saw Weisfeiler’s footprints where he allegedly entered the river and
drowned. Weisfeiler was a semi-professional hiker—he had trekked alone in
Siberia, Alaska, China, and Peru—but “no satisfactory answer has yet been
given to the question of why an experienced backpacker such as Weisfeiler
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would attempt a river crossing in an obviously dangerous place,” the report
noted. One possible explanation cited by the embassy was that the backpack
had been “placed in a location [near the river] in order to feign an accidental
death.”62

By the time this report was cabled to Washington at the end of June,
embassy officials had begun to interview the informant known only as “Dan-
iel” who explained that the army patrol had sent the backpack to CNI head-
quarters for analysis before it was replaced on the riverbank.63 If true, his
story “would throw a whole new light on the case, and call into question a
substantial portion of the information previously received and reported con-
cerning Weisfeiler’s disappearance,” the embassy cabled the Bureau of Inter-
American Affairs. To be sure, “Daniel’s” account was “bizarre.” But it was
also absolutely believable. “His story is so detailed and fits so well with what
we know from many other sources of Weisfeiler’s whereabouts, physical
description, and what he was carrying, that it seems likely to us that source
did in fact participate in Weisfeiler’s arrest and delivery to the Colonia,”
according to the embassy officers that met him.64

The possibility that Weisfeiler was still alive posed “a dilemma”:

If Weisfeiler is in fact alive and a prisoner at the Colonia or anywhere
else with the knowledge of the GOC, any investigation we undertake
which comes to the GOC’s attention runs the risk of his being killed
to cover up the affair. On the other hand, to take no action could be
equivalent to abandoning an American citizen trapped in the hands of
persons for whom paranoid is one of the kinder adjectives.

This calculation, along with sheer bureaucratic inertia and the abject ambiv-
alence of top department officials, paralyzed any aggressive steps to ascertain
Weisfeiler’s whereabouts and welfare. Consular officer Philip Antweiler did
propose pursuing what he called seven “unturned stones” in the case. But
“Daniel’s” story resulted in no immediate and direct U.S. initiatives to resolve
his disappearance.

In August 1987, the State Department informed the embassy that Wash-
ington “would favor reopening of a separate judicial investigation over any
revival of administrative inquiries, which as embassy has reported, had failed
to resolve discrepancies in case.”65 But “next steps” were left to embassy
officials who continued to seek regime support for administrative inquiries.
Approaches to the authorities, however, yielded only more stalling, obstruc-
tion, and empty promises for further review of the case. In January 1988, a
consular officer did obtain permission to travel to Parral and interview the
Carabinero officials who had originally searched for Weisfeiler. During that
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meeting, Sgt. Cofre Vega produced a list of names of members of the army
unit that had also tracked the hiker. But not until August 1988, more than
a year after “Daniel” had come forward, did the U.S. government formally
request access to those soldiers who “may have important information con-
cerning the chain of events surrounding Mr. Weisfeiler’s disappearance.”66

In December, almost four years after Weisfeiler’s disappearance, the Chilean
Foreign Ministry finally responded that only the local tribunal, the San Carlos
Court, could legally mandate such interrogations. The court, however, would
act only if proper judicial proceedings were initiated and deemed legally war-
ranted by new, compelling evidence.

The year 1989 marked the phaseout of the Pinochet regime. With Chile
entering a lengthy transition to civilian rule, consulate officers considered
hiring a lawyer and pursuing legal avenues for a full, court-sanctioned inves-
tigation into Weisfeiler’s fate as a logical and promising next step. “Who
knows what might turn up in the next few years, particularly with a new
government and altered political climate,” Consul General William Barkell
wrote in a January 3 recommendation to approach Alfredo Etcheberry, the
prominent Chilean attorney representing the United States in the Letelier-
Moffitt proceedings.67 Etcheberry had already done considerable pro bono
work on the Weisfeiler case; he asked for a moderate fixed retainer of several
thousand dollars to represent the U.S. consulate in seeking to reopen a ju-
dicial inquiry. In mid-March, the embassy cabled the State Department re-
questing “approval to obtain legal services to permit consular officers to
perform duties relating to protection of U.S. nationals” and to “engage a
knowledgeable local attorney . . . Alfredo Etcheberry.”

Months went by with no response. On August 29, the embassy cabled
Washington again noting that “in spite of numerous follow up attempts . . .
we received no reply” other than “department is studying proposal.” This
renewed request also “disappeared into a black hole as have all the others,”
Barkell complained in an internal embassy communication dated in Octo-
ber 3. On October 6, he cabled the State Department legal office: “Given
the sensitivity of this case, which has sparked Congressional interest, we
cannot understand the delay in responding to our request.” (Doc 14)

Only after the U.S. ambassador to Chile, Charles Gillespie, returned to
Washington and personally raised the issue did the State Department fi-
nally respond. On November 20, in a cable signed by Secretary of State
James Baker, the Department noted that the issue had finally been vetted.
“[T]he department has no objection to the Post’s employment of private lo-
cal counsel to prepare and file with the appropriate court, a petition on be-
half of the Embassy that requests the government of Chile to reopen the
investigation.” There was one caveat: the Department would not provide
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any money. “The cost of the legal services will [have to] be paid for with
Post’s funds.”

The U.S. embassy’s inability to decide whether it could budget several
thousand dollars to hire a lawyer prompted even more procrastination and
inaction in the Weisfeiler case. On November 28, 1989, Barkell requested
that the administration office “check to see if funds were available.” In De-
cember and January, he asked again, only to be told “it is being looked into.”
Finally, in February 1990, more than a year after first proposing the plan to
hire Etcheberry, Barkell formally submitted a memorandum, “Funding to
Engage Attorney to Reopen Weisfeiler Case.” “I would very much appreciate
a definitive answer,” he wrote. “If funds are available, I would like to get
cracking and reopen the case.”

In the end, the embassy’s business and finance office determined there was
no money in the budget. Barkell received a terse, one-sentence memo inform-
ing him: “At present time there are no funds available in Post allotments for
this project.” (Doc 15)

◆

A full decade later, on January 3, 2000, the Chilean courts agreed to open
a judicial investigation into the case—not at the behest of the embassy, but
through a legal petition filed by Boris Weisfeiler’s sister, Olga. The State
Department files on the Weisfeiler case had not yet been declassified; but the
family cited as new evidence a statement made by “Daniel” who resurfaced
in October 1997. During a radio talk show on the subject of Colonia Dig-
nidad, he called in and retold the story of the Weisfeiler abduction and
transfer to the German enclave. The talk show host, Ricardo Israel, con-
vinced “Daniel” to meet with him privately. During that meeting, the infor-
mant provided a handwritten unsigned report on what had happened to
Weisfeiler that Israel gave to the Chilean press and to the U.S. Embassy.
Ten years earlier, “Daniel” had reported that Weisfeiler might still be alive,
held prisoner at Colonia Dignidad. Now he stated that Weisfeiler had been
executed. “Later on, we found that this person, after being savagely inter-
rogated, was made to kneel on the ground and was murdered with a shot to
the nape of his neck.” The U.S. embassy, in transmitting a translation of
“Daniel’s” report to the State Department, noted that it “considers the case
open and unsolved.”(Doc 16)

As of mid-2003, Boris Weisfeiler remained the one U.S. citizen among
1,119 Chileans “disappeared” at the hands of the Pinochet regime. Charles
Horman and Frank Teruggi were the two Americans among more than
3,100 Chilean murder victims, whose killers remained unidentified and at
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large. Their cases spanned the systemic, arbitrary, and brutal atrocities in-
flicted on Chilean society from the day of the military coup until the end of
Pinochet era; they also called worldwide attention to the indifferent posture
of the U.S. government toward the Pinochet regime’s human rights crimes—
even as those crimes claimed the lives of Americans. But the fate of a fourth
U.S. citizen, Ronni Karpen Moffitt, represented an escalation of such atroc-
ities beyond Chile’s borders into a crime of a very different category: inter-
national terrorism.



document 1. Department of State, secret Memorandum, “Charles Horman
Case,” August 25, 1976 (completely censored version, page 1).



document 2. Department of State, secret Memorandum, “Charles Horman
Case,” August 25, 1976 (strategically censored version, pages 1, 2).
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document 3. Department of State, secret Memorandum, “Charles Horman
Case,” August 25, 1976 (uncensored version, pages 1, 2).
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document 4. U.S. Embassy, Cable, “W/W Deaths; Charles E. Horman,”
October 18, 1973.



document 5. Department of State, Cable, “Disposition of Horman Remains,”
March 23, 1974.



document 6. Department of Defense, Report on Frank Teruggi, “Deceased
United States Citizen,” October 15, 1973.



document 7. Department of Defense, Cover Memo and Chilean Military
Report on Frank Teruggi and Charles Horman, October 30, 1973.
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document 8. FBI, secret Intelligence Memorandum on Frank Teruggi,
October 25, 1972.



document 9. FBI, secret Intelligence Memorandum, “Frank Teruggi,”
October 25, 1972.



document 10. U.S. Embassy, Cable, “[Deleted name] Reports on GOC
Involvement in Death of Charles Horman, Asks Embassy for Asylum and AID,”
April 28, 1987.
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document 11. U.S. Embassy, Map Drawn by U.S. Investigator on
Disappearance of Boris Weisfeiler, ca. February 1985.



document 12. U.S. Embassy, Map Drawn by Chilean Informant, “Daniel,” on
Detention, Interrogation, and Transfer to Colonia Dignidad of Boris Weisfeiler,
ca. June 1987.



document 13. U.S. Embassy, Memorandum from Consul General, “Case of
Boris Weisfeiler,” April 15, 1986.
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document 14. U.S. Embassy, Cable, “Request for Approval of Legal Services
(W/W Case—Weisfeiler, Boris),” October 6, 1989.
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document 15. U.S. Embassy, Memorandum from Budget and Finance Office,
February 6, 1990.



document 16. U.S. Embassy, Cable, “Anonymous Report Regarding 1985
Missing Amcit Boris Weisfeiler,” October 28, 1997.



6

Operation Condor:
State-Sponsored International Terrorism

Internationally, the Latin generals look like our guys. We are especially iden-
tified with Chile. It cannot do us any good.

—Secret briefing paper for Secretary Kissinger on
Operation Condor, August 1976

In October 1975, the head of Chile’s feared secret police, Col. Manuel
Contreras, invited his counterparts in the Southern Cone to an all-

expenses-paid “Primera Reunion InterAmericana de Inteligencia Nacional”—the first
inter-American meeting on national intelligence. The meeting would be of “a
strictly secret nature,” according to Contreras’s invitation letter: “the hope is
that this reunion can provide a basis for excellent coordination and improved
action to benefit the national security of our respective nations.” (Doc 1) On
the conference agenda: “to establish something similar to INTERPOL in
Paris, but dedicated to Subversion.”

This covert intelligence convention took place between November 25 and
28 in Santiago. In a formal “closing statement,” the conference participants
approved the concept and structure of a new cooperative security organiza-
tion. “From this date onward,” read the Acta de Clausura de la Primera Reunion

InterAmericana de Intelligencia Nacional signed by the delegates from Chile, Ar-
gentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Bolivia, their intelligence services would
initiate “bilateral or multilateral contacts to exchange information on subver-
sives.” They agreed to create a “sede del Sistema,” the network “coordinating
office,” and to further meetings in Chile the following spring to develop and
expand this new “system of coordination” to combat subversion. Finally, “in
honor of the host country” they unanimously approved a motion that “this
organization will be designated CONDOR”—named after Chile’s national
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bird, the large Andean vulture. “Operation Condor” was officially inaugu-
rated. (Doc 2)

Top-secret CIA reports would casually describe Operation Condor as “a
cooperative effort by the intelligence/security services of several South Amer-
ican countries to combat terrorism and subversion.” In fact, in the mid-1970s
Condor became the most sinister state-sponsored terrorist network in the
Western Hemisphere, if not the world. Those targeted went far beyond mem-
bers of the militant Southern Cone guerrilla movements such as the Argentine
ERP, the Uruguayan Tupamaros, and the Chilean MIR; they included ci-
vilian political figures from the region, and Latin American exile leaders living
in Europe and the United States. Victims numbered in the hundreds, as the
Condor nations collaborated in cross-border manhunts—tracking, surveil-
lance, kidnappings, torture, interrogation, and elimination of opponents.

Some individuals in the region simply disappeared; many victims were
kidnapped and killed while living in exile in Argentina. Others were caught
in one nation, interrogated under torture by multilateral teams of Condor
agents, and then secretly remitted to the nation of their nationality to be
further abused and murdered. Selected special targets were subject to “phase
three” Condor operations. “A third and reportedly very secret phase of ‘Op-
eration Condor’ involves the formation of special teams from member coun-
tries who are to carry out operations to include assassinations,” the Defense
Intelligence Agency recorded in a secret intelligence report:

[A] special team would be dispatched to locate and surveil the target . . .
a second team would be dispatched to carry out an operation against
the target. Special teams would be issued false documentation from
member countries, could be composed either of individuals from one
member nation or of persons from various member nations . . . team
members would not be commissioned or non-commissioned officers of
the armed forces, but rather “special agents.” (Doc 3)

This would be the modus operandi used by the Pinochet regime to carry
out its most infamous Condor mission—the September 21, 1976, terrorist
car bombing that killed Orlando Letelier and Ronni Karpen Moffitt in the
capital city of the United States.

Precursor Operations

Chile’s Condor Convention of November 1975 essentially formalized coor-
dinated operations that had been conducted among the Southern Cone
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nations since soon after Pinochet took power. Immediately isolated by inter-
national public opinion as a pariah regime, the Junta turned to its like-minded
neighbors, particularly Argentina, for support and cooperation against what
Pinochet called “the international Marxist campaign.” Long before Condor’s
formal creation, its methods of intelligence sharing, surveillance coordination,
multilateral repression, and murder were all but perfected.

The Prats Assassination

The first major collaboration to eliminate a potentially prominent opponent
targeted not a radical leftist guerrilla leader, but rather Pinochet’s own pre-
decessor as commander in chief of the Chilean armed forces, Gen. Carlos
Prats. Following the coup, which Prats had opposed until he was forced out
of the military and replaced by Pinochet, he and his wife went into voluntary
exile in Buenos Aires. There they lived unobtrusively among a large and
growing Chilean exile community.

Two months after taking power, Pinochet dispatched his renowned en-
forcer, Gen. Sergio Arellano Stark, on “a special mission” to Argentina. In
Buenos Aires, according to CIA intelligence sources inside the Chilean mili-
tary, Arellano would

discuss with the Argentine military any information they have regard-
ing the activities of General (retired) Carlos Prats. Arellano will also
attempt to gain an agreement whereby the Argentines maintain scrutiny
over Prats and regularly inform the Chileans of his activities.1

Intelligence sharing on Prats, and other Chilean exiles, was conducted
through a DINA “external branch” in Buenos Aires. In the spring of 1974,
Contreras assigned a former Patria y Libertad–turned-DINA agent Enrique
Arancibia Clavel to covertly establish DINA’s first external base. Arancibia,
who had been a fugitive in Argentina during the Allende years for his role
in the assassination of Gen. René Schneider, operated out of a thirteenth-
floor office of the National Bank of Chile at 845 Cordoba Ave. in downtown
Buenos Aries. He used an alias, Luis Felipe Alemparte, and assumed the
professional cover of a bank manager. A second DINA agent, Col. Victor
Hugo Barrı́a-Barrı́a, was posted as the military attaché at the Chilean em-
bassy.

Arancibia established multiple contacts with counterparts in the Argentine
Servicio de Inteligencia del Estado (SIDE), and the federal police department,
which oversaw the terrorist death-squad activity of vicious paramilitary
groups such as the AAA—the Argentine Anticommunist Alliance—as well as
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with intelligence officers from other Southern Cone nations, to monitor the
anti-Junta activities of Chilean exiles. On Prats, however, surveillance yielded
no indication of any effort to openly oppose the Pinochet regime. Prats was
“living quietly in Buenos Aires,” noted a subsequent CIA situation report.
“He was not permitted to make any public appearances or statements and
had faithfully carried out the restrictive instructions pertaining to his exile.”2

Nevertheless, Pinochet considered Prats far more of a threat than any
politician or militant guerrilla. As a respected constitutionalist member of the
Chilean armed forces, the exiled general represented the only individual with
potential influence within the middle and high ranks of Pinochet’s own power
base, the Chilean army. When DINA obtained intelligence from Argentina
that Prats was writing his memoirs about the Allende era and had applied
for a visa to immigrate to a safer location in Europe, the Pinochet regime
designated him the first high-profile exile to be assassinated.3

As the first anniversary of the Chilean coup approached, Contreras or-
dered his Argentine branch chief to work with Argentine paramilitary groups
to kill Prats. When that plan failed to progress rapidly, Contreras assigned
his new recruit, American expatriate Michael Townley, to complete the first
major murder mission of DINA’s “External Section.” In court testimony that
remains sealed, Townley recalled that he received his orders from Con-
treras’s deputy Col. Pedro Espinoza in August 1974. Prats had the potential
to become part of a “government in exile,” Townley remembered being told;
“Prats was a danger to Chile.”4

Townley flew to Buenos Aires for a short reconnaissance trip, and re-
turned again on September 10, 1974, traveling on a false passport under the
name of Kenneth Enyart. He spent three weeks monitoring Prats’s move-
ments and waiting for the opportunity to kill him, working at least tacitly
with members of an Argentine paramilitary group and the Department of
Foreign Affairs of the federal police—the agency actually in charge of the
security detail assigned to protect Prats’s apartment. At one point, Townley
followed Prats to a park and drew a gun, he said, but did not shoot “because
there were too many people around.” Instead, Townley fashioned a remote-
control bomb in his hotel room—using two C4 cartridges and three deto-
nating devices—establishing his modus operandi as an international terrorist.
On September 29, he managed to slip into the parking garage of Prats’s
apartment building and attach the bomb, unobserved, under the chassis of
his small Fiat 1600.5

At 12:50 a.m. on September 30, Prats and his wife Sofia returned to their
apartment building after a late evening visit with friends. As Prats got out of
his car to open the garage door, the powerful bomb exploded, blowing him
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thirteen feet though the air onto the cement sidewalk and setting the car on
fire.6 The general was killed instantly. His wife, as a cable to the U.S. National
Military Command Center described the horrific crime scene, “was trapped
in the vehicle and carbonized.”

The Pinochet regime energetically denied any connection to the crime.
But Argentine press accounts, as well as broadcasts from Radio Moscow,
correctly pointed the finger at DINA, suggesting that Chile’s regime was
afraid that Prats would attract the loyalty of military personnel disaffected
with Pinochet’s expanding dictatorship. Intelligence sources in Argentina, as
the CIA reported, similarly believed “the assassination of General Carlos
Prats to be the work of Chileans,” based on “the fact that the bomb used in
the assassination was considerably larger than those ordinarily used in Ar-
gentina and on the fact that the assassination was not carried out in the
manner in which such terrorist acts are usually executed by Argentine
groups.”(Doc 4)

The U.S. embassy, however, refused to accept the possibility that Pin-
ochet’s secret police were behind the attack. “This makes no sense to us,”
U.S. Ambassador David Popper cabled Washington in the first of many
embassy reports turning a blind eye to Chile’s involvement in international
terrorism. “Nor do we see significant interest in killing Prats of any other
Chilean group with capability of doing so.”7 As the Pinochet regime estab-
lished a precedent for transnational violence that would later reach to Wash-
ington, D.C., the United States made no serious effort to investigate or
denounce, publicly or privately, an assassination that the CIA appropriately
cataloged in its Weekly Situation Report on International Terrorism.8

Operation Colombo

The successful bilateral effort on the Prats assassination encouraged both
Chilean and Argentine officials to take a broader view of multilateral coop-
eration. “An idea exists to form an anti-communist intelligence community
on a continental level, with members of the armies of Uruguay and Argentina
who are interested in talking to Chile,”9 Arancibia cabled DINA headquarters
in a report on the Argentine armed forces two weeks after the Prats assas-
sination. General Pinochet himself promoted this idea during one of his rare
trips outside of Chile in the spring of 1974 when he traveled to Brazil,
Bolivia, and Paraguay. His frequent condemnation of the threat of interna-
tional communism prompted widespread speculation of the creation of “an
anticommunist axis of southern Latin American military governments,” as
the U.S. embassy in Asuncion described it. Would Chile form an “anti-
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Marxist bloc,” reporters asked Pinochet. “Anything is possible,” he re-
sponded.

Chilean-Argentine collaboration toward enhanced repression increased sig-
nificantly toward the end of 1974. In November, Argentine secret police
assisted the DINA in the brazen kidnapping of British-born Chilean stock-
broker William Beausire, in the middle of the Ezeiza airport in Buenos Aires
as he was in transit to London.10 In December, intelligence operatives pro-
vided Arancibia with lists of former members of Allende’s Popular Unity
coalition who were now enrolled in classes at the National University in
Buenos Aires. In April 1975, Arancibia reported to “Luis Gutierrez”—the
code name for DINA’s External Section—on anti-Pinochet Chileans at the
university who had been arrested through “federal coordination” and were
now believed to be “RIP”—a coded but not so subtle reference to the dis-
appeared and murdered. By the summer of 1975, DINA obtained a com-
mitment from its contacts in the Argentine army intelligence unit known as
SIE to supply immigration records on all Chileans who had entered Argen-
tina since the 1973 coup.11

In addition to committing extensive bilateral acts of repression, in the
summer of 1975 Chilean and Argentine intelligence officers began cooper-
ating on covering up those crimes. This collaboration, code-named Operation
Colombo, became one of the Pinochet regime’s most Machiavellian, and ma-
cabre, efforts to hide ongoing human rights abuses.

Operation Colombo grew out of increasingly forceful international con-
demnation of atrocities committed by Pinochet’s security forces—particularly
on los desaparecidos. The practice of disappearing hundreds of Chileans without
a trace appeared to escalate in the fall of 1974 and spring of 1975 as the
Chilean secret police systematically hunted down, detained, and disappeared
members of the MIR and the Chilean Communist Party (PCCH). In re-
sponse to habeas corpus appeals by family members, and legal demands for
an accounting by Chile’s leading human rights group, the Committee for
Peace, as well as international agencies such as the United Nations Human
Rights Commission (UNHRC), the Chilean government claimed that the
missing were all leftist militants who had fled the country. Allegations that
they were victims of repression, the Junta stated, were the result of a con-
certed Marxist campaign to mislead the world about the Pinochet regime.

As the UNHRC petitioned to conduct an onsite investigation in Chile to
determine the fate of the disappeared, DINA mounted a crude covert disin-
formation operation—with the help of Argentine officials and secret police
units—to obfuscate accountability for their deaths. In the spring of 1975,
DINA’s international division chief, Maj. Raúl Iturriaga Neumann, traveled
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to Buenos Aires to tell Arancibia to initiate “Operation Colombo.” Aranci-
bia’s first assignment was to arrange the supposed appearance of the body
of a disappeared Chilean, David Silberman, in Argentina. In May, a headless
and handless corpse appeared on a sidewalk in Buenos Aires. A semi-
destroyed photo identification card with a number that corresponded to Sil-
berman’s Chilean national registration card was in a pocket.12 A note attached
to the remains read: Brought down by the MIR.

The reappearance of the disappeared, through the placement of unrecog-
nizable, supposedly Chilean corpses on Argentine soil13 was one component
of Colombo; the second component was generating press coverage indicating
that these Chileans had been killed while operating outside of Chile—by their
leftist brethren or in armed conflicts. But the propaganda failed to materialize
in the Silberman case. Arancibia’s cables back to headquarters reflected com-
plaints that his contacts in the Argentine media hadn’t followed through. But
he requested additional identification papers to continue the operation.

On July 12, two more mutilated and burned bodies—hands and faces
disfigured beyond recognition—were discovered by police in the town of
Ciudad Pilar outside of Buenos Aires. Identification papers on the bodies
named them as two disappeared Chileans: Luis Alberto Guendelman Wis-
niak,14 and Jaime Robotham Bravo. A third body was also found in Buenos
Aires, identified as a missing Chilean, Juan Carlos Perelman. Each body was
tagged with a sign that read Executed by the MIR. The implication, as the New
York Times reported, was that “they had been members of the Revolutionary
Left Movement,” and “had been killed as a result of an internal struggle.”15

This time, DINA abandoned efforts to obtain mainstream media coverage
and simply manufactured the initial propaganda with the help of its Argentine
collaborators. Three days after the bodies appeared, an article appeared in
an unknown Buenos Aires magazine called LEA containing a list of sixty
Chileans who, according to the unnamed author, “have been eliminated dur-
ing the last three months by their own comrades in arms as part of a vast
and implacable program of vengeance and political purification.” The article
insinuated that the sixty had been executed for disputes over political differ-
ences “and money,” and that the internecine killings had taken place in Ar-
gentina, Colombia, Venezuela, Panama, Mexico, and France.

A week later, the Chilean press reported on a second list of Chileans
published in an obscure newsletter in Curitiba, Brazil called Novo O Dia. The
Novo O Dia article, unsigned and undated, stated that fifty-nine “Chilean
Marxist agitators” had been killed in a clash with Argentine security forces
in the northern province of Salta.

Chile’s leading newspapers dutifully reprinted the stories on what came
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to be known as “the list of 119.” La Segunda republished the Novo O Dia list
under the headline miristas exterminated like rats. El Mercurio ran a
lengthy editorial that read as if DINA officials had drafted it themselves:

The politicians and foreign newsmen who asked themselves so many
times about the fate of these members of the MIR and blamed the
Chilean government for the disappearance of many of them, now have
the explanation that they refused to accept. Victims of their own meth-
ods, exterminated by their own comrades, every one of them demon-
strates with tragic eloquence that violent people end up falling victims
to the blind and implacable terror that they provoke.16

But DINA’s perverse efforts to cover the tracks of its atrocities quickly
unraveled. Within days, the Chilean church-sponsored Committee for Peace
published a comprehensive report detailing direct evidence that seventy-seven
individuals on the lists were known to have been detained in Chile by se-
curity personnel before they disappeared and providing indirect evidence of
official detention on another twenty-seven individuals. In four cases of names
on the LEA and Novo O Dia lists, the Committee report noted, Pinochet’s
authorities had, in writing, officially acknowledged arresting those individu-
als. Reporters from the Washington Post, New York Times, the Wall Street Journal,

Newsweek, and Time, easily determined that LEA did not exist as a magazine
before, or after, the July 15 edition mysteriously showed up on newsstands
in Buenos Aires; the copies had been published through an industrial print
shop controlled by the right-wing Argentine government minister, Jose López
Rega. Similarly, Novo O Dia, was an unofficial and irregular publication, a
mimeo published by a single individual; journalists noted that the Novo O Dia

list had been distributed to Chilean papers by a media advisor to the Junta—
identified by American journalist John Dinges as right-wing columnist Alvaro
Puga17—several days before the newsletter actually appeared in Brazil. Fi-
nally, there existed not a shred of evidence that any military confrontation
had occurred in Salta, Argentina as the Novo O Dia story alleged. No casualties
had been reported; no bodies or graves could be located.

Nor were the mutilated bodies “discovered” in Argentina actually those
of the three disappeared Chileans. When the families of Perelman and Ro-
botham, who both appeared on the Novo O Dia list, and Guendelman went
to Buenos Aires to retrieve the charred remains of their loved ones, they
discovered that the identification cards were crude forgeries, and that the
dead individuals bore physical traits quite distinct from the individuals they
were purported to be.18

As the U.S. press descended on Chile, the embassy could no longer ignore
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the magnitude of what it called the “fast moving story of deaths and disap-
pearances.” Initially, Ambassador Popper waffled on whether to believe the
official line that “the extremist movements themselves” had fabricated evi-
dence of detention and disappearance, or accept the obvious. “There appears
to be ground for suspicion that GOC and/or its security organs are attempt-
ing to close book on those who have died while in custody,” the embassy
cabled Washington on July 26. “Embassy has independent evidence that
GOC security forces have detained and held persons without accounting for
them, and that some have died in custody. We can believe in addition that
some ‘disappeared’ persons indeed went underground. Whatever the facts,
stories expected to emerge in foreign press are likely to put GOC in very
bad light.”19

In early August, however, after examining multiple theories on who was
behind creating the lists, the embassy surmised that the Pinochet regime
“might well have been impelled to plant lists.” In his summary of an August
8 cable, “Analysis of Deaths and Disappearances of Chilean Extremists,”
Popper wrote:

Most plausible explanation we can piece together for what will probably
remain something of a mystery is that GOC security forces acted di-
rectly or through third party, planted reports in obscure publications
to provide some means of accounting for disappearance of numerous
violent leftists. GOC security forces may have killed some or all of
them. (Doc 5)

“Additionally,” the embassy wrote in its first acknowledgement of covert
collaboration in the region, “it would be plausible to assume that Argentine
security forces and/or right-wing groups such as AAA and López Rega ele-
ments extended at least tacit cooperation to GOC in this matter.”

Chile: Base for International Terrorism

During the Allende era, the U.S. intelligence community searched for evi-
dence on the potential for Chile to become a platform for international terror-
ism. It was the Pinochet regime, however, that transformed Chile into an
active base and sponsor of violent terrorist groups around the world. Under
the auspices of DINA, in the mid-1970s Chile created covert alliances with a
number of the most notorious terrorist organizations in the United States and
Europe, offering refuge, training, financing, as well as missions that ranged
from photo reconnaissance, to bank robberies, to assassination of political ex-
iles. These operations defined state-sponsored international terrorism.
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DINA established its most energetic alliance with the violent anti-Castro
Cuban exile groups in the United States. In December 1974 three leaders of
these groups, Orlando Bosch, Guillermo Novo, and Dionesio Suárez, trav-
eled to Santiago to offer services to, and seek support from, the Pinochet
regime. Bosch, then and now the most famous exile terrorist, already had a
long record of shooting bazookas at Cuban ships and sending package bombs
to Cuban embassies; he would collaborate with the Chileans on one assas-
sination attempt in Costa Rica and move on to mastermind the bombing of
a Cubana airliner over Barbados in October 1976, killing all seventy-three
passengers and crew.20 Novo headed New Jersey wing of the Cuban Nation-
alist Movement (CNM), “an anti-Castro terrorist group,” according to de-
classified FBI reports.

DINA took the anti-Castro Cubans up on their offer. In early February
1975 Contreras dispatched Michael Townley to Miami to recruit CNM as-
sistance for another major mission of international terrorism. Townley car-
ried with him the names of major Chilean exile leaders expected to attend a
meeting in Mexico of the International Commission of Inquiry into the
Crimes of the Military Junta in Chile, and orders “to do away with anyone
on the list.”21 Under the cover of taking a camping trip, Townley, his wife,
and a CNM member named Virgilio Paz, drove 4,000 miles from New Jersey
to Mexico City in a recreational vehicle filled with plastique explosives.22 But
they arrived well after the conference had ended. Townley and Paz then flew
to Madrid to continue tracking leading members of the Chilean exile com-
munity living in Europe.

The first name on their list was that of Carlos Altamirano. For months,
agents of the Pinochet regime had been trying to assassinate the secretary-
general of Chile’s Socialist Party. “General Contreras had an illogical obses-
sion with accomplishing Altamirano’s demise,” one informant told the FBI.
“To that end Contreras had issued standing orders that all DINA agents
operating abroad were to assassinate Altamirano on sight.” On August 3,
1974, the chief of Chile’s naval mission in London, Capt. Raul Lopez, or-
ganized a meeting of all Chilean military attachés in Europe and ordered
them to report on the movements of Altamirano, and “any anti-Junta activ-
ities” in their host countries. “Elements in the Chilean government are at-
tempting to locate and assassinate major leftist leaders such as Carlos
Altamirano,” as the CIA reported on the manhunt. “It is believed that the
Junta wants Altamirano either assassinated or kidnapped.” (Doc 6)23

Townley’s orders were to “eliminate” the socialist leader and to make
contacts with as many European-based anticommunist groups as possible to
establish DINA as a principal benefactor in an international war against
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Marxism. “Townley began to make the rounds of the European fascist cir-
cuit,” as Dinges and Landau described this effort in their book Assassination

on Embassy Row. The groups and individuals he contacted included the newly
formed Fascist International, the Corsican Brotherhood, the famous French
terrorist Albert Spaggiari (who had once tried to assassinate Charles de
Gaulle) and the neo-fascist Italian Avanguardia Nazionale, led by Stefano
Delle Chiaie, aka “the black bomber.”

While in Frankfurt in July, Townley met and recruited Delle Chiaie—
code-named “Alfa” in communications with DINA—to be a partner and par-
ticipant in Chile’s violent, clandestine campaign against the left. The Pinochet
regime would offer a safe haven, a base and training; Avanguardia Nazionale
would spy on the activities of Chilean exiles in Italy and other parts of Eu-
rope. With support from his superiors, Townley also arranged for “Alfa” to
undertake a deadly operation: the assassination of Bernardo Leighton, a pop-
ular and active Chilean Christian Democrat living in exile in Rome.

On the evening of October 6, as they walked home after dinner along a
narrow neighborhood street, a lone hitman wielding a nine-millimeter Beretta
shot both Leighton and his wife, Anita, at close range from behind. One
bullet hit Leighton in the back of the head; another tore through his wife’s
spine. Both survived, albeit with severe and permanent brain and paralysis
injuries.

DINA considered the operation a success; Leighton was effectively si-
lenced and a dire warning sent through the Chilean exile community in
Europe. In the aftermath of the assassination attempt, Townley traveled to
New Jersey and Miami, met with Novo and Paz, and agreed to let CNM
take credit for the Rome operation. Using its nom de guerre “ZERO,” the
CNM then published a communiqué with the initials B.L. imposed on a large
zero.24 Several weeks later in a communiqué distributed to the Associated
Press, “ZERO” described the shooting using unpublished details that Town-
ley had provided. This deception not only diverted attention away from
DINA, Townley explained in a debriefing with the FBI on the Leighton
shooting in 1978; it advanced DINA’s goal of fostering strong alliances. He
conveyed the details to Paz “in order to allow the CNM . . . to take credit
for the attempted assassination,” Townley stated, “so that the CNM would
gain stature as a viable international terrorist organization.” (Doc 7)

The Leighton operation cemented DINA’s ties with both CNM and with
Avanguardia Nazionale. DINA offered CNM members safe haven in Santi-
ago, and a special training course in intelligence operations. Contreras agreed
to provide protection and support for Avanguardia Nazionale, in return for
Delle Chiaie’s agreement to conduct espionage operations against Peru and
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Argentina. In November 1975, when both Contreras and Pinochet traveled
to Madrid to attend the funeral of Spanish dictator Francisco Franco, Con-
treras met personally with Delle Chiaie and received a full briefing on the
Italian organization’s capabilities to conduct spying, sabotage, and terrorist
operations on both the European and Latin American continents.

To seal this collaboration, Contreras arranged for Delle Chiaie to have a
private meeting with General Pinochet. “For your knowledge, Pinochet had
a meeting with Mamo [a nickname for Contreras] and Alfa in Spain,” Town-
ley would later write in a prison letter that revealed Pinochet’s personal in-
volvement.25 “The problem of the Italians is very serious, very serious.
Mamo married them a long time go . . . in a much less dissolvable way than
even the Cubans,” Townley wrote to a DINA collaborator, alluding to still
unknown clandestine operations Avanguardia Nazionale carried out on
DINA’s behalf. “Alfa can be much more embarrassing for Mamo and the
government in the long run. . . .”

Creating the Condor Consortium

In the spring of 1975, a leftist pamphlet began circulating in Europe an-
nouncing the formation of a Revolutionary Coordinating Junta (JCR) by
militant groups in the Southern Cone. The MIR in Chile and ERP in Ar-
gentina, along with the ELN in Bolivia and the Tupamaros in Uruguay
planned to merge efforts to overthrow the military regimes in the Southern
Cone.

This announcement garnered little international attention; and proved to
be more talk than action. In its first year of existence, U.S. intelligence re-
corded no major paramilitary, insurgency, or terrorist activities sponsored by
the JCR. “JCR representatives in Western Europe provide assistance to co-
horts temporarily residing there and publish propaganda against Southern
Cone governments,” the State Department’s INR reported in June 1976.
“According to available information, it has not sponsored any major Southern
Cone operations.”26 Nevertheless, the JCR’s creation generated concern
among DINA officials in Chile and SIDE officials in Argentina. The subse-
quent capture of a courier for the JCR, a Chilean sociologist and member of
the MIR named Jorge Fuentes Alarcón, provided the immediate catalyst to
formally create Operation Condor.

Fuentes was detained, along with Amilcar Santucho, the brother of the
head of the Argentine ERP, on May 16, 1975, as he attempted to cross into
Paraguay from Argentina using a false Costa Rican passport. His fate re-
flected the high degree of collaboration that had already evolved among the
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Southern Cone security organizations. “Various agencies were involved in
capturing this MIR leader,” as the Chilean National Commission on Truth and

Reconciliation described the multinational methods of repression:

The Paraguayan police arrested them both and took them to Asun-
cion. . . . Argentine intelligence services provided information on Jorge
Fuentes’ false passport, the U.S. Embassy staff in Buenos Aires kept
the investigative police in Chile advised of the results of his interroga-
tion, and the Paraguayan police allowed him to be transferred secretly
[to the DINA in Chile].27

“Paraguay picked up a Mirista, Fuentes, and turned him over to Con-
treras,” the FBI attaché in Buenos Aires, Robert Scherrer, subsequently con-
firmed to journalist John Dinges. “He was tortured and killed.”28

It was Scherrer who advised the Chilean military police of the intelligence
on the JCR obtained from Fuentes. Three weeks after his capture, the FBI
special agent conveyed the initial results of Fuentes’s brutal interrogation by
the Paraguayan secret police to the head of Pinochet’s “Office of Investiga-
tions.” In an official letter to Chilean Gen. Ernesto Baeza, dated June 6,
Scherrer wrote that the FBI had “discovered that the aforementioned subject
is a citizen of Chile and a member of the MIR.” The letter, on U.S. embassy
stationery, continued:

According to the information supplied by the subject during various
interrogations by the capital police in Asuncion, he admitted that he is
a member of the Coordinating Junta and was acting as a courier for
said group. (Doc 8)

Fuentes’s address book, which his Paraguayan interrogators showed to
Scherrer, listed the names and addresses of three individuals living in Texas,
New York City, and Puerto Rico. On the same day he wrote to General
Baeza, Scherrer cabled FBI headquarters in Washington with a report. “The
Bureau is requested to instruct the Dallas, New York and San Juan to conduct
appropriate investigation,” concluded the heavily redacted cable. Scherrer
also passed the names and addresses to the Chileans. In an offer that dem-
onstrated an active U.S. collaboration in the Pinochet regime’s violent cam-
paign against its opponents, Scherrer wrote: “The FBI [has] initiated an
investigation in the United States concerning the aforementioned people and
addresses. I will inform you of the results of the investigation as soon as I
have them in-hand.”

Intelligence on the JCR, gleaned from Fuentes’s tortured confessions in
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Paraguay, apparently galvanized Colonel Contreras’s decision to formalize a
regional anticommunist security network. In the late summer of 1975, he set
out on an multi-nation tour designed to lay the groundwork for Condor. His
first stop was in Washington where he met with CIA Deputy Director Ver-
non Walters—for the second time in less than two months. On August 27,
Contreras arrived in Caracas to meet with officials from the Venezuelan
intelligence service DISIP. “He said he had been making some goodwill trips
to get the support of different Latin American intelligence services,” DISIP
deputy director Rafael Rivas Vásquez later testified to a grand jury in Wash-
ington, D.C. “He said he was building up this grandiose scheme of a very
big and powerful service that could have information—worldwide informa-
tion.”29 In similar meetings throughout the Southern Cone, Contreras issued
an invitation to his counterparts to come to Santiago in the fall.

On November 25, 1975, Contreras convened the first Condor conference to
discuss expanding, formalizing, and modernizing mutual cooperation among
their secret police services. At morning and afternoon working sessions, the in-
telligence chieftains fromChile, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, and Bolivia re-
ported on the “situation of subversion” in their respective nations, and the
structures and mechanisms each of their security agencies used to combat the
left. The delegates, according to the agenda, then turned to a discussion of
the creation of a coordinated regional security system built around what
Colonel Contreras identified as “three basic elements”: (1) a central database
of information on opponents of their military regimes; (2) “a modern and
agile communications system” with special codes and cryptology machines
for the rapid and secure exchange of intelligence; and (3) multilateral “work
meetings” on a systematic basis to enhance regional counter-subversion ca-
pability and coordination.30

At the conclusion of the conference, according to the minutes, the dele-
gates agreed to phase in an advanced system of coordination through a series
of future actions:

• The posting of “national intelligence personnel or similar agents in
the Embassies of our countries for direct and personal liaison.”

• Creation of a coded communication system known as CONDOR-
TEL, using with cryptographic machines, and the eventual creation
of a high-speed communications system for information exchange.

• Swift and immediate contact when suspicious individuals are either
expelled from the country or travel outside the country so as to alert
intelligence services.

• Publishing propaganda aimed at attacking subversion.
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• Providing information to a technical team to create a central, mod-
ernized database on subversives.

• And conducting a “feasibility project” on advancing intelligence co-
ordination. (See Doc 2)

They agreed that the directors of their respective military regimes would
ratify this Condor accord, and it would take affect on January 30, 1976.
Another Condor meeting would be scheduled in Chile later that year.

The second Condor convention convened in Santiago at the beginning of
June 1976. Representatives of the five original Condor nations, joined by
officials from Brazil, reviewed what they had accomplished, and discussed
how to further their long-range cooperation. This meeting, monitored by U.S.
intelligence, produced several decisions: Condor nations would receive nu-
merical designations, with Chile holding the distinction of being “Condor
One”; Brazil would officially join, becoming the sixth full-fledged member of
the Condor organization; DINA would house a computerized databank on
known and suspected subversives; and Chile, Argentina, and Uruguay would
undertake covert operations against members of the JCR living in Western
Europe.

Those covert operations, the CIA quickly learned, would include assas-
sination missions against militants and civilians living in France and Portugal.
Paris, where the majority of Latin American refugees from the Southern
Cone military regimes resided in the mid-1970s, would be Condor’s main
stalking ground. Targets included the leadership of the JCR, Chilean jour-
nalists, as well as the famous Venezuelan-born master terrorist Ilich Ramirez
Sanchez, aka Carlos the Jackal.

In late September 1976, a special two-month-long “Condor training
course” opened at an operations center of the Argentine State Secretariat for
Intelligence (SIDE) in Buenos Aires. Those enrolled were agents from Chile,
Uruguay, and Argentina. Training covered urban search-and-destroy tech-
niques that would be used to conduct surveillance on subjects in Western
Europe and arrange for their elimination. At the conclusion of the course in
December, at least two Uruguayan agents were to be detailed to Paris “to
perform unspecified duties,” according to one top secret intelligence sum-
mary. A report by the U.S. defense attaché in Buenos Aires noted that the
Argentines had also organized their own “special team” of agents, “structured
much like a U.S. special forces team with a medic, demolition expert, etc.”
to be “prepared for action in phase three.” (See Doc 3)

Two factors impeded Condor’s plans to expand their murderous opera-
tions onto the European continent. First, the newest member of the organi-
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zation, Brazil, objected, which delayed implementation. Brazilian military
intelligence preferred to confine its participation to Southern Cone activities,
particularly intelligence input and exchange on subversion; subsequently,
Brazil provided equipment for the communications network CONDORTEL,
and collaborated with other Condor nations in tracking down and abducting
foreigners living in exile in Brazil.

The second factor was CIA interference. The Agency intercepted infor-
mation on a joint Chilean-Argentine covert mission to kill Carlos the Jackal
and two Chilean journalists working in Europe and took active steps to
thwart Condor’s plot. “The CIA warned the governments of the countries
in which the assassinations were likely to occur,” a CIA briefer later told a
special Senate Subcommittee on International Operations. In turn, those gov-
ernments—France and Portugal—“warned possible targets and called in rep-
resentatives of Condor countries to warn them off the action.”31 Indeed, in
September, French security officials alerted the Chilean embassy in Paris that
France was aware of “the existence and some objectives of Operation Con-
dor,” as the CIA later reported. In response, the assassination mission, made
up of two Chilean and two Argentine agents, as well as DINA’s leading
international hitman Michael Townley and his wife, Mariana Callejas, was
cancelled.32 According to a top-secret INR summary in late November, Ar-
gentine and/or Chilean security officials “informed their French counterparts
that Condor would function in Europe, but not in France.”33

This breach of security coincided with the aftermath of the assassination
of Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt in Washington, D.C. But neither ap-
peared to diminish Condor’s pursuit of dramatic “phase three” operations.
In December 1976, DINA deputy chief Colonel Espinosa directed Townley
to go to Madrid, infiltrate a major international Socialist Party congress and
attempt—again—to assassinate Carlos Altamirano. “Matalo, matalo,”—kill
him, kill him—Colonel Espinoza ordered, when Townley called to report on
the heavy security surrounding the conference.34 Along with Uruguay and
Argentina, the Chilean secret police continued to plot missions of murder
against selected targets around the world—including in the United States.

Despite substantial evidence of continued plotting for state-sponsored ter-
rorist attacks, there is no record that the Ford or Carter administrations
pressed for Operation Condor to be dismantled. Indeed, the Condor nations
continued to meet, expanding their membership and advancing their dirty
war of coordinated repression. Between December 13 and 16, member coun-
tries reconvened again, this time in Buenos Aires, to weigh future plans.
Principal on the agenda, as a member of the Paraguayan intelligence later
informed the CIA, was “the discussion and planning of coordinated psycho-
logical warfare operations directed against leftist and radical groups in various
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member countries.”35 Yet another Condor meeting was planned in Paraguay
to discuss “Psychological Warfare Techniques against Terrorists and Leftist
Extremists” in 1977.

In early 1978, Condor added two new members. In January, Ecuador
became Condor Seven. The Chilean CNI invited four Ecuadorian officers to
attend an intelligence training school in Santiago, free of charge. In March,
Peru also joined. According to an internal CNI memorandum, stamped se-
creto, the Chilean intelligence service requested permission to post an un-
dercover Condor operative as a “civilian attaché” in Chile’s embassy in Lima.
“The Peruvian Director of Intelligence telephoned the Director of CNI,” ac-
cording to the memorandum, “to inform him that there would be no diffi-
culties for the appointment of a Chilean representative in Peru.”36

By then, internal Chilean documents suggest, Argentina had become the
network “secretariat” and the base of the inter-state communications system
known as “Sistema Condor.” In October 1978, however, a Paraguayan of-
ficial informed U.S. ambassador Robert White that the hub of this system
was located the U.S. military base in the Panama Canal Zone. The Condor
nations, White wrote in a “Roger Channel” cable,

keep in touch with one another through a U.S. communications instal-
lation in the Panama Canal Zone. . . . This U.S. communications facil-
ity . . . is also employed to co-ordinate intelligence information among
the Southern Cone countries. They maintain the confidentiality of
their communications through the U.S. facility in Panama by using bi-
lateral codes.

“I have no knowledge that this is true,” Ambassador White concluded. But
if so, “it would seem advisable to review this arrangement.”37

When Condor officially disbanded remains unclear, as does the total num-
ber of Condor casualties. Between 1975 and 1977, the heyday of their state-
sponsored acts of serial terrorism, the Southern Cone regimes coordinated
the deaths of dozens of victims—many of them in Argentina. After the Ar-
gentine military coup in March 1976, some 15,000 exiles from other South-
ern Cone nations who had sought refuge from repression in Argentina found
themselves trapped by the increasingly coordinated, regional collaboration in
abductions, torture, disappearances, and murders. Examples of the scope of
Condor’s atrocities in Argentina included:

• April 10, 1976: Chilean and Argentine security personnel kidnapped
and disappeared a ranking member of the MIR, Edgardo Enriquez
in Buenos Aires, along with a number of other Chilean militants, and
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a Brazilian woman, Maria Regina Marcondes. After being held in
Argentina, Enriquez was turned over the DINA and transported to
Villa Grimaldi, tortured and disappeared.

• May 21, 1976: two prominent Uruguayan congressmen, exiled in
Argentina, Zelmar Michelini, and Luis Hector Gutierrez were gunned
down in the street in Buenos Aires.

• June 4, 1976: the former president of Bolivia, Juan Jose Torres, was
found shot to death in his Buenos Aires apartment.

• June 11, 1976: twenty-three Chilean refugees and one Uruguayan
under United Nations protection in Buenos Aires were kidnapped by
forty armed and hooded men and held for more than a day at an
undisclosed installation. They were interrogated and tortured by a
team of Argentine, Uruguayan, and Chilean security agents and
warned to “leave Argentina within 48 hours or be killed,” as the U.S.
embassy in Buenos Aires reported. The operation indicated “close
coordination of Southern Cone security forces to eradicate what they
consider to be subversion and to terrorize refugees.”38

• September 24–27, 1976: SIDE agents and members of the Uru-
guayan Military Intelligence Service participated in what one DIA
report called “a joint operation” against members of OPR-33, a mil-
itant Uruguayan group in Buenos Aires. More than thirty people
were reportedly killed during the sweep.

• May 16, 1977: three exiled members of the Chilean Communist
Party, and five Argentine members of a Chile Solidarity Committee
based in Buenos Aires were arrested in a joint Argentine-Chilean
operation. They subsequently disappeared.

Condor actions took place in other member nations as well. In Paraguay,
JCR courier Jorge Fuentes Alarcón was the first of numerous Chileans, Uru-
guayans, and Argentines to fall victim to this “multinational Murder Inc.”
Documents discovered in the Paraguayan “archives of terror” provide ample
evidence of torture sessions conducted by teams of Paraguayan, Uruguayan,
and Argentine security agents—and the secret transfer of individuals kid-
napped in Asuncion into the hands of the secret police agencies of their native
countries.39 One Paraguayan report described the “good work of the Brazil-
ians” in the disappearance of several Argentine citizens detained in Brazil. In
Bolivia during the Condor years, three Chileans were detained and turned
over to Chilean authorities, while six Argentine exiles were kidnapped and
repatriated. And after Peru joined Condor, victims began to disappear there.

Indeed, one of the last recorded cases of a Condor operation took place
in Lima on June 12, 1980. Members of an Argentine death squad unit known
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as 601, collaborating with Peruvian military intelligence, abducted four al-
leged Montonero leaders. “The present situation is that the four Argentines
will be held in Peru and then expelled to Bolivia where they will be expelled
to Argentina,” a member of 601 advised a U.S. embassy official in Buenos
Aires on June 16. “Once in Argentina they will be interrogated and then
permanently disappeared.”40 The declassified documents do not record any
major effort on the part the embassy to save the four from this fate. Three
were never seen again. In a grotesque reincarnation of Operation Colombo,
the corpse of one of the victims, Noemi Esther Gianetti, was later found in
an apartment in Madrid. This was proof, Argentina’s Foreign Ministry de-
clared, of the “the falseness of the campaign [regarding the four disappeared]
against Argentina and Peru.”

The Letelier-Moffitt Assassination

Of all of Condor’s atrocities, one stands out as the most infamous and
egregious—the September 21, 1976 car bombing that took the lives of for-
mer Chilean diplomat Orlando Letelier and his twenty-six-year old American
colleague, Ronni Karpen Moffitt. Until Osama bin Laden’s hijackers flew
American Airlines flight 77 into the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, the
Letelier-Moffitt assassinations constituted the most brazen act of international
terrorism ever committed in the capital of the United States.

The target was Orlando Letelier—at the time of his murder the most
respected and effective spokesman in the international campaign to condemn
and isolate the Pinochet dictatorship. A longtime friend of Salvador Allende,
Letelier had been named the Popular Unity government’s first ambassador
to Washington. In May 1973 he returned to Santiago to become foreign
minister. As social and political turmoil escalated, Allende appointed him
minister of defense in August, a position nominally in charge of Pinochet
and the other Chilean officer corps. “Pinochet used to carry Orlando’s brief-
case,” Letelier’s widow, Isabel Morell, recalled.

Following the coup, Pinochet ordered Letelier, along with dozens of other
VIP officials from the Allende government, locked up in a desolate, cold
concentration camp on Dawson Island off the south Pacific coast. A concerted
campaign of international pressure forced the Junta to free Letelier after a
year in detention. He was expelled from the country and subsequently came
to Washington to work at the distinguished progressive think tank, the In-
stitute for Policy Studies.

In Washington political circles, Letelier was already well-known; he had
spent the 1960s as a high-level economist at the Inter-American Development
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Bank, and was considered connected, sophisticated, and extremely energetic.
“Orlando was all over the place,” Senator James Abourezk recalled in an
interview. His efforts to press for Congressional human-rights sanctions
aimed at Chile, as well as to lobby the UN and European nations to condemn
the military regime, established Letelier as Pinochet’s most formidable polit-
ical opponent in exile. Those activities also put him on the radar screen of
both Chilean and U.S. intelligence.

The CIA first began tracking Letelier’s movements in May 1960, when
he accompanied Salvador Allende to a conference in Havana. Over the next
sixteen years, agents filled his “201” intelligence file—number 0881118—
with biographic sketches, personality profiles, surveillance reports, and secret
source material. The files regarding his appointment as Allende’s ambassador
to Washington describe him as “a personable, socially pleasant man,” “a
reasonable, mature democrat” with a “constructive and precise knowledge of
the United States.” Agency reporting covered the activities and health of his
wife, their four sons, their lifestyle and interests; CIA agents even gathered
intelligence on “their English sheepdog, Alfie.”41 After Letelier returned to
Washington in exile, CIA agents spied on his involvement in the international
organizing efforts against the Pinochet dictatorship. Letelier, the CIA re-
ported, has been “quite successful in the United States in gaining important
political support for the anti-Junta cause.”42

That success outraged members of the Junta, particularly General Pinochet
himself. Indeed, when Pinochet met with Henry Kissinger on June 8, 1976,
he pointedly accused Letelier of spreading misinformation about the regime’s
human rights record in Washington. “We are constantly being attacked by
the Christian Democrats,” Pinochet told Kissinger, according to the declas-
sified transcript of their conversation. “They have a strong voice in Wash-
ington . . . also Letelier. Letelier has access to the Congress,” Pinochet
complained. “We know they are giving false information.”43 Within several
weeks of this meeting, Pinochet and Contreras set in motion the mission to
permanently silence Letelier.

In late June, Contreras ordered his chief deputy, Col. Pedro Espinoza, to
organize the Letelier operation. Espinoza instructed Townley that he and
another DINA agent, Lt. Col. Armando Fernández Larios, would travel to
Asunción, Paraguay, in keeping with Condor procedures, to obtain false pass-
ports and U.S. visas, and then on to Washington “to execute the assassina-
tion.”44 On July 17, Colonel Contreras sent a cable to his counterpart in the
Paraguayan secret police, Benito Guanes, through the encrypted teletype sys-
tem set up for Condor communications. Two DINA agents would be arriving
with a request for mission support, it read. “I would appreciate assistance in
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the performance of the mission,” Contreras wrote. The cable was signed
“Condor One.”45

Townley and Fernández arrived in Asuncion several days later. When
Paraguayan intelligence officials inquired about the purpose of their mission
they presented a cover story—they were traveling to conduct surveillance on
suspected leftist employees of the Chilean state copper company, COD-
ELCO, in New York. The CIA Station chief in Santiago, they claimed, had
cleared this activity. Eventually they were provided false Paraguayan pass-
ports under the fake names they had chosen—Alejandro Romeral Jara (Fer-
nández Larios) and Juan Williams Rose (Townley).

The American consulate, however, delayed issuing U.S. visas to the Chi-
leans for eight days. Ambassador George Landau agreed to provide the pa-
perwork only after repeated phone calls and face-to-face cajoling by President
Alfredo Stroessner’s right-hand “fixer,” Conrado Pappalardo. Pappalardo in-
formed Landau that Stroessner had received a call from Pinochet himself
requesting the favor of providing the passports and visas. Pappalardo claimed
that the two DINA officials would meet with CIA deputy director Gen. Ver-
non Walters when they arrived. Landau faced a diplomatic dilemma: on the
one hand, knowingly issuing visas to two Chilean agents using false identities,
false nationalities, and false passports seemed risky and illegal; on the other
hand, he did not want to inadvertently disrupt some type of CIA-sanctioned
covert mission. He ordered the consulate to issue the visas, but copied the
passports, along with the photo pages and, on July 27, pouched them to
General Walters at CIA.

On August 4, Walters responded that he was unaware of the Chilean
operatives, fueling intense suspicion about the true nature of their mission.
Landau then cabled Assistant Secretary Shlaudeman to alert him to the so-
called “Paraguayan caper” which, he stated, “in my view has troublesome
aspects.” Landau urged that the Chileans using those visas be barred from
entering the country.46 “If there is still time, and if there is a possibility of
turning off this harebrained scheme,” states a Roger Channel cable that
Shlaudeman immediately sent back, “you are authorized to go back [to Par-
aguayan officials] to urge that the Chileans be persuaded not repeat not to
travel.” By then, however, DINA had aborted the effort to have Townley
and Fernandez travel through Paraguay to the U.S. and recalled them to
Chile.

DINA waited three weeks to see if the mission had been blown; then on
August 26, sent an advance team—Fernández using the alias “Armando
Faundez Lyon,” along with a female DINA agent, Liliana Walker—to Wash-
ington. Their assignment: conduct preliminary surveillance on Letelier’s
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movements. On September 9, Townley arrived, entering the country under
a false Chilean official passport issued to a Hans Petersen Silva. He met
Fernández at Kennedy Airport in New York and received an immediate brief-
ing on Letelier’s whereabouts, home address and make of car. Townley then
drove to Union City, New Jersey, a bastion of hard-line anti-Castro Cuban
exiles, to meet with the Cuban National Movement leader Guillermo Novo
and recruit CNM assistance.

The assassination team gathered in Washington in the early morning
hours of September 15, when Townley and Virgilio Paz arrived from New
Jersey; they were later joined by CNM operative Dionisio Suarez. They spent
two days conducting surveillance on Letelier—monitoring the time he left
for work, the route he took, his daytime and evening routine. From Radio
Shack and Sears, Townley purchased final components for making a remote-
control bomb, and constructed it in his Econo-Lodge motel room. In the late
evening of September 18 the three drove to Letelier’s Bethesda home. Under
cover of darkness, Townley quietly affixed the device to the chassis under
the driver’s seat of Letelier’s Chevrolet Chevelle as it sat in the driveway.

On the morning of September 21, as Letelier drove his colleagues Michael
and Ronni Moffitt to work, his automobile was tailed down Massachusetts
Avenue by Paz and Suarez. As the Chevelle rounded Sheridan Circle, passing
the residence of Pinochet’s ambassador and the Turkish embassy, Suarez
pressed the button on an electronic paging device, detonating the bomb. Sit-
ting in the back, Michael Moffitt was spared the power of the explosion and
survived. But a piece of shrapnel pierced his wife’s jugular vein and she
drowned from internal bleeding into her lungs on the curb next to the car.
Letelier, his legs blown off, died a short time later at George Washington
University Hospital.

This unprecedented terrorist attack took place fourteen city blocks from
the White House; indeed the blast could be heard at the State Department
just a half-mile away. Public and political reaction was swift and spontaneous.
Within minutes of the assassinations, friends and colleagues gathered in front
of the Chilean residency across Sheridan Circle shouting “Pinochet. Assas-
sin.” As news of murder reached Capitol Hill, numerous Congressmen and
Senators, among them Congressman Tom Harkin and Senator Edward Ken-
nedy stood up to eulogize Letelier. “The tragedy goes beyond the cold-
blooded murder of Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt,” stated Senator James
Abourezk. “It means that the tyranny of the dictatorship has now been ex-
tended . . . to the United States.”47

The Pinochet regime immediately went on the offensive to portray itself
as the victim of this crime—rather than its perpetrator. Chile’s ambassador,
Manuel Trucco, arrived at the State Department for a late afternoon meeting
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on September 21 with Deputy Assistant Secretary William Luers, to express
his government’s “repulsion for this ghastly outrageous act of terrorism.” He
asked the State Department to “make no statements which would cast doubt
on anybody.”48 In Chile, the Foreign Ministry issued a statement implying
the left was responsible: “The Chilean government has taken a consistent
and open stance against terrorism.” This criminal act demonstrated a “cold
and cruel planning of a type only instigators of hate, imbued with savage
fanaticism, could carry on.” At DINA headquarters, Colonel Espinoza in-
formed his operative Armando Fernández Larios “that the assassination had
been carried out by the ‘opposition’ to the Pinochet government to discredit
the regime before the Chilean Foreign Minister was scheduled to speak at
the UN that week.” As Fernández recalls being told, “that is what you will
say.”49

In his first post-assassination cable to Washington, Ambassador Popper
noted that the assassination “could not have been better timed to attract the
attention of the UN General Assembly,” and predicted that the regime
“would hasten to deny all responsibility” and claim “that the affair is a leftist
provocation designed to hurt the GOC.” “This is not inconceivable,” Popper
concluded. Based on obvious motivation, however

suspicion will fall first of all on the GOC directorate of national intel-
ligence (DINA). Letelier was a first-rank political foe of the Junta. He
was politically active in exile. Silencing him will tend to inhibit some
other exiles from speaking, writing or plotting against the Junta.

Reflecting the turn-a-blind-eye gullibility that marked previous embassy re-
porting on the Prats assassination and Operation Colombo, the cable contin-
ued: “But we have never had any indication that DINA was in any way
operational in the U.S. territory, and it is difficult for us to believe that even
its rather fanatical leaders would expose themselves to the consequences of
being implicated in a terrorist act in Washington.” (Doc 9)

Key sectors of the intelligence community took the same position. The
CIA leaked multiple stories to the press suggesting that DINA was not in-
volved. The Defense Intelligence Agency, usually known for strong, accurate
assessments, produced an initial report written by DIA Chile desk officer, R.
Denk, discounting the likelihood that the Pinochet regime was behind the
Washington car bombing:

It is difficult to pin the blame on Santiago at this point for several
reasons. The reach of the Chilean directorate of National Intelligence
(DINA)—cited as responsible—almost certainly does not (80 percent)
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extend to the U.S. Chilean image-building received a severe setback by
the killing, something that planners of the attempt would have fore-
known and considered. Moreover, the event occurred, as had two pre-
vious attempts, during the convening of the UNGA in New York—
poor timing for a Chilean attempt. (Doc 10)

But the FBI provided far more accurate intelligence. One week after the
bombing, FBI legal attaché in Buenos Aires, Robert Scherrer, sent a secret
four-page report to Washington, drawing on a source high inside the Argen-
tine military. His cable, designated “CHILBOM,” stated that the assassination
was likely the work of Operation Condor. “Chile was the center of Operation
Condor,” Scherrer wrote. “A third and most secret phase of Operation Con-
dor involves the formation of special teams from member countries to carry
out sanctions up to assassination.” As Scherrer concluded: “It is not beyond
the realm of possibility that the recent assassination of Orlando Letelier in
Washington D.C. may have been carried out as a third phase of Operation
Condor.” (Doc 11)

Condor: A Chronicle of Terrorism Foretold

For twenty years, Scherrer’s September 28, 1976, CHILBOM cable was the
only declassified document on Operation Condor, suggesting that the U.S.
intelligence community had not discovered this international terrorist net-
work until a week after the car bombing in Washington.50 In truth, the Ford
administration—particularly Henry Kissinger’s office and the CIA—had ex-
tensive knowledge of Condor and its terrorist activities well prior to the
Letelier-Moffitt assassination. But the complex record of U.S. action, or lack
of action, in response to that knowledge was deliberately hidden from the
victims’ families and the public, and even withheld from Justice Department
officials investigating this terrorist crime.

As early as the fall of 1974, when DINA assassinated Gen. Carlos Prats
in Buenos Aires, the U.S. intelligence community knew of terrorist collabo-
ration among U.S. allies in the Southern Cone—“the precursor to Operation
Condor”—as the CIA later conceded. According to the special report to Con-
gress, CIA Activities in Chile, “within a year after the coup, the CIA and other
U.S. government agencies were aware of bilateral cooperation among re-
gional intelligence services to track the activities of and in at least a few cases
kill political opponents.” CIA reporting also tracked Chilean military efforts
in 1974 to locate and assassinate political opponents as far away as Europe.
Even before the Pinochet regime formally created Condor, U.S. intelligence
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had documented Chile’s capability—and intent—to commit atrocities beyond
its borders.

CIA records acknowledge an initial awareness of “Plan Condor” in March
1976, when intelligence agents reported that DINA chieftain Manuel Con-
treras had “initiated a program of cooperation” among the Southern Cone
intelligence agencies. The Agency obtained detailed information about the
second Santiago Condor convention, held two months later at the end of
May. “The basic theme of the meeting was long-range cooperation among
the services of the participating countries,” stated a later CIA report, “but
went well beyond information exchange.”

By the time of the second Condor meeting, there was ample evidence of
the nature of that cooperation. The kidnapping in Argentina, transfer to Chile
and murder of MIR leader Edgardo Enrı́quez in April 1976; the May mur-
ders of the Uruguayan parliamentarians; the slaying of the former president
of Bolivia in June, along with the mass abduction, interrogation, and torture
of Chilean and Uruguayan refugees by a multinational team of torturers—
all indicated ongoing, increasingly brazen, joint transnational operations.

This spate of atrocities in Argentina prompted expressions of outrage on
Capitol Hill, and raised concerns among a number of high State Department
officials who remained unaware of CIA information on Operation Condor.
There was speculation that the Southern Cone nations were “cooperating in
some sort of international ‘Murder Inc.’ ”—a possible “intergovernmental as-
sassination program” according to an Intelligence and Research report pre-
pared for Henry Kissinger on June 4. That same day, under Kissinger’s
signature, the Latin American Bureau sent an “immediate action” cable to
the Southern Cone embassies, subject “possible international implications of
violent deaths of political figures abroad.” The cable posed two basic ques-
tions:

Do you believe that the deaths of political refugees or asylees from
your country abroad could have been arranged by your host govern-
ment through institutional ties to groups, governmental or other, in the
country where the deaths took place?

Do you have evidence to support or deny allegations of international
arrangements among governments to carry out such assassinations or
executions? (Doc 12)

From Buenos Aires, Ambassador Charles Hill promptly responded that
the embassy believed the Argentine security forces were involved in most of
the killings, some of which may have been undertaken “as a favor” to other
security forces in the region, but had no concrete evidence of a conspiracy.
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The U.S. embassy in Santiago cabled back that it had no evidence of formal
collaboration but “we believe these arrangements are possible, and that it is
also possible Chilean agents have been involved in killings abroad, possibly
in cooperation with foreign governments.”51

Traveling in Latin America following the OAS conference in Santiago,
Kissinger was informed that embassy reporting supported the following con-
clusion: “there is no evidence available suggesting the existence of a conspir-
acy among the governments of the Southern Cone to track down and
[assassinate] prominent asylees resident in those countries.” In two analytical
reports, the Bureau of Intelligence and Research offered the same, incorrect,
assessment. The June 4 report to Kissinger, drafted by INR analyst James
Buchanan, acknowledged that the Southern Cone security forces “undoubt-
edly coordinate their anti-subversive efforts insofar as information exchanges
are concerned,” but attributed the assassinations to “the work of right-
wingers, some of who are security personnel” in Argentina. A second, similar
report, dated July 18, contained far more detail about secret police collabo-
ration in the Southern Cone. Yet INR concluded: “the evidence does not
conclusively establish the existence of formal, high-level coordination among
Southern Cone security forces for the express purpose of eliminating exiles.”

The CIA, however, did possess concrete evidence of a formal coordinated
conspiracy for the express purpose of eliminating exiles through political as-
sassinations around the world. Covert agents, drawing on Latin American
intelligence sources who had attended the second Condor meeting, reported
back in June that the Southern Cone regimes were expanding their operations
and now “planned to engage in ‘executive action’ outside the territory of mem-
ber countries.” Not until the end of July, however, after the State Department
had spent almost two months trying to determine if its Latin allies were indeed
coordinating assassination operations, did the CIA share this intelligence. On
July 30, during the weekly CIA/ARA meeting, an Agency official briefed the
State Department on what he termed “disturbing developments in [Condor’s]
operational attitudes.” Chile and the other Condor nations had assumed an
“activist role,” he said, that included “identifying, locating, and ‘hitting’ guer-
rilla leaders” wherever they could be found. (Doc 13)

Secretary of State Kissinger received this dramatic information on August
3. In a detailed fourteen-page report, classified secret and titled “The ‘Third
World War’ and South America,” Assistant Secretary for Latin America
Harry Shlaudeman informed Kissinger of the existence of Operation Condor
and its mission:

There is extensive cooperation between the security/intelligence oper-
ations of six governments: Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay
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and Uruguay. Their intelligence services hold formal meetings to plan
“ ‘Operation Condor.’ ” It will include extensive FBI-type exchanges of
information on shady characters. There are plans for a special com-
munications network. These details are still secret, but broad security
cooperation is not. (Doc 14)

The Southern Cone military regimes were “joining forces to eradicate
‘subversion’, a word which increasingly translates into non-violent dissent
from the left and center left,” Shlaudeman wrote, suggesting that Condor
targets were not limited to leftist insurgents. They “now coordinate intelli-
gence activities closely” and operate in each other’s countries in “pursuit of
‘subversives.’” They “have established Operation Condor to find and kill
terrorists . . . in their own countries and in Europe.”

The Shlaudeman report identified a number of foreign policy considera-
tions for Kissinger to evaluate. The first was the potential for terrorist vio-
lence to spread beyond the region to Western Europe and even the United
States—“a chance of serious world-scale trouble,” as Shlaudeman described
it. If Condor undertook “counterterror operations in Europe,” their targets
might respond by attacking embassies and interests of the Southern Cone
regimes. “The industrial democracies would be the battlefield,” Shlaudeman
predicted, much like in the case of the PLO-Israeli conflict.

Of even greater concern was the possibility that “police-type cooperation”
could evolve “into formation of a political bloc.”52 In the Cold War context,
the United States would be “an apparent beneficiary” of a right-wing South-
ern Cone alliance. But Washington had an image problem, Shlaudeman ex-
plained. “Internationally, the Latin generals look like our guys. We are
especially identified with Chile. It cannot do us any good.” Over the long
term, these nations would become less responsive to U.S. influence, deeply
divide the Western Hemisphere, and be even more prone to international
violence then they already were.

The report to Kissinger recommended a “long-term strategic view” to un-
dercut formation of a right-wing regional bloc. Shlaudeman offered several
vague options, among them to depoliticize human rights by blunting U.S.
pressure, and attempting to “bring the potential bloc-members back into our
cognitive universe through systematic exchanges,” among them exchanges of
intelligence on subversion in the region.

Surprisingly, the Shlaudeman report contained no immediate action rec-
ommendations for thwarting Condor assassination ambitions. But over the
next three weeks in August, high State Department officials, among them Kis-
singer, Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs Philip Habib, Shlaudeman,
his deputies William Luers and Hewson Ryan, and unidentified CIA officials,
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deliberated what, if any, concrete policy response Washington should take to
the threat of Southern Cone terrorism. Both Luers and Ryan lobbied for ag-
gressive U.S. action to stop Condor operations. In an interview, Ryan recalled
efforts “to get a cable cleared with the seventh floor [Kissinger’s office] instruct-
ing our ambassadors to go in to the chiefs of state . . . and to warn them that
this was a violation of the very basic fundamentals of civilized society.”

At the very time those discussions were being held, the same U.S. officials
unwittingly confronted evidence of the Condor mission to kill Orlando Lete-
lier. On August 5, Shlaudeman received the alarming cable from Ambassador
George Landau in Paraguay regarding the surreptitious efforts of two Chilean
secret police agents to travel to Washington on false Paraguayan passports.
Shortly thereafter, the CIA transferred to Shlaudeman’s office the copied pass-
ports that deputy CIA director Vernon Walters had received from Landau.

While U.S. officials took steps to abort this highly suspicious mission, the
declassified record does not indicate that they linked the murky actions of
the Chilean secret police trying to gain illicit entry into the United States with
CIA intelligence on planned Condor assassination operations. There appear
to be no requests from Kissinger’s office to the CIA to investigate; no instruc-
tions from CIA headquarters to the Santiago Station to obtain an explanation;
and no State Department queries to the embassy about what operations
Pinochet’s regime might be planning in the United States.

On August 23, the State Department finally decided to register U.S. dis-
pleasure with the Southern Cone military regimes regarding their coordinated
state-sponsored terrorism. Secretary Kissinger approved and signed a care-
fully worded Roger Channel cable—“Subject: Operation Condor”—to the
U.S. ambassadors in all Condor nations. (Doc 15)

“You are aware of [a series of CIA] reports on ‘Operation Condor,’ ” the
cable began. “The coordination of security and intelligence information is
probably understandable. However, government planned and directed assas-
sinations within and outside the territory of Condor members has most se-
rious implications which we must face squarely and rapidly.”

The cable instructed the U.S. ambassador in Chile, Argentina, and
Uruguay—the “front burner cases” identified by the CIA to be most actively
involved in plotting assassinations—to approach “the highest appropriate of-
ficial, preferably the chief of state” in their respective countries and issue a
carefully worded démarche along the following lines: The United States was
aware of

information exchange and coordination . . . with regard to subversive
activities. This we consider useful. There are in addition, however,
rumors that this cooperation may extend beyond information exchange
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to include plans for the assassination of subversives, politicians and
prominent figures both within the national borders of certain Southern
Cone countries and abroad. . . . [W]e feel impelled to bring to your
attention our deep concern. If these rumors were to have any shred of
truth, they would create a most serious moral and political problem.

The main problem cited: that “activity of this type would further exacerbate
public world criticism of the governments involved.”

In the rank of Condor nations, Chile was “Condor one”—the operational
command center of these plots. Therefore, issuing the diplomatic démarche
to General Pinochet appeared to be the most immediate action to counter
Condor. Chile was so important, in fact, that Kissinger also instructed Am-
bassador David Popper to “discuss [with CIA Station chief Stuart Burton]
the possibility of a parallel approach by him” to his counterpart in the Chilean
secret police, DINA.

After the cable arrived in Santiago, Popper met immediately with Burton
and deputy chief of mission Thomas Boyatt. But they rejected the idea of
speaking directly to Pinochet on the grounds that he would take such of-
fense as to render the warning ineffective. “I seriously doubt that an ap-
proach to President Pinochet is the best way,” Popper responded to the State
Department in a cable on August 24. “In my judgment, given Pinochet’s
sensitivity regarding pressures by the USG [US government], he might well
take as an insult any inference that he was connected with such assassination
plots.”

Instead, Popper endorsed the idea of sending the CIA Station chief to talk
with Col. Manuel Contreras; Burton, he wrote, believed this would be the
“most effective way of getting the message across without undesirable com-
plications.” But the ambassador questioned the urgency of any approach.
“Has department received any word that would indicate that assassination
activities are imminent,” he asked, unaware that Contreras had already set
the Letelier operation in motion. The cable ended with Popper’s request to
“please advise” on his suggested course of action. (Doc 16)

Popper’s response generated a discussion at high levels of the State De-
partment about whether to overrule his objections or support them. On Au-
gust 27, at the weekly meeting between CIA and State Department officials
on Latin America, Assistant Secretary Shlaudeman declared “that we are not
making a representation to Pinochet as it would be futile to do so.” According
to heavily censored minutes, the group appeared to debate the CIA approach
to DINA but it is not clear that any decision was made to order the chief of
Station to do so.

Indeed, over the next four weeks no additional instructions are recorded—
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to Ambassador Popper or the CIA Station in Santiago, or any other Southern
Cone embassy. On or around September 19, deputy assistant secretary for
Latin America Luers cabled a query to Shlaudeman who was traveling in
Central America. The cable, no. 231654, has not been recovered but, in an
interview Luers said he must have asked “how should we proceed?” U.S.
ambassador to Buenos Aires, Charles Hill had a meeting scheduled for Sep-
tember 21 with Argentine Junta leader Gen. Jorge Videla. It is likely Luers
requested instructions on whether Hill should present the Condor démarche
mandated in Kissinger’s August 23 instructions.

Late afternoon on September 20, Shlaudeman cabled back a short, nega-
tive, response. He ordered Luers to “simply instruct the Ambassadors to take
no further action, noting that there have been no reports in some weeks
indicating an intention to activate the Condor scheme.” (Doc 17)53

In fact, the “Condor scheme” had already been activated. Two DINA
agents—the same ones who had attempted to travel through Paraguay—had
already arrived in Washington in late August and early September. DINA’s
leading terrorist operative, Michael Townley, had already taped the bomb
underneath Letelier’s car on the evening of September 18. Less than sixteen
hours after Shlaudeman cancelled any “further action” to counter Condor
terrorism, Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt were killed by a terrorist attack
only a few blocks from the White House.

This unprecedented act of terrorism in America’s capital city shook Wash-
ington officialdom—particularly those officials knowledgeable of Operation
Condor and the department’s abject failure to have taken prior action to deter
such assassinations. But even then, the State Department hesitated and obfus-
cated. On the afternoon of the assassination, the INR afternoon summary—the
top-secret intelligence paper sent over to the White House for the National Se-
curity Adviser to help prepare the president’s daily briefing—reported on
Condor, but only in the context of Chile’s promotion of a regional political
and economic bloc in the Southern Cone. The report, prepared for General
Scowcroft, described Operation Condor as “the Southern Cone counterter-
rorist network inspired by Chile and designed to promote information ex-
changes and the covert elimination of subversives.” The Letelier-Moffitt
assassination wasn’t mentioned.54

On October 4, twelve days after the Letelier-Moffitt murders and almost
six weeks after Ambassador Popper’s August 24 request for further instruc-
tions on the démarche to Chile, Shlaudeman finally drafted a Roger Channel
response. It read:

We agree that our purpose can best be served through [CIA Station]
approach to Contreras, and that the issue should not repeat not be
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raised with Pinochet. [CIA chief of Station] is receiving instructions to
consult with you on manner and timing of approach. (Doc 18)

In a peculiar cover memo to INR’s deputy director for operations, William
McAfee, Shlaudeman wrote that “I have authority from above for this”—
which McAfee interpreted to mean Secretary Kissinger—and “would appre-
ciate NO clearances shown.” This was a highly unusual request, McAfee
recalled, which effectively protected the officials who had authorized Shlau-
deman to send the cable. His orders also kept the cable from being shown
to anyone else in the department.55

Two days after the Shlaudeman instructions arrived, the CIA Station ob-
tained intelligence on the car bombing from an informant pointing the finger
of responsibility at the Pinochet regime. General Pinochet himself, according
to the CIA informant, had stated that Letelier’s vocal criticism of the regime
was “unacceptable.” The source, according to the October 6 field report,
“believes that the Chilean Government is directly involved in Letelier’s death
and feels that investigation into the incident will so indicate.” (Doc 19)56

When the Station chief approached Contreras, however, he disavowed
Chile’s role in any assassination. According to a CIA summary of this meet-
ing, the DINA chief “confirmed Condor’s existence but denied it had a role
in extra-judicial killings.”57

Even in the early stages of the investigation, the CIA had substantive
evidence to show that Contreras was lying. The Agency had concrete knowl-
edge that DINA had murdered other political opponents abroad, using the
same modus operandi as the Letelier case. The Agency had substantive in-
telligence on Condor, and Chile’s involvement in planning murders of polit-
ical opponents in Europe; indeed, around the time of the Letelier-Moffitt
assassination, the Agency had alerted French authorities to thwart a Condor
mission in Paris. Moreover, the CIA, along with the State Department, pos-
sessed the names and even the photographs of two DINA agents who had
attempted to travel through Paraguay to Washington just weeks before the
murders.

Neither the Agency nor the State Department expeditiously turned over
what it knew to Justice Department investigators. The CIA suggested to Dep-
uty Assistant Secretary Luers that he “review” the file on the Paraguayan
caper. But the Latin America bureau waited a full month to provide the cable
traffic, xeroxed passports, and photos to the FBI. During that time, State
Department officials, in apparent consultation with CIA counterparts, debated
“editing them” in order to “withhold information” in the cables relating to
the CIA, according to declassified memoranda. “If the fact that we had in-
tentionally withheld information on the Letelier investigation became public,
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we would be subject to a storm of criticism,” wrote Chile desk officer Robert
Driscoll on October 15, recommending that the full file be turned over to
the FBI.58 Justice Department prosecutors were not fully briefed on what the
CIA and State had known about Condor until some time after the murders
took place.

Instead of actively seeking to help the investigation, as John Dinges and
Saul Landau recorded in Assassination on Embassy Row, unnamed intelligence
officials attempted to shift attention away from Chile and promote the so-
called “martyr theory”—Pinochet’s stock argument that leftists committed the
crime to create a martyr and embarrass the regime. On October 11, shortly
after CIA officials spoke to Contreras, Newsweek magazine reported, “the CIA
has concluded that the Chilean secret police were not involved in the death
of Orlando Letelier. The agency reached its decision because the bomb was
too crude to be the work of experts and because the murder, coming while
Chile’s rulers were wooing U.S. support, could only damage the Santiago
regime.” The next day, the New York Times cited “intelligence officials” as
saying that the FBI and CIA has “virtually ruled out the idea that Mr. Letelier
was killed by agents of the Chilean military Junta,” and were “pursuing the
possibility that Mr. Letelier had been assassinated by left-wing extremists.”
According to CIA officials, the Washington Post reported on November 1,
“operatives of the present Chilean military Junta did not take part in Letelier’s
killing . . . CIA director Bush expressed this view in a conversation late last
week with Secretary of State Kissinger.”59

◆

With their intelligence on Condor’s capabilities and intentions, CIA officials
along with Kissinger and his staff had ample reason to believe otherwise. The
leaks to the press served to divert attention away from the true terrorists and
to cover up a simple and shameful fact: official actions that could have, and
should have, averted the Letelier-Moffitt assassinations had not been taken.
Indeed, the same questions raised by the terrorist attack of September 11,
2001—was there enough intelligence to have taken steps to deter those acts
of terrorism, and if so, why weren’t preventative actions taken?—could more
readily be answered regarding the terrorist bombing of September 21, 1976.
Hidden for years, the documentation showed that U.S. officials knew
enough—and were concerned enough about what they knew—to initiate
counterterrorism actions that were, in the end, never implemented. A U.S.
policy of support and sympathy for Pinochet, a blind eye toward his real and
intended repression, concerns about alienating his and the other Southern
Cone military regimes, and bureaucratic aversion to proactive diplomatic
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postures all seemed to play a role in the Ford administration’s failure to deter
a crime it had generally foreseen. “We were remiss,” Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary Hewson Ryan concluded:

We were extremely reticent about taking a strong forward public pos-
ture, and even a private posture in certain cases, as was this case in the
Chilean assassination. We knew fairly early on that the governments
of the Southern Cone countries were planning . . . some assassinations
abroad in the summer of 1976. Whether if we had gone in, we might
have prevented this, I don’t know. But we didn’t.60
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Denouement of the Dictator:
From Terrorism to Transition

All of the Generals are very much aware that if we have sufficient evidence
on Contreras, there is no way that he would have done it without informing
Pinochet, with whom he had breakfast every single day.

—Top-Secret White House memorandum, June 1978

Plan to Disrupt Chile’s Plebiscite: We take seriously intelligence reports
that Chilean Army elements, using violence as a pretext, may try to suspend
Wednesday’s scheduled plebiscite if Pinochet appears to be losing.

—Presidential Evening Reading for Ronald Reagan,
October 1988

The Letelier-Moffitt assassination would dominate U.S.-Chilean relations
for more than a decade. Along with the end of the Nixon-Ford-Kissinger

era and the election of a “human rights president,” Jimmy Carter, the car
bombing initiated a long transformation in U.S. policy toward the Pinochet
regime. Carter, who blasted the Ford administration for overthrowing “an
elected government and helping to establish a military dictatorship” during
the campaign, gave new prominence to human rights as a criterion in U.S.
foreign policy, but failed to hold the regime accountable for its atrocities in
Washington. The Reagan administration attempted to reestablish cozy rela-
tions with the military government, only to find U.S. policy trapped by the
reality of Pinochet’s act of terrorism on U.S. soil and increasingly threatened
by Pinochet’s efforts to perpetuate his power. During the decade between
1978, when Chilean officials were officially indicted for the assassination,
and 1988, when the military regime was peacefully voted out, Washington’s
posture slowly evolved into an unequivocal rejection of the still violent and
bloody Chilean military dictatorship.
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Pinochet’s Watergate

For more than a year it appeared the Pinochet regime had actually gotten
away with the most flagrant terrorist act committed in Washington in the
twentieth century. Within days of the assassinations, CIA informants pointed
the finger at Pinochet, and the FBI identified DINA and Operation Condor
as lead suspects. Yet in September 1977 the Carter Administration actually
invited General Pinochet to Washington to join other Latin American leaders
at the signing of the Panama Canal treaty. During a prestigious face-to-face
meeting at the White House, President Carter avoided any mention of the
Letelier-Moffitt case and only mildly pressed his guest on human rights issues.
According to the memorandum of conversation, “President Carter/President
Pinochet Bilateral,” Carter stated that he did “not want anything to stand in
the way of traditional U.S.-Chilean friendship.” Pinochet returned to Santiago
“relieved and pleased by the entire Washington experience,” deputy chief of
mission Thomas Boyatt reported. “The presidential bilateral has provided
Pinochet with a hefty shot in the arm. . . .”

It took U.S. authorities almost seventeen months to bring the Letelier-
Moffitt investigation into Chilean territory. Cooperation from the CIA, the
agency with the most evidence of Chile’s international terrorist operations in
its files, was ambivalent at best. In October 1976, the White House requested
the CIA director George H. W. Bush to undertake “appropriate foreign in-
telligence and counterintelligence information collection” to support the crim-
inal investigation. But the Agency did not provide Justice Department
investigators with particularly useful information and details on the CIA’s
close relations with DINA chieftain Manuel Contreras appear to have been
withheld from them for some time.

The CHILBOM investigation of the assassination of Orlando Letelier and
Ronni Moffitt is the subject of two detailed accounts—Assassination on Embassy

Row, authored by John Dinges and Saul Landau, and Labyrinth, by Taylor
Branch and the lead assistant U.S. attorney in the case, Eugene Propper. To
summarize: during the first year the investigation focused on the anti-Castro
exile community in Miami—a community well-known to the FBI for its ter-
rorist violence. Eventually, informants told FBI investigators that an exile
group, the Cuban Nationalist Movement (CNM) had committed the crime
at the behest of the Pinochet regime. The Justice Department submitted a set
of questions to the Chilean government in mid-1977, and waited months
while the Chilean government appointed an unwitting special investigator to
pursue a response. Finally, in February 1978, the Justice Department pre-
sented an official “Letters Rogatory” to the Chilean regime, formally de-
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manding evidence of contacts with Cuban exile terrorists, and seeking to
question the two Chilean agents who had sought U.S. visas in Paraguay to
travel to Washington in July 1976 before the assassinations took place. As
part of the Letters Rogatory, U.S. officials submitted reproductions of the
passport photos of Juan Williams and Alejandro Romeral—aliases for Mi-
chael Townley and Armando Fernández Larios—that had been copied by
the then U.S. ambassador to Asuncı́on, George Landau.

The break in the case came on March 3, 1978, after the FBI leaked those
passport photos to reporter Jeremiah O’Leary who published them on the
front page of the Washington Star.1 The pictures were immediately reprinted
in the Chilean press. By March 6, multiple sources had identified the photo
of Williams as one Michael Vernon Townley, an American living in Santiago.

As a U.S. citizen suspected of an act of terrorism in the United States,
Justice Department officials immediately demanded custody of Townley. But
Pinochet’s officials claimed no knowledge of him or his whereabouts, all the
while secretly hiding Townley in his own home.2 FBI agents and assistant
U.S. attorney Propper flew to Santiago to force the issue. Under intense
diplomatic pressure, Chilean intelligence officials conceded that Townley was
a DINA agent and in their custody. After significant stalling, the regime fi-
nally agreed to expel him if the United States publicly announced that Chile
was cooperating in the investigation, and signed a formal accord limiting the
information provided by Townley to use only in a criminal prosecution of
the Letelier-Moffitt case.3

On April 8, Chilean authorities put Townley on an Ecuadorian airlines
plane to Miami accompanied by two FBI agents. Under questioning, he pro-
vided U.S. authorities, and Chile’s special military investigator, Gen. Hector
Orozco, with detailed evidence of the assassination plot. “Mr. Townley has
implicated the highest officials of DINA in ordering Mr. Letelier murdered,”
Propper would report in a secret memorandum to Ambassador Landau on
April 25. His confession led to a U.S. indictment of three high-level Chilean
intelligence officers—Contreras, his deputy Pedro Espinoza, and Fernández
Larios—as well as five CNM members on August 1, 1978.4 In early Septem-
ber, Washington formally requested the extradition of the three DINA offi-
cials.

Revelations of the regime’s complicity in the Letelier-Moffitt assassination
caused a major crisis in U.S.-Chilean relations, as well as a severe scandal in
Chile. “The sensational developments have evoked speculation about Presi-
dent Pinochet’s survival,” CIA analysts wrote in a secret intelligence mem-
orandum on “Chile: Implications of the Letelier Case.” (Doc 1) The threat
to the regime came not from popular opposition, but rather from internal
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dissention within Pinochet’s power base—the Chilean military. Numerous
military officials inside the government, who despised Contreras for his con-
centration of power and damage to Chile’s international image, believed that
if Pinochet knew of the plot he should be ousted. A core group of military
officers closely tied to DINA also opposed Pinochet—for not giving full sup-
port to Contreras, who, while no longer head of the secret police, was still
the dictator’s closest military adviser. For Pinochet, the scandal threatened to
become a Chilean Watergate.

General Pinochet clearly understood the precarious nature of his situation.
During a toast to a house full of ambassadors at a diplomatic dinner he hosted
on June 23, 1978, the general openly alluded to the possibility he might
be forced to resign. In a report on the dinner titled “Conversation with
Pinochet—He Talks of Going,” Ambassador Landau noted that during a
twenty-minute private talk with the general later that evening

Pinochet, who normally drinks very little, had two scotch and sodas.
His face grew redder and redder as he talked to me. At the end he was
somewhat aggressive. He appeared a deeply troubled man and his con-
cern that he might be replaced by other military officers seems to be
foremost in his mind.

Recalled to Washington several days later, Landau alerted the National Se-
curity Council staff that “we are approaching the end of the road in U.S.-
Chilean relations and it is only a matter of time before the Army leadership
realizes that the only way Chile will improve its relations with the rest of the
world is by replacing Pinochet.”5 But his predictions of the demise of the
Pinochet regime proved to be premature.

Throughout the summer and fall of 1978 General Pinochet pursued a
calculated four-point strategy designed to cover up his regime’s act of inter-
national terrorism and protect those who had perpetrated it. His action plan,
the CIA Station learned, was to:

A. Protect General Manuel Contreras from successful prosecution in
the murder of Letelier, since Pinochet’s political survival is depend-
ent upon Contreras’ fate.

B. Stonewall any further requests from the U.S. government that
would serve to build a case against Contreras and other Chileans.

C. Continue to “lobby” the Supreme Court justices to insure that re-
quests for extradition of Chilean citizens following anticipated in-
dictments are rejected.

D. Continue to exploit Chilean nationalism with a covert action campaign
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to portray the Letelier investigation as being politically motivated—
another pretext for destabilizing the Pinochet regime. (Doc 2)

Key to Pinochet’s survival was his ability to distance himself from Manuel
Contreras—the dictator’s closest advisor and the one person who could tie
Pinochet directly to this act of terrorism. Only Contreras knew the details
and degree of Pinochet’s involvement in authorizing and instigating the Le-
telier assassination. Few would doubt—and most would assume—that if Con-
treras authorized this crime, he assuredly did so with Pinochet’s explicit
approval. According to the CIA’s early assessment in May:

Clouding the outlook for Pinochet is the possibility that former intel-
ligence chief General Manuel Contreras will be linked directly to the
crime. Public disclosure of Contreras’ guilt—either through his own
admission or in court testimony—would be almost certain to implicate
Pinochet and irreparably damage his credibility within the military.
None of the government’s critics and few of its supporters would be
willing to swallow claims that Contreras acted without presidential con-
currence. The former secret police chief is known to have reported
directly to the President, who had exclusive responsibility for [DINA]
activities.

Loyalty to Pinochet, the CIA analysts added, was “no guarantee that Con-
treras would withhold sensitive details on operations authorized by the Pres-
ident, especially if he thought he were being tagged as a scapegoat.”

Indeed, CIA sources inside the Chilean military soon reported that
Contreras had taken steps to secure his own immunity—and to safeguard
Pinochet’s—by packing up DINA records that implicated Pinochet and clan-
destinely sending them out of the country. On April 20, according to one
informant, Contreras shipped what was described as “a large number of
suitcases” rumored to contain DINA documents on the freighter Banndestein,
bound from Punta Arenas to an unknown European location.6 Contreras,
another source would later inform U.S. military personnel, had taken “ex-
treme precautions to protect President Pinochet from direct involvement in
the decision-making/authorization process” in Chilean acts of international
terrorism. In an intelligence cable entitled “Contreras Tentacles,” the DIA
reported that

All government documents pertaining to the Letelier-Moffitt assassina-
tions in Washington in 1976 as well as the killing of Pinochet’s prede-
cessor as Army CINC, General Carlos Prats, and wife in Buenos Aires
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and the attempt on the life of regime opponent Bernardo Leighton in
Rome in 1975, were removed by Contreras from DINA archives. . . .
Contreras made two copies of each document, forwarding one to Ger-
many and one to Paraguay for safe keeping while retaining the original
under his control, in storage, in the south of Chile.7

Contreras used this evidence to protect himself, even as Pinochet tried to
separate his government from the former DINA chieftain. Facing enormous
pressure to mollify critics inside and outside of Chile, on March 21 Pinochet
arranged the hasty resignation of Contreras from the Chilean armed forces.
The Chilean army issued a perfunctory statement that Contreras had vol-
untarily withdrawn from active duty. But Pinochet and Contreras clearly had
a secret agreement: Contreras would be protected from prosecution; in turn
he would keep his knowledge of Pinochet’s role to himself and help orches-
trate a massive cover-up.

That cover-up began in earnest after the Chilean military investigator,
Gen. Hector Orozco, returned to Santiago from debriefing Townley in Wash-
ington in the late spring of 1978. In statements to Orozco, Espinoza and
Fernández Larios confirmed Townley’s story. Orozco then confronted Con-
treras with evidence of DINA’s responsibility for the car bombing. On June
23, 1978, the same day that Pinochet told Ambassador Landau that his
government was making a “sincere attempt to get to the bottom of the Le-
telier murder,” CIA sources described what happened:

Contreras admitted his culpability, but threatened to claim that he
was acting on orders from Pinochet in the event he was prosecuted.
Contreras claimed he had safely secreted documentation to support
his claim. This blackmail threat worked. Orozco was obviously given
orders by Pinochet to accept Contreras’ cover story (that he had sent
Townley and Captain Armando Fernández Larios to the U.S. merely
to investigate Orlando Letelier’s activities—and that Townley had
obviously exceeded his instructions). . . . Thus the coverup began.
(Doc 2)

Thereafter, General Orozco pursued no further investigation. Instead, he be-
came a coordinator of the cover-up. In October, he destroyed the truthful
statements of Espinoza and Fernández Larios; Orozco then directed them to
deceive the Chilean Supreme Court in their October 17 testimony.

Pinochet personally made sure that the Supreme Court would reject any
U.S. extradition request. As early as May 31, 1978, the CIA obtained high-
level intelligence on “Pinochet intercession w/Sup Crt to Prevent Extradition
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of Officials re: Letelier.”8 In June the CIA’s Santiago Station reported, “Pin-
ochet, acting through his legal advisor Hugo Rosende, has manipulated the
Supreme Court judges and now is satisfied that the court will reject extra-
dition of any Chileans indicted.”

Pinochet’s personal involvement in obstruction of justice also included
witness tampering. When Fernández Larios, who had spied on Letelier to
provide intelligence for the assassination mission, decided he wanted to go
to Washington and confess to U.S. officials, Pinochet summoned him to the
Defense Ministry and ordered him to stay silent. “I know you want to go to
the U.S.,” Pinochet told him. “Be a good soldier. Wait till everything’s all
right. A good soldier remains at his post. Tough it out and this problem will
have a happy end.” This order, U.S. investigators would later conclude, “di-
rectly implicates Pinochet who was directing the cover-up.”9

Contreras’s Blackmail Bid

The cover-up also included a massive nationalist propaganda campaign to
convince Chilean citizens, as sources told the CIA, that Washington was
“using the investigation into the Orlando Letelier assassination as a tool to
destabilize the Chilean government.”10 To rally public support, Pinochet him-
self undertook a political tour, denouncing Washington for interfering in
Chile’s internal affairs. The propaganda campaign went beyond blaming the
U.S. for meddling; the regime sought to blame Washington for the actual
assassination.

With mounting evidence of DINA’s involvement, Contreras planted the
idea in the Chilean press that the CIA, not Chile, had engineered the car
bombing. Throughout the summer of 1978, Contreras, his lawyers, and
other Chilean officials repeatedly painted Townley as a CIA agent assigned
to infiltrate DINA and embarrass the regime. Ominous hints about a “foreign
ambassador” facilitating Townley’s effort to go to Washington were also fed
to Chilean reporters.

These arguments were bolstered by several convenient facts: Townley was
a U.S. citizen who had, in fact, tried to join the CIA; the U.S. embassy in
Paraguay had provided him and Armando Fernández Larios with visas to
travel to Washington ostensibly to see CIA deputy director Vernon Wal-
ters.11 Even more conveniently for Contreras’s ability to confuse the Chilean
public, the ambassador who had signed those visas, George Landau, was
now ambassador to Santiago.12 “Contreras plans to base his defense on the
premise that Michael Townley and the Cuban exiles implicated were all un-
der CIA control, and that the Agency ordered Letelier’s assassination to
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throw blame on Pinochet and thus topple him. He also plans to implicate
Ambassador Landau in this scheme,” a CIA report warned headquarters.
“While this defense is of course fabricated completely of whole cloth, it could
cause us embarrassment.”13

In Washington, U.S. officials spent considerable time discussing the Con-
treras problem. At an August 21 meeting between Justice, CIA, and State
Department officials, U.S. Attorney Eugene Propper laid out “three basic
areas of concern: Contreras’ relationship [with the CIA], the issuance of U.S.
visas for Paraguayan passports . . . and the relationship of ‘Condor’ to the
case.”14 The same group of officials met the next day at the office of the CIA
general counsel to review two short reports the Agency had prepared—one
on Operation Condor, and the other on the top-secret history of CIA liaison
relations with Contreras and collaboration with DINA.15

At this point, Contreras decided to supplement his public effort to impli-
cate the CIA with a private threat to reveal his knowledge of, and involve-
ment in, joint CIA-DINA covert operations directed at neighboring Latin
American countries. On the evening of August 23, he placed a phone call to
the home of Santiago Station chief Comer “Wiley” Gilstrap—or his deputy—
asking to discuss an “urgent matter.” The CIA official agreed to receive a
Contreras “confidant,” Alvaro Puga, at his house.

Puga suggested that two of Contreras’s lawyers, Humberto Olavarria and
Sergio Miranda, would go to Washington at the end of August and “nego-
tiate” a settlement in the Letelier case with the CIA, State, and Justice De-
partments. As the Station officer related the conversation to Ambassador
Landau, “a blackmail hint emerged.” Puga stated that if forced to defend
himself, Contreras would

have to reveal details [two lines deleted]. It would not be in his, Chile’s
or the USG’s, or the other countries’ interest to have this information
become public knowledge, but he regretfully would have no choice.
Therefore, hopefully a deal can be worked out in Washington that
would obviate the need for extradition requests and the subsequent
public hearing. (Doc 3)

The blackmail threat, one U.S. official familiar with these communications
remembered, was that if the Carter administration pursued the Letelier case,
Contreras would expose previous CIA espionage operations toward a specific
country in which DINA had collaborated.16 A few weeks later, the embassy
learned that Contreras’s media game plan would include “revelation of close
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ties between the DINA and the CIA in the past, with names and supporting
evidence.”17

To their credit, neither State Department nor CIA officials were intimi-
dated or deterred by this bald gambit. “I said ‘Fuck Pinochet,’ ” recalled
Francis McNeil, the ARA official principally responsible for the Letelier-
Moffitt case in 1978.18 With the CIA’s agreement, McNeil drafted a cable to
the embassy for the Station to use in responding to Contreras. “We told
them in no uncertain terms that we would not submit to blackmail,” McNeil
informed the Defense Department, warning that Contreras might try and
approach U.S. military officials in Chile, “and that no representatives or ei-
ther State or CIA would meet with Contreras representatives.”19 Contreras
could “say anything he wants,” McNeil assured Assistant U.S. Attorney Prop-
per. “But we’re going after him.”

Tepid Response to Terrorism

On September 21, 1978—the second anniversary of the car bombing—the
U.S. Justice Department presented six-hundred pages of records and docu-
ments to the Chilean government as part of the formal petition, under the
1902 extradition treaty with Chile, to extradite Contreras and his subordi-
nates. The Carter administration had overwhelming evidence of the regime’s
responsibility and complicity. At the same time, secret/sensitive docu-
ments described “detailed USG knowledge” of the regime’s efforts to “subvert
Chilean legal procedures,” obstruct justice, and block extradition of the DINA
officials. To redress an act of terrorism in Washington, the United States
would have to overcome the Pinochet regime’s concerted effort to stonewall
any investigation and cover up its involvement in this crime.

In great contrast to the forceful U.S. response to the terrorist attack of
September 11, 2001, however, Washington’s reaction in the CHILBOM
attack was weak and equivocal. The Carter administration’s counterterrorism
policy fell victim to divisive bureaucratic competition, and a general lack of
conviction to pursue justice and make the Pinochet regime pay a steep price
for a terrorist act in Washington D.C.

Numerous mid-level officials in the State and Justice Departments did press
hard for a comprehensive, forceful strategic response; as early as October 30,
1978, McNeil presented Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Viron
Vaky with a continuum of measures designed, as he wrote, “to give dominant
priority to the Letelier/Moffitt case in the interests of justice and deterrence
of other foreign intelligence agencies from similar assassinations.”20 But senior
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officials chose a less activist route, preferring to wait until the case cleared
the Chilean Supreme Court, with the false hopes that if Chile did not extra-
dite its DINA officials, the Pinochet regime would at least put them on trial
in Santiago.

On May 13, 1979, the president of the Chilean Supreme Court, Israel
Borquez Montero, handed down a preordained decision denying the U.S.
extradition request. Townley’s confession was a “paid accusation,” Borquez
ruled, because it was part of a plea-bargain agreement—all evidence derived
from it was thrown out. The ruling essentially exonerated DINA of culpa-
bility for the Letelier-Moffitt assassination, although Borquez referred suspi-
cions regarding false testimony by the DINA officials to a Chilean military
court for further study.

“That decision was much worse than any one of us had anticipated,” the
National Security Council’s Latin America specialist Robert Pastor alerted
the President’s top security adviser, Zbigniew Brzezinski. U.S. policy toward
Chile, he noted in a briefing memorandum, was “reaching the crunch point
on Letelier.”21 Indeed, in Washington, the ruling created an immediate up-
roar in the executive branch, the press, and the Congress. One Congressional
initiative, led by the chairman of the House Committee on Banking, Henry
Reuss, called for terminating the regime’s economic lifeline—private U.S.
bank loans that totaled over $1 billion—until the DINA agents were extra-
dited. To express its diplomatic dissatisfaction, on May 16 the State Depart-
ment recalled Ambassador Landau—for consultations on next steps as well
as to convince Congress not to prematurely legislate sanctions against the
Pinochet regime.

The Carter administration, however, responded with caution and rela-
tive inaction. The State Department decided only to appeal Borquez’s rul-
ing to the entire Supreme Court and issue a diplomatic démarche warning
of serious consequences for U.S.-Chilean relations if the ruling was not re-
versed. The internal policy debate focused on the wording and tenor of
Ambassador Landau’s instructions on expressing U.S. dismay. At a May
24 interagency meeting chaired by Deputy Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, Assistant U.S. Attorney Propper argued for a much more
forceful approach. “We understand your position,” the State Department’s
number three-man, David Newsom, told Propper. “But you must also un-
derstand that we have to take this matter in the context of our entire range
of bilateral relations with Chile.” Propper’s response reflected his incredu-
lity at such a passive reaction to international terrorism: “The Letelier
case,” he noted, “is our relations with Chile.”22

To be sure, Ambassador Landau’s instructions did contain forceful lan-
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guage. When he returned to Santiago from Washington on June 2, Landau
issued a statement at the airport rebuking the regime:

One should not lose sight that in this case U.S. sovereignty has been
violated. And not by word but by deed. We should not forget that two
persons, a former foreign diplomat and an American citizen, were killed
in cold blood right in the heart of our nation’s capital. If this terrorist
act is not a violation of our sovereignty, then I don’t know what is.
We cannot allow terrorist acts of this nature to go unpunished.

Relations between Chile and the United States “are approaching a cross-
roads,” Landau warned; if the ruling stood and the DINA officials went free,
the Chilean government would be held responsible for “harboring interna-
tional terrorists” with all due consequences. “If these men walk the streets,”
the démarche concluded, “I assure you that the reaction of my government,
of the U.S. Congress, and of the American people will be severe.”23

In fact, on October 1, 1979, when the full Supreme Court not only up-
held the Borquez ruling but overruled his recommendation for a military
court investigation into possible perjury by Contreras and Espinoza, the
Carter administration’s reaction was indecisive. Far from expressing out-
rage that an act of state-sponsored terrorism would now go unpunished,
the U.S. government agencies with military, economic, and diplomatic in-
terests in maintaining ties with Chile all began furiously lobbying to protect
their bureaucratic turfs from becoming part of any forthcoming sanctions.
At the White House, Brzezinski, along with Defense Secretary Harold
Brown, opposed what they called “aimless punitive actions.” Even though
the accumulated evidence had been used to convict the three Cuban exile
terrorists in a U.S. district court earlier that year, some U.S. officials ques-
tioned the strength of the Justice Department’s case against the DINA offi-
cials. The result was a set of largely symbolic sanctions that had no impact
on the Pinochet regime.

At the State Department, the Office of Human Rights and Humanitarian
Affairs (HA) led by Assistant Secretary Patricia Derian and her deputy
Mark Schneider found itself waging a lonely battle for strong retaliatory
measures. On the third anniversary of the crime, Derian sent a secret op-
tions memo to deputy secretary Warren Christopher laying out numerous
proposals for sanctions. These ranged from the symbolic—pulling the
Peace Corps out of Chile—to the substantive—“persuade private bank
lenders to halt resource flows.” U.S. actions, she argued, should be strong
enough “to demonstrate clearly that the governments engaged in interna-
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tional terrorism, and those harboring its perpetrators, will suffer penalties.”24

In an October 12 follow-up memorandum to Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance, Derian reiterated the need for “vigorous” sanctions “to deter fur-
ther such government-supported assassinations and to reflect our outrage at
this violation of our U.S. sovereignty.” Failure to take such steps, she
added, “would strengthen Pinochet and those opposed to an accelerated re-
turn to democracy.”25

But State’s Latin America bureau, ARA, opposed substantive sanctions.
The head of ARA, Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Viron
Vaky—the same official who had, eight years earlier, tried to persuade Kis-
singer not to pursue covert intervention against Allende—preferred not to
compromise ongoing U.S.-Chilean bilateral relations. Vaky also opposed ac-
cepting the premise that the DINA agents were guilty. “I am disturbed by
the too easy mindset and assumptions we get into of stating the defendants
are guilty, are terrorists, and there is miscarriage of justice,” he wrote in an
October 12 cover memo to Secretary Vance, transmitting a list of nineteen
potential actions against Chile. “We should not be so self righteous and out-
raged, but careful and measured. . . . [W]e should react just coldly and not
as an avenging angel, however good the latter makes us feel.” (Emphasis in
original)

Vaky’s position found an ally at the National Security Council—Robert
Pastor. “I have never been comfortable with the way State has handled the
Letelier case,” Pastor wrote to Brzezinski after a preliminary draft list of
sanctions landed on his desk on October 11. “I have been unable to com-
prehend the transformation of the U.S. from government to prosecutor to
judge, which is where we currently are.” Pastor, who was deliberately kept
out of the loop by Justice and State Department officials, informed Brzezinski
that the State Department had failed to justify its rejection of the Chilean
Supreme Court ruling. “That case may exist,” he wrote, “but I haven’t seen
it yet, and I have asked repeatedly for it.”26

In an interagency meeting on October 15 to discuss sanctions against
Chile, Pastor asked again, putting this question directly to Assistant U.S.
Attorney Lawrence Barcella: “are we that confident in the evidence that we
presented that we can say with assurance that the decision of the Chilean
Supreme Court was in fact in error?” Barcella, who passed out autopsy pho-
tographs of the victims to remind the bureaucrats of the human nature of
this crime, responded that the evidence was overwhelming.27 “We have un-
equivocal proof,” he told Pastor and thirty other officials, “of the most hei-
nous act of political terrorism ever committed in the nation’s capital. We
have proven that it was agents of a foreign power who carried it out. That
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foreign power has now blatantly rejected our request to see that justice is
done, and it’s up to the people in this room to respond.”28

On October 19, Secretary Vance transmitted to President Carter—via a
special “Alpha Channel”—the final State Department recommendations for
sanctions against Chile. Nineteen options had been whittled down to six,
among them terminating $7 million of military equipment still in the for-
eign military sales pipeline to Chile; ending the Overseas Private Invest-
ment Program (which had not operated in Chile since 1970); suspending
Export-Import Bank credits; canceling export licenses for purchases by the
Chilean military, and withdrawing all four members of the U.S. MilGroup
stationed in Santiago. Gone were what Vance labeled “extreme measures”
such as a cutoff of private bank loans, and an indefinite recall of the U.S.
ambassador to Chile. “Steps of this sort,” he wrote the president, “would
not serve our interests in Chile or elsewhere.” (Doc 4)

The White House decided to reduce the sanctions even further. On Oc-
tober 26, President Carter approved four of the six recommendations,29 and
changed the proposal to withdraw the U.S. MilGroup to a simple reduction
of two members.30 (In early 1980 an additional symbolic sanction, canceling
Chilean participation in the UNITAS naval maneuvers, would be added.)
The president, as Brzezinski wrote in a secret memo to Vance titled “Le-
telier/Moffitt Case and U.S. Policy to Chile,” had determined that these ac-
tions “would constitute a strong reaffirmation of our determination to resist
international terrorism and a deterrent to those who might be tempted to
commit similar acts within our borders.”

But the saga of the sanctions did not end there. For almost five weeks,
administration officials delayed announcement of the U.S. response. Initially
the delay was intended to avoid an adverse impact on Congressional consid-
eration of a U.S. aid package for Latin America. Then, on November 4, the
U.S. experienced another act of terrorism when Iranian fundamentalists
swarmed the U.S. embassy in Teheran, taking the staff hostage and de-
manding that the Carter administration return the Shah, who had come to
the U.S. for medical treatment. Vance again delayed announcement of the
Chile sanctions, fearing that they could be used to bolster Iranian demands
for extradition of the Shah. “The Chilean issue will not go away, and the
longer the Iranian crisis goes on, the more likely people will begin drawing
parallels between the two cases,” Pastor advised Brzezinski on November 19.
In a secret/eyes only memorandum titled “The Letelier Case—a Time
to Reassess,” Pastor recommended “you speak to the President about recon-
sidering the decisions on Chile in light of the crisis in Iran.”

The sanctions were not reconsidered; but U.S. officials did redraft the
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language used to announce them. Instead of tying the measures to Chile’s
refusal to extradite the DINA terrorists, the administration focused on the
Pinochet regime’s “refusal to conduct a full and fair investigation of this
crime.” At a press briefing on November 30, two full months after the Chi-
lean Supreme Court ruling, White House press secretary Hodding Carter
announced the measures, stating that the regime “has, in effect, condoned
this act of international terrorism.” In his final comment the presidential
spokesman noted that the press had made comparisons between the Letelier
case and the ongoing Iranian hostage crisis. “There is only one link between
those two situations,” he concluded. “Both involve egregious acts of inter-
national terrorism, and in both cases our responses reflect our determination
to resist such terrorist acts, wherever they occur.”

Reagan and Pinochet

U.S. sanctions imposed on Chile lasted approximately one year.31 Soon after
Ronald Reagan’s inauguration, in his very first policy gesture toward Latin
America, his administration announced that it would rescind Jimmy Carter’s
limited measures against the Pinochet regime. At the same time, Reagan’s
new foreign policy team began working behind the scenes to restore positive
U.S. relations with the regime. “You asked about our Chile policy,” Reagan’s
secretary of state, Alexander Haig, wrote in a secret memo to the new
president on February 16, 1981. “In the next few days I plan to lift the
prohibition on Ex-Im Bank financing and approve DOD’s invitation list for
this year’s UNITAS naval exercise, to include Chile. These are the two most
annoying aspects of current policy under Executive Branch control. We will
have a full inter-agency review in about one month to decide on further
adjustments.” (Doc 5)

Ironically, Reagan had ridden a wave of public outrage against terrorism
into the Oval Office. “It is high time that the civilized countries of this world
made it plain that there is no room worldwide for terrorism,” he declared
on the eve of his election. When it came to Chile, the White House made
clear, there was a little room after all. The new president himself was a
member of a small clique of right-wing ideologues who had shamelessly cast
the victim as villain, and actively disseminated the regime’s specious “martyr
theory”—that leftists carried out the car bombing. In 1978 Reagan used his
nationally broadcast radio program to accuse Letelier of being an “unregis-
tered foreign agent” with “links to international Marxist and terrorist groups.”
As the future president told his listeners: “a question worth asking is whether
Letelier might have been murdered by his own masters. Alive he could be
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compromised; dead he could become a martyr.”32 In testimony before Con-
gress, Reagan’s new ambassador-at-large, Gen. Vernon Walters, rationalized
the Letelier-Moffitt car bombing as “a mistake” comparable to Napoleon’s
murder of the Duke of Enghien. As Walters summed up the new adminis-
tration’s attitude: “You can’t rub their noses in it forever.”33

In the reconfigured political priorities of President Reagan and his advi-
sers, Pinochet’s avid anticommunism far outweighed his violent atrocities.
The fact that the regime had sponsored an act of terrorism on a Washington
street, for these policy makers, did not make it any less pro-American. Indeed,
Pinochet epitomized the “moderate autocrat friendly to American interests,”
as the new U.N. Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick characterized “authoritarian”
military rulers in her famous Commentary article, “Dictatorships and Double
Standards,” which attacked Jimmy Carter’s policy on human rights.34 The
Chileans could be counted on as an ideological ally in the battle against Soviet
influence in the hemisphere and a supporter of a hard-line, militarist U.S.
approach to revolutionary upheaval in Central America in the 1980s. In
addition, Reagan officials saw Chile as a model for the free market, mone-
tarist economic policies the administration intended to implement. “The Rea-
gan administration,” Kirkpatrick declared in the summer of 1981, “shares
the same convictions as the architects of Chile’s economic policy—that a free
market approach will prove more effective in restoring fully the economic
strength in the United States.”

After four years of tense relations with the Carter administration, General
Pinochet viewed Washington’s renewed support as vindication and valida-
tion. The Reagan era, Chilean officials expected, portended an end to the
country’s international isolation as a pariah nation. “Seven years ago,” Pin-
ochet began telling Chilean audiences within two months of Reagan’s elec-
tion, “we found ourselves alone in the world in our firm anticommunist
position in opposition to Soviet imperialism, and our firm decision in favor
of a socioeconomic free enterprise system.” Today, he declared, “we form
part of a pronounced worldwide tendency—and I tell you, ladies and gentle-
men, it is not Chile that has changed its position.”

The Reagan team moved quickly to embrace the regime, and normalize
bilateral relations estranged during the four years of the Carter administra-
tion. Public pronouncements of U.S. friendship became frequent; in July
1981, the administration began voting in favor of multilateral bank loans to
Chile—in contemptuous violation of the 1977 International Financial Insti-
tutions Act mandating a “no” vote on loans to governments that engage in
a consistent pattern of human rights violations.35 At the United Nations,
Ambassador Kirkpatrick now voted against a special human rights rapporteur
to investigate abuses in Chile.
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Diplomatic exchanges, unheard of since the days of Henry Kissinger’s
warm support for the Junta, also increased significantly. In late February
1981, Reagan sent his special envoy General Walters to see Pinochet. Wal-
ters conveyed a private message from Secretary Haig, and briefed the dictator
on U.S. counterinsurgency operations in El Salvador. “We spoke as old
friends,” Walters reported back in a secret memorandum of conversation.
“He was obviously very pleased to see me. He offered full support and said
he would do anything we wanted to help us in the Salvadoran situation.”36

In August, Ambassador Kirkpatrick also traveled to Santiago, meeting with
military and business leaders but avoiding pro-democracy and human rights
groups. “We had a very pleasant tea,” Kirkpatrick told reporters as she
emerged from a private meeting with Pinochet. “My conversation with the
president had no other fundamental purpose than for me to propose to him
my government’s desire to fully normalize our relations with Chile.” In an
overview of her visit, the Santiago embassy cabled Washington that Pinochet
had “responded immediately and warmly to the basic themes of her state-
ments on the U.S. desire to rebuild cooperative and equitable ties.” In sum,
the embassy reported, “Ambassador Kirkpatrick’s visit was extremely valu-
able in accelerating the return to cooperative relations.”

Repealing the Kennedy Amendment

Normalizing relations required removing the legislative bans on military and
economic assistance to Chile. Through the spring and fall of 1981, the ad-
ministration lobbied hard for repeal of the Kennedy amendment. Pinochet’s
closest ally in the U.S. Senate, Jesse Helms, led the attack, brushing away
arguments that Washington should not be providing military aid to a terrorist
government. Letelier, he claimed without a shred of proof, was “an agent of
terrorism.” On the floor of the U.S. Senate, Helms then proceeded to justify
the assassination: “He who lives by the sword shall die by the sword.”37

The bill to repeal the Kennedy amendment passed, but with significant
conditions on renewing U.S. military support to Pinochet. The final legisla-
tion, influenced by human rights lobbyists in the House of Representatives,
stated that any U.S. weapons or equipment sales, credits or military services
would require President Reagan to certify that:

• The government of Chile has made significant progress in complying
with internationally recognized human rights.

• The government of Chile is not aiding and abetting international
terrorism.
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• The government of Chile has taken appropriate steps to cooperate
to bring to justice those indicted in connection with the murders of
Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt.

The Reagan administration had no problem certifying Chile on human
rights grounds—despite the regime’s ongoing high-profile atrocities. On
February 26, 1982, CNI agents brutally murdered Chile’s most famous
trade union leader, Tucapel Jiménez, who was organizing a united labor
front to oppose the regime’s economic and political repression; he was
found shot in the head and garroted to the point of decapitation. Yet, only
two weeks later Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Thomas En-
ders traveled to Santiago to confer with Chilean officials and, according to
one cable, “reiterated that the human rights question was not our immedi-
ate concern.”

But the certification clause on the Letelier-Moffitt case did cause immediate
concern. Both the FBI and the Justice Department actively opposed certifi-
cation of Chilean cooperation, and were quite willing to say so publicly.
“They haven’t done spit,” Assistant U.S. Attorney Barcella told the Washing-

ton Post about Pinochet’s government. “In fact, they’ve been dilatory and
obstructionist.” Barcella and his colleagues drafted a highly classified twelve-
page catalogue listing the regime’s failure to cooperate and conduct its own
investigation, and its multiple attempts, including the falsification of evidence,
to obstruct the U.S. investigation. Privately, FBI and Justice officials warned
the State Department that they would testify before Congress that any pres-
idential certification was unfounded and false.

“You may or may not know that the DOJ seems strongly opposed to
certification with respect to the Letelier case, as is the FBI,” then Assistant
Secretary for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, Elliott Abrams
warned in an eyes only memo to one of Secretary Haig’s deputies,
Lawrence Eagleburger. “This seems to me to make it impossible to certify,
for the only acceptable action on the part of the GOC might put half the
[Chilean] government in jail.” Pressuring the Justice Department to change
its position, Abrams counseled, would be a public relations disaster. “I don’t
know whether there is anything the Chileans can do for us to satisfy the
(foolish) demands of Congress,” he advised Eagleburger. “What I am sure
of is that significant opposition in the DOJ exists and that any attempt to
steamroller the DOJ will be extremely damaging front-page news.”38

Abrams joined a number of other bureaus in the State Department in
recommending to Secretary Haig that the president not certify Chile along
with Argentina, as Haig had planned in March 1982. A secret options mem-
orandum—“Presidential Determinations Authorizing Security Assistance and
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Arms Sales for Argentina and Chile”—presented to the secretary by seven
deputies and assistant secretaries, warned that the Chile certification “will be
particularly controversial.” On improvements in human rights “there had
been none since [1979].” The Letelier-Moffitt case posed even larger prob-
lems, the memo acknowledged. To claim Chile had cooperated in the pursuit
of justice was “an extremely difficult proposition to sustain and to defend.”
Some bureaus worried that the certification “would also weaken our emphasis
on countering international terrorism.”

But there was an even larger issue for those opposing the Chile certifica-
tion: compromising Reagan’s top foreign policy priority of escalating U.S.
counterinsurgency operations in Central America. To sustain U.S. military
involvement in the region, the administration had already sent one menda-
cious certification on El Salvador to an increasingly skeptical Congress, and
was preparing another. “The recent certification on El Salvador was even
more acrimonious and difficult than we had anticipated,” the authors re-
minded Haig. The Chile certification, particularly the clause on the Letelier-
Moffitt case, would hurt the credibility of future appeals to lawmakers:

An important question is whether sending the Chile certification will
so damage our credibility on human rights as to coalesce the [Con-
gressional] opposition, and therefore have a dangerous spillover effect
on our El Salvador policy and serve to discredit the President’s upcom-
ing Caribbean Basin initiative.

This argument prevailed; the Reagan White House deferred certifying
Chile. By the time the administration had finally achieved a consensus in
Congress on massive intervention in Central America in 1986, however,
U.S. policy interests in providing military assistance and sales to the Pinochet
regime had been overtaken by events and there was a stronger policy posture
against certification. As one internal State Department memorandum noted:
“we do not believe Chile has met the criteria.”

Iran-Contra: The Chilean Connection

Ironically, the Reagan administration sought carte blanche on military assis-
tance to Chile, in part as a way of enlisting Pinochet’s support in the Central
American imbroglio. In 1980 and 1981, the Chilean regime provided sub-
stantive training and tactical advice to Salvador’s cutthroat military forces.
(For Chile’s avid support, in May 1981 the Salvadoran high command be-
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stowed the José Matias Delgado award on General Pinochet.) In Nicaragua,
Chile was considered a potential ally in the National Security Council’s illicit
pro-insurgency paramilitary campaign against the Sandinista government—
particularly after the U.S. Congress cut funding for CIA support of the contra
war in October 1984.

In late 1984, declassified White House memoranda reveal, Lt. Col. Oliver
North, the NSC official in charge of sustaining the contras after the Con-
gressional ban on the CIA, secretly turned to the Pinochet regime for a key
weapons system: the British-made Blowpipe missile. The Sandinistas were
attacking contra positions with sophisticated Soviet-provided Hind helicop-
ters; North’s advisors told him that the contras needed these shoulder-held
antiaircraft weapons. In a memorandum to the president’s national security
adviser, Robert McFarlane, dated December 20 and stamped top secret,
North wrote that he had been “informed that BLOWPIPE surface-to-air mis-
siles may be available in [Chile] for use by F.D.N. [the largest contra group]
in dealing with the HIND helicopters. This information was passed through
an appropriate secure and source protected means to [contra leader] Adolfo
Calero who proceeded immediately to Santiago.”

Entries in North’s notebooks indicated that Calero and his delegation were
in Chile between December 7 and 17, 1984. On December 17, North re-
corded the following phone conversation with Calero:

Call from Barnaby [Calero’s code name]—Returned from Chile—48
Blowpipes, free-8 launchers, 25 K ea.—Have to inform Brts—6–10
pers[ons] for training, starts 2 Jan—Will have to buy some items from
Chileans which are somewhat more expensive—Deliver by sea w/train-
ers by end of Jan. (Doc 6)

The Chileans, as North advised McFarlane, had offered forty-eight missiles,
launchers, and training “for up to ten three-man teams from the FDN on a
no-cost basis.” Calero, North added, “will dispatch the trainees to Chile on
December 23.”

There was one complication, however. In his December 20 memo, titled
“Follow-up with Thatcher re: Terrorism and Central America,” North noted
that the Chileans had said “they would need to obtain British permission for
the transfer” of the Blowpipes. North proposed having President Reagan
discreetly ask British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher to intercede on the
contras’ behalf.

This first initiative to get missiles from Chile ran into additional compli-
cations. On January 3, 1985, according to North’s notebook entry for that
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day, Calero informed him that the Pinochet regime wanted to include am-
munition and mortar rounds in the deal that were “too expensive.” As Calero
put it, the “Blow-Pipe deal is off.” But additional attempts followed over the
next fifteen months. Encrypted cables and secret e-mail messages between
North and McFarlane’s successor, Admiral John Poindexter, show that
throughout the spring of 1986, NSC officials tried to obtain a British reexport
license for Chile to arrange a “quick transfer of 6–10 BP.” Their elaborate
scheme called for Short Brothers, the Belfast-based manufacturer of the Blow-
pipe missile, to facilitate the transfer of the weapons from Chile to the contra
forces through El Salvador, using falsified end-user certificates—a document
required in major arms sales. An obscure entry under “current obligations”
in the handwritten account ledger kept by North’s contra arms supplier for
May 1986 reads BP $1,000,000 Chile, suggesting that a substantial payment
was expected to be made on the Blowpipe deal. “[W]e are trying to find a
way to get 10 BLOW-PIPE launchers and 20 missiles from Chile thru the
Short Bros. Rep,” North reported to McFarlane over an encoded computer
line on March 26 adding:

The V.P. from Short Bros. sought me out several mos. Ago and I met
w/ him again. . . . Short Bros., the mfgr. of the BLOWPIPE, is willing
to arrange the deal, conduct the training and even send U.K. “tech.
reps” fwd if we can close the arrangement. Dick Secord has already paid
10% down on the delivery and we have a [country deleted] EUC [end-
user certificate] which is applicable to Chile.

But the issue of Pinochet’s human rights atrocities came back to haunt this
highly covert operation. Unaware of this secret approach to the Pinochet
regime, the State Department inadvertently undermined the deal. “Unfortu-
nately,” North continued, “the week all this was going to closure we decided
to go fwd [deleted reference to the State Department decision, on March 12,
to sponsor a United Nations resolution condemning the regime’s human
rights abuses].” Pinochet’s officials were furious with what they considered
as the Reagan administration’s betrayal.

“The arrangement is now on ice,” North told McFarlane, “and we are
casting about for a way to tell the Chileans that we wd be pleased if this all
went thru.” (Doc 7)39
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Abandoning the Dictator

The Reagan administration’s sponsorship of a U.N. resolution critical of
Chile’s human rights record marked a slow shift away from its early uncritical
embrace of the Pinochet regime. Ironically, at the very moment North’s con-
tra representatives were secretly seeking military assistance in Santiago, the
State Department initiated a major internal policy review on Chile. On De-
cember 13, 1984, Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Langhorne
A. Motley held the first of three meetings with the RIG—a high-level Re-
stricted Interagency Group made up of State, CIA, DOD, and NSC offi-
cials—to seek authorization to revamp U.S. policy toward Pinochet. On
December 20th—the very same day as North submitted his request for Rea-
gan’s help in obtaining British support for the transfer of the missiles from
Chile—Motley presented a draft policy proposal to the Deputy Secretary
outlining “an activist but gradual approach to try to influence an orderly and
peaceful transition to democracy in Chile.” (Doc 8)

This reassessment was based on increasing instability in Chile, which set
off alarm bells throughout a national security bureaucracy already obsessed
with the upheaval in Central America. According to the policy paper:

U.S. interests would be best served by Pinochet’s leadership of a real
and orderly transition to democracy. However, it is increasingly evident
that Pinochet is unlikely to lead such a transition. While ostensibly
serving U.S. anticommunist interests in the short run, Pinochet’s in-
transigence on democracy is creating instability in Chile inimical to U.S.
interests.

Fostering a moderate center in Chilean politics, Motley stated in a familiar
refrain, would be key to protecting long-term U.S. interests. The aim of a
new U.S policy approach would be “strengthening the disorganized [Chilean]
moderates, specifically, weaning them away from the radical left.”

Pinochet’s protracted crisis of power created the catalyst for U.S. concerns.
As CIA analysts summed up the situation in a succinct 1984 intelligence
report, “Pinochet Under Pressure,” the Chilean political scene had changed,
“irreversibly we believe,” over the last two years:

• Public attitudes toward the government’s free market policies have
been soured by a recession.

• Trade unions and political parties have undergone a revival that has
brought political life back to Chile.

• Radical leftists have become more politically active—holding public
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meetings and participating in informal discussions with moderate
parties—and the Chilean Communist Party has developed a nationwide
organizational base that is second only to the Christian Democratic
Party.

• The number, sophistication, and boldness of radical leftist terrorist at-
tacks have escalated dramatically in the last ten months, prompting . . .
an increase in right-wing extremist attacks against political opposition
figures.

• Military solidarity with Pinochet has suffered its first strains over
differences in how to handle political dissent and the timetable for
returning Chile to civilian rule.

The military regime’s problems began in mid-1982 when the country suf-
fered its worst economic recession since the Great Depression. Gross na-
tional product plummeted by 14 percent; unemployment rose to 30 percent.
Chile’s foreign debt reached $19 billion, then the highest per-capita debt in
the world. The “economic miracle” created by the University of Chicago-
trained students of free market guru and regime adviser Milton Friedman,
was discredited.

The economic crisis reinvigorated the opposition to Pinochet, which in-
creasingly included members of the conservative upper middle class hit hard
by financial losses. Across the social spectrum, political parties, human rights
organizations, trade unionists, and church groups all began the arduous task
of mobilizing a national coalition to end military rule and restore democ-
racy.40 On May 11, 1983, the opposition held the first “national day of
protest” that El Mercurio called “the most serious challenge which the govern-
ment has faced in almost ten years.” Thereafter, major street demonstrations
and other displays of organized public discontent became frequent. At the
same time, the Chilean Communist Party (PCCH) began a major campaign
to regroup and revitalize its constituents. The more militant wing of the
PCCH created an armed faction, the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front,
which carried out attacks on government installations. On September 7,
1986, the Patriotic Front boldly attempted to ambush and assassinate Gen-
eral Pinochet.

The regime responded to these manifestations of opposition by attempting
to siphon off the moderate civilian leaders while unleashing the military’s
apparatus of repression. Between May and September 1983, eighty-five peo-
ple were shot and killed; over 5,000 arrested. At the same time, Pinochet
reshuffled his cabinet and appointed a well-known moderate conservative,
Sergio Jarpa, as interior minister. He authorized Jarpa to hold a dialogue with
moderate political parties regarding the 1980 constitution that the Junta had
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pushed through to legitimize Pinochet and gave him the opportunity to ex-
tend his personal dictatorship to the near end of the century.

Pinochet cast his 1980 constitution as providing a “protected” and “safe”
transition back to democracy. Its provisions allowed for him to hold a “Yes/
No” plebiscite in 1989 on a military candidate put forth by the Junta to be
president until 1997—the candidate being Pinochet himself. In the extremely
unlikely event that the no vote won, according to the constitution, Pinochet
would remain in power for another seventeen months until controlled elec-
tions for a civilian president and Congress were held. Thereafter, he would
remain commander-in-chief of the armed forces until 1997. The military
would be given a set of seats in the new Senate and would continue to control
policy through a National Security Council with widespread powers.

The opposition, including the centrist political parties, rejected the 1980
Constitution as illegitimate: it had been drafted by the military and voted on
in a heavily manipulated plebiscite that was neither free nor fair. As the CIA’s
Directorate of Intelligence acknowledged in a comprehensive report, the re-
gime had left “no stone unturned” in assuring the passage of the Constitution,
“resorting to extensive intimidation of opposition groups, arbitrary measures
to undercut the efforts of those advocating a no vote, and at least some fraud
during the balloting and tabulation of the votes.”41 In Jarpa’s dialogue with
a coalition of noncommunist political parties called the Democratic Alliance,
opposition leaders pressed for an accelerated timetable for the restoration of
democracy, and called for Pinochet to resign and the secret police to be
disbanded. The regime refused to yield on any opposition demands, and the
dialogue disintegrated. In late 1984, Pinochet declared a state of siege under
which the CNI escalated its brutal political assassinations of leftist leaders; in
February 1985 he fired Jarpa and ended any effort at negotiations with pro-
transition forces.

The Reagan administration now faced a dilemma similar to the one its
predecessor confronted in Iran and Nicaragua—how to handle a stagnating,
belligerent, and isolated dictatorship now an embarrassment, and increasingly
a danger, to U.S. political and international interests. For Washington, the
situation had implications that reached beyond Santiago, extending to Central
America, Europe, and Capitol Hill.

In the administration’s relations with Congress, Chile had become a major
liability. The Pinochet regime had made a mockery of Reagan’s claims that
“quiet diplomacy,” reinforced by cozy relations, would prove effective in
advancing the cause of human rights. The results weakened the credibility
of similar arguments administration spokesmen made virtually every week
on El Salvador and Guatemala. More importantly, the Chile policy revealed
the utter hypocrisy of the administration’s pressure on Congress to provide
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tens of millions in paramilitary assistance for the contra war in the name of
promoting democracy in Nicaragua, while failing to take any active steps to
press Pinochet for a return to civilian rule. Numerous Congressmen, and a
number of European allies troubled by U.S. policy in both Central America
and Chile, cited this “double standard” in Reagan’s approach to Pinochet.
Not until March 1986, after the collapse of two other long-standing U.S.
client regimes—Marcos in the Philippines and Duvalier in Haiti—did the
president vow to “oppose tyranny in whatever form, whether of the left or
the right.”

Topping the list of policy concerns, however, was that Pinochet’s intran-
sigence with the centrist opposition had fostered instability and insurgency,
helping to revitalize the very leftist forces in Chile that the regime, with U.S.
support, had sought to brutally eradicate. In the State Department’s policy
review, officials underscored this point:

the failure of pro-transition forces in the GOC, both military and civilian,
and pro-negotiation forces in the opposition, to reach an understanding
during the past fifteen months, has created conditions favorable to the ap-
parent attempt by the PCCH to launch an armed, Tupamaros or
Montoneros-type insurgency in Chile. Continued delay in reaching
such an agreement will encourage the PCCH in its policy of violent
opposition to Pinochet.

During a four-day trip to Santiago in mid-February 1985, Assistant Secretary
Motley privately told the Chilean dictator that “if he [Pinochet] were writing
the script for the Communists, he couldn’t write it better than he was doing
then.”42

Motley’s trip was supposed to be the first salvo in a new U.S. policy effort
to press Pinochet to find common ground with the noncommunist opposition
on negotiating a transition. But the assistant secretary’s warm public endorse-
ments of the regime overshadowed whatever private pressure he brought
from Washington. In an interview with El Mercurio, he stated the world owed
Chile “a debt of gratitude” for overthrowing Allende. At an airport press
conference as he left, he noted that the “future of Chile is in Chilean hands,
and from what I’ve seen those are good hands.” The Motley visit, according
to a subsequent State Department assessment, “was probably a net plus for
Pinochet and resulted in no increased leverage for the U.S. on the transition.”

In his own after-action report to Secretary of State George Shultz, Motley
shared several superficial conclusions: Pinochet was “as formidable a head of
government as we face in this hemisphere”; “Pinochet does not respond to
external pressure”; “Chile and therefore our interests are headed for trouble
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over the long haul.” He offered only vague “ideas on how maybe we can
quietly help influence the situation internally.” As ARA assistant secretary,
his position was to continue to use “quiet diplomacy” to gently nudge Pin-
ochet and the military. In his memorandum to Shultz, Motley complained
that public criticism by Assistant Secretary for Human Rights and Humani-
tarian Affairs Elliott Abrams was “not in consonance with agreed-to U.S.
policy,” and could “only exacerbate the situation.”43

Within a few months, however, Abrams replaced Motley as assistant sec-
retary for inter-American affairs. Under Abrams, who also assumed a key
policy role in the illegal contra resupply operations, the U.S. approach to
Chile focused more aggressively on pressing elements of the military govern-
ment toward a transition. To put the regime on notice, Washington began
abstaining on votes on multilateral development bank loans; in internal mem-
oranda, Abrams claimed credit for using this tactic to convince the regime to
lift the state of siege in June 1985. At the same time, through stepped-up
contacts and communications, Washington sought to separate the Christian
Democrats from the leftist opposition, and push them into collaboration with
the rightist civilian political interests. U.S. policy makers enlisted the AFL-
CIO to back non-Marxist labor unions in Chile. Washington also approached
the British, Germans, and the Vatican to coordinate influence and pressure
on the Chilean military and centrist and center-right politicians.

In an Oval Office meeting on September 6, 1985, Secretary of State Shultz
briefed President Reagan on the policy now being implemented in his name.
“We are not trying to overthrow Pinochet,” Shultz told the president, accord-
ing to his talking points. “[B]ut there is increasing evidence that he is becoming
an obstacle to the gradual evolution in Chilean politics that would favor our in-
terest in a peaceful transition to a civilian elected government.” Pinochet’s in-
transigence would lead to Chile becoming “increasingly polarized,” Shultz
explained, which would “benefit the Communists.” The United States would
“continue to seek cooperation, dialogue and compromise,” he assured Reagan,
according to a memorandum prepared for the meeting, “but there is a growing
tension between our national interest in orderly and peaceful transition and
Pinochet’s apparent desire to hang on indefinitely.” (Doc 9)

In the fall of 1985, the Reagan administration used the appointment of a
new ambassador to Chile, Harry Barnes, to make a stronger and more open
statement about U.S. support for a return to civilian rule. When Barnes
presented his credentials to Pinochet in mid-November, he pointedly re-
marked, “The ills of democracy can best be cured by more democracy.” He
then gave Pinochet a personal letter from Ronald Reagan. The letter re-
viewed the support and cooperation the administration had given to the re-
gime since 1981, but noted that future cooperation would be conditioned by
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definable progress toward a democratic transition. “Just as in Central America
the full exercise of personal and political liberties has helped the struggle
against Communist subversion, progress in Chile will be similar aid,” the
U.S. president wrote to Pinochet. “I feel even more strongly than ever that
evident progress toward full democracy in Chile is needed.”

Rodrigo Rojas

The murder by immolation of a Chilean teenager, Rodrigo Rojas, drove the
final wedge between Washington and the Pinochet regime. Rojas was a legal
American resident; he had come to Washington D.C. in 1977 at age ten as
a refugee with his younger brother and mother, Veronica De Negri, herself
a torture victim and political prisoner after the coup. For eleven formative
years, Rojas grew up in the activist Chilean exile community in the nation’s
capital, involving himself in numerous human rights and solidarity activities
against the Pinochet regime. He became an avid and skilled amateur photog-
rapher, and developed a fascination for Jane’s Defense Weekly and encyclope-
dias on armaments and military equipment. He was a dear friend of mine.44

I knew him to be smart and confident, curious but cocky—and very impul-
sive as teenagers are wont to be. As he grew older, he became increasingly
agitated about returning to his homeland.

In May 1986, Rojas dropped out of his last semester at Woodrow Wilson
High School, and returned to Santiago to do freelance photography and par-
ticipate in the growing opposition to the regime. On July 2, he joined a
student street demonstration in the barrio of Los Nogales to photograph the
protest movement. Rojas and another protester, Carmen Quintana, were in-
tercepted by an army street patrol. As doctors who later treated them at a
neighborhood clinic told U.S. embassy officials:

Soldiers surrounded them and began to beat them. It is reported that
the beating was severe and that Rojas attempted to shield Quintana.
The soldiers then sprayed them with a flammable substance and set
them on fire. The soldiers then wrapped blankets around them, threw
them into a military vehicle, drove them to the town of Quilicura, just
north of Santiago, where they threw them out of the vehicle into a
ditch. They were then sighted by a passerby.45

Both Rojas and Quintana survived the initial beating and burning. They
were taken to a small clinic, the Posta Central, where their treatment was
described as “archaic and insufficient.” The director of the clinic, under pres-
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sure from the military, prevented them from being transferred to a fully
equipped burn unit at a major hospital. After four days of inadequate care,
at 3:50 p.m. on July 6, nineteen-year-old Rodrigo Rojas died.46

The horrific nature of the crime, and the fact that Rojas was a resident of
Washington transformed this atrocity into an international human rights
scandal. The case of Los Quemados—the burned ones—provoked an outrage
around the world, and sent a “shock wave” through Capitol Hill, as classified
State Department memos admitted, reinvigorating harsh criticism of the re-
gime. The case received so much media coverage that even President Reagan
was briefed on developments. In a “Presidential Evening Reading” paper,
classified secret/wnintel/noforn/nocontract/orcon, Reagan was
informed that Pinochet had labeled Rojas and Quintana “terrorists” and “vic-
tims of their own Molotov cocktails,” even as Chile’s own intelligence service
“has fingered Army personnel as clearly involved.” (Doc 10)47 An internal
investigation by the Chilean Carabineros quickly identified the army patrol
and its commander, Lt. Pedro Fernández Dittus, as responsible, sources re-
ported to the embassy. But Pinochet personally rejected any evidence of the
military’s guilt.48 His regime soon set out to intimidate all witnesses that could
identify the army personnel. “One eyewitness was briefly kidnapped, blind-
folded, and threatened if he did not change his testimony,” the DIA reported
in a top secret ruff umbra cable. “Some members of the government will
quite likely continue to intimidate the witnesses in order to persuade them
to change their testimony, thereby clearing the military.”

In a symbolic gesture of protest against the regime, Ambassador Barnes
and his wife joined Veronica De Negri in attending the Rojas funeral on July
11. During the burial procession, Barnes and 5,000 mourners were assaulted
with water cannon and tear gas from military units to disperse the crowd.
To add insult to injury, the government then planted accusations in the press
that the Barnes’s presence at the funeral had incited rioting. In the midst of
the uproar, Pinochet further thumbed his nose at Washington by publicly
announcing that he intended to stay in power through to the end of the
century.

With the Rojas case, the breach of political relations between the U.S. and
Pinochet reached a point of no return. On July 10, Assistant Secretary
Abrams appeared on the ABC news program Nightline and issued the harshest
public criticism to date from any Reagan administration official. “Fundamen-
tally, the most important thing to say is that this is not an elected govern-
ment,” he told Ted Koppel. “I think there are very good grounds to be very
skeptical that President Pinochet wants any kind of a transition. . . . We don’t
want to see it happen in the next millennium. We’d like to see it happen a
little bit sooner than that.” In a secret/sensitive memo to Secretary Shultz,
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Abrams reported that “I used my appearance yesterday on ABC’s Nightline

to stress our commitment to eventual free elections in Chile . . . sooner rather
than later. But more than verbal volleys will be required to get Pinochet to
agree to leave, or to persuade the Army to persuade him.”

The “bottom line,” as Abrams concluded, “is we face a worsening situation
in Chile and need to use all available means of influence to protect our
interests.” (Doc 11)

Pinochet’s Endgame: Voting Down the Regime

On February 2, 1988, fourteen of Chile’s political parties announced the
creation of a unified coalition—the Concertacı́on de Partidos Para el NO—
intended to defeat Pinochet in the upcoming plebiscite called for by the re-
gime’s 1980 constitution. The deck was stacked against the opposition; the
military controlled the media and the ballot box, and held extreme coercive
powers over the Chilean citizenry. Political leaders would be arrested; op-
position rallies would be broken up by force; offices of the “NO” would be
set on fire. But even under campaign and voting rules written, violently
imposed, and controlled by the regime, the plebiscite still represented the best
opportunity to peacefully rid Chile of Pinochet’s fifteen-year-old dictatorship.

The effort to unite around one common goal marked a historic moment
of cooperation among Chile’s historically divided, and divisive, right, center,
and left political leadership. The Communist Party, and several radical fac-
tions of the Socialist Party were excluded from the Concertacı́on; but many
Marxist leaders also called on their constituents to organize in support of
what came to be called the “Command for the NO.” A former Allende pro-
tégé and future Socialist Party president, Ricardo Lagos,49 became a key cam-
paigner for the NO; a senior Christian Democrat, Patricio Aylwin, became
the command’s designated spokesman, and another member of the PDC,
Genero Arriagada, brilliantly managed the campaign. The opposition orga-
nized a comprehensive and extremely successful voter registration drive, reg-
istering over 92 percent of the eligible electorate by August 30, 1988. The
Command for the NO also recruited poll watchers at all 22,000 voting tables
and set up a secret computer system to assure that vote tallies would be
rapidly transmitted to Santiago for independent tabulation and verification
on October 5—D-day for the pro-democracy forces in Chile.

The Reagan administration channeled funds into the opposition cam-
paign through the National Endowment for Democracy (NED)—a quasi-
government entity set up to overtly supplement CIA covert funding of groups
fighting to overthrow the Sandinista government in Nicaragua—as well as
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the AFL-CIO and the National Democratic Institute. Some $1.6 million went
into the registration drive, voter education, opinion polling, media consult-
ants, and organizing a rapid response parallel vote count on the day of the
election. Ambassador Harry Barnes vigorously and openly supported the
civic organizations that carried on much of the work to garner electoral sup-
port for the NO. The pro-Pinochet press began referring to him as “Dirty
Harry.” Campaigning to extend his dictatorship through 1997, General Pin-
ochet issued repeated denounciations of “Yanqui imperialism” in Chile.

Washington’s most significant actions during the plebiscite were its intel-
ligence operations and diplomatic efforts to track and counter Pinochet’s
plans to nullify the plebiscite, if he lost, through acts of violence. As early as
May 1988, the CIA learned, elements of the Chilean army had concluded
that the NO could not be allowed to win. A chief concern, the Station re-
ported in a heavily censored cable titled “The Increasing Resolve within the
Military to Avoid a Civilian Government in Chile,” was the regime’s record
of terrorism and human rights violations. There was a “great fear that a
civilian government would cooperate with the United States Government in
pursuing the case of the assassination of former foreign minister Orlando
Letelier,” the CIA noted, “as well as other abuses by the military, to the
extreme detriment of the Chilean Army.”

By late September, polls indicated that the NO campaign had surged ahead
as Chileans became confident that safeguards, including hundreds of inter-
national election observers, would insure a non-fraudulent election. “Public
perception of the ‘NO’ is increasingly that of a winner,” the embassy reported
on September 29. The next day, however, Ambassador Barnes sent the first
“alerting” cable to Washington on information he had received regarding an
“imminent possibility of government staged coup” if the vote went against
Pinochet.

Both CIA and DIA intelligence provided what Ambassador Barnes char-
acterized as “a clear sense of Pinochet’s determination to use violence on
whatever scale is necessary to retain power.” In a secret report for Assistant
Secretary Elliott Abrams, Barnes summarized Pinochet’s scheme:

Pinochet’s plan is simple: A) if the “Yes” is winning, fine: B) if the race
is very close rely on fraud and coersion: C) If the “NO” is likely to
win clear then use violence and terror to stop the process. To help
prepare the atmosphere the CNI will have the job of providing ade-
quate violence before and on 5 October. Since we know that Pinochet’s
closest advisors now realize he is likely to lose, we believe the third
option is the one most likely to be put into effect with probable sub-
stantial loss of life.50
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Highly placed U.S. intelligence sources within the Chilean army command
provided additional details. A Defense Intelligence Agency summary, classi-
fied top secret zarf umbra, reported that

Close supporters of President Pinochet are said to have contingency
plans to derail the plebiscite by encouraging and staging acts of vio-
lence. They hope that such violence will elicit further reprisals by the
radical opposition and begin a cycle of rioting and disorder. The plans
call for government security forces to intervene forcefully and, citing
damage to the electoral process and balloting facilities, to declare a state
of emergency. At that point, the elections would be suspended, declared
invalid, and postponed indefinitely. (Doc 12)

To its credit, the Reagan administration moved quickly and decisively to
confront Pinochet’s threat. In stark contrast to the procrastination of the Ford
administration in taking steps to block the Letelier assassination, and the
Carter administration’s weak response to the cover-up of that crime, Reagan
officials forcefully attempted to insure the sanctity of the plebiscite. Unequiv-
ocal démarches were presented to a broad range of regime officials—in the
foreign and interior ministries, the army, the Junta, and to Pinochet himself—
warning authorities “not to take or permit steps meant to provide pretext for
canceling, suspending or otherwise nullifying the plebiscite.” In their meetings
with the Chileans, U.S. officials were authorized to use tough language: “I
want to warn you that implementation of such a plan would seriously damage
relations with the United States and utterly destroy Chile’s reputation in the
world,” talking points read. “President Pinochet should also be informed that
nothing could so permanently destroy his reputation in Chile and the world
than for him to authorize or permit extreme violent and illicit steps which
make a mockery of his solemn promise to conduct a free and fair plebiscite.”51

Behind the scenes, the CIA Station chief received instructions to strongly
advise Chilean secret police officials against such action; U.S. military officers
at SOUTHCOMM issued similar warnings to their contacts inside the Chi-
lean military. Washington also asked the Thatcher government—a close
friend of Pinochet’s—to privately pressure his regime. On October 3, the
State Department raised that pressure at the noon press briefing by publicly
expressing its concern that “the Chilean government has plans to cancel
Wednesday’s presidential plebiscite or to nullify the results.”

In his evening briefing papers on October 3, President Reagan was in-
formed of Pinochet’s plan to disrupt Chile’s plebiscite, and of U.S. efforts to
stop him. The next day, Ambassador Barnes met with the Chilean foreign
minister to discuss the sensitive U.S. intelligence on Pinochet’s plan, in an
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effort to gain allies inside the regime. Pinochet would decide on the day of
the plebiscite in the early afternoon on disrupting the vote, Barnes warned;
the CNI would be called on to foment violence, if necessary. “Our infor-
mation comes from senior army generals,” he told Chile’s foreign minister,
according to a secret memorandum of conversation. This “is not a bluff by
the USG.”

October 5 marked a historic day for Chileans, and for U.S.-Chilean re-
lations. The Command for the NO organized a massive turnout. Some 98
percent of eligible Chileans cast their votes. Early evening returns, according
to NO campaign manager Genero Arriagada, showed the opposition ahead
by 62 to 37 percent—a stunning lead. Final results had the NO winning by
more than 800,000 votes, with a 54.7 percent to 43 percent victory over
the vote to continue the Pinochet dictatorship.

On election day, the United States mobilized itself to track the vote and
the actions of the Pinochet regime. In Santiago, the embassy established an
operation center and began filing “sitreps”—situation reports—on an hourly
basis. At the State Department, a special Chile Working Group gathered at
a communications office designated TF1 to monitor the situation, make and
take calls from the embassy over secure and dedicated lines, and respond to
developments.

By 9:00 p.m., Pinochet’s machinations became apparent. The government
announced that the YES was ahead in the tally by 10,000 votes, at the same
time as the Command for the NO, reporting far more ballots counted,
claimed a lead of almost 130,000 votes. The regime then withheld scheduled
hourly reports on the vote count. “The GOC is obviously sitting on voting
results,” the embassy cabled in “Sitrep Four.” This was part of a Machiavel-
lian plan worked out by Pinochet and his highest aides, a high-level military
informant52 would tell a CIA agent, which called for the Interior Ministry

to delay the announcement of voting results to agitate the opposition,
announce preliminary results favorable to the YES vote, and then call
the YES voters to the streets to celebrate the alleged YES victory. This
would then result in a strong opposition reaction, street clashes and the
need to call in the Army to restore order; thereby providing a handy
excuse to suspend the plebiscite.

Pinochet’s attempt to orchestrate chaos and violence in the streets failed,
however, when the Carabinero police refused an order to lift the cordon
against street demonstrations in the capital. According to the CIA informant,
Santiago garrison commander Brig. Gen. Jorge Zincke53 also refused to per-
mit any celebrations or protests, including for supporters of the YES. Hud-
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dled at the presidential palace with his advisers, Pinochet worked out a new,
violent plan to abort the election.

At eight minutes after midnight, the Junta—air force Gen. Fernando Mat-
tei, carabinero chief General Rodolfo Stange, CNI director Gen. Humberto
Gordon, and navy Adm. José Merino—arrived at La Moneda to meet with
Pinochet. In a pivotal and calculated statement, Mattei told reporters waiting
outside that “it seems to me that the NO has really won” and that the “Junta
would be talking about it now.” This statement, the DIA would report, ap-
peared to “be a deliberate pronouncement intended to limit General Pin-
ochet’s options.”

The Junta members met with Pinochet just after 1:00 a.m. He was “nearly
apoplectic” about the turn of events, one participant of the meeting noted.54

“The Chilean President and CINC of the Army Gen. Augusto Pinochet was
prepared on the night of 5 Oct to overthrow the results of the plebiscite,”
the DIA reported. At the meeting,

Pinochet was described as very angry and insistent that the Junta must
give him extraordinary powers to meet the crisis of the electoral defeat.
He had a document prepared for their signatures authorizing this. . . .
Pinochet spoke of using the extraordinary powers to have the armed
forces seize the capital. At this point Mattei stood up to be counted.
Mattei told Pinochet he would under no circumstances agree to such a
thing . . . he had had his chance as the official candidate and lost. Pin-
ochet then turned to the others and made the same request and was
turned down. . . . (Doc 13)

According to the DIA’s description of the denouement of the dictatorship,
“without Junta support to overthrow the NO, Pinochet was left without al-
ternative but to accept a NO win.”

Euphoria among Pinochet’s opposition, and his many victims, was instanta-
neous. Thousands of Chileans flooded into the streets in the dark morning
hours of October 6 chanting and singing; there were reports of bystanders
hugging Carabinero police. Tens of thousands made a pilgrimage a week
later to Mendoza, Argentina for an Amnesty International rock concert
featuring Bruce Springsteen, Sting, and Tracy Chapman held to commemo-
rate the fortieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
In a cable titled “Mendoza Human Rights Concert Sounds Sour Note for
Chilean Government,” a U.S. embassy officer reported that “the event was
a massive NO rally” and “a repeated theme was the fact that President Pin-
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ochet had been defeated in the plebiscite and there was now hope for Chile.”
(Doc 14)55

In the aftermath of his stunning defeat, Pinochet openly toyed with violating
his own Constitution and running for the presidency again in the mandated
elections scheduled for December 1989. The Chilean right wing, now orga-
nized into a business-dominated coalition to compete in a post-regime political
system, rejected his gambit as grotesque. “With no support from the political
parties of the right,” the U.S. embassy reported, “and without the army to back
his candidacy it is a non-starter. He battled for and lost the chance to legitimate
his power for the long term, and the very Constitution he created to perpetuate
himself in power is proving to be his iron cage.”

Instead, Chile’s conservative forces selected Pinochet’s young finance min-
ister, Hernán Buchi, as the regime’s political protégé and candidate. Another
right-wing candidate, millionaire businessman Francisco Javier Errázuriz, also
ran. The opposition, now organized into a coalition of centrist and leftist
political parties called the Concertacı́on para la Democracia agreed that a
Christian Democrat would head the presidential ticket in 1989, and
thereafter the parties should alternate, with the PDC supporting a Socialist
candidate in 1995. Acrimony broke out when the Christian Democrats could
not decide who among their elder statemen would be the candidate of the
Concertacı́on. Eventually, Patricio Aylwin, the spokesman for the NO, won
the nomination. On December 14, 1989, Aylwin and the opposition won a
definitive victory, garnering 55.2 percent of the vote against the two rightist
candidates.

Between the plebiscite on October 5, 1988, and Aylwin’s inauguration in
March 1990, the Pinochet regime rattled its sabers to assert the impunity of
the military over the transition to civilian governance. Pinochet rejected all
calls to resign as commander-in-chief of the army as a gesture of national
reconciliation. To safeguard the secret police, Pinochet folded the CNI into
military intelligence under his army command. To protect himself and his
officers from future legal challenges, Pinochet bribed six older members of
the Chilean Supreme Court to resign and appointed nine new members to
life terms. His generals warned the new authorities not to tamper with the
Constitution that preserved Pinochet’s power, lest Chile need reminding of
the “example” of September 11, 1973.

To reinforce that point, in one of his last decisions as dictator, Pinochet
selected the March 11 to be inauguration day for president-elect Aylwin. At
the ceremony, Pinochet found himself among Chilean political figures he had
tortured, imprisoned, exiled and even tried to assassinate over the past sev-
enteen years. Pinochet expected to be hailed a savior of his country, but his
was an ignoble exit. As he departed with an elaborate military escort, the
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U.S. embassy reported, “Pinochet’s security detail had to shield him with
umbrellas and their bodies to deflect tomatoes, eggs, and other debris hurled
at his open motorcade.”

◆

There would be one last confrontation with the United States. On inaugu-
ration day, Pinochet hosted a meeting at his residence with the head of the
U.S. delegation, Vice President Dan Quayle, and Assistant Secretary for
Inter-American Affairs Bernard Aronson. As they arrived, the general’s sup-
porters, dressed in pearls and designer jeans and angry that Washington had
backed a return to civilian rule, hurled insults at the Americans and pounded
on their limousine. The meeting was supposed to be a pro forma courtesy
call on an outgoing leader, but Quayle carried secret diplomatic instructions
to “press Pinochet in Chile to submit to the authority of the Aylwin govern-
ment,” and to “emphasize that the United States solidly supports the demo-
cratic process in Chile.”56 Years later, Aronson would recall the message that
the U.S. officials conveyed to the general about undermining his country’s
attempt to rebuild a democracy: “We told him to stay the hell away. We
told him to stay out of it.”
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Atrocity and Accountability:
The Long Epilogue of the Pinochet Case

The torturer, like the pirate of old, is hostis humanis generis—the enemy
of all mankind.

—landmark 1980 U.S. Court ruling on the
rights of torture victims

One who sets in motion a coup attempt can be assessed with the responsibility
for the natural and probable consequences of that action.

—White House Legal Counsel Philip Buchen to the CIA,
June 24, 1975

On October 16, 1998, a British judge named Nicolas Evans signed a
warrant for the arrest of Augusto Pinochet. “To each and all the Con-

stables of the Metropolitan Police Force,” it read, “you are hearby required
to arrest the defendant and bring [him] before a Metropolitan Magistrate
sitting at Bow Street Magistrates’ Court.” (Doc 1) Late that evening, two
detectives from Scotland Yard’s organized crime division drove to the upscale
private hospital where Pinochet was recuperating from back surgery. There,
they served him with a “priority red warrant”—sent through INTERPOL
from Spain—requesting the general’s location and detention for “crimes of
genocide and terrorism.”

Pinochet’s arrest will go down in the annals of history as a dramatic turn-
ing point for the international human rights movement—and a transcendent
moment of vindication for his victims and their families. “When I read about
General Pinochet being arrested,” recalls Murray Karpen, father of Ronni
Karpen Moffitt, “my first reaction was, ‘There is a God.’ ” His detention
empowered the principle of universal jurisdiction—the ability of the inter-
national community to pursue the prosecution of dictators, torturers, and
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mass murderers outside their home nations. Although the protracted saga of
Pinochet’s sixteen months under house arrest in London would eventually end
with his return to Santiago, his case established a precedent—the Pinochet
precedent—that carries implications for past and future human rights violators,
as well as legal, and historical, efforts to hold them and their accomplices ac-
countable for atrocities against humanity. In addition, his arrest led directly to
a major effort in the United States to declassify the long-hidden, secret archives
on Pinochet’s atrocities—and the U.S. role in supporting his regime.

The Spanish Initiative

The genesis of General Pinochet’s stunning arrest dates back to the day he
took power. On September 11, 1973, as the Chilean military began its assault
on La Moneda palace, Salvador Allende pressed one of his political advisers,
a Spanish lawyer named Juan Garcés, to escape from the building and “tell
the world what happened here.” After two decades of writing books and
articles about the Allende government and the Pinochet dictatorship, Garcés
turned his attention to the pursuit of justice for the atrocities committed
against Chile and Chileans. “I was witness to a crime in which an entire
people was victimized, where the democratic structures of a nation were de-
liberately exterminated,” as he explained his motivation.1

In the summer of 1996, Garcés launched a novel judicial effort against
Pinochet and his commanders for the death of a number of Spaniards in
Chile after the coup.2 He filed a “popular action”—a criminal complaint
deemed in the public interest—with a special branch of the Spanish judiciary
known as the Audiencia Nacional, using legal loopholes in Spain’s judicial
system that recognize universal jurisdiction for offenses such as genocide,
illegal detention, and terrorism. The Audiencia accepted the case, as well as
a separate one filed against the Argentine military for human rights crimes,
and assigned them to a pair of “superjudges”—special Spanish investigative
magistrates. Judge Baltazar Garzón took the assignment to pursue atrocities
in Argentina, and expanded his mandate to cover the crimes of Operation
Condor; Judge Manuel Garcı́a Castellon received the case against Pinochet
and his military commanders.

At the initiative of Garcés, the Chile investigation expanded beyond Span-
ish victims into a veritable class-action human rights lawsuit for all victims
of the regime. For the first time, Chileans, and the families of a number of
American victims had a potential legal remedy to break the shield of impunity
that Pinochet had created for himself and his generals. With Garcés’s assis-
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tance, Judge Castellon took depositions from hundreds of victims and wit-
nesses, and identified no fewer than thirty-eight regime officials who might
be subject to prosecution—among them General Pinochet himself.

Pinochet’s Arrest

For two years, the Spanish legal teams pursued these pioneering cases in the
field of international human rights law. They faced the interference of their
own government, tension in Spanish-Chilean relations, and resistance from
the United States government to providing documentary evidence that could
support prosecution of members of the Chilean military. Their most difficult
challenge, however, was physically securing the target of their investigation.
Spanish law forbids trials in absentia. Spain does have a treaty of extradition
with Chile, but there was no possibility that the Chilean Supreme Court,
stacked with Pinochet appointees, would expel him for trial outside the
country.

In late September 1998, following twenty-fifth anniversary commemora-
tions of his infamous putsch, Pinochet traveled to London with his wife for
a vacation. While in London, he granted an interview with journalist Jon Lee
Anderson for an unprecedented profile in The New Yorker. The profile, pub-
lished four days before the general’s arrest, ironically represented the begin-
ning of a major public relations push by the former dictator to improve his
international image and obtain “history’s blessing.”3 It included a photo of a
seemingly venerable, civilian-suited older man—“he looks like someone’s
genteel grandfather,” reported Anderson—taken on September 25 in Lon-
don’s five-star Park Lane Hotel. The article implied that Pinochet would seek
medical assistance there.

By the time the New Yorker piece appeared on the stands, officials at Am-
nesty International’s British-based secretariat headquarters had learned that
Pinochet was in England. One of Amnesty’s legal advisers, Frederico Andreu,
alerted Juan Garcés in Madrid. Garcés then initiated a coordinated effort
through the Spanish courts to formally question, detain, and extradite the
general. In order to obtain quick British cooperation, Spain invoked the Eu-
ropean Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism—a mutual-cooperation
treaty that obligates signatories to identify, locate, and hold suspected
international terrorists. On October 14, Judge Baltazar Garzón sent their
initial request to detain Pinochet to Scotland Yard.4 Spain’s subsequent arrest
petition also focused on Pinochet’s role in Operation Condor. The Chilean
general, it stated, was
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in charge of creating an international organization that conceived, devel-
oped and carried out a systematic plan of illegal detentions, abductions,
tortures, forcible transfers of persons, murders and/or disappearances of
many people, including citizens from Argentina, Spain, the United King-
dom, the US, Chile and other countries. These actions were carried out
in different countries . . . mainly to exterminate the political opposi-
tion.”5

Pinochet’s dramatic, unprecedented arrest began a protracted sixteen-
month legal saga that commanded the rapt attention of the world community.
Never before had a former head of state been detained outside his homeland
for extradition to a third country; moreover, putting one of the world’s most
renowned human rights violators on trial carried significant legal, political,
moral, and historical implications. But while Spanish prosecutors attempted
to obtain his extradition, the Chilean government, still cowed by an angry
military and the nationalist outrage of Chile’s rabid rightwing business class,
pressed the British authorities to let him go free. With Pinochet under house
arrest in $16,000-a-month rented estate, his case morphed into a precedent-
setting model for expanding modern human rights law, as well as the ultimate
international political football.

Initially, the British courts ruled that Pinochet was “entitled to immunity
as a former sovereign” from prosecution, and therefore could not be detained
or extradited. Under the ancient concept of the “divine right of kings,” Lord
Chief Justice Thomas Bingham determined, “a former head of state is clearly
entitled to immunity for criminal acts committed in the course of exercising
public functions.” Appearing before the House of Lords in November, Pin-
ochet’s lawyers from the prestigious firm of Kingsley Napley presented an
extraordinary argument: torture, murder, and terrorism were, in fact, the
official “public functions” of government, carried out by official entities of
the state, under Pinochet’s command. These atrocities, they argued, would
have been committed “within governmental authority, under orders to the
military or government forces.” The language of Britain’s State Immunity
Act was so broad, claimed Pinochet’s lead lawyer, Clive Nicholls—in the
most memorable statement of the proceedings—that even “Hitler would have
been protected” from prosecution in London.6

“Torture is conduct which no state seeks to defend,” Christopher Green-
wood, a prominent human rights lawyer representing Spain, responded in
the appeal to the five law lords. Since it is beyond the pale of legitimate state
conduct, it could not be considered an official act covered by British laws on
immunity. “It is the argument of the Spanish authorities,” as Alun Jones
summed up the argument for extradition, “that the savage and barbarous
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crimes committed in Chile and the territories of other states, including the
United States, Spain and Italy, are not within the functions of a head of state
in English law, the law of nations or the law of Chile.”

The Law Lords agreed. On November 25—Pinochet’s eighty-third birth-
day—the Lords ruled 3-2 that genocide and torture were “not acceptable
conduct on the part of anyone,” particularly heads of state. But their decision
that Pinochet could indeed be extradited to Spain was soon vacated when
his lawyers successfully argued that one of the Lords had a conflict of in-
terest.7 In March 1999, a second panel of judges reaffirmed that Pinochet
could be extradited—but only for human rights crimes committed after Brit-
ain signed the U.N. Convention against Torture in September 1988.

But concerted behind-the-scenes political efforts by theChileangovernment—
led by Foreign Minister Juan Gabriel Valdes and his top aide Alberto Vanklav-
eran—to convince the Blair government to allow him to return to his home-
land served to sabotage both Spanish and British legal efforts to apply universal
jurisdiction and bring a renowned international criminal to justice. Unable to
obtain his release on the merits of the law, Chilean officials repeatedly met pri-
vately with their British counterparts to broker a deal to release Pinochet.
Publicly, the administration of Eduardo Frei Jr. and the general’s supporters
waged a concerted media campaign to win him a pardon on humanitarian
grounds. “He is ill, and about to be eighty-three,” Chile’s deputy foreign
minister, Mariano Fernández, said after visiting the general. “We are talking
about an old man, an infirm man. He has a heart pacemaker and suffers
from diabetes and a chronic spine condition,” former Pinochet crony Miguel
Schweitzer told the press. After Pinochet gave a lengthy face-to-face interview
to the London Telegraph in July, during which he appeared “mentally sharp
and calculating,” according to the article, his advisers sequestered him from
the press; thereafter only photos of the general in a wheelchair appeared in
the newspapers and on television. In early October, one of Pinochet’s doctors
announced that he had suffered a series of mini-strokes that left him “diso-
riented.” His lawyers promptly initiated a series of legal appeals against ex-
tradition on the grounds that Pinochet’s mental health prevented him from
participating in his defense. British Home Secretary Jack Straw hinted that
he might release him on “compassionate grounds.”

On January 11, 2000, Straw announced that “following recent deterio-
ration in the state of Senator Pinochet’s health,” he was “unfit to stand trial.”
Straw based this decision on a controversial medical report by four British
specialists who conducted one examination of the former dictator. He then
refused to release the medical report, citing Pinochet’s “privacy rights.” After
another round of legal appeals, filed by Belgium—one of several nations
along with Switzerland and France that also sought Pinochet’s extradition—
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and six human rights groups, the British government was forced to turn over
the report, which recorded mild dementia commensurate with Pinochet’s age,
and a “memory deficit for both recent and remote events.” On March 2,
2000, Straw issued his final ruling: Pinochet “would not at present be men-
tally capable of meaningful participation in a trial,” and therefore would not
be extradited to Spain.

Almost immediately, Pinochet and his entourage departed in a caravan to
a military base outside of London where a private jet sat fueled and ready
for takeoff. On the morning of March 3, he landed at Pudahuel airport
outside Santiago, the saga of his prosecution for human rights abuses seem-
ingly over. The Chilean military, led by Pinochet’s successor as commander-
in-chief, General Ricardo Izurieta, organized a red-carpet reception—in a
gesture of defiance toward the international community, and in violation of
an agreement with the incoming administration of Ricardo Lagos that there
would be no public ceremony upon his return. As a military marching band
played, Pinochet, smiling and spry, rose from his wheelchair and walked
across the tarmac to shake the hands of the generals who had played such
an important role in securing his release and return.

Post-Pinochet Chile 1991–2000

The country that Pinochet returned to was not the same nation he had left.
Until March 1998, when he stepped down as army commander-in-chief and
assumed the title of Senador vitalica—Senator for life—which provided him
with full immunity from prosecution for his crimes, Pinochet had employed
his military power to hold the civilian government hostage to the violence of
the past. Under his command, the military rattled its sabers in response to
any significant moves to make members of his regime legally accountable for
their criminal conduct. As he warned the incoming civilian administration in
1989, “the day they touch one of my men the rule of law ends.”

Such bald intimidation had the desired effect on the new civilian admin-
istration of Patricio Aylwin. Even before he took office, Aylwin confided to
high U.S. officials that he was considering a pardon for regime officials who
had committed atrocities. In a quiet meeting in Buenos Aires in July 1989,
Aylwin told Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs Bernard Aronson
that the first post-Pinochet government would “need to obtain justice without
a witch-hunt and without generating a conflict with the military.”

In his inaugural address, given symbolically at the National Stadium where
so many had died, Aylwin made it clear that his election represented only a
partial return to civilian rule. “Our satisfaction this day,” he stated, “cannot
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prevent us from issuing a clear warning about the many limitations, obstacles
and forced steps which, in its zeal to remain in power, the regime dominant
until just yesterday left us.” The terms of the transition were strict, Aylwin
admitted; the civilian government had no other choice but to accept Pin-
ochet’s conditions. “Should we, in order to avoid those limitations, have
exposed our people to the risk of renewed violence, suffering, loss of life?”8

Under these limitations, the truth of the Pinochet regime’s human rights
abuses could be pursued, but justice could not. In April 1990, Aylwin estab-
lished the National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation, chaired by
Raul Rettig. The commission mandate was to “clarify in a comprehensive
manner the truth about the most serious human rights violations” committed
during the military dictatorship. A team of researchers was given less than
twelve months to investigate seventeen years of massive abuses and draft a
comprehensive report, but was restricted to cataloging the fates of the victims
without identifying those who had tortured and killed them. “The commis-
sion named the victims,” staff director José Zalaquett noted, “but not the
perpetrators.”9

Until Pinochet’s arrest, Chile’s political elite adopted what political scien-
tists called a “conspiracy of consensus” to essentially bury the past and pre-
tend that the commission report had brought the “reconciliation” of Chilean
society. Monuments were built to human rights victims; ceremonies, such as
an official reburial of Salvador Allende in the National Cemetery, were held;
and periodically Chile experienced what Alexander Wilde characterizes as
“irruptions of memory” that revealed a nation still suffering from the wounds
of the past.10 Until Pinochet stepped down as commander-in-chief of the
armed forces in March 1998, however, his military acted with impunity and
largely maintained its armor of immunity.

There was one notable exception: the Letelier-Moffitt case. As an act of
international terrorism in the United States, the case became subject to intense
political pressure from Washington. The conditionality of the Kennedy
amendment—military assistance to Chile could not be restored without a
presidential certification of Chilean cooperation in prosecuting the guilty—
and astute lobbying by the Letelier, Moffitt, and Karpen families in Congress
and the executive branch, rendered impossible the full normalization of U.S.
relations with post-Pinochet Chile without justice in the murders of Orlando
Letelier and Ronni Moffitt.

Washington revived its pressure on Chile to hold those responsible legally
accountable in the spring of 1987, after a member of the assassination team,
Armando Fernández Larios, fled Chile (with the covert help of the FBI and
State Department) and agreed to plead guilty and provide testimony in return
for protection in the United States. In secret debriefings, Fernández provided
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detailed information about the role of Manuel Contreras and Pedro Espinoza
in the assassination plot, and directly implicated Pinochet in the subsequent
cover-up of DINA’s responsibility for the car bombing.

Using the Fernandez confession, on May 11, 1987, the United States
again formally petitioned Chile to extradite Contreras and Espinoza. The
Pinochet regime rejected the request. On July 17, the Reagan administration
filed another diplomatic note demanding that Chile put the DINA officials
on trial in Santiago. The regime refused. The only movement in the case was
a ruling by a military court that the status of a purported internal investiga-
tion into the falsification of the Paraguayan passports be changed from
“closed” to “suspended.” Acting on that small window of opportunity, Wash-
ington supported a series of legal appeals filed by Fabiola Letelier, sister of
Orlando, to move the “passports case” forward. But U.S. pressure to force
Pinochet’s military courts to reopen the only legal avenue to prosecute the
DINA officers failed.

In addition to pressing for criminal proceedings, the Reagan administration
took up the claims of the Letelier and Moffitt families for compensation for
the murders. In 1979, the families had filed a civil suit for wrongful death
against the Pinochet regime. After a lengthy review of the evidence, a D.C.
superior court judge ruled on November 5, 1980 that the Chilean govern-
ment was responsible and liable for the murders and ordered the regime to
pay compensatory and punitive damages totaling $5.3 million. When the
Pinochet regime ignored the ruling the families sought to execute the judg-
ment by seizing a jetliner at Kennedy airport belonging to the state-owned
LAN-Chile airlines. But a judge quickly ruled that LAN’s assets were exempt
from seizure, and the families were left with what the courts called “a right
without a remedy.”

To create a “remedy,” the sole survivor of the attack, Michael Moffitt,
and the vigorous lawyer for the Moffitt and Letelier families, Samuel Buffone,
waged a concerted campaign in Congress to rewrite the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act (FSIA) to facilitate seizing property from other governments.
For diplomatic reasons, the Reagan administration opposed changing the law.
Instead, U.S. officials offered to have the State Department “espouse the
claims” of the families and present them to the Chilean government. On July
28, 1987, Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrams presented the first of several
diplomatic notes to Chile’s ambassador in Washington requesting that the
regime pay up to $12 million in compensation for “the personal and national
injury [caused by] the Chilean government’s participation and cover-up of
the Letelier assassination.”11 In diplomatic note no. 07731, the Chilean for-
eign ministry responded on August 27 that Chile “had no role in the crimes
that resulted in the deaths of Mr. Letelier and Mrs. Moffitt” and “repudiates
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any interpretation of the facts that would seek to involve the Republic in
th[ose] deaths.”

Pinochet’s loss in the plebiscite marked the beginning of the end of his
regime’s long mendacious obstruction of justice in the murders. A flurry of
activity ensued. General Contreras became concerned that the incoming ci-
vilian government would turn him over to the Americans and once again
tried to blackmail Washington. “One senses he may no longer feel safe hiding
behind government stonewalling,” the embassy informed the State Depart-
ment. In a February 10, 1989, secret cable titled “Offer/Threat by Manuel
Contreras,” the embassy reported that Contreras claimed to have arrived at
an “understanding” with four separate “gringo” officials that the U.S. would
not reveal anything damaging to him and Pinochet, and, in turn, he would
not reveal anything damaging about new U.S. president—who was director
of CIA at the time of the assassinations—George Bush. Contreras, noted the
cable, “considers this ‘understanding’ to have been broken by recent USG
initiatives, and unless a new understanding is arrived at by the end of Feb-
ruary, Contreras will be free to take unspecified actions prejudicial to the
USG.”

These actions were likely to be bombastic statements placing the blame
on the CIA for the bombing. “However,” the embassy concluded, “Con-
treras is the most dangerous man in Chile [and] is currently under extreme
pressure . . . and we cannot rule out the possibility of a Contreras-initiated
terrorist act.” Back in Washington, however, U.S. officials remained unim-
pressed. “I would be mighty surprised if any USG person made any such
deal with this piece of dog shit,” Deputy Assistant Secretary Michael Kozak
scrawled on a memo responding to Contreras’s threat. “We should talk
[about] how this could be used to further pressure Contreras—the best de-
fense may be an offense.”12

Throughout the transition period to civilian rule, Washington pursued a
multitrack initiative to clear the Letelier-Moffitt case off the agenda of future
U.S.-Chilean relations. Ambassador Charles Gillespie recommended back-
channel approaches to key sectors of the Chilean military to convince them
of their institutional interests in cutting Contreras loose. “We should en-
courage these sectors emphasizing that the U.S. views Letelier as one of the
principal obstacles to resumption of a normal relationship,” Gillespie wrote
in a secret cable. “There are distinct advantages for Chile in getting our
military-to-military contacts back on track, and finally, the U.S. is doggedly
determined to pursue the issue. It is not going to go away, so they better
face up to it.”13 The Bush administration also opened back-channel com-
munications with Patricio Aylwin and his aides. Even before Aylwin’s new
civilian government was inaugurated in March 1990, emissaries had worked
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out a strategic timetable to establish a special commission on compensation
for the families, introduce legislation in the Chilean Congress to transfer the
“passport case” from a military to a civilian court, and appoint a special
prosecutor to bring Contreras and Espinoza to trial.

Some sectors of the Bush administration hoped to restore full relations
before Chile made concrete progress on resolving the case. “It is crucial to
have a unified position,” the State Department’s Southern Cone desk officer
noted in a May 4, 1990 memorandum, “and define precisely what we want
the GOC to do before we certify.” Washington’s interests differed from the
new civilian administration in Santiago, the desk officer Keith Smith noted
in another memo:

They want to resolve the case in order to normalize relations with the
U.S., but in a manner that minimizes their financial and political cost.
Aylwin wants to avoid a confrontation with the Chilean military over
the Letelier case. The U.S., on the other hand, must consider a variety
of factors (including the U.S. Congress and the Letelier/Moffitt families)
which pressure for a complete and satisfactory resolution to both the
civil and criminal sides of the case prior to normalization of relations
with Chile.

The families pursued what confidential State Department documents de-
scribed as a “relentless quest for justice”—for the prosecution of the respon-
sible Chilean officials and civilian compensation. Led by Michael Moffitt and
Sam Buffone, they lined up strategic support in Congress to pressure the
Bush administration not to prematurely lift the Kennedy amendment before
judicial proceedings of the DINA agents began, as well as to block the ad-
ministration’s ability to offer preferential trading status to Chile through the
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). “They want prosecution to be un-
derway first,” according to an oral report provided by phone to the embassy
after State Department officials met with Moffitt and Buffone on April 19,
1990. “They said we should not underestimate their ability to screw up our
plans—not only on Kennedy but on GSP. They might try and revive efforts
to change Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act.”14 When Deputy Secretary of
State Lawrence Eagleburger traveled to Santiago in May, he bluntly told
Chilean officials that the U.S. Congress would block normalization of both
economic and military relations pending a resolution of the assassinations.

In fact, Washington did not wait for resolution in the case. The admin-
istration seized on initial progress to certify Chile in December 1990, on the
occasion of President Bush’s state visit to Santiago. In his toast to Bush,
President Aylwin committed his government to ensure that “justice is done.”
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Under great pressure, the Chilean government slowly fulfilled that commit-
ment.

On June 11, 1990, the Bush and Aylwin administrations had signed a
formal accord to establish an international commission to determine compen-
sation. It took another year for both houses of the Chilean Congress to ratify
the agreement, and another six months before the commission settled on a
sum. In May 1992 Chile agreed to pay $2.6 million to the families of Or-
lando Letelier and Ronni Moffitt.

The criminal prosecution of Contreras and Espinoza proceeded on a par-
allel time track. On January 16, 1991, with heavy lobbying from Aylwin,
the Chilean Congress finally passed a law transferring the passports case from
the military courts to civilian judicial jurisdiction. Aylwin promptly asked the
Chilean Supreme Court to name a special prosecutor; subsequently his first
appointee to the court, Adolfo Banados, received the case. On the fifteenth
anniversary of the car bombing, Banados indicted Contreras and Espinoza
and ordered them bound over for trial. “This is the first time that either
Contreras or Espinoza have been detained as a result of an independent
Chilean judicial action,” the embassy reported.

The unprecedented prosecution of Contreras and Espinoza in the fall of
1993 became the Chilean equivalent of the highly publicized O.J. Simpson
trial in the United States. Day after day, the nation tuned in as the presen-
tation of the overwhelming evidence against the DINA officials was broadcast
on national television. For many in Chile, the televised trial provided their
first exposure to unfiltered information on DINA’s sordid and vicious oper-
ations; for DINA’s victims and their families, Contreras’s reckoning in a court
of law, for an atrocity that occurred outside of Chile, offered a modicum of
justice for the thousands of other heinous abuses he committed as Pinochet’s
secret police chief.

On November 12, 1993, Contreras and his DINA deputy were found
guilty. Their short sentences—seven and six years respectively—reflected the
limits of the Chilean judicial system’s ability to hold Pinochet’s military of-
ficers fully accountable for such crimes. Indeed, when their legal appeals were
exhausted in May 1994, Chilean military units assisted Contreras in evading
incarceration by airlifting him to the sanctuary of a military base and later
to a naval hospital in Talcahuano where he and his military doctors declared
that he was suffering from various infirmities that would endanger him in
prison. For more than a year, the armed forces safeguarded Contreras, cre-
ating the most significant crisis in civilian-military relations since Augusto
Pinochet had stepped down from power.

Finally, under intense behind-the-scenes pressure from the Clinton admin-
istration, the new president, Eduardo Frei Jr., succeeded in convincing the
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armed forces that harboring a convicted international terrorist was not in
their institutional interest. In June 1995, Contreras joined Colonel Espinoza
at Punto Peuco—a hotel-like facility constructed to house them during their
short prison terms. By early 2002, both were once again free to walk the
streets of Santiago—at least temporarily. Both were subsequently charged
with other DINA-related crimes and once again arrested.15

Pinochet’s Return

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the coup, September 11, 1998, became an
opportunity for Chilean society to begin an open and forceful reexamination
of its unresolved and still painful past. A series of books, articles, television
and radio documentaries commanded widespread public attention and gen-
erated debate as never before. Ten days later, Pinochet and his family flew
to London for a shopping vacation. When he was arrested in mid-October,
and his abuses were thrust into headlines around the world, Chile experi-
enced a national “eruption” of memory.

During Pinochet’s dramatic 504 days under house arrest in London, de-
bate raged in his homeland over the meaning and opportunity of his deten-
tion. Opinion polls showed that a small, but powerful minority of Chileans—
about 25 percent—believed he should be set free; while 69 percent believed
he should be put on trial—either in Chile or in Spain. His military railed at
the civilian government of Eduardo Frei to find a way to force Pinochet’s
release and facilitate his return, while his most fanatical supporters financed
his legal defense and living costs in London, as well as a major propaganda
campaign to cast him as an innocent and his arrest as a violation of Chile’s
national sovereignty. In the most important reaction to his arrest, however,
Chilean victims of torture, disappearance, and murder mobilized to seek legal
redress against the former dictator. By the time Pinochet returned on March
3, 2000, more than seventy judicial cases had been filed against him—and
accepted by a special prosecutor, Judge Juan Guzmán Tapia, for investigation.

Clearly Pinochet and his supporters believed he would return to the sanc-
tuary of his homeland and renew his position as a “Senator for life”—immune
from prosecution. But seventy-two hours after his plane landed, Judge Guz-
mán filed a legal request with the Chilean court of appeals to have Pinochet’s
immunity lifted, so that he could be prosecuted for disappearances associated
with the Caravan of Death. (See Chapter 3) On May 23, the appeals court
shocked the country by stripping Pinochet of his immunity. On June 5, the
Chilean Supreme Court upheld that ruling by a vote of 13-9, clearing the
way for a historic prosecution of the former dictator.
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Unable to block Pinochet’s prosecution on grounds of immunity, his law-
yers adopted the same strategy they had employed in London—that the now
eighty-five-year-old general was too mentally infirm to stand trial. Repeatedly
they petitioned the judges to order medical tests for their client, prior to any
further proceedings. Ignoring their efforts to forestall legal action, Judge Guz-
mán accelerated his prosecution. On December 1, 2000, in an unexpected
and historic move, Guzmán indicted General Pinochet as the intellectual au-
thor of the Caravan of Death. To the surprise of the entire country, he was
placed under house arrest and, for the first time, on January 24, 2001, of-
ficially interrogated by authorities about the atrocities that had been com-
mitted during his reign.

Clinton’s Chile Declassification Project

Pinochet’s arrest in London at the behest of Spanish authorities put an in-
ternational onus on Washington. Given the long history of American involve-
ment in Chile, the United States possessed extensive, detailed, and highly
classified government archives—tens of thousands of pages of sensitive CIA
reporting, DIA analysis, NSA intercepts, and State Department cables cov-
ering every aspect of the general’s human rights atrocities from the Caravan
of Death to Operation Condor—that could provide pivotal evidence in
Spain’s case against him. But at the same time the United States had the most
to offer in bringing Pinochet to justice, it also had the most to hide. Prose-
cuting Pinochet, as one former senior intelligence official told the New York

Times, would effectively “open up a can of worms” in the top secret record
of U.S.-Chilean relations.

For almost two years, the Clinton administration had resisted Spanish
efforts to obtain evidence from U.S. government archives to advance its
unique case against Augusto Pinochet. In February 1997, Spanish authorities
invoked a bilateral Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT) with the United
States—an accord mandating international cooperation and reciprocity in
criminal investigations—and requested that the U.S. government supply rec-
ords on Operation Condor and other human rights abuses by the Chilean
and Argentine dictatorships. To press this request, the original judge in
charge of the Chilean case, Judge Garcı́a Castellon, traveled to Washington
in January 1998 and received cordial treatment from U.S. officials. “I want
to assure you,” as President Clinton wrote to Congress in April, “that we
will continue to respond as fully as we can to the request for assistance from
the Government of Spain.”16

In fact, the Clinton administration stonewalled for more than a year before
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producing four boxes of “files” in response to the Spanish MLAT request.
One box was filled with 1,000 pages of Chilean newspaper clips, which the
Spanish judge had not requested. Another held Pentagon documents on a
contra operation in Honduras called “Condor” that was unrelated to Chile’s
Operation Condor. The other boxes contained thousands of pages of legal
files on the prosecution of the anti-Castro Cubans who participated in the
Letelier-Moffitt car bombing. None of these files contained any material of
evidentiary value for Spain’s effort to prosecute Pinochet.

The arrest on October 16, 1998, brought intense public pressure on the
Clinton White House to take a stand in the Pinochet case. On October 26,
the New York Times ran a copy of DIA biographic report on Pinochet—
declassified but entirely blacked out by government censors—as a symbol of
the type of documentation that Washington had to offer but continued to
cover up. (Doc 2) Thirty-six members of Congress, led by Congressman
George Miller, called upon Clinton to provide Spain with “material and tes-
timony that the U.S. government has thus far withheld.” Human Rights
Watch executive director Kenneth Roth reminded Clinton, “Pinochet is
wanted for crimes against American citizens, and even crimes on American
soil” and pressed his administration “to speak out in favor of prosecuting this
tyrant.” And the families of Ronni Moffitt, Orlando Letelier and Charles
Horman all petitioned the president and Attorney General Janet Reno to
open the files and cooperate with the Spanish inquiry. “We must adhere to
our policy that terrorists cannot run and hide to avoid prosecution under
domestic or international law,” Michael Moffitt, the sole survivor of the car
bomb that killed his wife and colleague, wrote to Clinton. “The government
of the United States must assist in the effort to hold Pinochet accountable
for his crimes.”

Inside the administration, this pressure generated an intense debate over
an appropriate response. “There is a struggle going on in here,” a White
House aide admitted privately in the aftermath of Pinochet’s arrest. “This
has been an incredibly divisive issue at State and the NSC.”17 Certainly pros-
ecuting Pinochet seemed to support the president’s call for more aggressive
international efforts to counter terrorism. In a major speech to the United
Nations General Assembly several weeks before Pinochet’s arrest—and iron-
ically on the anniversary of the Letelier-Moffitt assassination—Clinton urged
all nations to “give terrorists no support, no sanctuary . . . to act together to
step up extradition and prosecution.” His staff at the National Security Coun-
cil’s Office of Democracy, Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs and the
State Department’s human rights bureau saw the benefits to U.S. policy of
assisting the Spanish case. But they were stymied by two NSC officials: chief
legal council Jamie Baker, who did not want to set a precedent of searching
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secret U.S. archives to satisfy an MLAT request, and the president’s NSC
adviser on Latin America, James Dobbins, who preferred to see Pinochet
return to Santiago rather than stand trial in Madrid. As one official charac-
terized Dobbins’s position: “We don’t want to upset Chilean democracy, we
want to help [Chilean President] Frei.”

In late November, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright convened a meet-
ing of her top advisors to determine what the U.S. should do. No one at the
meeting, according to participants, argued that the United States should sup-
port Spain’s effort to bring Pinochet to justice. Rather, the prevailing position
was that establishing a “Pinochet precedent” in international law would not
benefit U.S. interests and that Washington, for the sake of stability and
Chile’s sovereignty, should respect the Chilean government’s efforts to have
Pinochet released and returned to his homeland. At the same time, Congres-
sional demands and the position of the families of Pinochet’s American vic-
tims could not be ignored. Rather than provide documents directly to Spain,
the new head of the State Department’s Policy Planning Office, Morton Hal-
perin, suggested, the administration could simply undertake a major declassi-
fication review—Clinton had authorized similar projects on El Salvador,
Honduras, and Guatemala during his first term—and open the files to the
Americans, Chileans, and Spaniards—indeed to the world community—all at
once. Secretary Albright recommended this proposal in a phone call to Clin-
ton’s National Security Advisor, Sandy Berger; they agreed to “declassify
what we can so that we can say we did our share.” On December 1, State
Department spokesman James Rubin announced that the United States
would “make public as much information as possible, consistent with U.S.
laws and the national security and law enforcement interests of the United
States.”18

For the next eight weeks U.S. officials at the National Security Council,
the State Department, and the CIA, hammered out the language of a presi-
dential “tasker”—a directive establishing the guidelines and timetable for a
special “Chile Declassification Project.” The documents project would “shed
light” on three major categories: “human rights abuses, terrorism, and other
acts of political violence in Chile.” The date range covered twenty-three years
of history, from 1968 though 1991. Initially, policy makers intended the
scope of the declassification to address only Pinochet’s seventeen-year dicta-
torship, 1973–1990; but the Chile desk officer at the Bureau for Western
Hemisphere Affairs argued that to avoid the appearance that “we were only
going after the Right,” as one official remembered this argument, the United
States should declassify documents on alleged abuses during the Allende era
as well—a decision that inadvertently opened the door to the release of rec-
ords on U.S. covert intervention and efforts to foment political violence to
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overthrow Chilean democracy.19 The Chile Declassification Project would be
coordinated out of the National Security Council by the Senior Director of
Records Management, William Leary. Leary chaired an Inter-agency Work-
ing Group (IWG) responsible for monitoring and implementing the review
and declassification, which held its first meeting in February 1999 in Room
208 of the Old Executive Office Building.

“On behalf of the President,” states the NSC tasker distributed on Feb-
ruary 1, 1999 to all national security agencies, “we now ask your cooperation
in undertaking a compilation and review for release of all documents that
shed light on human rights abuses, terrorism and other acts of political vio-
lence during and prior to the Pinochet era in Chile.” (Doc 3) To assist in
computer and archival searches, the declassification directive—principally
drafted by Halperin’s deputy, Theodore Piccone—included a contextual nar-
rative, a list of key human rights cases, and known perpetrators of abuses.
The objective of this massive declassification effort, according to the tasker,
was to “assist in encouraging a consensus within Chile on reinvigorating its
truth and reconciliation process to address such questions as the fate of the
disappeared.” The review also would “respond to the expressed wishes of
the families of American victims of human rights abuse, and to the requests
of numerous members of Congress.” At the recommendation of the U.S.
ambassador to Chile, John O’Leary, the documents would be released si-
multaneously in Chile and the United States, and posted on a special State
Department Web site to provide immediate international internet access.

The projected yield of declassified documents, the IWG determined, ne-
cessitated a multiphased release of records. Between June 1999 and June
2000, three so-called “tranches” were actually published:

Tranche I: 5,800 records released on June 30, 1999.20 The declassified
documents chronicled the first five years of the Pinochet regime from the
September 11, 1973 coup to 1978—the most repressive period of the
dictatorship. The bound volumes contained some 5,000 State Depart-
ment cables, memoranda, and reports focused on the regime’s abysmal
human rights record. The CIA declassified, by contrast, several hundred
valuable reports, intelligence assessments, and cables documenting the
Pinochet regime’s internal deliberations and repressive operations.
Thousands of other CIA records on Agency operations to support the re-
gime after the coup, however, were conspicuously missing.

Tranche II: Some 1,100 records released on October 8, 1999. These
documents covered 1968 though 1973 and contained information on
U.S. policy toward Allende’s election and government. CIA papers on
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its covert action in Chile between 1970 and 1973, including those used
by the Church Committee for its reports in the mid-1970s, should have
been declassified in this tranche; none were.

Tranche III: A special release on June 30, 2000, of approximately
1,900 mostly State Department documents specific to the cases of mur-
dered and disappeared Americans: Charles Horman, Frank Teruggi,
and Boris Weisfeiler.

Originally, the Tranche III records were to be part of a massive, final
release scheduled for April 2000. Claiming processing delays, the White
House moved the declassification date to June. But in June only the Horman,
Teruggi, and Weisfeiler records were released,21 and IWG again postponed
the declassification of 16,000 other documents until the fall. The delay re-
sulted from a major behind-the-scenes battle between the White House and
the CIA over Director George Tenet’s decision to renege on declassifying
operational records on Chile.

Holding History Hostage

The CIA’s recalcitrant attitude toward the Chile Declassification Project
threatened to transform a precedent-setting exercise in openness into another
cover-up of history. From the outset, the Agency’s commitment to fully par-
ticipate seemed dubious. In initial meetings with State Department Policy
Planning director, Morton Halperin, the CIA General Counsel’s Office
pledged to honor the mandate of the tasker—to release records on human
rights abuses, terrorism, and political violence. At the same time, CIA lawyers
insisted on inserting a sentence into the NSC directive—agencies “should re-
trieve and review all documents that are subject to disclosure under the Free-
dom of Information Act”—a veiled reference to a CIA exemption under the
law from having to search certain operational files.22 In a conversation with
the author in mid-1999, one CIA official took the position that the CIA was
“not legally obliged” to search its files on clandestine operations in Chile be-
cause those operations “had never been officially acknowledged.”23 At meet-
ings of the IWG, Agency representatives, among them David Kamerling and
Walter Hazlett, surprised their colleagues by arguing that documents on cov-
ert action in Chile—to undermine Allende and then in support of Pinochet—
were “not relevant” to the tasker. Not even the coup itself fit the Agency’s
definition of “an act of political violence,” the CIA officials insisted.24 The
CIA produced not a single page of documentation on its pivotal post-coup
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assistance to the regime and liaison relations with DINA for the release of
the first tranche of documents in June 1999; and officials let it be known
that Langley did not intend to produce any covert-action records for the
second release in the fall, covering the 1970–1973 period of clandestine
operations to bring down Allende.

CIA was joined by the National Security Agency, which also determined
it would keep secret much if not all of its relevant holdings. In its initial
search the NSA found over 660 records responsive to the tasker, many of
them intelligence intercepts of Chilean military communications during and
after the coup, as well as documents on the Horman case.25 But in an April
6, 1999 status report, “Declassification Review of Documents Related to
Human Rights Abuses in Chile,” the Defense Department noted, “all the
information identified as potentially responsive consists of classified signals
reports, the release of which would reveal intelligence sources and methods.
Therefore NSA does not anticipate recommending declassification and release
of any of this material.”

To the chagrin of the intelligence community, the National Archives Rec-
ords Administration (NARA) discovered copies of several hundred revealing
CIA and NSA documents in the classified holdings of the Nixon and Ford
presidential libraries and submitted them to the IWG for final review. During
a “joint declassification session” in early August 1999 at the NARA building,
both CIA and NSA officials simply announced that they would have to re-
move the records to their headquarters for further evaluation—breaking the
established IWG procedures for the Chile Declassification Project.26 Once in
their possession, the CIA and the NSA refused to review these papers for
declassification.

As the CIA’s obstruction of the Chile Declassification Project became pub-
licly apparent, advocates of the project charged the Agency with whitewash-
ing history. “The failure to release these records,” the executive director of
the National Security Archive, Thomas Blanton, wrote to the White House
in September, “will be immediately viewed, nationally and internationally, as
a cover-up of the past and an effort by Washington to shield itself from any
historical accountability for events in Chile in the early 1970s.”27 “The CIA
is hiding key documents,” the New York Times editorialized on October 6.
“The CIA needs to understand that full disclosure of Washington’s role [in
Chile] is in America’s interest.”28 “We urge you to declassify without any
further delay the remainder of the documents pertaining to Pinochet in the
CIA files,” six Congressmen wrote to CIA Director George Tenet. Prepped
by his staff, even President Clinton signaled the Agency that it was time for
full compliance and maximum disclosure. “I think you are entitled to know
what happened back then,” he responded to a question about the CIA and
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the Chile Declassification Project at a press conference in early October, “and
how it happened.”

Faced with forceful public and presidential pressure, the CIA rapidly re-
treated. On October 7, Agency spokesman Mark Mansfield publicly an-
nounced that the CIA “recognizes its obligation to release documents about
covert action in Chile” and promised they would be declassified in the final
release, then scheduled for mid-2000. Internally, Director Tenet issued a
broad declassification guideline for searching Directorate of Operations files
on covert actions in Chile, dating from 1962 to 1975. Over the next nine
months, a team of CIA analysts compiled, reviewed, and carefully redacted
close to 800 records, including cables, proposals, budgets, memcons, meeting
minutes, and memoranda relating to dozens of covert programs, particularly
coup plotting and destabilization operations between 1970 and 1973. Each
of the documents was then actually marked with a stamp: DECLASSIFIED
AND APPROVED FOR RELEASE, JULY 2000.

But as the final declassification neared, the CIA leadership reneged on its
commitment to openness. In June, George Tenet ordered the new head of
the Directorate of Operations, James Pavitt, to “prepare an assessment of the
proposed release of the 1962–1975 material and its potential impact on cur-
rent operational equities.” Notwithstanding the fact that most of these doc-
uments had been identified and quoted extensively in the Senate reports on
Chile twenty-five years earlier, Pavitt concluded that the records revealed too
much about the basic modus operandi used by the CIA to undermine foreign
governments. In July when the CIA was supposed to turn over these docu-
ments to the State Department for processing, Tenet informed the NSC that
hundreds of promised operational documents would be withheld from the
final release, then scheduled for September 14, 2000. “We are in no way
trying to withhold information embarrassing to the United States Govern-
ment,” as Tenet explained his controversial decision. “It was solely made
because, in their aggregate, these materials present a pattern of activity that
had the effect of revealing intelligence methods that have been employed
worldwide.”29

Both inside and outside of government, everyone involved in the Chile
Declassification Project—members of the IWG, families of American victims,
and advocates of openness—understood that the CIA’s position threatened
to sabotage the credibility of the entire program. The Agency’s eleventh-hour
reversal cast a black shadow over the project’s mission to provide a histori-
cally honest and accurate accounting of Pinochet’s abuses, as well as the U.S.
role in his rise and consolidation of power. The CIA’s intention to cover up
the most egregious aspects of U.S. intervention in Chile smelled of hypocrisy
in a project designed, in large part, to assist Chile in its work on truth and
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reconciliation; an effort to hide the seamy, violent aspects of U.S. involve-
ment in Chile also threatened to jeopardize the moral basis of Washington’s
international diplomatic initiatives toward Germany and Switzerland to fully
acknowledge and redress the dark side of their own histories in the Holo-
caust. Finally, the CIA’s mutiny constituted a direct challenge to the presi-
dent’s prerogative to determine and defend the public’s right-to-know. The
dispute over these documents represented a classic battle over the sanctity of
secrecy vs. the principle of government transparency in U.S. foreign policy.

Members of the IWG who had devoted literally thousands of man-hours
on the Chile project initiated a substantive behind-the-scenes effort to force
the CIA to meet its commitment. At the State Department, key offices mo-
bilized to press Secretary Albright to privately express her concerns to the
White House. In addition, State Department officials quietly approached the
archivist of the United States, John Carlin, to write a strong protest to Na-
tional Security Advisor Sandy Berger. In a NARA letter dated July 30, Carlin
warned that “such a last minute reversal will fundamentally undermine the
overall integrity of the project and will result in a significantly incomplete
public record of these important historical events.” He urged the White
House to “make every possible effort to convince the CIA to follow through
on the commitments it made.”

Berger met with Tenet on July 27 and insisted that the CIA agree to a
rereview, conducted outside the Agency, of hundreds of Directorate of Op-
erations records. Over the next month, an official from the NSC and an
official from the State Department read through the heavily censored set of
contested documents brought over from the Agency.30 With the exception
of CIA records on covert political operations between 1962 and 1968 that
fell outside the defined date period of the president’s tasker, and two-dozen
or so highly sensitive documents on a particular covert operation, both the
NSC and State Department evaluations recommended that the CIA collection
could and should be declassified. On or about September 11, Berger talked
to Tenet again and told him the White House was overruling the CIA’s
decision to withhold hundreds of revealing records. The release of the doc-
uments was postponed again for the Agency to prepare. Subsequently, the
public dissemination of the fourth and final tranche was scheduled on No-
vember 13, 2000.

The Hinchey Report

Ironically, the CIA’s effort to withhold history forced it to divulge far more
dramatic secrets about Chile than it had intended. The decision to keep the
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documents secret in the summer of 2000 obligated the Agency, pursuant to
an amendment to the Intelligence Authorization Act, to provide a compre-
hensive report to Congress on CIA involvement in Chile before and after
the coup. According to the language of the law, passed in November 1999,
the CIA would have nine months to

submit a report describing all activities of officers, covert agents, and
employees of all elements of the intelligence community with respect
to the following events in the Republic of Chile:

(1) The Assassination of President Salvador Allende in Septem-
ber 1973.

(2) The accession of General Augusto Pinochet to the Presidency
of the Republic of Chile.

(3) Violations of human rights committed by officers or agents
of former President Pinochet.

This amendment, sponsored by New York Congressman Maurice Hin-
chey, became a legal method of compelling the CIA to be forthcoming on its
role in the coup and support for the Pinochet regime. His intention, Hinchey
told colleagues, was to force the CIA to provide evidence that could help
Spain prosecute Pinochet, as well as give the facts to the American public
about the misconduct of its own government. “It is my hope that this report
will shed light on what really happened in Chile in 1973 and what role was
played by the United States in the overthrow of Chile’s democratically elected
government,” Hinchey stated. “It is imperative that we have a full and public
accounting of the involvement of the U.S. government in this shameful chap-
ter of history.”31

Initially, CIA director Tenet worked out a quiet arrangement with House
Intelligence Committee chairman (and former CIA official) Porter Goss: the
CIA would forgo writing an actual report and simply provide documents
relating to the questions posed in the amendment that were due to be released
under Clinton’s Chile Declassification Project. But when the CIA decided to
withhold its documents, that deal fell apart. In early August 2000, Tenet was
forced to assign two National Intelligence Council (NIC) analysts to quickly
draft a report, drawing on the hundreds of CIA records that had already
been centralized. In the late evening of September 18, the Agency turned
over to Congress a twenty-one-page, single-space study titled “CIA Activities
in Chile.”32

This report marked the first time the CIA had acknowledged the breadth
and details of its long history of clandestine action in Chile. (Doc 4) The
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study went well beyond the three areas of inquiry posed by the Hinchey
amendment; repeating information already published in the Church Com-
mittee reports, it covered the covert political operations during the 1960s in
support of the Chilean Christian Democrats and the operations to block
Allende’s assumption of the presidency in 1970. The report provided new
and damning information on the CIA’s ties to the Chilean coup plotters who
murdered Chilean commander-in-chief René Schneider, as well as a summary
of efforts to destabilize Allende’s government leading up to the coup. But on
the question of helping Pinochet to power, the report hedged on the details
of multiple covert operations that assisted the regime in consolidating its
repressive rule. “Officers of the CIA and the Intelligence Community,” the
report stated, “were not involved in facilitating Pinochet’s accession to Pres-
ident nor the consolidation of his power as Supreme Leader.”33

The Hinchey report did, however, provide significant new information about
CIA knowledge of, and ties to, Chile’s apparatus of repression. “There is no
doubt that some CIA contacts were actively engaged in committing and cov-
ering up serious human rights abuses,” admitted the Agency authors. “The pol-
icy community and CIA recognized that the[se] relationships opened the CIA
to possible identification with the liaison services’ internal operations involving
human rights abuses but determined that the contact was necessary for the
CIA’s mission.”34 In a startling section titled “Relationship with Contreras,”
the CIA conceded previously unknown details of its ties to the most vicious hu-
man rights violator in the Chilean military, DINA chief Manuel Contreras.

“During a period between 1974 and 1977, CIA maintained contact with
Manuel Contreras Sepulveda,” according to the report. Contreras was “no-
torious” for his atrocities and “the principle obstacle” to improving the re-
gime’s human rights record; the CIA also learned in 1974 that he was
involved in acts of international assassination. Yet, in an unprecedented vol-
untary public acknowledgement, the report revealed that the Agency had, at
least temporarily put Contreras on its payroll:35

In May and June 1975, elements within the CIA recommended estab-
lishing a paid relationship with Contreras to obtain intelligence based
on his unique position and access to Pinochet. This proposal was over-
ruled, citing the US Government policy on clandestine relations with
the head of an intelligence service notorious for human rights abuses.
However, given miscommunications in the timing of this exchange, a
one-time payment was given to Contreras.

Such revelations generated major headlines—in the United States, Chile,
and around the world. Indeed, publication of the Hinchey report provided
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a groundswell of international attention for the final declassification of doc-
uments. On November 13, under pressure from the White House, the CIA
was forced to release 1,550 heavily redacted records that at least partially
chronicled its long and scandalous covert operations to undermine democ-
racy and support dictatorship in Chile. True to form, however, many of the
top secret documents used in the most controversial sections of the Hinchey
report—among them cables, decision memorandum, bank deposit slips, etc.
for putting Manuel Contreras on the payroll and then taking him off, and
records relating to payoffs to the murderers of René Schneider—were not
included.

Indicting Pinochet?

In the fourth and final release of Chile documents, the Clinton administration
declassified more than 16,000 State Department, Pentagon, CIA, NSC, and
Justice Department records. In total, the Chile Declassification Project re-
sulted in the release of some 24,000 previously secret documents—over
150,000 pages of historical records—shedding substantial light on the human
rights atrocities during the Pinochet era, and more than twenty years of overt
and covert U.S. efforts to shape, manipulate, orchestrate, and influence
Chile’s future.

For all the documentation that was released, however, a countless number
of records remained secret, still off-limits to public scrutiny. The CIA refused
to submit hundreds of relevant records for declassification; nor would the
Agency supply a list of the documents it had decided to withhold. Hundreds
of documents discovered in the classified vaults of the presidential libraries
and submitted to the IWG review were denied declassification and returned
still sealed. Among them were dozens of National Security Agency cables
dated September 11, 12, and 13, 1973, and numerous CIA reports and
presidential briefing papers.36 Declassification researchers were unable to ac-
cess transcripts of Henry Kissinger’s “telcons”—recorded telephone conver-
sations between 1970 and 1976—a treasure trove of documents that
Kissinger took when he left government at the end of the Ford administra-
tion.37 Nor were Nixon tapes of meetings and phone calls from 1972 through
1974 made available. In addition, the holdings of the CIA’s 201 file on
Pinochet—containing the most sensitive intelligence on the dictator—were
not declassified.

Perhaps the most important records from the Pinochet files excluded from
declassification were several hundred documents implicating the general in
the Letelier-Moffitt assassination. These documents, collected by the agencies
as part of the declassification process, were then segregated and set aside at
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the direction of the Department of Justice as evidence in potential criminal
proceedings against Pinochet. The records would be withheld, the State De-
partment announced after the release of Tranche I in late June 1999, because
“they relate to an ongoing Justice Department investigation of the murder of
Ronni Moffitt and Orlando Letelier.”

Like the declassification itself, this criminal investigation resulted from
strong public pressure prompted by Pinochet’s detention in London. In a
poignant and powerful press conference organized on December 7, 1998, by
the Institute for Policy Studies where Letelier and Moffitt had worked, their
families publicly called on the Clinton administration to reopen the case. If
Spain had standing to extradite Pinochet, the families argued, surely the
United States had an even stronger case. In a sharply worded opinion piece
published in the Washington Post on December 6, the former U.S. attorney in
the case, Lawrence Barcella Jr., challenged the administration to action: the
car bombing represented “the only act of state-sponsored terrorism to claim
lives in the nation’s capital,” he wrote. “If we don’t proceed, we are telling
terrorists who commit murder here on our citizens there is no reason to stop.”
A number of politicians agreed. As thirty-six members of the House of Rep-
resentatives wrote the president more than a year before the al-Qaeda attacks
on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon: “We believe that this case
needs to be intensified and pursued with the same vigor given to other ter-
rorism cases such as that of [Osama] Bin Laden.”

In the spring of 1999, Attorney General Janet Reno authorized a Justice
Department-FBI investigation “in an effort to determine whether there is suf-
ficient admissible, credible evidence that there are one or more persons, in
addition to those previously charged, who might have been involved crimi-
nally in this act of terrorism on U.S. soil.” It took until September, however,
for the Justice Department to draft and transmit a “letter rogatory”—a formal
request for legal assistance—to the Chilean government. The U.S. govern-
ment asked for permission to send a special team of investigators to Chile,
and for the Chilean Supreme Court to facilitate the interrogations of over
forty witnesses and participants in the crime. In March and April 2000, a
law-enforcement team led by the head of the transnational crime division of
the U.S. Attorney’s office, John Beasley, and consisting of FBI special agents,
assistant U.S. attorneys and other Justice and State Department officials spent
a month in Santiago gathering evidence of Pinochet’s involvement. “We
found no smoking gun,” one member of investigative unit confided, “but the
cumulative weight of the evidence suggested Pinochet’s involvement.”38

Under Beasley’s supervision and signature, in August 2000 the FBI-DOJ
team finalized a summary of the evidence, concluding with a dramatic rec-
ommendation: indict Pinochet as the ultimate author of the September 21,
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1976 terrorist attack in Washington. This pivotal report, however, “fell into 
a black hole” inside the Justice Department’s criminal division, according to 
one government offi cial involved in the Pinochet investigation.39 For the rest 
of the year, Pinochet’s potential indictment remained bottled- up in the bu-
reaucracy, delaying high- level consideration by the attorney general’s offi ce 
until after the election of George W. Bush. In January 2001, during the 
transition between the outgoing Clinton administration and the incoming 
Bush team, one of Janet Reno’s deputies met with Barcella and the attorney 
for the Letelier and Moffi tt families, Samuel Buffone, and informed them that 
the attorney general had decided to defer any decision on indicting Pinochet 
to her successor, John Ashcroft.

The new Bush administration reassured the families that the case would 
continue. “You may be assured that this investigation has been pursued in a 
vigorous, thorough, timely fashion,” one of Ashcroft’s deputies wrote to the 
Institute for Policy Studies in April 2001, “and that this department will 
continue to pursue this important matter further to a just conclusion.” 40 But 
building a case against Pinochet languished, even after the Bush administra-
tion launched an aggressive U.S. war on terrorism following the September 
11 terrorist attacks in New York and Washington.

Indeed, despite President Bush’s resolve to “direct every resource at our 
command” to destroy and defeat terrorism, the indictment of General Pinochet 
remained on Attorney General Ashcroft’s desk. The case offered the Bush 
administration a relatively easy way to demonstrate to the world that there 
is no statute of limitations on acts of terrorism on American soil and that 
Washington would pursue those who engaged in terror in the past as well 
as in the present and future. But by the spring of 2003— already four years 
after investigators began gathering evidence on Pinochet’s role— it was clear 
that Washington had no intention to indict and extradite its former anticom-
munist ally. Under the guise of a “continuing investigation,” however, the 
Bush administration refused to declassify the hundreds of secret documents 
that implicated General Pinochet in a terrorist attack in Washington.

Th e Riggs Bank Scandal

The Letelier- Moffi tt case appeared to represent the last hope that Pinochet 
might actually be held legally accountable for at least one of his crimes of 
state. In Chile, the Supreme Court had closed down the long legal pro cess 
against him, ruling that he was “mentally unfi t due to dementia” to stand 
trial for authorizing fi fty- seven murders and eigh teen disappearances by the 
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Caravan of Death in October 1973. That July 1, 2002, determination effec-
tively ended all current judicial efforts against the former dictator.

Believing his long legal saga to be over, three days later Pinochet sent a 
formal, and quite intellectually coherent, letter to the Chilean Senate an-
nouncing his resignation from po liti cal life. “I have a clean conscience. I have 
the hope that in the future my soldierly sacrifi ce will be valued and recog-
nized,” he wrote. “The work of my government will be judged by history.” 42

History, as it turned out, along with the Chilean public and the courts, 
would judge his work and supposed “soldierly sacrifi ce” far sooner than Pi-
nochet anticipated. While he settled into retirement in Santiago, in Washing-
ton a Senate investigation into the failure of American banks to safeguard 
against money laundering by potential terrorists after 9/11 stumbled across 
Pinochet’s deepest secret: his illicit fortune stashed in a vast array of U.S. 
bank accounts. The Senate Subcommittee on Investigations, led by Senator 
Carl Levin, exposed Pinochet’s “extensive and largely hidden network of 
U.S. bank and securities accounts”— more than 125 accounts containing 
$26 million. Their investigation revealed that Pinochet had opened the ac-
counts fraudulently, using false passports and fake names as identifi cation, 
at a number of banks, the most important of which was the Riggs National 
Bank. (Docs 5, 6) Offi cials at Riggs had aided and abetted Pinochet’s corrup-
tion and conspired to circumvent a judicial order from Spain to freeze all of 
the former dictator’s bank accounts after his arrest in London. Bank offi cials 
had withheld information from federal investigators about Pinochet’s hold-
ings; moreover, they had arranged to surreptitiously transfer some $8 mil-
lion of the funds back to Pinochet after he returned to Chile in May 2000. 
The fi rst of two reports by the subcommittee, Money Laundering and Foreign 

Corruption: Enforcement and Effectiveness of the Patriot Act, concluded that

Riggs Bank assisted Augusto Pinochet, former president of Chile, to 
evade legal proceedings related to his Riggs bank accounts and resisted 
[federal] oversight of these accounts, despite red fl ags involving the source 
of Mr. Pinochet’s wealth, pending legal proceedings to freeze his assets, 
and public allegations of serious wrongdoing by this client.43

The Senate reports exposed the long relationship between Riggs and the 
Pinochet regime, dating back to the mid- 1970s when the Chilean secret 
police, DINA, set up clandestine bank accounts in Washington. After those 
accounts  were exposed by the FBI investigation into the Letelier- Moffi tt assas-
sination, the regime moved its banking to Canada. But in 1986, Joseph L. 
Allbritton, the chairman of Riggs, traveled to Chile to meet with the dictator 
and appeal for the Chilean military to become a client once again. Between 
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1986 and 2002, se nior Riggs Bank representatives met with Chilean military 
and government offi cials at least six more times— four times with Pinochet per-
sonally. “[We] called on General Pinochet in order to express our gratitude for 
returning the offi cial Chilean Military’s accounts from Bank of Nova Scotia to 
Riggs,” one internal bank memo written by the se nior vice president for Latin 
American operations reported after a trip in mid- 1994. “We also offered our 
personal banking ser vices to General Pinochet and stated that we would also 
be pleased to make our ser vices available to offi cers of the Chilean military.” 44

In early 1996, Allbritton, accompanied by his wife, returned to Chile. 
They joined Pinochet for a luncheon at the Cavalry School in Quillota, Chile, 
to watch a special equestrian per for mance. Allbritton sent his appreciation to 
the general by letter: “As a  horse enthusiast, your fi ne young cavalry offi cers, 
their  horses and the superb per for mance they put on was excellent. . . .  Chile 
is clearly a very impressive country with an excellent future thanks to you 
and the policies and reforms you instituted.” 45 He then extended an invitation 
to the general to continue their personal and fi nancial bonding. “I would like to 
thank you for the superb cuffl inks you presented to me and please know that 
you would be most welcome to visit my wife Barby and me at our  house in 
Middleburg, Virginia where we raise our thoroughbred race  horses.” 46

Coming to the United States was out of the question for Pinochet, but the 
bank continued to fawn over his business. On his eighty- second birthday he 
received a card from Riggs president Timothy Coughlin. “All of your friends 
and supporters at Riggs Bank send you our appreciation and congratula-
tions for all you have done for Chile. Please accept our best wishes for every 
success in your continuing ser vice to Chile in 1998.” 47

These solicitations paid off: within a few years Pinochet’s twenty- eight 
accounts  were the fourth- largest in Riggs’s exclusive Private Banking De-
partment.48 Pinochet established seven personal accounts, four opened 
under variants of his name— Augusto Ugarte and Jose Ramon Ugarte, for 
example— and the other three using aliases. Riggs also set up two offshore 
shell corporations— Ashburton Company Ltd and Althorp Investment— for 
Pinochet, concealing his identity by listing the benefi ciary of the accounts only 
as a “Prominent International Private Banking Client.” 49 A number of other 
accounts  were set up in the name of his wife, Lucia Hiriart, and the names of 
military subordinates, who banking rec ords identifi ed as “front men” for the 
general. “Riggs appeared to take affi rmative steps to hide the Pinochet rela-
tionship from bank examiners,” according to Senate investigators.

After Pinochet was arrested in London and his assets ordered frozen, 
Riggs claimed to be unable to locate any accounts belonging to the former 
dictator. At the same time, the bank quietly arranged for Pinochet to withdraw 
$1.6 million from his holdings— monies that allowed him to pay expensive 
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lawyers and the $16,000- a-month rental of a large home outside London 
while he was under  house arrest. Once Pinochet returned to Chile, the bank 
repeatedly sent a courier to personally deliver batches of $50,000 cashier’s 
checks, totaling $1.9 million, to his home. “Please fi nd attached an order 
from client to issue 10 checks totaling $500,000,” stated a memo from Riggs 
Vice President Carol Thompson in May 2001. “Please make each check 
$50,000, payable to Maria Hiriart and/or Augusto P. Ugarte.” (Doc 7) In all, 
Riggs illicitly transferred almost $8 million dollars to Pinochet after his 
accounts  were ordered “attached” by the courts.50

Among his countrymen, including many Pinochetistas, the Riggs Bank scan-
dal all but ruined Pinochet’s image as an honest and incorruptible military of-
fi cer. Moreover, revelations that he not only had innocent blood on his hands 
but also presumably stolen state funds in his back pockets revived the legal 
proceedings against him. The fact that he had arranged to receive dozens of 
$50,000 checks from Riggs at the very same time he was pleading mental 
incompetence to stand trial was not lost on Chilean judges, lawyers, and victims, 
nor on offi cials from the Departamento de Investigación de Delitos Tributarios 
del Servicio de Impuestos Internos. Investigators from the Chilean equivalent 
of the IRS promptly launched a major inquiry into tax evasion and fraud.

Within two months, Chile’s Internal Tax Ser vice brought a formal com-
plaint against Pinochet for fi ling false tax returns. The case was forwarded 
to Judge Sergio Muñoz, who had already initiated an investigation into 
fraud, embezzlement, and bribery— on charges fi led by Chilean lawyers Car-
men Hertz and Alfonso Insunza.51 In November 2004, the judge uncovered 
an additional $4 million in hidden assets, bringing Pinochet’s secret fortune 
to $30 million. When Judge Muñoz questioned both Pinochet and his wife 
about the source of the money, they claimed, but offered no proof, that the 
millions had been gifted by supporters of the Pinochet regime.

On June 7, 2005, the Santiago Appeals Court stripped Pinochet of his im-
munity from prosecution for four fi nancial offenses related to the Riggs Bank 
scandal. When the Chilean Supreme Court upheld that ruling in October, it 
appeared likely that Pinochet would go to trial on four charges: (1) obstruc-
tion of justice; (2) use of false passports; (3) modifi cation and use of certifi cates 
of the War Sub- secretariat; and (4) alleged perjury in a 1989 statement 
concerning his assets. Judge Muñoz then moved to indict other members of 
Pinochet’s family. On August 10, 2005, the former dictator watched as police 
arrived at his mansion, arrested his wife, and transported her to the police 
station. His son Marco Antonio Pinochet Hiriart was arrested on charges of 
serving as an accessory to tax evasion, embezzlement, and fraud.

Shortly after those arrests, Pinochet released a statement, taking “full re-
sponsibility for the acts Judge Muñoz is investigating and [to] deny any in-
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volvement on the part of my wife, my children or my closest associates.” 
His words proved doubly damning— fi rst, because Pinochet confessed his 
responsibility for the crimes at hand, and second, because their coherence 
contradicted his defense attorneys’ argument regarding Pinochet’s mental 
instability. His statement also failed to stop authorities from issuing additional 
indictments of members of the family.

Indeed, on January 24, 2006, Pinochet’s wife and son  were indicted on 
new charges related to the Riggs accounts and placed under  house arrest, 
along with his three daughters. Evading detention, his eldest daughter, Inés 
Lucía Pinochet Hiriart, fl ed across the border to Argentina and boarded a 
fl ight to Washington’s Dulles International Airport. Once the plane landed, 
she requested po liti cal asylum, claiming her family was being po liti cally 
persecuted in Chile. U.S. Customs and Border Protection offi cials took her 
into custody for three days while she evaluated her options: indefi nite incar-
ceration in an immigration detention center while her specious petition was 
being pro cessed or immediate return to Chile.

On January 27, Ms. Pinochet gave up her bid for po liti cal asylum and 
fl ew home. Waiting at the Santiago airport was Judge Carlos Cerda, who 
greeted the fugitive from justice: “Ms. Lucía, how nice that you’ve arrived. 
Please come with me so that I can arraign you.” 52

Human Rights Prosecution Redux

The corruption proceedings helped to reopen legal efforts to hold Pinochet 
accountable for his human rights crimes. Not only did his fi nancial decep-
tions suggest a high degree of mental acuity, but his legal responses and ef-
forts to defend his family refl ected a competent mind. “What has changed in 
this case, with the Riggs scandal, is that Pinochet was interrogated by a 
judge with the acquiescence of his own lawyers, implicitly admitting that 
their client is perfectly capable of participating in judicial proceedings,” hu-
man rights lawyer Eduardo Contreras argued as he renewed efforts to pros-
ecute Pinochet for crimes related to Operation Condor.53

Pinochet had undermined his own carefully crafted image of infi rmity by 
giving an interview in November 2003 to Maria Elvira Salazar, a Cuban- 
American journalist for Canal 22 WDLP TV, a Spanish- language tele vi sion 
station in Miami. The former dictator provocatively referred to himself as an 
“angel” while lucidly answering Salazar’s questions. He smoothly shifted re-
sponsibilities for all human rights abuses onto his subordinates, claiming he 
was too busy as chief of state to know of, let alone oversee, such atrocities. 
He expressed himself clearly and even attempted to elicit sympathy from 
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the audience. “I never complain, and I never cry. I carry my grief on the in-
side,” the general calmly remarked.54

The interview generated a fi restorm of protest in Chile from Pinochet’s 
victims and their lawyers and energized efforts to revisit the Supreme Court’s 
July 2002 ruling that the former dictator was too cognitively challenged to 
stand trial. Judge Juan Guzmán, whose original Caravan of Death case 
against the former dictator had been shut down by the Supreme Court deci-
sion, decided to pursue new charges of disappearance and murder related to 
Operation Condor (see Chapter 6). On August 26, 2004, the Supreme Court 
narrowly ruled that Pinochet was not immune from prosecution for Condor 
crimes, giving the green light to new human rights prosecutions.

Guzmán then moved to address the issue of mental competency. Initially, 
he believed Pinochet would remain beyond the reach of the law due to men-
tal incapacity. In a handwritten draft of a decision not to pursue a legal judg-
ment, Guzmán made sure that history would judge the general instead. A 
ruling not to indict, he wrote, did

not imply that Pinochet Ugarte was not directly and indirectly re-
sponsible for the crimes described in detail in the fi rst refl ection of this 
verdict. . . .  [H]e has reigned over a perverse and cruel system of kid-
nappings, of ruthless torture, of ignominious assassinations and forced 
disappearances, both of nationals and foreigners, using to this end state 
agents and dishonoring the Armed Forces previously known for their 
 respect of the constitution and the law, and abusively utilizing an appar-
ently legal system to cover up so much pain and so much horror.55

Eventually, however, Guzmán reconsidered the competency question. In 
an interview with the author, the judge recalled how he had assembled a 
team of geriatric specialists and psychiatrists to watch the Canal 22 tape and 
evaluate Pinochet’s thought pro cess. They determined that he showed cogni-
tive skills related to reasoning, argument, self- defense, and self- description 
that belied his lawyers’ portrayal of his mental defi cits.

On December 13, 2004, dozens of Pinochet’s victims and dozens of re-
porters converged on the Tribunal of Justice in downtown Santiago to await 
Guzmán’s decision. After registering the paperwork, the judge emerged in 
the grand foyer of the ornate building and made a statement: “General Pino-
chet has been declared mentally fi t for standing trial in Chile through all of 
the phases, investigatory statements, confrontations,  etc., and this resolution 
has a second part: he will be prosecuted as the author of nine abductions and 
one qualifi ed hom i cide.”56 He ordered Pinochet placed under  house arrest. 
Pandemonium (personally witnessed by this author) ensued, as the daugh-
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ters and wives of the disappeared and torture victims besieged the judge 
with gratitude while reporters pushed for an interview. The new indictments 
generated front- page headlines around the world.

The Condor indictments  were only the fi rst of many. Indeed, over the last 
eigh teen months of his life, Pinochet faced one prosecution after another— on 
charges ranging from tax evasion and fi nancial fraud to acts of disappear-
ance and international murder. On June 7, 2005, the Santiago Appeals 
Court stripped the general’s immunity from prosecutions related to the hid-
den Riggs bank accounts. One month later, Pinochet lost his immunity from 
prosecution for Operation Colombo, the macabre campaign that his regime 
implemented to cover up the murder and disappearance of some 119 Chil-
ean citizens. On July 8, the Appeals Court determined that Pinochet was 
physically and mentally fi t to stand trial for two killings following the 1973 
coup by agents of his military regime. In November, the Supreme Court 
ruled he was fi t to stand trial for the disappearance of six dissidents in 1974. 
In October 2006, Pinochet was charged with thirty- six counts of kidnapping, 
twenty- three counts of torture, and one count of murder for the torture and 
disappearances at the infamous death camp Villa Grimaldi. That same 
month he was indicted for the murder of one of his own former henchmen, 
DINA biochemist Eugenio Berrios, who was disappeared in Uruguay in 1992 
to prevent him from testifying in human rights cases— his tortured body was 
found several years later buried on a beach— making him the last victim of 
Chile’s era of repression.

By his ninety- fi rst birthday on November 25, 2006, Pinochet faced no 
fewer than a half- dozen indictments, as well as multiple ongoing investiga-
tions into fi nancial and human rights crimes. Old and infi rm, he issued one 
fi nal mea culpa. In a statement read by his wife, Lucia, the general took “full 
responsibility” for the atrocities committed during his seventeen- year re-
gime: “Near the end of my days, I want to say that I harbor no rancor for 
anyone, that I love my country above all, and that I take responsibility for all 
that was done.”57 His apparent claims of remorse fell on the deaf ears of the 
Chilean judiciary; just two days later, Pinochet was indicted yet again and 
ordered placed, yet again, under  house arrest on charges related to the exe-
cution of two bodyguards employed by Salvador Allende. Only the grim 
reaper, it appeared, could spare him a judicial accounting.

Death of the Dictator

On December 10, 2006— by ironic coincidence, International Human Rights 
Day— General Augusto Pinochet died from complications of a heart attack. 
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Outside the military hospital in Santiago, Chile, some two thousand Pinoche-

tistas gathered, sharing both tears and songs. In the Plaza Italia section of 
downtown Santiago, an even larger crowd of Pinochet detractors celebrated 
in the streets shouting, “It’s carnival! The general died!”58 For many human 
rights activists, however, Pinochet’s death represented the ultimate evasion 
of justice. “This criminal had departed,” lamented Hugo Gutierrez, a lawyer 
who represented some of the general’s many victims, “without ever being 
sentenced for all the acts he was responsible for during his dictatorship.”59

The Chilean government denied Pinochet a state funeral, citing the atroc-
ities committed under his regime and the criminal indictments he faced at 
the time of his demise. His funeral, therefore, was or ga nized by the army 
and held at the Chilean Military School. Some se nior politicians, businessmen, 
and former ministers and undersecretaries of the military regime attended, 
but there was no offi cial pomp and circumstance. “It would embarrass Chile’s 
conscience to honor somebody who was involved not only in human rights 
issues but even in misappropriation of public funds,” stated President Michelle 
Bachelet, herself a victim of the abuses committed by the dictatorship.60

Inevitably, Pinochet’s funeral became a national spectacle. The military 
ceremony attracted thousands of supporters, several of whom  were caught 
on camera giving the Nazi salute to the deceased ex- dictator. But two attend-
ees, representing opposite sides of Pinochet’s bitter legacy, caused a consider-
able disturbance. The general’s grandson Augusto Pinochet Molina (Augusto 
III),  a military man himself, delivered a eulogy that justifi ed his grand-
father’s seventeen- year regime. He lauded his grandfather’s heroism as “a 
man who defeated, at the height of the Cold War, the Marxist model, which 
tried to impose its totalitarian model not by vote, but more directly by force 
of arms.”61 Furthermore, Augusto III chastised the judges who had been pros-
ecuting Pinochet until the day he died, claiming that they  were motivated by 
“notoriety, not justice.”62 Having violated government- imposed guidelines 
for oration at the funeral, Augusto III was dismissed from the Chilean military 
two days after giving his eulogy.

Another grandson also generated headlines at General Pinochet’s funeral— 
albeit for a dramatically different form of farewell. Infi ltrating the line of pro- 
military Chileans paying their fi nal respects, Francisco Cuadrado Prats, the 
grandson of General Carlos Prats and Sofi a Cuthbert, who had been assassi-
nated by DINA agents in Buenos Aires in 1974, approached the open coffi n 
and spit on the glass covering Pinochet’s face. “It was a spontaneous act to spit 
at him, out of revulsion,” the young Prats recalled, “because he had my grand-
parents murdered and because of the military honors he was given at his 
burial.”63 Angry Pinochetistas attacked and beat Prats, who was subsequently 
arrested for his sacrilegious conduct. But the actions of both Augusto Pino-
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chet III and Francisco Cuadrado Prats became an emblematic coda to the 
Pinochet regime, refl ecting the struggle over his legacy and the enduring divi-
sions of Chilean society almost two de cades after the return to democracy.

To assure no further desecration of the memory of Augusto Pinochet, his 
family chose to forgo a traditional burial crypt. Instead, his remains simply 
disappeared; at some point, he was cremated. But from the ashes, Pinochet 
managed to speak one last time to the Chilean people. On December 25, the 
Pinochet Foundation, established to promote his legacy, made public a six- page 
letter that the general had written before his death— a fi nal justifi cation for his 
actions. In the letter, Pinochet claimed that “it was necessary to act with maxi-
mum rigor to avoid a widening of the confl ict” during his regime and that any 
human rights abuses had not been the result of “an institutional plan.”64 He 
wrote, “How I wish that the action of September 11, 1973, would not have 
been necessary.”65 Despite this fi nal attempt to evade responsibility for the 
atrocities that would be forever associated with his name, Pinochet seemed to 
acknowledge that his status— in life and in death— as a world- class pariah had 
taken a toll on his soul. “My destiny,” he lamented, “is a kind of banishment 
and loneliness that I would have never imagined, much less wanted.”66

History and Accountability

In death, Pinochet had managed to evade facing his many victims in court. 
But history’s judgment would bring the severest condemnation of Augusto 
Pinochet and his regime. Although the general had imposed an image of 
himself as a saintlike savior of his country, the saga of his detention, along 
with the Riggs Bank scandal, breached both the impunity of his power and 
the immunity of his legacy. His  house arrest in En gland had emboldened 
survivors of human rights violations to break through the conspiracy of si-
lence about Chile’s dark and unresolved past. Their voices, along with the 
declassifi cation of U.S. documents, established a historical record that could 
no longer be denied or ignored. The drama of the Pinochet case mobilized 
the human rights movement in Chile and around the world in pursuit of 
truth and justice to resolve and redress the crimes he and his subordinates 
had committed.

Indeed, although Pinochet managed to escape judicial reckoning, many 
of his once- untouchable lieutenants faced indictments, trials, and imprison-
ment. In Chile, a new generation of judges seemed intent on bringing charges 
against former and current military offi cers for previously unchallengeable 
human rights atrocities. By early 2013, the Chilean judiciary had put 62 of 
Pinochet’s military men in prison, and convicted an additional 176 for human 
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rights crimes. Another 549 subordinates faced ongoing legal proceedings.67

The most notable prosecutions included cases against:

• Manuel Contreras: After serving a seven- year sentence for the 
Letelier- Moffi tt assassination, the former head of DINA was placed 
under  house arrest in mid- 2002 while being prosecuted for the dis-
appearances of prisoners at Villa Grimaldi. On February 25, 2003, 
Judge Alejandro Solis indicted Contreras for masterminding DINA’s 
fi rst international assassination: the September 30, 1974, car-bombing 
assassination of retired General Carlos Prats and his wife, Sofi a, in 
Buenos Aires. In mid- April 2003, Contreras was convicted of atroci-
ties at Villa Grimaldi and sentenced to fi fteen years in prison. He 
was then arrested, convicted, and imprisoned a second time in No-
vember 2004. On June 30, 2008, Judge Alejandro Solis sentenced 
Contreras to life in prison after fi nding him guilty of murdering 
Carlos and Sofi a Prats. He also received a twenty- year sentence for 
a crime of illegal association.

• Brigadier General Raúl Iturriaga Neumann: On February 25, 2003, 
the former head of DINA’s Exterior Section and his brother Jorge 
Iturriaga, who served as a civilian DINA agent,  were both indicted 
for their roles in the Prats’ assassination and placed under arrest. In 
June 2007, Iturriaga became a fugitive to evade a fi ve- year sentence 
for the disappearance of a former po liti cal militant, Luis Dagoberto 
San Martin. In early August of that year, he was captured in Chile’s 
resort town of Viña del Mar.

• Brigadier General Pedro Espinoza: On February 25, 2003, DINA’s 
deputy director was also indicted for the murder of Carlos and Sofi a 
Prats. In June 2008, Espinoza received several sentences of fi fteen to 
twenty years for his involvement with the assassination.

• General Sergio Arellano Stark: On June 8, 1999, Judge Juan Guzmán 
placed General Arellano, Pinochet’s enforcer and designated repre-
sentative in the Caravan of Death case, under  house detention and 
indicted him for “qualifi ed kidnappings” for the disappearances of 
eigh teen victims at the hands of a military death squad he had headed; 
on September 25, 2000, he was also charged with “qualifi ed murder.” 
In October 2008, the Chilean Supreme Court ratifi ed a six- year sen-
tence for his involvement with the Caravan of Death. This sentence, 
however, was later suspended due to Arellano’s poor health.

• Carlos Herrera Jiménez: Herrera was a CNI hit man tasked by his 
superior to kill the prominent Chilean trade  union leader Tucapél 
Jiménez. In August 2002, Judge Sergio Muñoz sentenced Herrera to 
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life in prison. Twenty- seven other army, air force, and Carabinero 
offi cers, including General Fernando Torres Silva, received shorter 
sentences for the Tucapél Jiménez murder.

• Air Force General Patricio Campos: Campos was arrested in Octo-
ber 2002 for obstructing justice by destroying military evidence 
designated to be provided to the “Mesa Redonda”— a military- civilian 
commission reporting on the fates of 1,100 disappeared Chileans.

• Retired army Majors Jaime Torres and Arturo Silva: Both  were in-
dicted in October 2002 for the Condor- style execution of DINA 
agent Eugenio Berrios, whose body was found with two bullet holes 
in the back of his neck and buried on a beach in Uruguay in April 
1995. Torres had served as General Pinochet’s bodyguard. In June 
2004, both men  were charged with kidnapping and murder.

• Five pi lots of the Chilean Army Air Command: In November 2003, 
Judge Juan Guzmán indicted the pi lots for their role in disappearing an 
estimated four hundred to fi ve hundred po liti cal prisoners. Guzmán’s 
investigation uncovered the gruesome details of “Operation Puerto 
Montt”— the secret police system used to transport prisoners from tor-
ture camps to the coast, attaching pieces of iron girders to their bod-
ies, putting them in canvas sacks, and dropping them from he li cop ters 
into the Pacifi c Ocean.

• Former Air Force intelligence agent Rafael Gonzalez: On December 
10, 2003, the one- time whistle- blower in the Charles Horman case 
became the fi rst person to be indicted and arrested as “an accomplice 
to hom i cide” in Horman’s death. Gonzalez admitted that he had acted 
as an interrogator for Chile’s military intelligence ser vice after Hor-
man was detained— not as a simple translator, as he had portrayed 
his role in 1976, when he fi rst talked to reporters and revealed that 
Horman had been executed after the coup.

On December 6, 2009, Judge Alejandro Madrid stunned Chileans by ruling 
that the 1982 death of former president Eduardo Frei had been the result of 
poisoning by Pinochet’s secret police; he issued six indictments that included 
an intelligence agent and a doctor associated with the DINA.68 And in De-
cember 2012, in one of the most dramatic and emblematic of Chile’s unre-
solved human rights cases, Chilean judge Miguel Vasquez indicted seven 
former military offi cers and a conscript for the execution of the internation-
ally renowned Chilean troubadour Victor Jara. The indictment provided 
new details on how Jara was shot forty- four times in the Estadio Chile sports 
stadium in the days following the coup. After the return to democracy in 
Chile, the stadium was renamed Estadio Victor Jara.
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In addition, other countries around the world fi led charges against Chil-
ean offi cers responsible for human rights crimes. In Spain, criminal proceed-
ings continued against more than three dozen of Pinochet’s subordinates. In 
Argentina, Enrique Arancibia Clavel, DINA’s former Station chief in Buenos 
Aires, was arrested, tried, convicted, and sentenced to life in prison for his 
role in the September 1974 Prats car- bombing assassination. In 2007, Aran-
cibia Clavel was quietly released. In May 2011, he was found stabbed to 
death in his Buenos Aires apartment.

In France, investigative magistrate Roger Le Loire issued INTERPOL 
arrest warrants for fourteen Chilean offi cers, including seven prominent 
DINA offi cials, for the disappearance of Chileans with French ancestry at 
the time of the coup as part of Operation Colombo and Operation Condor. 
Pursuant to these warrants, the former commander of the Tacna Regiment, 
General Luis Ramírez Piñeda, was arrested in Argentina on September 13, 
2002. On January 13, 2003, General Ramírez and seven other army offi cers 
were indicted in Chile for the abduction and disappearance of twelve mem-
bers of the Allende government who  were seized by the military at the 
Moneda palace on September 11, 1973; taken to the Tacna Regiment; and 
never seen again. Both the Chileans and the French requested Ramirez’s 
extradition.

The United States joined these nations by pressing for justice in the cases 
of the three American citizens murdered or missing in Chile. After face- to- 
face meetings and communications between their families and the State De-
partment’s Offi ce of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, in April 2000 
Secretary of State Albright issued a new démarche to the Chilean govern-
ment on “Renewing Efforts to Resolve the Horman, Teruggi, and Weisfeiler 
Cases.” (Doc 8) Ambassador John  O’Leary received instructions to approach 
the administration of Richard Lagos “at the highest levels” and urge a new 
investigation. “Three American families remain these many years without 
full information regarding the disappearance and death in Chile of their 
loved ones,” read his talking points. “They also remain without certain knowl-
edge of who was responsible for these crimes.”

This diplomatic initiative marked the fi rst time the United States had 
identifi ed the two murders and a disappearance of U.S. citizens in Chile as 
punishable offenses for which the Chilean government should be held ac-
countable. The U.S. government, according to a diplomatic note, “requests 
that the appropriate authorities of the government of Chile mount a vigor-
ous and thorough investigation aimed at uncovering the facts, and in accor-
dance with Chilean law, prosecuting those responsible.” Washington would 
provide newly declassifi ed documents to assist a criminal inquiry into these 
cases, the diplomatic note advised. But these documents “cannot substitute 
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for a full investigation into and accounting for the disappearance and 
death of these individuals”— an inquiry which “can only be carried out by the 
Government of Chile.”

Declassifi ed U.S. documents did play a role in moving these cases forward 
through Chile’s complex legal system. In the fall of 2000, the Weisfeiler fam-
ily used the new documentation to successfully petition for the transfer of 
their case from the local courts into the hands of the special prosecutor in the 
Pinochet case, Judge Juan Guzmán. In December of that year, Joyce Horman 
traveled to Chile and also petitioned Judge Guzmán to assume the Horman 
and Teruggi cases as part of a larger criminal investigation into the military 
massacre of po liti cal prisoners at the National Stadium.

Guzmán’s investigations in the Weisfeiler and Horman/Teruggi cases 
generated headlines. In April 2002, he traveled to Colonia Dignidad with a 
search warrant to look for evidence concerning Boris Weisfeiler; in May of 
that year, he held hearings on the Horman case and the U.S. embassy’s fail-
ure to protect American citizens detained in the National Stadium. Guzmán 
created another stir when he submitted a series of questions regarding the 
U.S. response to the coup to former secretary of state Henry Kissinger. When 
months went by without a reply, the Chilean judge suggested that Kissinger 
could be held in contempt of court.69

But after indicting the former dictator again in December 2004, Judge 
Guzmán retired from the bench, leaving the Pinochet prosecution, as well as 
the Weisfeiler and Horman/Teruggi cases, for other judges to pursue. Judge 
Jorge Zepeda assumed the U.S. cases, but the wheels of justice turned slowly. 
Almost seven years passed with little clear movement, despite pressure from the 
families— including yearly visits by Boris’s sister Olga to Santiago— on the U.S. 
Embassy to push for a judicial resolution. At the behest of the families, Embassy 
personnel met with the judge periodically to request progress reports, particu-
larly on the fate of Boris Weisfeiler. “In our several meetings with Judge Zepeda 
over the past months we have emphasized to him the importance of the Weis-
feiler case to Mr. Weisfeiler’s family, to this Embassy, and to the United States 
government,” the U.S. consul general reported in a December 2005 cable.70

Twenty- eight years after Boris Weisfeiler was desaparecido at the hands of 
Chilean security forces, his whereabouts remained undetermined. But on 
August 21, 2012, Judge Zepeda fi nally announced a legal step forward in the 
investigation. Citing evidence in declassifi ed U.S. documents, he indicted 
eight retired military and police offi cials on charges of “aggravated kidnap-
ping” and “complicity” in Weisfeiler’s disappearance. The indictment indi-
cated that Chilean security forces had targeted Weisfeiler because the color 
of his hiking clothes resembled paramilitary garb that a leftist guerrilla 
might wear. But the court fi lings provided no evidence of what they had 
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done with Weisfeiler— and consequently brought his family no nearer to a 
sense of closure.71

By then, Judge Zepeda had also issued a headline- producing indictment in 
the murder cases of Charles Horman and Frank Teruggi. On November 29, 
2011, he charged Brigadier General Pedro Espinosa, already in prison for 
multiple human rights crimes committed while deputy director of DINA, 
with complicity in the post- coup executions of the two Americans. In a sur-
prise move, Zepeda also indicted former head of the U.S. military group 
Captain Ray Davis, whose contacts with Charles Horman before he disap-
peared and with his wife, Joyce, after Charles was seized, are depicted in the 
Oscar- winning movie Missing. In a petition to the Chilean Supreme Court to 
authorize a request for extradition, Zepeda charged that Davis was respon-
sible for a “secret intelligence- gathering investigation of US citizens” in Chile. 
The U.S. military group had allegedly turned over information to the Chilean 
military casting Horman and Teruggi as “extremists” after the coup. Such in-
telligence on Teruggi, including his address in Santiago, led to his detention 
on September 20, 1973, Zepeda argued.

As depicted in Missing, the conventional wisdom on Horman was that he 
became a target because he had inadvertently stumbled across proof of U.S. 
involvement in the coup. But Zepeda’s investigation suggested a different 
scenario: the Chilean military believed that Horman was involved in “sub-
versive” work with a government fi lm company, Chile Films, which was 
under surveillance for its pro- Allende media activities. In its most chilling 
statement, the indictment alleged that Captain Davis was in a position to 
“override the will” of the Chilean military to execute Horman— but chose 
not to do so.

On October 18, 2012, the Chilean Supreme Court ruled that Zepeda’s 
legal arguments  were suffi cient to approve a formal request to Washington 
for the extradition of Captain Davis. Press reports suggested that he was an 
Alzheimer’s patient in a nursing home in Florida and thus unlikely ever to 
appear in a Chilean courtroom. But the dramatic indictment of an American 
military offi cer, and the evidence behind it, nevertheless refocused interna-
tional attention on the role played by the U.S. government in the execution 
of two of its own citizens— and in the September 11, 1973, military coup itself.

United States Accountability

On September 10, 2001, more than three de cades after the murder of Chil-
ean general René Schneider, two of his sons fi led a comprehensive wrongful 
death lawsuit against Henry Alfred Kissinger and former CIA director Rich-
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ard Helms.72 The civil complaint, drawing extensively on declassifi ed U.S. 
documentation, presented a detailed summary of Track II, including the 
White  House decisions and covert operations that led to what court papers 
called “General Schneider’s summary execution, torture, cruel, inhuman, 
and degrading treatment, arbitrary detention, assault and battery, negli-
gence, intentional infl iction of emotional distress, and wrongful death.” Kiss-
inger’s and Helms’s activities “included the or ga ni za tion and instigation of a 
military coup d’état in Chile that required the removal of General René 
Schneider, father of Plaintiffs René and Raul Schneider,” according to the 
fi ling. “Each of the Defendants’ deliberate and designed actions  were such 
that the Defendants knew or should have known that their acts and omis-
sions would result in the death of General Schneider.”

On November 13, 2002, eleven post- coup victims and their families fi led 
a second civil lawsuit against Kissinger and the U.S. government. This com-
plaint also cited recently declassifi ed documents. According to the suit, the 
rec ords showed that

With the practical assistance and encouragement of the United States . . .  
the Chilean terror apparatus conducted systematic torture; cruel, inhu-
man or degrading treatment; false imprisonment; arbitrary detention; 
wrongful death; summary execution; assault and battery; forced dis-
appearance; crimes against humanity; violence against women; inten-
tional infl iction of emotional distress; and other violations of domestic 
and international law of which Plaintiffs and their relatives are vic-
tims.73

These cases refl ected a growing movement for U.S. accountability in 
Chile. As early as 1975, when revelations of Track II coup plotting and the 
CIA role in the Schneider killing fi rst broke in the media, White  House and 
CIA lawyers recognized the danger of legal liability for U.S. offi cials as high 
up as the president of the United States. On June 24, 1974, President Ford’s 
White  House general counsel Philip Buchen received a briefi ng from 
the CIA on Nixon’s September 15, 1970, orders to foment a coup in Chile. 
“Buchen showed some concern that this was a documentary tie- in of the 
President to coup- plotting,” the CIA’s lead attorney reported in a secret memo-
randum of conversation. “As Buchen put it, one who sets in motion a coup attempt 

can be assessed with the responsibility for the natural and probable consequences of that 

action.” (Emphasis added.)74

Given the pre ce dent set by the Pinochet case for the globalization of jus-
tice to redress human rights crimes, the effort by Chilean victims to hold the 
United States accountable for their actions appeared inevitable. To be sure, 
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the Chilean military applied the electrodes, pulled the triggers, and dug the 
secret graves during the dictatorship; but in the eyes of many victims, and 
many observers around the world, the United States served as an active to 
tacit accomplice in the denouement of Chilean democracy and consolidation 
of Pinochet’s dictatorship. The declassifi ed U.S. documents revealed long- 
hidden details of U.S.– Chilean relations that could only reinforce this view, 
particularly as it pertained to the preeminent role of Henry Kissinger  between 
1970 and 1976.

It is, perhaps, poetic justice that the dark past of U.S. policy toward Chile 
would return to haunt the U.S. policy maker most responsible for the deci-
sions and actions around which that history was made. More than any other 
offi cial, Kissinger bore the burden of the unresolved and ongoing controver-
sies relating to Chile. Along with his actions in Vietnam and Cambodia, his 
conduct in Chile would be the Achilles’ heel of his career, dogging his move-
ments through adverse media coverage and legal action around the world.

Indeed, Kissinger would become the fi rst U.S. offi cial to be “Pinocheyed”—
pursued by the threat of legal proceedings from country to country.75 Dur-
ing a business trip to Paris in May 2001, a French attorney served Kissinger 
at his hotel with a summons to testify on the disappearances of Chileans 
after the coup. (Kissinger immediately left the country.) In June of that year, 
Judge Guzmán submitted his long list of questions on the Horman case; in 
August, a federal judge in Argentina— a country where Kissinger traveled 
often— formally requested U.S. assistance in interrogating the former secre-
tary of state about his knowledge of Operation Condor; in September, the 
Schneider family initiated legal proceedings against Kissinger in the United 
States. And in February 2002, Kissinger was forced to abandon plans to 
travel to São Paolo to receive a prestigious Brazilian award from President 
Fernando Cardoso after news of his trip sparked street protests and a threat 
of being held for questioning regarding U.S. and Brazilian involvement in 
Operation Condor.76

At home, the declassifi ed U.S. documents on Chile prompted the news 
media to revisit U.S. policy and reexamine Kissinger’s role. Major programs 
from CNN to PBS’s The NewsHour and CBS’s 60 Minutes did segments on the 
unresolved historical questions of U.S. misconduct in Chile. In press appear-
ances to promote the last volume of his memoirs, Years of Renewal, Kissinger 
was forced on the defensive. “What business did the U.S. have trying to 
overthrow the president of another country, Mr. Secretary?” he was asked 
on CNN’s Crossfi re.77 On The NewsHour, Kissinger was pressed to answer the 
question “Why did you not say to him, ‘You’re violating human rights, 
you’re killing people. Stop it’?” He remained unrepentant. “Human rights 
 were not an international issue at the time, the way they have become since,” 
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he explained to NewsHour interviewer Elizabeth Farnsworth. Any inference 
that Washington had to atone for wrongdoing, he added, “assumes the pol-
icy was immoral or worse, and that I don’t accept.”78

For both the Chilean po liti cal establishment and victims of Pinochet’s 
repression, Kissinger’s attitude left a bitter resentment in bilateral relations 
with the United States. Those who had suffered horribly under the regime 
fi rmly believed that offi cials like Kissinger should be held legally account-
able for policies that contributed to the wrenching repression so many Chil-
eans had endured. Other Chileans demanded the United States acknowledge 
and apologize for the fl agrant violations of Chilean sovereignty and indiffer-
ence to the sanctity of Chilean lives. In mid- 2000, a caucus of Chilean sena-
tors introduced a motion calling for the administration of President Ricardo 
Lagos to formally protest “violations of our sovereignty and dignity.” Pri-
vately and publicly, Chilean Foreign Ministry offi cials let it be known that 
the Clinton administration should clearly acknowledge actions that contrib-
uted to changing the course of Chile’s history. “I think that the reaction of 
my government at the time was, and still is, that we would like to see along 
with [declassifi ed] papers a certain sense of remorse,” Juan Gabriel Valdes, 
Chile’s former foreign minister and then ambassador to the United Na-
tions, told the American press. In a public appearance in Washington on 
September 5, 2001, Ambassador Valdes stated clearly: “An apology is ap-
propriate.”79

An Accounting vs. Accountability

On March 8, 1977, only a few weeks into the new human rights– oriented 
administration of Jimmy Carter, an obscure State Department offi cial named 
Brady Tyson attempted to offer an offi cial apology for U.S. intervention in 
Chile. Speaking at a meeting of the UN Human Rights Commission in Ge-
neva in support of a resolution condemning the Pinochet regime, Tyson noted:

We would be less than candid, and untrue to ourselves and to our 
people, if the delegation from the United States did not in any discus-
sion of the situation in Chile express its profoundest regrets for the role 
that some U.S. government offi cials, agencies and private groups 
played in the subversion of the previous, demo cratically elected, Chil-
ean government, that was overthrown by the coup of September 11, 
1973. We recognize that the expression of regrets, however profound, 
cannot contribute signifi cantly to undoing the suffering and terror that 
the people of Chile have experienced. We can only say that the great 
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majority of the American people have always believed in democracy, 
justice, and freedom for all, and that the policies and persons respon-
sible for those acts have been rejected by the American people.80

Tyson’s statement was honest, candid, and direct. It was also publicly repudi-
ated and quickly retracted by his State Department superiors and the White 
House. Tyson was immediately recalled from Geneva and received a sharp 
rebuke. U.S. offi cials claimed his remarks  were neither appropriate nor ac-
curate and had not been cleared beforehand.

A generation later, another set of State Department offi cials once again 
considered the possibility of an offi cial acknowledgment of U.S. culpability 
in Chile’s tragedy. With the fi nal release of declassifi ed rec ords scheduled for 
November 2000, the Offi ce of Policy Planning perceived both the necessity 
and the opportunity to take a step toward closure of a shameful and scandal- 
ridden chapter of U.S. foreign policy. In October, director Morton Halperin 
proposed that the offi cial statement accompanying the fi nal release include 
a paragraph directly acknowledging a U.S. contribution to the coup and 
expressing offi cial regret. “There  were some of us who thought we owed 
them a straightforward apology,” Halperin later stated. Theodore Piccone, 
deputy director of Policy Planning, recalled that he drafted simple, concise 
language, essentially stating that “the United States bears responsibility and 
expresses regrets for events contributing to the coup and the resulting human 
rights violations.” To carry the necessary po liti cal weight, he and Halperin 
pushed for the statement to be issued by the White  House and signed by 
President Bill Clinton.81

A presidential admission of foreign policy wrongdoing had pre ce dent: in 
May 1999, following the declassifi cation of documents revealing how Wash-
ington aided and abetted the brutal Guatemalan military, Clinton gave a 
speech in Guatemala City stating that Washington’s “support for military 
forces or intelligence units which engaged in violent and widespread repres-
sion was wrong, and the United States will not repeat that mistake.” But 
other bureaus in the State Department, as well as the intelligence commu-
nity and the NSC, opposed any similar statement on Chile. The Bureau of 
Western Hemi sphere Affairs, represented by Curt Struble, argued that the 
Policy Planning language went too far and would create an uproar in Chile. 
U.S. ambassador to Santiago John  O’Leary agreed that the statement should 
be watered down. The State Department’s legal offi ce opposed any admis-
sion of “regret,” as one offi cial involved in the debate remembered, because 
this “could cause liability problems” for former U.S. policy makers.

The fi nal crafting of a short two- sentence paragraph meant to convey 
U.S. government contrition while avoiding all reference to wrongdoing fell to 
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Arturo Valenzuela, the Chilean- born special adviser to the president on Latin 
America. Through a series of linguistic compromises, Valenzuela broadened 
and softened the phraseology. The word undermined in reference to Chile’s 
demo cratic traditions was replaced with affected. Instead of admitting that 
Washington had “undercut” the cause of human rights, the statement left that 
to readers of the declassifi ed documents to determine. After much debate and 
many e-mails between the White  House and State Department, the fi nal, 
somewhat contorted, language read:

One goal of the project is to put original documents before the public 
so that it may judge for itself the extent to which U.S. actions undercut 
the cause of democracy and human rights in Chile. Actions approved 
by the U.S. government aggravated po liti cal polarization and affected 
Chile’s long tradition of demo cratic elections and respect for constitu-
tional order and the rule of law. (Doc 9)

Instead of carry ing the imprimatur of the president, in the end the Offi ce of 
the White  House Press Secretary simply released an unsigned statement.

◆

As the fi nal, symbolic document in the Clinton administration’s Chile De-
classifi cation Project, the press statement fell far short of acknowledging the 
contribution U.S. foreign policy had made to the national and human horror 
experienced in Chile— an ac know ledg ment necessary for Chileans and Amer-
icans to gain closure on a painful history. With the declassifi ed documents, 
the United States had provided an accounting— but without a full ac cep-
tance of accountability.

That accounting nevertheless established a voluminous historical re-
cord— an invaluable body of evidence that would forever inform U.S. citi-
zens; the international community; Chileans; and, even forty years after the 
coup, ongoing legal proceedings to judge the atrocities of Pinochet’s military 
regime. The documentation signifi cantly contributed to what Chilean hu-
man rights investigators called “the cleansing power of the truth,” offering 
the accountability of a collective historical memory when judicial account-
ability appeared insuffi cient. “If, in the end, we are unable to take to trial 
those who  were responsible, at least memory will provide a historical trial for 
them,” one survivor of Pinochet’s torture camps concluded with simple elo-
quence.82 For Pinochet and those U.S. policy makers who supported his re-
gime, there might never be a courtroom verdict; but the declassifi ed rec ords 
would help to render the damning verdict of history.



document 1. Bow Street Magistrates Court [Warrant for the Arrest of Augusto
Pinochet], October 16, 1998.



document 2. Defense Intelligence Agency, Biographic Sketch, “General Augusto
Pinochet Ugarte,” February 1983.



document 3. National Security Council, Tasker, “Declassifying Documents
Related to Human Rights Abuses in Chile,” February 1, 1999.
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DOCUMENT 5. Pinochet’s Falsifi ed Passports Used to Open Secret Bank 
Accounts.



DOCUMENT 6. List of Pinochet Name Variants and Aliases Used to Open Secret 
Bank Accounts.



DOCUMENT 7. Riggs Vice President Carol Thompson Order for $50,000 
Cashier’s Checks for Pinochet, May 14, 2001; Images of Several Checks 
Dated May 15, 2001.
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DOCUMENT 8. Department of State, Cable, “Renewing Efforts to Resolve the 
Horman, Teruggi and Weisfeiler Cases,” April 1, 2000.
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DOCUMENT 9. White House, Press Release, “Statement by the Press Secretary 
[on Final Chile Declassifi cation Release],” November 13, 2000.
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Afterword: 
Kissinger’s Response

In the fall of 2003, just a few weeks after the fi rst edition of this book was 
published, an article titled “Kissinger and Chile: The Myth That Will Not 

Die,” appeared in a conservative magazine, Commentary. Written by Ameri-
can Enterprise Institute analyst Mark Falcoff, the article was an open de-
fense of Henry Kissinger’s role in Chile and an effort to debunk the “myth,” 
supposedly perpetuated by this book and others, about the contribution of 
his policies to the overthrow of Salvador Allende’s government. Falcoff 
drew on special access to still classifi ed “telcons”— transcripts of Kissinger’s 
telephone conversations that he secretly recorded during his tenure in offi ce, 
and then took with him into retirement— that the former secretary of state 
“kindly let me review,” Falcoff wrote. Since there  were not that many tran-
scripts related to Chile, Falcoff concluded that “Chile was not an important 
part” of Kissinger’s agenda between 1970 and 1973. Nevertheless, he ar-
gued, these documents helped “reconstruct the true course of events.”

The article highlighted Kissinger’s phone conversation with Nixon on 
September 16, 1973, fi ve days after the coup, which supposedly disproved 
the most important “myth”— that the United States was complicit in the mili-
tary coup that overthrew Allende. In that conversation, Falcoff asserted, the 
president “exhibited no sense of complicity with the coup- makers themselves” 
when he suggested to Kissinger that “we didn’t— as you know— our hand 
 doesn’t show on this one, though.” To which Kissinger replied, as Falcoff re-
constructed the “true course” of these events, “We didn’t do it.”

Readers of this edition of The Pinochet File, published on the fortieth anni-
versary of the coup, will know that Kissinger actually said much more than 
that to Nixon. The transcript of the Kissinger– Nixon conversation was de-
classifi ed in May 2004, pursuant to a lawsuit prepared by my or ga ni za tion, 
the National Security Archive, against the State Department for allowing 
Kissinger to walk away with 30,000 pages of offi cial government rec ords 
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that  were not his to take. The “telcon” revealed the context of Nixon’s re-
mark that “our hand  doesn’t show on this one, though.” He and Kissinger 
were commiserating over the fact that they  couldn’t openly take, and re-
ceive, credit in the media as “heroes” for Allende’s overthrow, as the Eisen-
hower administration had after the CIA- sponsored military coup against the 
Arbenz government in Guatemala in 1954. The “telcon” also revealed Kiss-
inger’s full response to Nixon: “We didn’t do it. I mean we helped them. 
[Omitted word] created the conditions as great as possible.” To which the 
President of the United States replied, “That’s right.” (Doc 1)

◆

By deliberate omission, Falcoff misrepresented the historical record on U.S. 
intervention in Chile. U.S. operatives did not command the tanks or pi lot 
the fi ghter jets that assaulted La Moneda Palace on September 11, 1973— hence 
Kissinger’s statement that “we didn’t do it.” But Washington “helped” the coup 
plotters, before and after Chile’s bloody 9/11. Kissinger’s policies, and CIA 
operations designed to destabilize Allende’s ability to govern, overtly and 
covertly contributed to creating “the conditions as great as possible” in which 
a coup would likely take place— and succeed. These incon ve nient truths 
could not be part of Kissinger’s message as he sought to manipulate the de-
bate over the true history of U.S. involvement in Chile. On the thirtieth an-
niversary of the coup, the effort his offi ce made to obfuscate and deny the 
facts refl ected just how important Chile was, and remains, in the controver-
sial annals of U.S. foreign policy.

Facilitating the Falcoff article was part of Henry Kissinger’s larger effort 
to confront the problems created by the historical record that began to 
emerge in the aftermath of Pinochet’s arrest and the Clinton administration’s 
special Chile Declassifi cation Project. Kissinger’s lawyer, William D. Rogers, 
a distinguished and respected former State Department offi cial, fi rst became 
concerned when the CBS News show 60 Minutes ran a hard- hitting segment— 
based on a draft of Chapter 1 of this book— on Kissinger’s role in the CIA plot 
that led to the assassination of Chilean General René Schneider in October 
1970. Broadcast on September 9, 2001, the program drew on recently de-
classifi ed CIA documents and on a civil lawsuit for “wrongful death” that the 
Schneider family fi led against Kissinger on September 10, 2001. The critical 
publicity generated by the CBS program and the lawsuit was immediately 
overtaken by the catastrophic events on September 11, 2001.

But the issue of Chile’s legacy and Kissinger’s reputation did not go away. 
Rogers was further “outraged” by Secretary of State Colin Powell’s state-
ment in February 2003 that Chile was “not part of American history that we 
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are proud of.” Powell was “implying that the U.S. was morally responsible 
for what happened in Chile,” Rogers later told the Washington Post. “He bought 
the myth.”

With the thirtieth anniversary of the coup approaching, as well as the 
publication of this book— Rogers had obtained an advance galley copy in 
preparation for a public debate with me— the Falcoff article would address 
that “myth” and aggressively defend Kissinger’s image. The plan was for the 
article to be published in the prestigious Council on Foreign Relations journal, 
Foreign Affairs. But the journal’s then editor, James Hoge, rejected it as “too nar-
row a defense of Kissinger.” Instead, he tasked the Council’s renowned Latin 
America specialist Kenneth Maxwell to address the larger issues of the de-
bate over Chile in a lengthy review of The Pinochet File.

That review, titled “The Other 9/11: The United States and Chile, 1973,” 
appeared in the November– December 2003 issue of Foreign Affairs. It did not 
attract much attention. Maxwell barely referred to the book; instead, he 
wrote an essay drawing on the contents of The Pinochet File that highlighted 
the new evidence in the Schneider case and Washington’s efforts to under-
mine Allende. From information in the fi rst two chapters of the book, Max-
well concluded that “there is no doubt that the United States did all that it 
could” to bring Allende down.

His review also delved into Kissinger’s knowledge of Operation Condor 
and the implications of that knowledge on the assassination in Washington 
of Orlando Letelier and Ronni Moffi tt in 1976. As I wrote in Chapter 6, 
Kissinger had learned of Operation Condor— the Southern Cone rendition 
and assassination program led by the Chilean secret police— in early August 
1976; three weeks later his top aides had pressed him to approve a secret 
démarche to Pinochet and other leaders of Condor nations to desist from 
international murder operations, but the U.S. ambassadors in those coun-
tries never actually delivered the warning. Instead, Kissinger appeared to 
withdraw the démarche. On September 20, his deputy, Harry Shlaudeman, 
instructed the U.S. ambassadors to “take no further action” on delivering the 
démarche because “there have been no reports in some weeks indicating an 
intention to activate the Condor scheme.” The very next morning, Letelier 
and Moffi tt  were assassinated by a car bomb. Maxwell’s review bolstered my 
contention that Condor’s bald act of terrorism in downtown Washington, 
D.C., could have and should have been detected and deterred.

Kissinger read the review and “was not pleased,” as the Washington Post 
later reported. Indeed, he phoned the chairman of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, Peter Peterson, to complain. Peterson then called Hoge at Foreign 

Affairs and passed on Kissinger’s objections. William Rogers then penned a 
forcefully worded response, which appeared in the next issue of the journal.
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In his letter, Rogers blamed both Maxwell and me for promoting the 
“myth” that the United States was involved in Schneider’s death and the 
coup itself. This “myth” was “lovingly nurtured by the Latin American left 
and refreshed from time to time by contributions to the literature like Peter 
Kornbluh’s The Pinochet File and Kenneth Maxwell’s review of that book,” he 
noted. With a bit of tongue- in- cheek, Rogers dismissed Maxwell’s assertion 
that the United States had “done all it could” to overthrow Allende as “an 
injustice to regime- changers in the U.S. government, past and present.”

What really bothered Kissinger’s lawyer, however, was Maxwell’s assess-
ment of the new evidence on Kissinger’s knowledge of Operation Condor 
and the implications for the Letelier- Moffi tt assassination. Rogers disputed 
the assertion that Kissinger’s Condor démarche had never been delivered. 
“Kissinger’s warning was delivered in robust fashion to the Argentine 
president— there are cables to prove it . . .  and probably to Pinochet’s under-
lings in Santiago.” For Kissinger’s offi ce, it was important to win the histori-
cal debate on whether a terrorist attack in the nation’s capital could have 
been thwarted.

Along with Roger’s letter, Maxwell’s rebuttal ran in the January– February 
2004 issue of Foreign Affairs. He responded that the declassifi ed documents 
published in The Pinochet File “cut very close to home” for Kissinger as well as 
Rogers, who had served as Kissinger’s assistant secretary of state for Latin 
America in the mid 1970s when Operation Condor was formed. Drawing 
on my book and The Condor Years by John Dinges, the world’s leading expert 
on Condor, Maxwell made clear that the Letelier- Moffi tt assassination was “a 
tragedy that might have been prevented.” The debate over this history was 
so important, he suggested dramatically, that a truth commission on Chile 
should be established to divulge the full historical record on the outstanding 
questions, rather than answers being “extracted painfully like rotten teeth.”

When I read William Rogers’s letter, I considered it a challenge to the 
book as well as the review; he had cited “Kornbluh and Maxwell” in virtu-
ally every paragraph. Moreover, his letter contained factual inaccuracies in a 
number of places, particularly on the Letelier- Moffi tt case. I placed a call to 
Foreign Affairs and spoke with one of Hoge’s deputy editors, saying that I 
wanted to provide my own response to Rogers’s letter in the March– April 
issue. What I was told surprised and, to be honest, angered me: another let-
ter would appear in the next issue— from Rogers. I would not be allowed to 
respond, but lest I feel bad about that, neither would Foreign Affairs’ own re-
viewer, Ken Maxwell. Rogers (and Kissinger) would have the fi nal word.

Roger’s second letter forcefully attacked not only Maxwell’s arguments 
but also his integrity. Rogers accused Maxwell of “bias and distortions.” He 
objected to the “outrageous” implication that he, Shlaudeman, or Kissinger 
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could have prevented the Condor terrorist attack in Washington, D.C. 
Maxwell had misread Shlaudeman’s September 20 cable, he claimed; the 
cable instructed that “no further action” should be taken to warn Pinochet 
and the Condor nations to halt international assassination operations. That 
meant, according to Rogers, that action had already been taken to warn 
them. Shlaudeman was responding to another message which is “nowhere to 
be found,” Rogers wrote, implying that the missing message contained infor-
mation on how the démarche had already been distributed. Maxwell was 
dishonoring Shlaudeman by implying he “had the temerity to countermand 
a direct, personal instruction from Kissinger [to deliver the démarche], and 
do it behind his back” while Kissinger was out of the country. (Rogers 
pointed out that he and Kissinger had been together in Africa at that time, 
asserting U.S. infl uence to end white rule in Rhodesia.) Maxwell didn’t un-
derstand Kissinger’s stewardship at the State Department, Rogers asserted. 
“Such are the absurdities of this myth,” he wrote, “but they are absurdities 
that strike at the heart of character and reputation.”

William Rogers was correct: Shlaudeman would not have countermanded 
Kissinger’s instructions. To the contrary, he would have faithfully imple-
mented them. The important gap in the heartbreaking historical record on 
the Letelier- Moffi tt assassination was why the démarche was not delivered 
when it should have been, when it could have halted a terrorist attack, and 
when and why Kissinger had clearly instructed Shlaudeman to rescind it. A 
full understanding of what had happened was imperative not only for the 
families of victims but also for the United States as a country. Agents had 
come to our nation’s capital and committed an act of international terrorism. 
For the sake of national security, it was important to know exactly how that 
had occurred and whether it could have been prevented.

I knew, liked, and respected William Rogers, who died of a heart attack 
in September 2007; we had worked closely together on a historical project 
on his secret diplomacy to establish better relations with Cuba. I initiated an 
e-mail exchange with him at this point to suggest that his interpretation of 
these events could not be correct. For the sake of truth and historical justice, 
I urged him to assign Kissinger’s private archivist to review his papers day 
by day from late August to September 20, 1976, to locate the rec ords that 
would explain what Maxwell called the “cruel coincidence” of the démarche 
being withdrawn just hours before an egregious act of terrorism occurred in 
downtown Washington, D.C.

At the same time, my or ga ni za tion, the National Security Archive, re-
doubled efforts to obtain the declassifi cation of the relevant rec ords. I fi led a 
series of FOIAs for cables and memos from that time period relating to com-
munications between Shlaudeman and the U.S. ambassadors in the Condor 
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nations. And eventually, we obtained a handful of documents that shed 
considerable light on what had happened.

It turns out that the ambassador in Uruguay, Ernest Siracusa, had joined 
the ambassador in Chile, David Popper, in objecting to delivering the dé-
marche. In Chile, we already knew that Popper had responded that Pinochet 
would take “as an insult” any suggestion that he was involved in assassina-
tion plots. The new rec ords showed that Siracusa also resisted; he feared 
for his personal safety if he issued such a warning to Uruguay’s generals. 
 Instead, he suggested that Kissinger’s offi ce deliver the démarche to the 
Uruguayan ambassador in Washington. The new documents I obtained 
 revealed that on August 30, 1976, Shlaudeman wrote a secret memo to Kiss-
inger, titled “Operation Condor,” seeking authorization to instruct Siracusa 
that he should proceed to deliver the démarche in Montevideo. “What we 
are trying to head off is a series of international murders that could do seri-
ous damage to the international status and reputation of the countries in-
volved,” Shlaudeman advised Kissinger. (Doc 2)

On September 16, 1976, Kissinger responded to the “Operation Condor” 
memo via a cable from Lusaka, where he and Rogers  were traveling. The 
secretary of state “declined to approve message to Montevideo,” the cable 
stated, “and instructed that no further action be taken on this matter.” This 
was the “missing message” that Rogers referred to in his Foreign Affairs letter. 
This was Kissinger’s instruction to Shlaudeman, which he faithfully reiter-
ated, word for word, in his September 20 cable, rescinding the démarche. If 
Kissinger had been seriously interested in establishing the true historical re-
cord during the bitter debate in Foreign Affairs, he could have easily retrieved 
this document. Instead, the missing cable was discovered by my intrepid 
colleague Carlos Osorio in an electronic database of thousands of recently 
declassifi ed State Department rec ords. When we posted it on the archive’s 
website ( www .nsarchive .org) in April 2010, the cable generated headlines 
around the world. (Doc 3)

◆

Through e-mails and meetings, Ken Maxwell tried to convince the powers- 
that- be at Foreign Affairs to allow him to respond to Rogers’s attack on his 
integrity. On January 30, 2004, he met with Hoge to discuss the issue. 
 According to Maxwell, Hoge told him that Kissinger’s powerful friend 
Maurice Greenberg, honorary vice chairman of the Council on Foreign Re-
lations and chairman of AIG, had called and yelled at him for thirty min-
utes. Hoge said he was under intense pressure from Kissinger to terminate 
the debate in the pages of the journal. Maxwell wrote a response to Rogers’s 
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second letter anyway. When Hoge refused to print it, Maxwell took an un-
usual step of protest for a high offi cial in a leading establishment think tank: 
in May 2004, he resigned.

Maxwell not only resigned, he wrote a thirty- page tell- all history of the 
behind- the- scenes saga of Kissinger’s effort to pressure Foreign Affairs into 
limiting a full and free debate on Chile. His report, “The Case of the Miss-
ing Letter in Foreign Affairs: Kissinger, Pinochet and Operation Condor,” was 
based on e-mails, memos of conversation, and information from colleagues 
that Maxwell had meticulously collected as the controversy evolved. It in-
cluded his rebuttal to Rogers that his editor had refused to publish.

Both Maxwell’s resignation and the publication of his monograph on the 
website of the prestigious David Rocke fel ler Center at Harvard University 
generated an extraordinary amount of publicity. On June 5, 2004, the New 

York Times ran the fi rst of two stories on the controversy, “Kissinger Assailed 
in Debate on Chile,” quoting Maxwell’s leaked resignation letter, which ac-
cused the Council of Foreign Relations of “stifl ing debate on American inter-
vention in Chile during the 1970’s as a result of pressure from former 
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger.” The Nation ran a long story as well, 
titled “The Maxwell Affair.” The scandal endured into early 2005, when 
the Washington Post published a dramatic two- and- a-half page spread titled 
“The Plot Thickens,” with a huge photograph of Kissinger shaking General 
Pinochet’s hand on the front page of the “Style” section, along with an image 
of the cover of The Pinochet File.

Indeed, as the Kissinger controversy spread, the book and Maxwell’s re-
view of it received signifi cant free and positive media coverage. Ironically, in 
an effort to stifl e discussion of the book, Kissinger actually generated it— a lot 
of it! Most important, his ill- conceived actions fueled the debate over the U.S. 
role in Chile and brought national attention to the need to declassify all of the 
still- classifi ed fi les on this important, but still bitterly contested, history.

“I am not the issue  here; Chile, Condor and Kissinger are,” Maxwell 
wrote in his letter that Foreign Affairs refused to print. “The way to clarify the 
record is to release it in full, not to close off debate by accusations of myth-
making [and] accusations of bias.” As Kissinger’s reaction to The Pinochet File 
shows, Chile remains a battleground over the dark abuses of power, enabled 
by the dark abuses of secrecy. But forty years after the military coup, the 
effort to declassify, debate, and understand these troubling events of history 
must continue— precisely because the issues of atrocity and accountability re-
main immediately relevant to the global discourse over U.S. foreign policy 
and human rights in the present day. Inevitably, the struggle to uncover the 
past is a struggle to enlighten the future.



DOCUMENT 1. Department of State, Telephone Transcript, Kissinger 
Conversation with Nixon, September 16, 1973.



DOCUMENT 2. Department of State, SECRET Memorandum, “Operation 
Condor,” August 1, 1976.
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Chile. Each and every one of them, along with the still secret authors of the
CIA’s Hinchey report, deserve high praise for the patriotic contribution they
have made to the history of U.S. foreign policy and Pinochet’s atrocities in
Chile.

The Ford Foundation deserves my deep appreciation for the support and
encouragement they have given the Archive’s Chile Documentation project
over the years. Just a few weeks before Pinochet’s arrest, the then-head of
Ford’s Santiago office, Alexander Wilde, gave our project a grant to do a
website of declassified documents; Augusto Varas and Martin Abregu funded
our campaign to get the documents declassified and to process them once
they were. Along with Ford, the Arca Foundation has provided us with the
ongoing support that made this work possible.

I tip my hat to the professionals at The New Press who literally make
these books possible. André Schiffrin and my editor Diane Wachtell were
tremendously patient in waiting for the manuscript; Beth Slovic and Sarah
Fan walked the book through the production process. Jay Crowley and Kelly
Too made the reproduction of the documents possible, and Brian Lipofsky
and Andrew Hudak at Westchester Book Composition finalized the text. I
am also grateful to Julie McCarroll for handling the marketing aspects of this
book.

Finally, let me give a written embrace to my family for their unique support
over the last several years. My dear and special compañera, Cathy Silverstein,
turned her dining room and kitchen table over to this book for longer than
any life partner should have to endure; she gave me all the support, encour-
agement, diversion, and love necessary for my mind and body to go forward.
Thank you so much for putting up with me and with thousands of pages of
documents scattered everywhere! Much thanks also to my mom, Joyce Korn-
bluh, in whose deep footsteps as a historian I have followed, and my sisters,
Jane and Kathe; to my uncle and aunt Sol and Betty Kornbluh, who have
been so kind and generous as this work has progressed, and to my cousin
Martin for his curiosity and interest in my work.

In many ways this book is inspired by, and really written for, my won-
derful son, Gabriel Kornbluh, who is half-Chilean and thus carries a heritage
from both countries that dominate this work. Gabe, consider this my personal
contribution to your education and understanding of the history of the two
nations you are a part of and that are a part of you. You will play a role in
the future of both—a future that is hopefully far more positive than the past.
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In the end, however, this book is dedicated to my father, Hyman Korn-
bluh, who died on May 25, 2001, as it was being written. It is difficult to
put into words the meaning of his contribution to guiding me, in both my
formative and adult years, to a place where this work became possible. With-
out him, there would have been no conscience, no commitment, no outrage,
nor a sense of injustice. From him I learned what goodness in a man, in a
community, and in a world could conceivably be. I am so sorry, Dad, you
are not here to read these pages; but I know you knew what they would say.

Washington, D.C.

May 25, 2003





Notes

1: Project FUBELT: “Formula for Chaos”

1. Establishing an “action task force,” Kissinger informed Nixon, was a top priority
to overcome the handicap of “bureaucratic resistance,” particularly from a timid
State Department. See Memorandum for the President, “Chile,” September 17,
1970.

2. FU was the CIA’s designated cryptonym for Chile; BELT appeared to infer the
political and economic strangulation operations the CIA intended to conduct to
assure Allende never reached Chile’s presidential office. In 1975, when this doc-
ument was shown to the Church Committee, the code name remained classified.

3. Abigail McCarthy describes arrangements for this secret meeting in her book,
Private Faces, Public Places (New York: Doubleday, 1972).

4. CIA Activities in Chile, p. 3.
5. See the U.S. Congress, Senate, Select Committee to Study Government Opera-

tions with Respect to Intelligence Activities, Covert Action in Chile, 1963–1973,
G.P.O. December 4, 1975, p. 15.

6. House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Subcommittee on National Security Policy
and Scientific Development, Report of the Special Study Mission to Latin America. Wash-
ington, D.C, 1970, p. 31.

7. Korry’s letter is reprinted in the U.S. Congress, Senate, Select Committee to
Study Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, p. 118.

8. Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations, Alleged Assassination Plots
involving Foreign Leaders, GPO, November 20, 1975. p. 228.

9. This cable has not been declassified. Ambassador Korry provided the text to me
in 1978.

10. Korry’s cable is dated August 11, 1970 and was sent to John Crimmins.
11. The conclusions of NSSM 97 are quoted in Alleged Assassination Plots Involving

Foreign Leaders, p. 229.
12. This Secret Annex is undated, but was drafted around August 9 or 10, 1970.
13. Citing the “grave” disadvantages of this “extreme option,” Bureau of Inter-

American Affairs officials recommended to Assistant Secretary U. Alexis Johnson
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that he “opposed adoption [deleted] on the ground that its prospects of success
are poor and its risks prohibitively high.” See Charles Meyer to U. Alexis John-
son, “NSSM 97: Extreme Option—Overthrow Allende,” August 17, 1970.

14. Hecksher was soon told to keep his opinions on coup plotting to himself; in late
September, he was recalled to CIA headquarters and told to cease any objections.
On October 7, he received a notice from Task Force chief David Atlee Phillips
stating that the Santiago Station cables “should not contain analysis and argu-
mentation but simply report on action taken.”

15. This memorandum, sent to William Broe, demonstrates that at least one CIA
analyst understood the nuances of the political realities in Chile and Latin Amer-
ica, and made those views known to high-ranking officials. See “Chilean Crisis,”
September 29, 1970.

16. Vaky to Kissinger, NSC Action Memo [Non Log], “Chile—40 Committee Meet-
ing, Monday—September 14,” September 14, 1970.

17. The Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs, John Crimmins, opposed this
idea as risky and unnecessary, according to a CIA chronology of “Policy Deci-
sions Related to Our Covert Action Involvement in the September 1970 Chilean
Presidential Election.” Korry insisted, cabling the State Department on June 22
that “If (Allende) were to gain power, what would be our response to those who
asked what we did?”

18. Korry saw grave diplomatic risks for the U.S. in directly fomenting a coup. If
the military was going to move, he preferred the U.S. “to be surprised.” But
keeping him out of the loop on Track II plotting created its own set of problems.
When Hecksher sought Korry’s help in passing a message to Frei about a military
solution, headquarters admonished him that such action “would be tantamount
to having Korry act as unwitting agent in implementing Track II of which he is
not aware and is not to be made aware.”

19. The Task Force logs and “Sitreps” remained classified for thirty years. A number
of them were finally released as part of the Chile Declassification Project in No-
vember 2000, albeit in heavily redacted form.

20. CIA Cable, September 29, 1970.
21. See the CIA’s “Special Military Situation/Analysis Report,” October 7, 1970.
22. See State Department memorandum, “Suggestions that require action. Made by

Ambassador Korry on September 24.” Undated.
23. See the Report of the Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations, The Interna-

tional Telephone and Telegraph Company in Chile, 1970–1971, p. 9.
24. This document is one of dozens that were leaked to columnist Jack Anderson in

1972, records that first revealed CIA covert operations against Allende, in col-
laboration with ITT. The revelations generated the first U.S. Congressional in-
vestigation into covert U.S. intervention in Chile, conducted by Senator Frank
Church’s Subcommittee on Multinational Corporations. The subcommittee pro-
duced a comprehensive staff report, The International Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany and Chile, in 1973. The ITT papers were published in full in The ITT Memos,
Subversion in Chile: A Case Study of U.S. Corporate Intrigue in the Third World (London:
Spokesman Books, 1972).

25. See “Memcons of Meetings between the President and Heath, Brosio,” a mem-
orandum from Winston Lord to Henry Kissinger. Lord’s memo makes it clear
that the transcript of this conversation is “taken from your tapes”—a reference
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to Dictaphone recordings Kissinger would make following meetings he and the
president held.

26. These steps were reported in an “eyes only” October 10, 1970 cable from U.
Alexis Johnson to Ambassador Korry.

27. This directive sparked an incredulous response from the chief of Station. “We
find it impossible to agree with Hqs reasoning that public climate in any way
approximating pre-coup situation can be engineered in press [deleted], or by ru-
mors, whatever their method of propagation.” Despite these protests, Phillips
ordered Hecksher to proceed.

28. Hecksher to Headquarters, “[Viaux Solution],” October 10, 1970. In a long meet-
ing with a high-ranking member of Chile’s national police force on October 8,
Hecksher was told that once the military abandoned its constitutionalist stand,
“all hell would break loose, with soldiers fighting soldiers.” “Was that desirable?”
the officer asked the CIA chief of Station. Hecksher responded that “the U.S.G.
[U.S. government] did not really care as long as resulting chaos denied Allende
the presidency.”

29. CIA cable 628, October 8, 1970, as cited in the Senate report on Alleged Assas-
sination Plots, p. 241.

30. CIA cable from Broe to Hecksher, October 10, 1970.
31. Philips and Broe to Station, October 13, 1970.
32. Until now, the date of this meeting was not publicly known. When the Church

Committee report was written in 1975, Senate investigators were denied access to
Nixon’s Oval Office logs and Karamessines did not remember, and could not pro-
duce documentation on the date when he met the president. For the purposes of
this book, I was able to obtain President Nixon’s daily diary and office logs.

33. Ambassador Korry first told me this story of his dramatic meeting with President
Nixon in May 1978, when I interviewed him for a college honors thesis. He also
told the story to Seymour Hersh who published it in The Price of Power: Kissinger
in the Nixon White House (New York: Summit Books, 1983). More recently, in
August 2001, he repeated a version of the story in a lengthy interview for 60
Minutes and with German documentary filmmaker Willi Huisman.

34. Kissinger had a secretary listen in and take notes on—and then transcribe—each
of his telephone conversations. When he left office in early 1977, he took all the
“telcons” recording his work as national security adviser and secretary of state
with him, claiming they were his private papers. In 2001, my organization, the
National Security Archive, threatened to sue the State Department and the Na-
tional Archives for breach of responsibility for failing to recover executive branch
records in Kissinger’s personal possession. The lawsuit threat forced the State
Department to seek the return of these records to the government. As of June
2003, Kissinger’s “telcons” had not yet been declassified. But a source with access
to them described to me the content of Kissinger’s October 15 conversation with
Nixon, and Kissinger quoted this language in his memoirs.

35. This document, which became the initial paperwork for U.S. strategy to desta-
bilize Allende’s Popular Unity government, is further described in Chapter Two.

36. At headquarters, the CIA clearly believed a coup was imminent. On October 19,
Broe and Phillips cabled Hecksher with orders not, “repeat not,” to adviseWimert
or Ambassador Korry of “impending coup.” “Should it occur,” they instructed,
“COS Hecksher should appear surprised and stonewall any and all queries.”
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37. The description of Schneider’s shooting is based on Chilean police reports, and
was first published by Seymour Hersh in The Price of Power: Kissinger in the Nixon
White House, p. 290.

38. “With this incident the die has been cast,” the first special CIA report on the
Schneider shooting proclaimed. “For their own personal safety Valenzuela’s
group will have to go ahead with their plan even if Frei resists their efforts.” The
second report, written the next day, noted that the plotters could not now allow
Allende to become president because that would ultimately lead to their arrest.
“Thus far, assassination [of Allende] has not been a serious consideration, but
the shooting of Schneider has raised the stakes. The plotters are now desperate
and may attempt such a move even though they do not have the expertise.” See
“Machine Gun Assault on General Schneider,” October 22, 1970 and “A Mis-
cellaneous Thought,” October 23, 1970.

39. The existence of these lists was unknown before their declassification on Novem-
ber 13, 2000. They remain heavily redacted, with the names of virtually all
American agents and Chilean military officials blacked out. Should they ever be
declassified in full, they will provide the complete record of CIA contacts with
Chilean coup plotters in the fall of 1970.

40. Wimert told Seymour Hersh that he went to General Valenzuela’s house to re-
cover the $50,000 he had provided for the kidnapping. When the general refused
to return the funds, according to an extraordinary scene that Hersh revealed in
his book, The Price of Power: Kissinger in the Nixon White House, Wimert pulled out
his pistol and “just hit him once and he went and got it.” See The Price of Power,
pp. 289 and 293.

41. Korry did, in fact, ask Hecksher if the CIA had been “engaged in activities of
any kind” which would support “charges that [Wimert] was involved in Schneider
assassination.” Pursuant to his instructions to deceive the U.S. ambassador,
Hecksher, according to his October 26 report to Langley, replied that “charges
could obviously be made. Since Station not involved, COS doubted that charges
could be substantiated.”

42. As he reviewed documents after the Track II scandal broke, Kissinger seemed
well-aware that his mandate to the CIA had been specific to shutting down
the Viaux plot, rather than all of Track II. According to a recently declassified
secret/nodis White House memorandum of conversation dated July 9, 1975,
Kissinger privately assured President Gerald Ford that “We are okay on this
Chile thing. There is a document which shows that I turned off contact with the
group which was tied to the kidnapping.”

43. Kissinger’s still secret deposition is quoted in Alleged Assassination Plots, pp. 247,
252.

44. White House, Memorandum of Conversation between President Ford and Kis-
singer, June 5, 1975. On assassination, Kissinger pointed out, “This is sort of a
phenomenon of the Kennedys.”

45. During his secret deposition before the Church Committee on August 15, 1975,
Haig made it clear that he was obliged to share all CIA information on Track II
with Kissinger. “At that time,” he told the Committee, “I would consider I had
no degree of latitude, other than to convey to him what had been given to me.”
See Alleged Assassination Plots, p. 250.

46. An early Track II log entry, dated October 7, 1970 noted that Viaux “has been
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in contact with and has allegedly received support from a number of officers in
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Carabineros.”

47. The actual CIA documents recording this payoff—requests, authorizations, finan-
cial transfer records, and identities of the assassins who were paid—continue to
be classified.

2: Destabilizing Democracy:
The United States and the Allende Government.

1. “HAK Talking Points on Chile, NSC Meeting—Thursday, November 6,” p. 5.
2. Kissinger actually arranged for the NSC meeting to be postponed from November

5, when it was originally scheduled, to November 6 so he would have time to
lobby the president. The original draft of Kissinger’s briefing paper for Nixon,
written by Viron Vaky, did not include the language pressing Nixon to make
sure the National Security Council understood that coexistence was unacceptable.
In a rewrite, Kissinger had Vaky add the emphatic passages on the importance
of the decision Nixon faced, and the need to prevent a “drift” toward a modus
vivendi. See Vaky’s original transmission of the “text of memo for the President’s
book for the NSC Meeting” to Kissinger, November 3, 1970.

3. “HAK Talking Points on Chile, NSC Meeting—Thursday, November 6,” p. 4.
4. See Briefing Memorandum, for the NSC Meeting on Chile, Thursday, November

5, 1970, written by ARA acting director Robert Hurwitch and Arthur Hartman
of the Policy Coordination Office.

5. The Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, Gen. George Lincoln,
pointed out to the president that it would be against the law to dump stockpiled
U.S. copper unless it was to stabilize, as opposed to destabilize, the market price.

6. Memorandum from Haig to Tom Huston, October 22, 1970.
7. See Kissinger’s Secret/Sensitive Memorandum for the President, “Status Report

on Chile” that transmitted NSDM 93 as an attachment. The document is un-
dated, but written shortly after November 9, when NSDM was finalized.

8. See Covert Action in Chile, 1963–1973, p. 35.
9. Economic statistics on the drop in loans and assistance to Chile are provided in

Covert Action in Chile, 1963–1973, pp. 33, 34.
10. “Status Report on Chile,” ca. November 9, 1970, p. 4.
11. CIA, “Covert Action Program in Chile,” November 17, 1970.
12. This two-page analysis from the covert division of the CIA is dated October 21,

the day before the Schneider shooting. It made two other key points: first, Allende
would not seek “to make Chile a Soviet vassal . . . or submit to Soviet domina-
tion.” Second, Allende’s election would have a salient and arguably positive im-
pact on revolutionary insurrection in Latin America, undercutting the feared
influence of Castro’s Cuba. “Allende’s election will probably repudiate the Cuban
and Chinese revolutionary approach to gaining power,” the analyst observed.

13. See “Minutes of the Meeting of the 40 Committee, 13 November 1970,” dated
November 17, 1970. Broe responded that “such acquisition has commenced.”

14. In the CIA’s version of these 40 Committee meeting minutes, the majority of
section d. is deleted. But in an identical State Department version, this passage
was left uncensored except for the amount of escudos in the contingency fund.
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15. See Korry’s special cable, designated for the CIA’s Western Hemisphere chief,
William Broe, and Assistant Secretary Meyer, based on talks with “key officers”
of the PDC, dated December 4, 1970.

16. The dates and descriptions of 40 Committee approvals can be found in “Chro-
nology of 40 Committee Action on Chile,” undated, that was declassified as part
of the NARA papers on November 13, 2000.

17. Covert Action in Chile, 1963–1973, p. 31.
18. The discussion on El Mercurio funding is contained in Chronology of 40 Com-

mittee Action on Chile, under the entry for September 9, 1971.
19. A close reading of declassified White House records shows that a second 40

Committee appropriation for El Mercurio was made in October 1971. For unex-
plained reasons, the amount and details of this allotment have been completely
censored. It is possible that covert funding for the paper reached closer to $2
million.

20. See Shackley’s memo to Helms, “Request for Additional Funds for El Mercurio,”
April 10, 1972. Shackley replaced William Broe who was promoted to, of all
posts, CIA inspector general. For a comprehensive biography of Shackley’s leg-
endary CIA career, including his involvement in this period of covert operations
in Chile, see David Corn’s Blond Ghost: Ted Shackley and the CIA’s Crusades (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1994).

21. The budget breakdown of what $965,000 would pay for is entirely blacked out
from CIA records and one NSC memo to Kissinger dated April 10, 1972; but
in a second Top Secret memo from aide Peter Jessup dated the same day,
“Chile—Request for Additional Funds for El Mercurio,” describes how the funds
would be allocated.

22. NSC Action Memorandum, “40 Committee Meeting—Chile,” April 10, 1972.
This secret/sensitive/eyes only memo from Jorden to Kissinger is marked “outside
system” to prevent it from being distributed to files other than Kissinger’s.

23. See Document X, in Chapter 4.
24. See Chief of Station Cable to Chief, Western Hemisphere Division, “Limitations

in Military Effort,” November 12, 1971. Headquarters made it clear that, given
the Schneider debacle, the Station did not have yet have the green light to attempt
to directly stimulate a military coup.

25. See “Foreign Political Matters—Chile” from the FBI director, attn. Dr. Henry A.
Kissinger, March 29, 1972.

26. One of the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research officials who
attended this meeting, James Gardner, wrote a detailed memorandum for the
record that reveals the information censored from this section. U.S. officials, he
noted, considered it unlikely that the United States would be “asked to help in
preparing or delivering a coup.” But “it is more likely that we would be asked
for assurances in advance of a planned coup that the United States would provide
assistance to the new regime after it came to power.” During the meeting, as
Gardner recorded, CIA officials argued that “the anticipated degree and quality
of U.S. support would be so important to [the Chilean military] that it would
regard as essential generous and specific promises of U.S. support.” See “U.S.
Reaction to Possible Approach by Chilean Coup Plotters,” October 30, 1972.

27. See Jack Anderson, “Memos Bare ITT Try for Chile Coup,” in the Washington
Post, March 21, 1972, p. B13.
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28. A former staff member of the committee provided internal documents from the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee to me.

29. See the U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, Subcommittee
on Multinational Corporations, The International Telephone and Telegraph
Company and Chile, 1970–71, Committee Print, Washington D.C.: GPO,
1973.

30. The fourteen-page transcript of the March 23 State Department press conference
was circulated as a cable titled “Noon Briefing Session re Chile-ITT Allegations.”

31. This exchange was discovered on the declassified Nixon tapes at the National
Archives in College Park, Md., and provided to me by archivist John Powers.
By the time of the ITT revelations, Kissinger’s staff had become extremely con-
cerned about keeping Korry from spilling the beans after he left the Santiago
embassy in mid-1971. In a secret memo for Kissinger, Haig advised that Secre-
tary of State William Rogers was considering firing Korry and forcing him to
retire from the foreign service. This might create a problem, Haig warned. “He
holds a great many secrets, including the fact that the President both directly and
through you communicated to him some extremely sensitive guidance. I can think
of nothing more embarrassing to the Administration than thrusting a former
columnist who is totally alienated from the President and yourself . . . out into
the world without a means of livelihood. This can only lead to revelations which
could be exploited by a hungry Democratic opposition to a degree that we might
not have heretofore imagined.” Haig advised Kissinger to intercede to assure that
Korry was offered another post to “insure” Korry’s loyalty. See Haig to Kissinger,
“Ambassador Korry,” March 10, 1971.

32. In April 1972, OPIC president Bradford Mills asked the CIA whether ITT ac-
tivities had been carried out in Chile at the behest of the CIA and whether the
CIA knew what ITT had done in Chile “to prevent the Allende government
from taking office or from coming into being in 1970.” These questions were
discussed with CIA director Richard Helms who authorized a set of blatantly
false answers: “ITT did nothing at our request. We do not know what activities
ITT has [undertaken to block Allende].” This deception is recorded in a declas-
sified memorandum for CIA general counsel titled “CIA’s Replies to Queries
from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation in Connection with the In-
ternational Telephone and Telegraph Insurance Claim,” October 31, 1974.

33. See Hanke’s Memorandum of Conversation, “Meeting with Hal Hendrix,” 11
May 1972. David Corn discovered this document and first revealed it in his
book, Blond Ghost: Ted Shackley and the CIA’s Crusades, p. 245.

34. The Justice Department would later indict both Gerrity and Berellez on charges
of perjury, conspiracy, and obstruction of government proceedings. Prior to trial,
however, both resorted to “graymail”—threatening to reveal covert secrets about
CIA operations in Chile if they were prosecuted. The Carter administration’s
Attorney General Griffin Bell then decided to drop all charges.

35. At the end of his appearance before the committee, Senator Church suspected
that Meyer had not been truthful. “I don’t want you to take personal offense,”
the chairman told Meyer to his face. “But it is obvious, based upon the sworn
testimony that we have received to date, that somebody is lying. We must take
a very serious view of perjury under oath.” For Meyer’s complete testimony see
the U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, Subcommittee on
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Multinational Corporations, Multinational Corporations and United States Foreign Policy,
Part 1, 93rd Congress, March 20–April 4, 1973, (GPO: Washington D.C.,
1973), pp. 398–428.

36. Helms understood that the Anderson columns would create serious problems for
the CIA. When he learned their publication was imminent, he arranged for a
secret meeting with Jack Anderson on March 17, “to try to dissuade Mr. An-
derson from publishing certain classified information,” according to an overview
of the perjury case against Helms written by Justice Department lawyer Robert
Andary.

37. Helms apparently incurred Nixon’s wrath by not being sufficiently cooperative
in using the CIA to obstruct the Watergate investigation.

38. Levison to Fulbright, “Helms Executive Session, 2/7/73.”
39. For a comprehensive story on Helms and the perjury case against him see Rich-

ard Harris, “Secrets,” in The New Yorker, April 10, 1978.
40. See minutes of ARA-CIA Meeting, 14 September 1973, 11:00.
41. Station to Headquarters, cable on Election Results and Aftermath, March 14,

1973.
42. See CIA memorandum, “Policy Objectives for Chile,” April 17, 1973.
43. At a CIA-ARA meeting on May 30, 1973, State Department officials raised this

question: “do we want to continue to involve ourselves in this kind of business,
especially in view of the domestic atmosphere in the US and the alertness of the
Chilean Government to the possibility that we were engaged in activities of this
sort.” Referring to the Church Committee hearings on ITT, Deputy Assistant
Secretary John Crimmins advocated continued covert support for Chile’s political
parties but “said that we must however admit that there were now more vulner-
abilities affecting our assistance then there had been, especially in the US and
Chile. It was necessary that we be clear about the risk we are taking.” The new
Assistant Secretary for Inter-American Affairs, Jack Kubisch, voiced his “inclina-
tion” to “let the [CIA] program come to an end, and not to recommend its
continuation.”

44. CIA cable, May 2, 1973.
45. See the Station’s “[Deleted] Progress Report—1 April–30 June 1973.”
46. On September 16, 1973, a source high in the Chilean military supplied the CIA

with a detailed account of how the takeover plan evolved. On Pinochet’s role,
the account is at odds with other histories that suggest that one of the leading
coup plotters, Col. Arellano Stark, briefed Pinochet for the first time on coup
plotting on September 8.

47. Winters was interviewed by Vernon Loeb of the Washington Post for a profile on
Jack Devine, “Spook Story,” which appeared in the Style section on September
17, 2000.

48. See minutes of the ARA/CIA Meeting, 7 September 1973, 11:00 dated Septem-
ber 11, 1973.

49. For years, the circumstances of Allende’s death remained a point of political and
historical contention. In his situation report, Lt. Col. Patrick Ryan claimed “he
had killed himself by placing a submachine gun under his chin and pulling the
trigger. Messy, but efficient.” Michael Townley, the fugitive Patria y Libertad
operative, told State Department official David Stebbing after the coup that “Al-
lende did not commit suicide,” but suffered “fatal wounds” to the chest and
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stomach that might have come from the shelling of the Moneda. The Chilean 
military attaché to Venezuela told the Defense Intelligence Agency that Allende 
had agreed to surrender, only to be executed by his own guards for being a cow-
ard. For years, conventional wisdom among those who opposed the coup was 
that Allende had been shot by troops storming his offi ce. After civilian gover-
nance was reinstated in 1990, Allende’s family agreed to resolve the controversy 
by allowing a forensic examination of his remains. The scientifi c conclusion was 
that, rather than surrender, he had indeed committed suicide as Chilean mili-
tary forces surrounded his offi ce.

50. See Karamessines testimony quoted in U.S. Congress, Senate, Select Committee 
to Study Government Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities, Alleged 
Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders (Washington, D.C.: 1975), p. 254.

51. Kissinger Telcon transcript, September 16, 1973. Nixon remained convinced that 
the “people” would not be persuaded by “this crap from the Liberals” about the 
immorality of U.S. support for Allende’s overthrow. “They know it is a pro- 
Communist government and that is the way it is,” he told Kissinger. “Exactly. And 
pro- Castro,” Kissinger agreed. “Let’s forget the pro- Communist,” Nixon suggested, 
citing Allende’s ultimate sin. “It was an anti- American government all the way.”

3: Pinochet in Power: Building a Regime of Repression.

 1. There was no complete tally of post- coup victims until after Pinochet stepped 
down in 1990 and the new civilian government appointed a National Commis-
sion on Truth and Reconciliation (known as the Rettig Commission) to record 
the names and circumstances of all victims of his regime.

 2. Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai prompted this report. In a private meeting in Peking 
on November 13, 1973, according to a top secret/sensitive/exclusively eyes 

only memcon, Zhou protested to Kissinger about Pinochet’s ongoing bloodshed. 
“Could you exercise some infl uence on Chile?” Zhou asked. “They shouldn’t go in 
for slaughtering that way. It was terrible . . .  hundreds of bodies  were thrown out of 
the stadium.” Kissinger responded that: “We have exercised considerable infl uence, 
and we believe that after the fi rst phase when they seized power there have been no 
executions with which we are familiar going on now. I will look into the matter again 
when we return [to Washington] and I will inform you.” Kissinger then ordered his 
deputy, Winston Lord to “get [assistant secretary Jack] Kubisch to check on this.”

 3. CIA cable, October 27, 1973.
 4. Ibid. The CIA noted that the regime had decided to clear the stadium camp of 

prisoners “to allow time for preparations for the World Cup soccer match be-
tween Chile and the USSR to be held there in late November.”

 5. See the Report of the National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation, 
known as the Rettig Commission Report, p. 140. (En glish Ed.: Notre Dame, 
Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1993).

 6. For a full discussion of the Horman and Teruggi cases, see Chapter 5, “Ameri-
can Casualties.”

 7. The Report of the Chilean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation 
provided a detailed tally and analysis of human rights atrocities committed during 
the dictatorship.
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8. Quoted in Genaro Arriagada, Pinochet: the Politics of Power (Boston: Unwin Hy-
man), p. 9.

9. In a March 21, 1974 secret analysis, “Aspects of the Situation in Chile,” the CIA
reported on how Pinochet and his army decided not to share the leadership of
the Junta with the other services.

10. During the Chile Declassification Project, the CIA pointedly refused to declas-
sify Pinochet’s “201” file, where the highest-level intelligence reporting on his
personality and actions, as well as the U.S. relationship with him, would be
found.

11. Davis left Chile shortly after this meeting. He was replaced as ambassador by
David Popper.

12. The members of General Arellano’s squad involved in the executions were: Lt.
Col. Sergio Arredondo; Maj. Pedro Espinoza; Capt. Marcelo Moren Brito; Lt.
Armando Fernández Larios; and Lt. Juan Chiminelli Fullerton. The Puma heli-
copter was piloted by Capt. Sergio de la Mahotier.

13. A chapter on each massacre is provided by Chilean investigative reporter Patricia
Verdugo in her book Chile, Pinochet and the Caravan of Death, (Miami, North-South
Center Press, 2001).

14. Lagos kept the original report he had written, and thirteen years later emerged
as a principal witness in the Caravan of Death cases. He provided an affidavit in
July 1986 in the first legal efforts to hold Pinochet accountable for these atrocities.
He also provided a deposition to the Spanish investigation into these crimes in
1998. Because fourteen of the victims of the Caravan were never found, their
families were able to file suit against General Stark and Pinochet, drawing on
evidence that Lagos provided, on the grounds that disappearances were not cov-
ered by the amnesty laws Pinochet had decreed for the military to provide im-
munity for human rights crimes committed between 1973–1978. Rather they
should be treated as unresolved kidnappings and ongoing crimes. Under this
reinterpretation of the amnesty decree, Stark became the first prominent Chilean
general to be indicted and arrested for human rights crimes in Chile.

15. Report of the National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation, p. 146.
16. This information is contained in Stark’s DIA biographic data report dated January

5, 1975.
17. DIA, Official Decree on the Creation of the National Intelligence Directorate

(DINA), July 2, 1974.
18. For an insider’s description of the initial reaction to Contreras’s proposal, see

Mary Helen Spooner, Soldiers in a Narrow Land: The Pinochet Regime in Chile (Berke-
ley: University of California Press, 1999) p. 115.

19. SENDET was officially established at the end of December 1973; the DIA re-
ported on it a several weeks later. See DIA report, “National Executive Secretariat
for Detainees, Establishment of,” January 21, 1974.

20. See Hon’s report to DIA, “DINA and CECIFA, Internal and the Treatment of
Detainees,” February 5, 1974.

21. See Hon’s DIA report, “DINA, Its Operations and Power,” February 8, 1974.
22. Ibid.
23. See Chapter 4 for a full discussion of the CIA’s relations with DINA.
24. This assessment was written after Contreras was removed as DINA chieftain.

See Department of Defense Intelligence Information Report, “Brigadier General
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Juan Manuel Contreras Sepúlveda, Chilean Army—Biographic Report,” Febru-
ary 28, 1978.

25. The gruesome, ruthless procedures at Tejas Verdes became a model for other
detention-torture camps created by DINA. Prisoners were transported, and often
left in locked refrigerated trucks that the military had expropriated from the fish
industry. Hooded doctors supervised torture sessions to assure that the prisoner
would not expire before his or her interrogation was completed. “Many people
died there,” the Rettig Commission noted, “or were taken from there to meet
their death.” For an extensive description of the Tejas Verdes camp, see the
Report of the Chilean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation, p. 134.

26. Descriptions of these facilities are drawn from ibid, pp. 483–490.
27. The Villa Grimaldi property was transformed into a “park for peace” after Pin-

ochet stepped down. Its buildings were torn down; pieces of them were used to
create monuments to the atrocities committed there. In April 1999, the author
was given a private tour of the facility by a former political prisoner held there,
Pedro Alejandro Matta. In an effort to “transform history into memory” and
assure that what happened at Villa Grimaldi will not be forgotten, Matta has
written and published a visitors’ guide, Villa Grimaldi: A Walk Through a 20th
Century Torture Center.

28. See Pedro Matta’s description of this technique in ibid, p. 14.
29. Disappearances became a grotesque form of repression in every military regime

in the Southern Cone during the mid and late 1970s. One Argentine woman,
whose husband, four daughters, and two son-in-laws were all disappeared, cap-
tured the unique suffering such methods inflicted. “The disappearance of a person
leaves those who loved him [or her] with a sensation of permanent and irrevers-
ible anguish,” Elsa Oesterheld told the New York Times. “Even though you have
the conviction that they are dead, they’re not really dead to you because you
have no proof. To this day, I do not have any death certificates.” See “Argentine
Default Reopens ‘Dirty War’ Wounds,” New York Times, March 12, 2002.

30. See the CIA’s Top Secret “Latin American Trends, Annex, Staff Notes,” February
11, 1976, p. 2.

31. Rogers made this remark after a briefing on Contreras’s visit to the CIA. See
ARA/CIA Weekly Meeting, July 11, 1975, Memorandum for the Record, July
14, 1975.

32. See London’s Sunday Telegraph, July 18, 1999.
33. When Col. Hon, the Defense Attaché, asked his source why DINA reported only

to Pinochet when it originally was supposed to answer to the entire Junta, the
informant replied: “That’s too sensitive to discuss, even with you.” See DIA
Information Report, “DINA & CECIFA,” February 5, 1974.

34. See the Embassy report, “Chile’s Government After Two Years: Political Ap-
praisal,” October 14, 1975.

35. On September 30, 1975, the CIA Station filed a comprehensive report on the
meetings and decisions that led to Pinochet’s decrees to expand DINA’s powers.

36. In 1979, the CIA briefed a special Senate Subcommittee on InternationalOperations
on DINA’s activities and shared intelligence on Chile’s efforts to establish bases
abroad, and in Miami. The secret/sensitive report of the Subcommittee, titled
“Staff Report on Activities of Certain Intelligence Agencies in the United States,” re-
mains classified, but I was able to obtain a typed transcript of the section on Chile.
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37. For an extraordinarily detailed overview of Townley’s life leading up to his en-
rollment in the DINA, see Chapter 4, “Condor’s Jackal,” of John Dinges and
Saul Landau’s book, Assassination on Embassy Row.

38. The director of the CIA’s Office of Security, Robert Gambino, provided a sworn
affidavit in the Letelier-Moffitt case relating to the history of the CIA’s interest
in Townley. See his Affidavit, November 9, 1978.

39. See Embassy cable, “DINA, Human Rights in Chile, and Chile’s Image Abroad,”
April 7, 1976.

40. See Dinges and Landau, Assassination on Embassy Row, p. 132.
41. John Dinges and Saul Landau obtained Ines Callejas’s 60-page handwritten man-

uscript and used it extensively in Chapters 4 and 5 of their book, Assassination on
Embassy Row. For this quote see page 130.

42. In his prison letters, Townley referred to “Andrea” and voiced fears that inves-
tigators would come to “know of a bacteriological lab.” In one letter, dated Sep-
tember 2, 1979, Townley wrote to his DINA contact that an investigator had
“asked me if I knew of a girl named Andrea.” “I shrugged my shoulders,” Town-
ley reported. “It was going to happen; I always knew. Since so much time had
passed I thought maybe [Andrea] would have passed without notice. But it seems
there was not that level of luck.” See Labyrinth, pp. 317, 318.

43. Townley told the FBI that he turned down this request because of the “unstable
nature” of the CNM representatives, Guillermo Novo and Virgilio Paz.

44. The shipment of this deadly nerve gas aboard two LANCHILE flights put hun-
dreds of passengers at risk. In 1982 the FAA launched an investigation into
DINA’s use of the airline to transport hazardous materials in violation of inter-
national aviation regulations. No penalties were ever levied against the carrier,
even though LANCHILE pilots knowingly facilitated DINA’s overseas operations
by ferrying bomb components abroad.

45. See the DIA report, “Covert Countersubversive Activities in Chile,” November
29, 1977.

46. CIA, [deleted title], November 9, 1977.
47. See the Commission’s detailed assessment of the CNI, pp. 635–645.

4: Consolidating Dictatorship:
The United States and the Pinochet Regime.

1. Pinochet’s request for this meeting was conveyed to Washington by the CIA on
the morning of September 12 as part of a “situation report” on the progress of
the coup. For Davis’s memcon on the Pinochet-Urrutia meeting, see “Gen. Pin-
ochet’s Request for Meeting with MILGP Officer,” September 12, 1973.

2. Secret cable to the White House Situation Room, “FMS Sales to FACH,” Sep-
tember 15, 1973.

3. Ibid.
4. “Chilean Request for Detention Center Advisor and Equipment,” September 28,

1973.
5. See “Secretary’s Staff Meeting,” October 1, 1973. The next day, according to

the transcript for October 2, Kissinger and his staff joked about how other Latin
American diplomats would perceive the presence of the Junta’s new foreign min-
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ister, Admiral Ismael Huerta, at a Washington lunch Kissinger was hosting for
Latin American diplomats. Assistant Secretary Kubisch warned Kissinger that
“your behavior with him will be watched very closely by the others to see
whether or not you are blessing the new regime in Chile, or whether it is just
protocol.” The conversation then continued: Kissinger: “What will be the test?
How will they judge?” Kubisch: “I suppose if you give him warm abrazos [hugs],
sitting next to you, and huddling in the corner, that will all be reported back to
their governments.” [Laughter] Kissinger: “What the secretary of state has to do
for the national interest!”

6. See the secret memorandum of conversation on “Secretary’s Meeting with For-
eign Minister Carvajal,” September 29, 1975, p. 8.

7. Analysis of U.S. economic support for Pinochet can be found in the seminal work
by Lars Schoultz, Human Rights and United States Policy toward Latin America (Prince-
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1981), pp. 185, 186.

8. “Secretary’s Meeting with Foreign Minister Carvajal,” p. 5.
9. Popper’s twenty-six-page policy review is titled “The Situation in Chile and the

Prospects for US Policy.” See pp. 19,20.
10. The Chilean military requests for lethal weapons are described in a memorandum

from ARA Assistant Secretary Jack Kubisch, “Supply of Lethal Military Items to
Chile,” December 5, 1973.

11. See Schoultz, p. 186. See also the New York Times, October 16, 1977.
12. CIA cable from headquarters, September 18, 1973.
13. The addresses of CIA officials posing as embassy officers were obtained from the

telephone directory, Embassy of United States of America, Santiago, Chile; Oc-
tober 1971 edition.

14. CIA cable, October 3, 1973. Phillips advised Warren to “concoct some plausible
story why materials not available” at this time.

15. The purchase of these media outlets, probably a chain of radio Stations, is dis-
cussed in several declassified CIA and State Department documents dated Oc-
tober 1973.

16. The Church Committee report, p. 40.
17. See the memo for the chief, Western Hemisphere Division, “[Deleted] Project,”

January 9, 1974.
18. Enrique Krauss, a congressman at the time of the coup, later became the first

Interior Minister under the first post-Pinochet president, Patricio Aylwin. Ham-
ilton was a senator from Valparaiso; Pedro Jesus Rodriguez was Frei’s former
minister of justice.

19. CIA memorandum, “Project [Deleted] Amendment No. 1 for FY 1973 and Re-
newal for FY 1974,” November 29, 1973.

20. See “Request for [$160,000] for Chilean Christian Democratic Party (PDC).”
Undated.

21. Gardner’s memo, classified secret/sensitive., is titled “Covert Assistance to
the PDC in Chile,” and shows a handwritten date of February 1974.

22. “Request for [$160,000] for Chilean Christian Democratic Party, January 7,
1974, p. 6.

23. See Popper’s cable, “Assistance to the Christian Democratic Party,” February 27,
1974. Popper did stress, however, that if a breach developed between the PDC
and Pinochet, the U.S. would stand on Pinochet’s side. “The chance exists that
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the relationship may become openly antagonistic at some point in the future. In
these circumstances we would not want to be linked to the PDC, even as to past actions, at
any point in the post-coup period.” (Emphasis added)

24. Davis to Kubisch via CIA channel, May 3, 1974.
25. According to a “termination” memorandum from David Atlee Phillips to the

CIA’s associate deputy director for operations, the final payment to the Christian
Democrats was not actually made until August 20, 1974. See “Project [deleted]
Amendment No. 1 for FY 1974 and Termination,” April 25, 1975.

26. Author interview.
27. See John Dinges and Saul Landau, Assassination on Embassy Row, p. 126. A former

DINA official told Dinges that he had seen CIA manuals of instruction and pro-
cedure being used for operations. “I thought he [Contreras] was some kind of
genius to have built up such a large, complicated apparatus in such a short time,”
this source said. “Then I found out how much help he got from the CIA in
organizing it.”

28. Covert Operations in Chile, 1963–1973, p. 40.
29. See Lucy Komisar, “Into the Murky Depths of Operation Condor,” Los Angeles

Times, November 1, 1998.
30. The CIA briefer to the ARA meetings provided State Department officials with

a lengthy description of the Contreras-Walters meeting at the ARA-CIA weekly
meeting on July 11, 1975.

31. The CIA continues to hide details of this meeting. A one-page attachment to this
memo was withheld from declassification in its entirety.

32. Fimbres recorded the meeting in a comprehensive memorandum of conversation,
titled after all the subjects they discussed, “UNGA, Economic Situation; the Dis-
appeared 119; the GOC’s Image Abroad; Willoughby,” August 24, 1975.

33. State Department memo, “Contreras-Salzberg Conversation,” August 26, 1975.
Contreras told Salzberg that DINA “now makes only a few arrests each day, and
is the sole agency arresting and interrogating political prisoners,” as if that rep-
resented an achievement in improving human rights abuses in Chile.

34. In a 1979 FBI interview, Walters shared little information about the purpose of the
meetings. He said that “part of his function as deputy director of the CIA was to co-
ordinate and conduct foreign liaison for the CIA and within that framework he had
received General Contreras in 1975.” In an interview given while in prison in
1999 to Chilean journalist Rodrigo Frey, Contreras was far more verbose. He
claimed that Walters had proposed placing CIA agents within DINA, similar to the
deployment of CIA Cuban-American agents working in DISIP, the Venezuelan in-
telligence service. This, according to Contreras, explained why he traveled from
Washington to Caracas at the end of August 1975. He also claimed that Walters
had recommended recruiting five presumably retired senators as lobbyists forChile
in the Congress, at the cost of $2 million a year. Until the meeting memcons are de-
classified there is no way to fully evaluate these seemingly dubious claims.

35. Author interviews. Over the course of several meetings, this source repeated that
Burton had one particular project in which Contreras’s collaboration was deemed
critical.

36. Townley letter to Gustavo Echavere, June 29, 1979. Townley wrote this letter
to his DINA handler from a U.S. prison after being turned over to the FBI by
Chilean authorities for his role in the Letelier-Moffitt assassination. All of his
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letters were copied by the secretary of his lawyer before being sent, and eventually
were obtained by authors Taylor Branch and Eugene Propper for the book on
the Letelier case, Labyrinth.

37. Author interviews.
38. The timing of this deposit makes it likely that it was, in fact, the CIA payment

to Contreras. The July 21, 1975 deposit was the only substantive transaction to
the account in almost ten years. After the U.S. identified Contreras in the Letelier
assassination, and arrested the Cuban exile terrorists who collaborated with
DINA, however, he transferred $20,000 from a mysterious Panamanian broker-
age account in the name of Sudhi S.A. in New York to his private account in
Washington. Two months later, in December 1978, he arranged for the husband
of a Lan-Chile employee based in Florida to withdraw $25,000 in cash from the
account. FBI investigators later told John Dinges and Saul Landau that they be-
lieved the money was used to pay the defense lawyers for the Cuban coconspir-
ators.

39. Author interview. The source for this account did not reveal Warren’s identity,
which was obtained independently. The CIA has refused to declassify any of the
cable traffic, or administrative records relating to putting Contreras on the payroll,
taking him off the payroll, and making the one payment to him in the summer
of 1975.

40. See the Washington Post, “CIA had Covert Tie to Letelier Plotter; Contreras Mas-
terminded Bombing,” September 20, 2000.

41. Memorandum for the Record, July 29, 1975. “ARA/CIA Weekly Meeting, 25
July 1975.”

42. Colby’s actual testimony has never been declassified. See U.S. Congress, House,
Special Subcommittee on Intelligence, Inquiry into Matters Regarding Classified Testi-
mony taken on April 22, 1974 Regarding the CIA and Chile, 93rd Cong., 2nd sess.,
September 25, 1974, pp. 31–37.

43. The memorandum on official perjury, titled “Subcommittee Hearings—ITT &
Chile and Report of Colby Testimony before the Nedzi House Subcommittee,”
was written early September 1974. It circulated through the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee and was subsequently leaked to Lawrence Stern of theWashington
Post, causing a huge public uproar, and behind-the-scenes controversy on Capitol
Hill. In a phone call to Levinson, Senator Church told him that Secretary Kissinger
had contacted the Senate minority leader, Hugh Scott, and demanded Levinson be
fired. Until the publication of the Hersh article, “nobody wanted to touch it. No-
body!,” Levinson recalls. “I never understood why Congress appeared to be more
concerned over leaks than lying,” he said, “just as they are today.”

44. See Years of Renewal, pp. 313, 320.
45. In an October 31, 1975, memo titled “Background on Covert Operations in

Chile,” Marsh attached a transcript of Ford’s September 16 press conference,
highlighting his denial of any U.S. involvement in the coup and directing him to
review Tab A. But when the Gerald Ford Library submitted Tab A to the CIA
for review as part of the Chile Declassification Project in 1999, the document
was withheld in its entirety from release.

46. The report Kissinger refers to was the CIA’s “family jewels” report—a seventy-
page compilation of 693 episodes of covert illegal and illicit operations—put to-
gether at the request of Colby’s predecessor, James Schlesinger. This report was
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leaked to Hersh and served as the basis for much of his extraordinary reporting
on CIA domestic spying and assassination operations. The Schneider plot was
not in the family jewels report, although one CIA official in Mexico had submitted
several memos regarding CIA ties to that plot to headquarters in response to
Schlesinger’s request.

47. Years of Renewal, p. 313.
48. “What counts is official acknowledgement,” Rogers wrote Kissinger. “We can

live, although uncomfortably, with unsubstantiated revelations. . . . Latin Ameri-
cans have had a full dose of such stories from the Marxists in any case. But when
past intervention is confirmed by Congressional expose or Executive admission
the Latins can do no less than respond with shock and suspicion.” See Rogers to
Kissinger, “CIA Investigations and Latin America,” February 28, 1975.

49. See “The Secretary’s Principals’ and Regionals’ Staff Meeting, Monday, July 14,
1975, 8:00 a.m..” p. 36. During the meeting Kissinger was adamant that “We
cannot turn over all cables on a subject to any Congressional committee” because
“it’s going to set the most awful precedent.”

50. See Johnson’s comprehensive account, A Season of Inquiry: The Senate Intelligence
Investigation (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1985), pp. 46, 47.

51. White House Decision Memorandum, “Senate Select Committee Plans for Open
Hearing on Covert Actions in Chile,” November 1, 1975.

52. See Hearings before the Select Committee to Study Government Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities of the United States Senate, 94th Cong., 1st
sess; Covert Action, December 4, 5, 1975, pp. 1,2.

53. See Years of Upheaval, p. 411.
54. Conversation with President Pinochet, January 3, 1975.
55. The first of these publications, “Chile: Key Target of Soviet Diplomacy,” was

written by James Theberge, whom Ronald Reagan would name U.S. Ambassador
to Chile in 1982.

56. Information on the history and illegal practices of the ACC is drawn from the
submission of evidence seized by Justice Department agents from Liebman’s office
and submitted in court proceedings on December 18, 1978. See also the Wash-
ington Post, “Justice Department Says Group Illegally Lobbies for Chile Dictator,”
December 19, 1978.

57. Lars Schoultz attributes this attitude to Kissinger in his detailed discussion of the
Ford administration’s resistance to limits on military aid to Chile. See his Human
Rights and United States Policy toward Latin America, p. 255.

58. The Gerald Ford presidential library declassified the notes of this meeting, writ-
ten by Scowcroft, on February 20, 2002 pursuant to a request by the author.
The notes bear the heading, P/K—reference to President and Kissinger. In the
margins, Scowcroft recorded a question “Can we do anything on Chile,” and
then the answer, presumably from Kissinger: “Do all we can.” (Emphasis in
original)

59. “The Secretary’s Principals’ and Regionals’ Staff Meeting,” Friday, December 20,
1974, 8:00 a.m.., p. 31.

60. “The Secretary’s Principals’ and Regionals’ Staff Meeting,” Monday, December
23, 1974, 8:00 a.m.., p. 30,31.

61. Ibid.
62. See Popper’s cable, “Conversation with President Pinochet,” January 3, 1975.
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63. See the memcon of “Secretary’s Meeting with Foreign Minister Carvajal,” Sep-
tember 29, 1975, p. 1.

64. See the transcript of Kissinger’s breakfast meeting with Carvajal, May 8, 1975.
65. See the embassy’s “Country Analysis and Strategy Paper, Chile 1976, 77,” May

18, 1975, p. 5.
66. NSC action memorandum, “Disarray in Chile Policy,” July 1, 1975.
67. See Boyatt’s cable, “Secretary’s Travel to OASGA,” April 21, 1976.
68. See Popper’s secret, exdis Cable, Biographic Sketch—General Augusto Pin-

ochet Ugarte, May 27, 1976.
69. Rogers to Kissinger, “Overall Objectives for Your Visit to Santiago,” May 26,

1976.
70. Henry Kissinger, Years of Renewal (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1999), p. 758.

5: American Casualties.

1. CBS News reporter Frank Manitzas, accompanied by the Washington Post’s South-
ern Cone correspondent, Joanne Omang, taped their interviews with Gonzalez;
in August, Manitzas provided the tape to the State Department where it was
transcribed as “The Second Interview, Tuesday, June 8, 1976, in the Italian
Embassy.” Omang’s story on the interview appeared in the Washington Post on
June 10, 1976; a follow-up Post story titled “The Man who Knew too Much,”
appeared on June 20. Gonzalez’s taped comments were also cited by Thomas
Hauser in his comprehensive book on the Horman case, The Execution of Charles
Horman: An American Sacrifice published by Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich in 1978,
reissued in paperback under the title Missing.

2. Missing, based on the Hauser book and directed by Costa-Gavras, premiered in
February 1982. The movie received an Academy Award nomination for best
picture and won the Oscar for best screenplay. In January 1983, former ambas-
sador Nathaniel Davis, U.S. consul Fred Purdy and U.S. naval attaché Ray Davis
sued Hauser, Costa-Gavras and Universal Pictures for $150 million for defa-
mation of character. In July 1987 the libel claim was dropped after the judge in
the case ruled that there were no legal grounds to bring it, and Universal and
Costa-Gavras agreed to a joint statement saying that Missing was “not intended
to suggest that Nathaniel Davis, Ray Davis or Frederick Purdy ordered or ap-
proved the order for the murder of Charles Horman—and would not wish view-
ers of the film to interpret it this way.”

3. “He was shot in the stadium. I’m sorry. Things like this should not happen,” a
Chilean officer told Ed Horman on October 19. See “Victim’s Father is Bitter at
U.S. Handling of Case,” New York Times, November 19, 1973. Pinochet’s Defense
and Foreign Ministries later denied they had ever admitted murdering Charles
Horman.

4. Rudy Fimbres to Harry Shlaudeman, “The Charles Horman Case,” July 15,
1976.

5. An October 26, 1978, memorandum from McNeil to Assistant Secretary Viron
Vaky indicates that State Department lawyers wanted to keep secret the conclu-
sion that the Chilean military had executed Horman to assist the legal defense
of former U.S. officials being sued by the Horman family for wrongful death.
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McNeil forcefully recommended that the U.S. government “discharge our re-
sponsibility to be more responsive to these American citizens” and issue an official
statement that “there is evidence to suggest that they died while in custody” of
the Chilean military. Such a statement was never issued. The lawyers also ob-
jected to declassifying the suggestion that CIA and/or DOD intelligence agents
might have played a role in Horman’s death on the grounds that it was specu-
lative opinion. In a December 28, 1978 memorandum, McNeil suggested “the
Department of State is better off releasing everything it possibly can now, rather
than be forced to release later and so appear to be ‘covering up.’ Lastly, the
material in question is natural speculation that has occurred to almost everyone
who has contact with the case,” he added. “It may indeed anger some in the CIA
and the military, but the speculation exists and is very much in public print.
(Moreover, keeping the CIA and DOD happy is not grounds for FOI [Freedom
of Information Act] refusals).” McNeil was overruled and the passage was deleted
and kept hidden from the families for another twenty-one years.

6. See Washington Special Action Group Meeting, Subject: Chile, September 20,
1973.

7. Father Doherty’s journal, which he later provided to State Department officials,
recording the graphic details of abuse and torture inside the stadium, for Chileans
and numerous foreigners from at least twenty-five different nations jailed with
him. Soldiers, he wrote, formed a gauntlet outside his cell. “Men were made to
run this gauntlet and as they did so they were beaten by soldiers with rifle butts.
One man fell down from a blow he received and was shot in the chest by a
soldier . . . he died five minutes later. The soldier who shot the man blew off the
end of his rifle and laughed.” He also recorded hearing an hour of machine-gun
and pistol fire at the far end of the stadium between 4:00 and 5:00 a.m. on the
morning of September 20. “I guessed that people were being executed and that
those who had not died were being [given] the coup d’ grace.”

8. Horman interpreted Creter’s comment as an admission of U.S. involvement in
the coup. Terry Simon recalled that he told her that night that “We’ve stumbled
upon something very important.” But the U.S. embassy and Creter insisted he
was referring to his naval engineering assignment in Chile, which, if real, was far
more mundane. A cable from the commander of the U.S. military group in Chile,
Captain Ray Davis, dated August 21, 1973 to Fort Amador in the Panana Canal
Zone, requested the Creter be prepared to “assist Chilean Navy in following
areas” among them: “producing their own CO2 for recharging shipboard fire
extinguishers” and “recommendations concerning installation of fluorescent light-
ing in living spaces aboard all Chilean ships.” In an interview with author Tho-
mas Hauser several years later Creter conceded that those jobs had not been
accomplished when he met Charles and Terry in Vina del Mar. Hauser also
obtained through a FOIA request a consulate file card on Charles Horman that
indicated that Creter had sought and provided intelligence to the embassy on
Horman’s visit to Vina. The card noted: “Art Creeter—15 ND [Naval Division]/
2 checked into Miramar Hotel, Rm. 315, 2300 on 10 Sept./ used 425 Paul
Harris address/ said ‘escritor’ left 15 Sept.” Hauser interviewed Creter about this
strange document and noted: “One would not normally expect to find a ‘naval
engineer’ leafing through hotel records, and Creter has no explanation for his
conduct.” See The Execution of Charles Horman, p. 234.
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9. See “Resume of Naval Mission Contacts with Charles Horman and Terry Simon
during the Period 11 September–15 September 1973 Valparaiso, Chile” signed
by Patrick J. Ryan, LTCOL, USMC.

10. Simon recounted this episode to author Thomas Hauser as well as wrote about
it in a short memoir in the magazine Senior Scholastic. See The Execution of Charles
Horman, p. 94; and Senior Scholastic, “American Girl in Chile’s Revolution,” De-
cember 6, 1973.

11. One of the peculiar aspects of the Horman case is the fact that Joyce and Charles
had moved to this home on September 7, only four days before the coup—too
recently for their new address to be available to Chilean or U.S. authorities. (For
reasons that are unclear, Charles used his prior address when registering at the
Hotel Miramar in Vina.) None of their old neighbors reported anyone looking
for them prior to September 17. It is possible, as in the case of other Americans
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entrap and embarrass the Embassy.” Unlike the Horman case, in this one the
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lean General Carlos Prats,” October 2, 1974.
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Argentine court document, “Poder Judicial de la Nacion.”
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manager of the Cobre-Chuqui copper company had been incarcerated by the
Pinochet regime. DINA agents actually abducted him from prison and tortured
him to death in an apparent effort to find copper company funds it falsely believed
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he had taken after the coup. When DINA agents were accused of kidnapping
him from prison, they concocted an elaborate story that the MIR, impersonating
military officers, had taken him.
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16. El Mercurio’s editorial ran on July 25, 1975.
17. Dinges was the first foreign journalist to break the Operation Colombo story, pro-

viding the details of the list of 119 to Time magazine. He wrote about the human
rights scandal for the National Catholic Reporter under a pseudonym, Ramon Mar-
sano. See National Catholic Reporter, “Anatomy of a Cover-up,” October 3, 10, 1975.

18. The actual Luis Alberto Guendelman had had one hip removed in a childhood
operation; the corpse had both hips intact. The body identified as Jaime Ro-
botham was two and one half inches shorter than the real Robotham. Moreover,
the photo on the identification card found with the body was one of him as an
adolescent that his mother had provided to a supposed military investigator after
he was abducted by armed agents on New Year’s eve, 1974.

19. Department of State, Cable, “Chilean Extremists Reported Killed or Disappeared
Abroad,” July 26, 1975.

20. After providing him with safe haven for months, in early 1976 DINA would
sent Bosch on a mission to Costa Rica to attempt to kill socialist leader Pascal
Allende. He failed. Eventually Bosch went to Venezuela and masterminded the
October 6, 1976, terrorist attack on the Cubana airliner, killing seventy-three
people, including Cuba’s twenty-four-member Olympic fencing team.

21. See Branch and Propper, p. 243.
22. Ibid, p. 244. According to Taylor Branch and Eugene Propper, the explosives

were hidden in waffle containers and kept in the freezer in the camper.
23. This intelligence report, dated August 30, 1974, represents the earliest evidence

of CIA awareness of Chile’s international assassination efforts.
24. See Branch and Propper, Labyrinth, p. 310.
25. After his arrest for the Letelier-Moffitt assassination, Townley wrote a series of

typed and handwritten letters to a DINA intermediary, Gustavo, from prison.
These letters were copied by his lawyer’s secretary and then obtained by former
prosecutor Eugene Propper and Taylor Branch for their book, Labyrinth.

26. State Department, Bureau of Intelligence and Research, “South America: South-
ern Cone Security Practices,” July 19, 1976, p. 3.

27. See Report of the Chilean National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation,
Vol 2; p. 614.

28. Dinges discovered the Fuentes connection to the creation of Condor in documents
at the Paraguayan “Archives of Terror.” See his comprehensive book, The Condor
Years (New York: The New Press, 2004).

29. Rivas Vasquez related the details of Contreras’s visit to a U.S. federal grand jury
on June 29, 1978 as part of the investigation into the Letelier-Moffitt assassina-
tion. This scene is described in Dinges and Landau, Assassination on Embassy Row,
pp. 156,157.
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30. A comprehensive agenda for the “Primera Reunion de Trabajo de Inteligencia Nacional”
dated October 29, 1975, was discovered in military archives in Paraguay.

31. The Subcommittee, chaired by George McGovern, issued a still top-secret-
sensitive 1979 report titled “Staff Report on Activities of Certain Intelligence
Agencies in the United States” that contained a section on the operations of the
Chilean DINA. Parts of the report were leaked to columnist Jack Anderson in
August 1979, who published the first article on Condor activities, “Condor:
South American Assassins,” Washington Post, August 2, 1979.

32. Townley’s participation in this operation is revealed in Labyrinth, p. 324. The
targets of the mission were two Chilean journalists, one with possible ties to
Carlos the Jackal, who were setting up a pan-European newspaper for a leftist
coalition. Condor’s intent appeared to be to disrupt a Socialist Party congress
being held in Portugal, and undermine any effort to establish a broad unified
front in Europe that could bring further international pressure against the South-
ern Cone regimes. As Townley related this story, the mission took place in late
November. But the U.S. intelligence community dated the warning to France on
Condor in September, suggesting that the mission took place earlier in the fall.

33. Department of State, INR Afternoon Summary, November 23, 1976.
34. A number of major luminaries, including Chancellor Willy Brandt from West

Germany, and French socialist leader François Mitterrand attended the Congress.
Townley’s mission is detailed in Labyrinth, pp. 324,325.

35. See, CIA intelligence cable, April 17, 1977.
36. This memo, written by a high CNI officer, Col. Jeronimo Pantoja to the deputy

foreign minister, reviews the communications with Peruvian officials over the
Stationing of a Chilean intelligence officer in Lima. It is dated April 14, 1978
and was obtained from Chilean sources.

37. In an interview with the author, White said he never received a reply from the
State Department about this stunning information. See his cable on his meeting
with one of General Stroessner’s top aides, chief of staff Gen. Alejandro Fretes
Davalos, “Second Meeting with Chief of Staff re: Letelier Case,” October 13,
1978.

38. See U.S. State Department, “Aftermath of Kidnapping of Refugees in Buenos
Aires,” June 15, 1976.

39. See Stella Calloni, Los Anos Del Lobo: Operacion Condor (Argentina: Ediciones Con-
tinente, 1999), Chapter 10. Calloni was the first analyst to sift through the Par-
aguayan documents for evidence of Operation Condor activities.

40. See a memcon filed by James Blystone, “Meeting with Argentine Intelligence
Service,” June 19, 1980. The memo represents the only known documentation
of advance U.S. knowledge of a planned disappearance.

41. One biographic sketch, prepared by the CIA’s Central Reference Service in co-
ordination with the Office of Current Intelligence, Office of Economic Research
and Clandestine Service reported on Letelier after he was named to be Chile’s
ambassador to Washington. The document noted that “the family has an En-
glish sheepdog, Alfie, which they will give up upon moving to the embassy res-
idence.” The CIA’s source for this critical information remains a historical
mystery.

42. CIA Intelligence Information Report, “Subject: Plans of Chilean Leftists in Exile
to Hold another Joint Meeting to Discuss Anti-Junta Strategy,” November 18,
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1975. The last CIA report in Letelier’s 201 intelligence file is dated September
16, 1976, only four days before the assassination. Released to the Letelier and
Moffitt families in 1980, the document is too heavily redacted to determine why
the CIA was reporting on Letelier’s activity at that time.

43. Kissinger did not respond to Pinochet’s complaints about Letelier. The transcript
of the conversation is reproduced in Chapter 4.

44. See the State Department’s January 1989 history, “The Letelier Case: Back-
ground and Factual Summary,” p. 3. This twenty-four-page memorandum was
prepared in anticipation of pursuing the perpetrators of the Letelier-Moffitt assas-
sination after Pinochet turned power over to a civilian government.

45. Ibid.
46. Shlaudeman acted on Landau’s recommendation immediately. He sent a memo

to the Immigration and Naturalization Service, with attached photocopies of the
passport pages, asking that Romeral and Williams be stopped and questioned if
they attempted to enter the country. Nevertheless, on August 22, two Chilean
officers using the names Romeral and Williams, traveling on official Chilean
passports, did enter the country through Miami. Although their names were on
the watch list, they were not stopped. The two were decoys, sent by DINA to
confuse U.S. officials who, Contreras believed, were looking for Townley and
Fernandez. At the time of the assassination the decoys were detailed to the Chi-
lean military mission in Washington.

47. Abourezk is quoted from the Congressional Record, September 21, 1976, p. 31464.
48. Luers prepared a briefing summary of the meeting for Kissinger, who was out

of town. See “Briefing Memorandum: Ambassador Trucco and Orlando Lete-
lier,” September 22, 1976.

49. Fernández related this conversation with his superior officer in a proffer of evi-
dence made to the U.S. Justice Department when he fled Chile and pleaded guilty
in 1987. It is cited in the State Department’s January 1989 history, “The Letelier
Case: Background and Factual Summary,” p. 7.

50. The Scherrer cable was attached to a Letters Rogatory request for information
that the U.S. Justice Department sent to Chile in 1978. It was first obtained and
cited by Dinges and Landau in their book Assassination on Embassy Row. Subse-
quently it was declassified and remained the only available document on U.S.
knowledge of Condor until 1999. Doc 2, the DIA cable from Buenos Aires, is
drawn virtually word-for-word from Scherrer’s cable.

51. Embassy cable, “Possible International Implications of Violent Deaths of Political
Figures Abroad,” June 7, 1976.

52. Beyond their compatible military ideologies, Shlaudeman reported to Kissinger,
the Southern Cone regimes shared a “suspicion that even the U.S. has lost its
will to stand firm against communism because of Viet-Nam, détente, and social
decay.” They also held a common “resentment of human-rights criticism,” Shlau-
deman noted, “which is often taken as just one more sign of the commie encir-
clement.” See ARA Monthly Report (July) “The ‘Third World War’ and South
America,” p. 10.

53. This explosive document was declassified in 1991, but lay unnoticed for a decade
in a batch of microfiched documents on Argentina at the State Department FOIA
reading room. It was discovered by National Security Archive analyst Carlos
Osorio.
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54. See INR Afternoon Summary, September 21, 1976, “Latin America: Political
and Economic Cooperation in the Southern Cone.”

55. “Ninety-nine percent of Roger Channels weren’t like this one,” McAfee said in
an interview with the author. Shlaudeman’s language, he said, “meant that the
top command of State was behind this.” Since INR was responsible for trans-
mitting all Roger Channel cables, the only clearance shown was that of McAfee
himself. Per Shlaudeman’s request, copies of the cable were restricted to a handful
of offices—Kissinger’s, Habib’s, Shlaudeman’s, McAfee’s, and administration. In-
terview with William McAfee, December 15, 2001.

56. When this document was first declassified and given to the Letelier andMoffitt fam-
ilies in 1980 pursuant to FOIA suit they had filed, all references to Pinochet and the
informant’s belief that he was responsible for the crime were blacked out. The doc-
ument was declassified again in November 2000, but remains heavily excised.

57. This summary of the Station’s reporting on the meeting is cited in the Hinchey
report, CIA Activities in Chile, section on “Relationship with Contreras.”

58. At issue was the information in the records that indicated the two DINA agents
intended to travel to Washington to meet CIA deputy director Gen. Vernon
Walters. “The General is an old hand. He can take care of himself,” Robert
Driscoll wrote. See “The Paraguayan Caper,” October 15, 1976.

59. These articles are cited in Dinges and Landau, Assassination on Embassy Row, p. 243,
244.

60. Hewson Ryan was interviewed on April 27, 1988, by Richard Nethercut for the
Association for Diplomatic Studies and Training, Foreign Affairs Oral History
Project.

7: Denouement of the Dictator: From Terrorism to Transition.

1. See Jeremiah O’Leary’s banner headline story, “U.S. Threatening to Sever Chi-
lean Relations,” Washington Star, March 3, 1978.

2. The Chilean military repeatedly faked searches for Townley. They would alert
him in advance before arriving at his home; usually he hid in an empty water
tank on the roof. See Labyrinth, p. 464.

3. This accord, signed on April 7, 1978, is known as the Silbert-Montero accord,
because it was signed by Earl Silbert, the U.S. attorney for Washington, D.C.
and Chilean Interior Ministry official Enrique Montero.

4. The five Cubans were Guillermo Novo, his brother Ignacio Novo, Alvin Ross,
Virgilio Paz, and Dionesio Suarez, who is believed to have pressed the pager
button that actually triggered the bomb. The Novos and Ross were quickly ar-
rested. Paz and Suarez escaped and remained fugitives for more than a decade
before they were finally arrested.

5. After meeting with Landau, NSC Latin America specialist Robert Pastor reported
to Zbigniew Brzezinski on the conversation in a memo titled “Conversation with
our Ambassador to Chile, George Landau—June 28, 1978.” The memorandum
demonstrates that the highest U.S. officials were aware that if Contreras was
responsible for the terrorist bombing, Pinochet would likely have authorized it.

6. CIA intelligence report, untitled, May 24, 1978.
7. DIA Information Report, “Contreras Tentacles,” ca. January 1, 1989.
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8. This CIA cable document is cited in a long list of documents the Agency compiled
for the Chile Declassification Project. Next to the entry of the subject title are the
words FBI Requests Withhold. The document, which contains evidence of Pin-
ochet’s personal involvement in obstructing justice in the Letelier case, was one
of hundreds pulled by FBI and Justice Department officials for their investigation
into Pinochet’s role in the assassination. See the Epilogue for a full discussion of
these records.

9. In 1987, eleven years after the assassination, Fernández Larios fled Chile with
the secret help of the FBI. He was interrogated for more then ten hours and
revealed Pinochet’s efforts to block his testimony after the murders. See the State
Department’s secret report on the Letelier case, January 26, 1987.

10. CIA Intelligence cable, “Government Sponsored Propaganda Campaign Re US
Interference in Chile,” May 26, 1978.

11. See Chapter 6 for a description of Contreras’s effort to obtain U.S. visas in
Asuncion to disguise Chile’s role in the assassination mission, and Ambassador
Landau’s role in copying the passports and the photos.

12. In a telephone interview with the author from his office in Florida, Ambassador
Landau said that he and the State Department had not connected the effort by
the Chilean agents to obtain visas from Paraguay to the Letelier-Moffitt assassi-
nation before early 1978. “If we had,” he said, “I never would have been trans-
ferred to Chile after my posting in Paraguay.”

13. Untitled CIA memorandum, August 24, 1978.
14. See CIA Memorandum for the Record, Meeting with State Department and Jus-

tice Department Officials Regarding Letelier Case, 21 August, 1978.
15. This CIA report, perhaps the most comprehensive summary of the Agency’s

connections to Contreras, has been withheld in its entirety from declassification.
Even its title remains secret.

16. Author interview.
17. Author interview. See also an untitled September 22, 1978 confidential memo-

randum of conversation written by embassy officer Felix Vargas, based on a
conversation with the reporter who spoke to Miranda.

18. Author interview. See also Labyrinth, p. 584. Branch and Propper’s account places
the date of this episode between August 28 and September 1, 1978. But it is
clear from the declassified cables that Contreras made his blackmail bid on Au-
gust 23, using Puga as an emissary with CIA officials in Santiago.

19. See McNeil’s memo to Michael Armacost, “Possible Approach by Chilean rep-
resentatives of General Contreras to DOD Officials,” Aug. 29, 1978.

20. See McNeil’s memorandum, “Letelier Case,” October 30, 1978.
21. Pastor to Brzezinski, “U.S. Policy to Chile—Reaching the Crunch Point on Le-

telier,” May 25, 1979.
22. This exchange is described in Labyrinth, p. 594.
23. Landau’s démarche is recorded in the State Department cable, “Instructions re

U.S. Reaction to Outcome of Letelier Case,” June 1, 1978.
24. Derian to Christopher, secret, “Letelier Case,” September 21, 1979.
25. Derian to Vance, secret, “Letelier-Moffitt—ARA Memorandum of October 12,

1979,” October 12, 1979.
26. Former State and Justice Department officials interviewed for this book acknowl-

edged that the White House in general, and Pastor in particular, were kept in
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the dark about the investigation into the assassinations. The reluctance to share
information derived from Assistant U.S. Attorney Eugene Propper’s concern
about keeping the criminal case free from any taint of politicization, and the
potential for leaks. “Over his dead body would the White House be informed,”
one State Department officer recalled Propper’s position. Nevertheless, Pastor’s
own memoranda record that he was informed in May 1979 that “there is strong
evidence of tampering with the court by Pinochet.” In his May 25, 1979 mem-
orandum to Brzezinski, Pastor noted, “I have not been following this case closely
but [deputy secretary of state] Christopher has, and I am surprised at how
strongly he and others in State feel about this case and about how illegitimate is
the Chilean decision.” By October 11, however, he felt that three fundamental
questions had to be addressed and answered before the U.S. could proceed with
sanctions: (1) “By what justification can we be displeased with the Chilean Su-
preme Court decision?”; (2) “By what right can the U.S. State Department judge
another government’s laws and court?”; and (3) “What are our objectives in the
Letelier case, in U.S. Chilean relations, and overall?” See Pastor to Brzezinski,
“Reaction to Chile’s Decision on Letelier,” October 11, 1979.

27. To address both Pastor’s and Vaky’s skepticism, the Department of Justice drafted
a memo on October 15 reviewing the overwhelming evidence of Chile’s guilt in the
assassination. “The United States Department of Justice persuasively maintains
that any future course of action should not be based upon any suggestion that the
evidence presented by the United States is anything less than conclusive.”

28. Barcella described to me how appalled he was by this question, and the whole
direction of this meeting when he realized that the sanctions would not be com-
mensurate with the crime. For quotations, see Labyrinth, p. 598.

29. Carter overruled recommendation number 5—“Deny validated Licenses for Ex-
ports to the Chilean Armed Forces.” This would have meant employing export
controls to deny millions of dollars of purchases by the Pinochet regime from
U.S. businesses. A seventh option focused not on the sanctions, but on the official
statement that would announce them.

30. Secretary of Defense Harold Brown lobbied hard to keep the MilGroup from
being withdrawn. In a confidential memo to Vance and Brzezinski dated October
9, 1979, he argued that the situation in Nicaragua and El Salvador, poor relations
with Argentina, and the possibility that the Soviets would be given “new oppor-
tunities in Chile” mitigated against closing the U.S. military liaison office in Chile.
Pastor rejected Brown’s concerns as “bureaucratically self-serving” and “non-
sense,” but Brzezinski compromised by reducing but not closing the MilGroup
office.

31. It took only two months for the bureaucracy to initiate an effort to rescind or
limit the sanctions, starting with the UNITAS exercises. In February 1980, one
of Brzezinski’s aides, Thomas Thorton, wrote to him about the sanctions. “The
question arises as to whether we want to continue punishment of the Chileans
on this issue. Do we want this to be a time-limited action or is it supposed to
remain a semi-permanent factor in U.S.-Chilean relations? My preference is to
put the issue behind us—the UNITAS decision would be our last one under its
influence—and judge future issues in U.S.-Chilean relations on the basis of their
merits and overall Chilean behavior.” To his credit, Robert Pastor forcefully
argued against this position. In a February 20, 1980 memo to Brzezinski com-
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menting on Thorton’s points, Pastor stated that it would “be a terrible embar-
rassment to the president if we proceeded with ‘business as usual,’ such as
suggested by the UNITAS exercise, four months after he announces a strong and
firm policy.” Pastor also noted that Patricia Derian’s former deputy, Mark Schnei-
der, was now running Edward Kennedy’s presidential primary campaign against
Jimmy Carter for the Democratic Party nomination. “Kennedy is hungry for
issues,” he observed. “You can be absolutely certain that a decision to put the
‘Letelier phase’ behind us and proceed with UNITAS will be noticed.”

32. Undated radio broadcast transcript. Reagan based his comments on a report by
the extreme right-wing Council for Inter-American Security. He appeared to dis-
count evidence compiled by the FBI of the Pinochet regime’s responsibility, blam-
ing “the efforts of leftist groups to get our government to pin it on the current
government of Chile.”

33. Walters made this statement at a March 10, 1981 hearing on lifting the Chile
sanctions before the House Subcommittee on Inter-American Affairs, and Sub-
committee on International Economic Policy.

34. Kirkpatrick’s article provided the theoretical basis for Ronald Reagan’s campaign de-
nunciations of the Carter administration’s approach to human rights.Once president,
Reagan promptly appointed her ambassador to the United Nations. See Commentary,
Vol. 68, No. 5, November 1979. For a rebuttal of Kirkpatrick’s article as it applied to
Pinochet’s Chile, see Robert Kaufman and Arturo Valenzuela, “AuthoritarianChile:
Implications for American Foreign Policy,” in Richard Newhouse, ed., Gunboats and
Diplomacy (Washington, D.C.: Democratic Policy Committee, 1982).

35. Under the law, the Carter administration voted against MDB loans to Chile eight
consecutive times. The Reagan administration simply asserted that the Pinochet
regime did not engage in a pattern of rights violations and therefore, “did not
now fall within the standard that would require a ‘no’ vote.”

36. Walters “eyes only” cable to Haig, “Chile/El Salvador,” February 27, 1981.
37. Helms made these remarks during the Senate debate over lifting the Kennedy

amendment on October 22, 1981. The author was sitting in the Senate gallery
listening. For a full record of the debate see Congressional Record, October 22, 1982,
pp. 11894–11917.

38. Abrams to Eagleburger, March 13, 1982.
39. Efforts to obtain secret arms from Chile continued until the Iran-Contra scandal

broke in November 1986 and North was removed from his position. For the
complete story of Chile’s role in the Iran-Contra operations, see Peter Kornbluh,
“The Chilean Missile Caper,” The Nation, May 18, 1988.

40. For a comprehensive treatment of the opposition’s efforts to organize against the
regime see Mark Ensalaco, Chile Under Pinochet: Recovering the Truth (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press), chapters 6, 7.

41. See the CIA’s “Chile: How Authoritarian is Pinochet’s Constitution?,” May 17,
1988.

42. Quoted in Mary Helen Spooner, Soldiers in a Narrow Land (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1999), p. 202. See also the New York Times, May 16, 1986.

43. Motley to Shultz, “Chile and My Visit,” February 21, 1985. Abrams opposed
Motley’s “no public criticism” position, which was shared by the NSC. In a
December 27, 1984 memo to Deputy Secretary Kenneth Dam, he argued that
“if we desist from public criticism of Chilean repression . . . we are virtually beg-
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ging for congressional initiatives which will tie our hands and destroy our policy.
I do not believe the NSC’s proposal of ‘no public criticism’ is wise, because I
think we must make our position on human rights clear to the people of Chile
and, even more important, the people of the United States.”

44. I knew Rodrigo and his family and spent considerable time with him while he
was growing up in Washington. At one point, Rodrigo arranged for me to come
speak to his civics class at Wilson High School about the U.S. role in the Chilean
coup and human rights abuses by the Pinochet regime. But he also spent consid-
erable time playing hooky and hanging out in my office. Several months before
his senior graduation, he decided to drop out and return to Chile. With my then
wife, Eliana Loveluck, we took him out to lunch and tried to convince him that
just a few more weeks of school would benefit him for the rest of his life; and
he could then return to Chile with a high school diploma. A stubborn, rebellious
teenager, he listened to us but decided to leave nonetheless. If we had managed
to convince him to finish school and delay returning until the summer of 1986,
I’ve often wondered, perhaps he might not have made it to that particular street
protest in Santiago on that truly tragic day in July.

45. State Department cable, “W/W: Case of Rodrigo Rojas De Negri,” July 8, 1986.
46. Carmen Quintana miraculously survived. The forceful complaints of inadequate

care by an American doctor from Massachusetts General Hospital, John Consta-
ble, and Rojas’s mother, Veronica De Negri, who had both flown to Santiago,
resulted in Quintana’s transfer to the burn unit of the Workers Hospital within
a few hours of Rodrigo’s death. Eventually she was flown to Canada where she
underwent multiple skin graft and facial reconstruction surgeries over the course
of several years. She eventually returned to Chile after civilian rule was restored.

47. Reagan was also informed that Senator Jesse Helms, who was in Santiago at the
time, was assisting the regime’s effort to smear the victims and exonerate the re-
gime. Helms met privately with Pinochet for two hours and then became a Ameri-
can shill for the regime’s cover-up of the crime. “You have screwed it up—you and
the people in Washington,” Helms told Barnes during a private meeting at the
Crowne Plaza Hotel in Santiago. According to a declassified memcon, the senator
“said he wasn’t a complete apologist for Pinochet; but Pinochet, warts and all, was
a lot better than what was likely to come after.” Publicly, the senator denounced
Rojas as “a communist terrorist” and accused Barnes of “planting the American flag
in the midst of a communist activity” and urged Reagan to recall him. For the com-
prehensive story of Helms’s effort to assist those responsible for this crime, see Jon
Elliston, “Deadly Alliance,” The Independent Weekly, May 23, 2001.

48. A reliable source reported to the Embassy that on July 10, the head of the Car-
abineros—and member of the Junta—Gen. Rodolfo Strange wrote a one-page
report identifying the Army personnel involved in burning Rojas and Quintana
and dumping their bodies and provided it to President Pinochet. “President Pin-
ochet told General Strange that he did not believe the report, and he refused to
receive the report,” according to the source. See the Embassy’s cable, “Informa-
tion Regarding the Rodrigo Rojas Investigation,” July 22, 1986.

49. Lagos helped energize the campaign by appearing on television in April 1988
and boldly addressing Pinochet: “You promise the country eight more years of
torture, assassination, and human rights violations.” See Constable and Valen-
zuela, A Nation of Enemies, p. 306.
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50. For Assistant Secretary Abrams from Barnes, October 1, 1988.
51. State Department cable to Santiago, “Chile—Trying to Deter Possible Govern-

ment Action to Suspend or Nullify Plebiscite,” October 1, 1988.
52. The informant’s name is blacked out but DIA records indicate it was Air Force

General and Junta member Fernando Mattei who took the strongest position
against Pinochet’s overturning the plebiscite.

53. Gen. Zincke is, perhaps, the unsung hero of efforts to blow the whistle on Pin-
ochet’s plans. On September 30, during a meeting with the head of the Civitas
Civic Education Crusade, one of the voter education groups receiving U.S. sup-
port for the plebiscite, Zincke began describing a Communist plot to foment
violence to disrupt the election. “The persons with whom Zincke spoke,” Amb.
Barnes cabled Assistant Secretary Abrams at the State Department that day, “are
convinced he, for unknown reasons, was warning them of what the Army, not
the Communists, were planning to do to disrupt the plebiscite.” It is not known
whether Gen. Zincke later provided key details of this plot to U.S. intelligence
agents, but, at minimum, he set in motion U.S. intelligence gathering efforts to
ascertain the nature of Pinochet’s plan to keep power.

54. This CIA intelligence report is dated November 18, 1988.
55. The Embassy officer reported that the first song of the ten hour-long concert,

“Por Que No Se Van”—Why Don’t They Go—was dedicated to Pinochet with
tremendous approval from the crowd. The highlight of the concert for the
diplomat-turned rock critic was Sting and Peter Gabriel singing a song called “La
Cueca Sola”—Dancing Alone—with women from Chile and Argentina who had
lost loved ones. Among the women who danced with Sting on stage was Veronica
de Negri, the mother of Rodrigo Rojas. In an obvious but important conclusion,
the cable noted, “The reaction at the rock concert in Mendoza indicates that the
human rights situation in Chile remains an emotional issue which will persist
despite political openings.” (I am grateful to Sarah Anderson and Stacie Jonas of
the Institute for Policy Studies for bringing this document to my attention.)

56. See Scope Paper, “Vice President Trip to Barbados, Venezuela, Chile, Paraguay,
Argentina, and Brazil, March 9-16, 1990.” In a confidential briefing paper pre-
pared for Quayle to use in his meeting with Pinochet, Quayle was warned that
Pinochet has “vowed to confront the civilian government if it attempts to pros-
ecute military officers accused of human rights violations or change the status of
the military.” Quayle’s talking points included urging Pinochet “to support our
efforts to seek justice for those responsible for . . . an act of terrorism committed
on the streets of the capital of the United States.” “The United States insists on
the resolution of this case,” Quayle was to say. “We will not normalize relations
until this is done.”

Atrocity and Accountability:
The Long Epilogue of the Pinochet Case.

1. Author interview.
2. In particular, Garces used the case of Spanish citizen Carmelo Soria to trigger

Madrid’s quest to bring Pinochet to justice. A Spanish economist working in Chile
for the U.N. on a diplomatic passport, Soria was picked up by agents of the
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DINA, on July 15, 1976. According to human rights investigators, his captors
dragged Soria into the basement of a DINA safe house and, during a torture
session, broke his neck. Then Pinochet’s agents doused him with liquor and
forged a suicide note. The next day his car and body were discovered in an
irrigation canal.

3. Pinochet’s daughter had talked him into doing an unprecedented interview with
a U.S. magazine because, wrote author Jon Lee Anderson, “if people understand
her father better he will be maligned less.”

4. See “Spanish Request to Question General Pinochet,” October 14, 1998, re-
printed in Reed Brody and Michael Ratner, The Pinochet Papers: The Case of Augusto
Pinochet in Spain and Britain (The Hague: Kluwar Law International, 2000), p. 55.

5. Quoted in Peter Kornbluh, “Prisoner Pinochet,” The Nation, November 29, 1998.
6. I attended these hearings in the House of Lords between November 3 and 13,

1998. Quotes can be found in the article, “Prisoner Pinochet.”
7. Pinochet’s lawyers successfully argued that the swing vote on the five-member

panel, Lord Hoffmann, had failed to disclose that he was a fund-raiser for Am-
nesty International and had a bias in the case. A second set of legal hearings was
held in mid-January 1999.

8. For a detailed discussion of how the civilian government handled the human
rights issue in Chile, see Marc Ensalaco, Chile Under Pinochet: Recovering the Truth
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000), chapter 8.

9. See Zalaquett’s introduction to the English edition of the Report of the Chilean
National Commission on Truth and Reconciliation (Notre Dame, In.: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1993), p. xxxii.

10. See Wilde’s provocative article, “Irruptions of Memory: Expressive Politics in
Chile’s Transition to Democracy,” in the Journal of Latin American Studies, Vol. 31,
Part 2, May 1999.

11. When Chile refused the request for compensation, the new Bush administration
invoked a treaty from 1914 known as the Treaty for the Settlement of Disputes
that May Occur Between the U.S. and Chile, also known as the Bryan Accord.
The treaty provided a foundation for bilateral negotiations to settle the compen-
sation issue. For a comprehensive chronology of the evolution of the case in the
late 1980s, see the State Department’s twenty-four-page report, “The Letelier
Case: Background and Factual Summary,” January 1989.

12. Kozak recommended going to Pinochet’s foreign minister and stating that the
U.S. would hold the government responsible for anything Contreras did. His
handwritten memo is undated but clearly is a response to the February 10 em-
bassy cable.

13. See Embassy Cable “Letelier-Moffitt Case: Pursuing it with the Armed Forces,”
May 30 1989.

14. The concern of the families, as voiced by Moffitt and Buffone at this meeting,
and members of the Letelier family in Santiago, was that the Bush administration
would prematurely certify that the Chilean government was cooperating in the
Letelier-Moffitt case before legal proceedings had been initiated or an agreement
on compensation reached. According to a memorandum of conversation, both
Moffitt and Buffone wanted to see a timetable for Chilean government action; as
pressure they believed the U.S. government should once again initiate extradition
proceedings against the DINA officers. Although the families were repeatedly
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assured that justice in the case remained a precondition for lifting the Kennedy
amendment, secret State Department documents show that U.S. officials had con-
cluded the president could certify Chile if Aylwin moved to transfer of the case
from a military to a civilian court and planned to have President Bush announce
the certification during his December 1990 trip to Santiago.

15. The pursuit of justice also advanced in the Letelier case in the U.S. In 1990 and
1991, the two Cuban exile fugitives, Dionisio Suarez and Virgilio Paz were cap-
tured and imprisoned. Suarez was arrested in April and convicted in July; Paz,
who pushed the button on the car bomb, was captured on the day after America’s
Most Wanted aired a segment on his role in the assassinations. On July 30, 1991
he plea-bargained to a charge of conspiracy to murder a foreign official and was
sentenced to twelve years in prison.

16. See Peter Kornbluh, “Prisoner Pinochet,” The Nation, December 11, 1998.
17. Author interview.
18. For Rubin’s announcement, see the Washington Post, December 2, 1998.
19. The official I interviewed recalled the argument advanced by the Chile desk

officer: “If it was just the Pinochet years it would look unbalanced to the Chileans.
It would look like we were just going after the right. So it should cover Allende
also.”

20. Tranche 1 was delayed several days because Henry Kissinger learned of the
scheduled release and had his office call National Security Adviser Sandy Berger
and request an entire set of documents to review prior to publication.

21. The NSC repeatedly promised Joyce Horman that the final declassification would
take place in April, and that all remaining records, among them CIA and Pen-
tagon documents long sought by the family, would be released. In April the date
was postponed to June. After they informed her that the final release would be
postponed again until the fall, she petitioned the chairman of the IWG, William
Leary, to release the records relating to her case as scheduled. “The Horman
family, and many others have waited patiently for these records. The CIA, NSC,
NSA and Pentagon all should have released records on our case last June or last
October. That they did not comply with the president’s request at that time is
most unfortunate,” she wrote in May 2000. The White House agreed, and re-
leased the documents on the Teruggi and Weisfeiler case at the same time.

22. The CIA counted on a 1984 modification to the FOIA law known as the CIA
Information Act, which exempted operational files from being searched in re-
sponse to FOIA requests. But the Chile Information Act explicitly stated that
operational files that had previously been searched subject to law-enforcement
proceedings or Congressional inquiries were eligible under the FOIA. Since the
Agency had been forced to share almost all of its Chile files with the Department
of Justice for legal proceedings in the Helms case and the Horman case, and show
many of its Directorate of Operations records to the Senate Select Committee in
the mid-1970s, the law offered no shield from search and review during the Chile
declassification project.

23. I reported this conversation in the Washington Post Outlook section, “Still Hidden:
A Full Record of What the U.S. did in Chile,” October 24, 1999.

24. Interview with a member of the Inter-Agency Working Group.
25. The National Security Agency continues to keep secret six documents on the

Horman case. In a December 1, 1999, letter to the author, the agency stated,
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“the documents date from September 1973 through February 1974 and do not
contain information which identifies who may have been responsible for Mr.
Horman’s death or the circumstances surrounding his death. The documents
suggest that Mr. Horman was detained and released on or about 20 September
1973, but that his whereabouts were unknown.”

26. In one of his first internal memos on the declassification process, “IWG on
Chile Documents,” William Leary wrote to the CIA, DOJ, DOD, FBI, and
State Department that the “NSC would chair joint declassification sessions to
facilitate such review by 3rd agencies.” The idea was to quickly, and jointly
evaluate documents that involved more than one agency—presidential records
generated by the CIA for example—to determine what portions needed to be
censored.

27. The Archive’s letter is dated September 16, 1999. It noted that “as the U.S.
presses countries like Germany, Switzerland, and Guatemala among others, to
acknowledge and rectify their mistakes of the past, the CIA’s position that we
must hide our own can only undermine the credibility of our policy.” In a re-
sponse to Blanton dated November 30, 1999, Berger wrote: “I have received
assurances that CIA material reviewed and released in the final phase . . . will
include relevant operational records, such as documents related to covert action,
documents associated with the Church Committee hearings in 1975, and oper-
ational files disseminated outside the Directorate of Operations.”

28. New York Times editorial, “Exposing America’s Role in Chile,” October 6, 1999.
29. Tenet made this statement in a lengthy letter to Congressman George Miller,

responding to a call from Miller protesting the withholding of documents on
Chile. The letter is dated August 11, 2000.

30. At the NSC, William Leary reviewed the CIA records, Adolf “Hal” Eisner read
them at the State Department. The CIA records were heavily redacted leading
to complaints that it was impossible to ascertain the actual sensitivity of the doc-
umentation.

31. See Hinchey’s press release, “CIA Finally Responds to Hinchey Legislation, Re-
port on U.S. Involvement in Pinochet Coup Due,” September 14, 2000.

32. On September 7, the CIA provided a classified version of the report to the House
Intelligence Committee. According to sources who have read both versions, the
main difference is that the classified version cited the actual amount of CIA fund-
ing for DINA chieftain Manuel Contreras, and named the two NIC officers who
authored the report.

33. “CIA Activities in Chile,” September 18, 2000, p. 15. The Hinchey amendment
clearly intended the CIA to address its broader actions in support of the military
regime’s consolidation of power. But the CIA chose to interpret the question as
whether the agency had assisted Pinochet in outmaneuvering other members of
the military to become head of the Junta and “President” of Chile.

34. Ibid, p. 5.
35. See Chapter 4 for a comprehensive discussion of the CIA’s interaction with Con-

treras and DINA.
36. In early 2000 I filed a FOIA with NARA for administrative records on what the

Nixon, Ford, Carter, and Reagan presidential libraries had submitted to the Chile
Declassification Project, and what had been denied declassification. The lists I
received of denied documents contained over three hundred documents.
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37. The National Security Archive successfully threatened to sue the U.S. govern-
ment to recover the Telcons; the fi rst set, from Kissinger’s tenure as National 
Security Advisor,  were scheduled for declassifi cation in mid- 2004. State Depart-
ment historians also gained access to these papers for their work on the Foreign 
Relations of the United States (FRUS) series.

38. Author interview. One aspect that investigators focused on was evidence of Pin-
ochet’s motivation to assassinate Letelier. Top- secret CIA and DIA documents 
seen by the FBI recorded his involvement in a decision to strip Letelier of his 
Chilean citizenship ten days before the murders took place. U.S. investigators 
pursued several witnesses in Chile on this aspect of events leading up to the car 
bombing and concluded that Pinochet was “obsessed” with Letelier. See the Wash-
ington Post, May 28, 2000.

39. This source spoke to a Chilean journalist, Pascale Bonnefoy. See her story “FBI 
Requests Prosecution of Pinochet, But No One Lifts a Finger,” in the Chilean 
newspaper El Periodista, April 15, 2002. I also interviewed, on background, a 
source who had been a member of the investigation team that traveled to Santiago 
and participated in the drafting of the recommendation to indict. He told the 
same story. The report went to the criminal division for review and stayed there, 
despite multiple efforts to get it cleared and submitted to the attorney general. 
According to my source, the report was never actually sent up to Janet Reno’s 
offi ce. But it appears she was briefed before the Clinton administration left offi ce.

40. The letter to Marcus Raskin, who had written to the Justice Department on behalf 
of Murray Karpen, was signed by Ashcroft’s deputy, Bruce Swartz. It was re-
printed in the IPS electronic newsletter, Pinochet Watch 35, April 11, 2001.

41. The author appreciates the contribution of Joshua Frenz- String and Carly Ack-
erman for research, crafting, and drafting support on this section.

42. La Tercera, “La Carta de Pinochet al Senado, July 4, 2002.
43. Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental 

Affairs, United States Senate, 109th Cong., 2nd sess., S. HRG. 108- 633. Money 
Laundering and Foreign Corruption: Enforcement and Effectiveness of the Patriot Act, July 
15, 2004 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Offi ce, 2004), p. 21 
(hereafter referred to as Senate Report 2004). While the fi rst report focused on 
Riggs Bank’s noncompliance with anti– money laundering laws, a second May 16, 
2005, study by the subcommittee examined all U.S. accounts used by Augusto 
Pinochet specifi cally— a network spread across ten fi nancial institutions, of which 
Riggs was the most extensive (hereafter referred to as Senate Report 2005).

44. See Riggs memorandum, “RE: Business Meetings During Trip to Chile and 
Ec ua dor,” Senate Report 2005, p. 20.

45. Senate Report 2005, p. 21.
46. Ibid., p. 22. Pinochet received further praise in additional letters sent from Riggs 

personnel. For example, in a letter dated November 10, 1997, Timothy Coughlin 
wrote, “Of the books that you have given me, I am just fi nishing my reading of 
‘The Crucial Day.’ The factual objectivity with which you tell the story of Chile in 
the early 1970s is both fascinating and instructive. History provides for fair and 
proper judgment only when the true facts are known.” Also, a November 14, 1997, 
letter from Joseph Allbritton glowingly remarks “you [Pinochet] have rid Chile 
from the threat of totalitarian government and an archaic economic system based 
on state- owned property and centralized planning. We in the United States and the 
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rest of the Western hemi sphere owe you a tremendous debt of gratitude and I am 
confi dent your legacy will have been to provide a more prosperous and safer world 
for your children and grandchildren.” (See Senate Report 2005, pp. 23– 25.)

47. Ibid., p. 25.
48. Senate Report 2004, p. 21.
49. Senate Report 2005, p. 28.
50. For its misconduct, Riggs was fi ned $16 million by the U.S. Justice Department 

in January 2005. In February 2005, Riggs settled a complaint brought by Span-
ish lawyer Joan Garces to recover the funds given to Pinochet by providing $8 
million to Garces’s Allende Foundation in Madrid; Albritton paid an additional 
$1 million out of his personal funds. Garces pledged to redistribute the $9 mil-
lion to Chilean victims of Pinochet’s repression.

51. Shortly thereafter, on September 16, 2004, Spanish magistrate Baltasar Garzón 
followed suit, adding to the charges of genocide, terrorism, and torture against 
Pinochet the offenses of concealment of assets and money laundering in connec-
tion with the Pinochet accounts at Riggs Bank.

52. Quoted in “Pinochet Daughter Is in Custody in Chile,” New York Times, January 
29, 2006, sec. 1, Foreign Desk, p. 4.

53. “New Spotlight on Pinochet: Probe Renews Push to Prosecute Ex- Dictator,” 
Washington Post, August 25, 2004.

54. “Entrevista de Pinochet a canal de Miami desata pugna en familia del general 
(R),” La Tercera, November 25, 2003, available at  www .icarito .cl /medio /articulo 
/0 ,0 ,3255 _5664 _44959735 ,00 .html (accessed March 12, 2009).

55. Interview with Judge Guzmán, December 10, 2004.
56. Carolina Valenzuela, “Caso Cóndor: Juez Guzmán procesa a Pinochet,” El Mer-

curio Electrónica, December 13, 2004.
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cial issues of our day.
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